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Abstract 
 
Changing employees’ behaviour to be more environmentally friendly, as a means to increase 
environmental performance of a business, is a widely accepted strategy in organisations. However, 
as many organisations can report, it is not always a panacea. Whilst technological solutions are 
simple and uncomplicated, they are often expensive and, with the continuous increase in resource 
use, many organisations encourage their employees to adjust their behaviour. Aiming to help 
organisations understand how employees decide to adopt pro-environmental behaviour, researchers 
of workplace pro-environmental behaviour have attempted to answer this question through the 
development of conceptual workplace frameworks and quantitative behavioural analysis. But, 
despite this contribution this body of research currently suffers from the fact that no systematic 
effort has been made to establish, which of the multitude of factors within these framework and 
models have the biggest impact on employee pro-environmental behaviour.  
Thus, the aim of this thesis is to understand the factors that impact pro-environmental behaviour in 
the workplace by testing an integrated model that encompasses all key variables, that originate 
from general and workplace pro-environmental literature. The integration of these variables will 
enable the researcher to draw conclusions on the impact of each variable and therefore confirming 
the key factors that explain pro-environmental behaviour in the workplace. 
The first stage of this study involved a review of the literature on general and workplace pro-
environmental behaviour. Using inductive theory building, this study developed a theoretical 
framework of pro-environmental behaviour in the workplace; incorporating the findings of the 
previously reviewed literature.  The model consists of intra, inter, motivational and external factors, 
all of which have potential to impact pro-environmental behaviour in the workplace.  
After having established the theoretical framework, quantitative methods were utilised to test the 
hypothesised model. An online questionnaire was distributed to a panel with a representative 
sample of the UK workforce. The questionnaire was further distributed to two higher educational 
institutions in order to collect additional data that could act as a source of rich detail and aid 
interpretation of the results from the representative sample. Through statistical analysis, including 
multiple regression, exploratory factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis and structural 
equation modelling, the final structural model confirmed some of the initial hypothesis. The 
conclusion drawn is that human behaviour is driven by employee’s confidence in the ability to 
exert control over their own motivation and behaviour.  Employees with high confidence in their 
own abilities also take responsibility for their actions, particularly if they are aware of 
environmental issues. It is the workplace’s responsibility to foster this behaviour by creating an 
environment that encourages work satisfaction and ease of behaviour.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
 
This introductory chapter begins by providing a brief review of the research field and its wider 
context pertaining to pro-environmental behaviour (PEB) in the workplace. After this informative 
opening part, the chapter presents the research problem, namely the limited synthesis between 
general and workplace models of PEB. This results in a limited understanding of the factors that 
impact PEB in the workplace and the relationship between them. This is followed by announcing 
the main aim: bridging the gap between general and workplace behaviour by generating an 
integrated model, and empirically confirming its validity and reliability by discussing the 
objectives of the current study and the justification of its significance. Finally, the last section of 
this chapter will present the research design and provide an outline of the thesis, illustrating how 
the research problem is approached.  
1.2 Background of the Research 
 
The climate is changing. With global warming on the increase and species and their habitats on the 
decrease, chances for ecosystems to adapt naturally are diminishing, thus causing many to agree 
that climate change is one of the greatest threats facing the planet. Much of this environmental 
degradation is caused by human behaviour, as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) just recently reconfirmed (IPCC, 2014; Stocker et al., 2013).  The IPCC defines climate 
change as a statistically significant variation in either the mean state of the climate or in its 
variability, persisting for an extended period (typically decades or longer) caused by internal 
processes, external forces, or persistent anthropogenic changes (IPCC, 2007). While internal causes 
are natural causes, such as the continental drift changing the flow of ocean currents, external causes 
include radiation from the universe, eruptions on the sun or the changes in the earth’s atmosphere 
(Houghton, 1996; IPCC, 2007). The important statement for this study, however, is that 
anthropogenic causes play a significant role in climate change.  
With this in mind, the pivotal role organizations and their employees play in tackling climate 
change has been acknowledged by governments, communities and scholars. With governments 
setting legally binding targets to reduce emissions, organisations are encouraged by stakeholders, 
governments, customers, local communities and environmental interest groups to do the same 
(Bansal, 2005; Bansal & Roth, 2000; Boasson, 2013). A plethora of environmental strategies exist, 
depending on the industry, structure and specific issue of the individual business. They include, for 
example, investing in more efficient technologies, choosing sustainable partners, identifying more 
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sustainable processes and creating a supply chain with low environmental impact (Carbon Trust, 
2014a, 2014b). One other popular approach to reduce the environmental impact of organization, is 
understanding and increasing employee’s PEB, such as recycling, waste management, reduction in 
energy consumption or any other behaviour that consciously seeks to minimize the negative impact 
of one’s actions on the environment (Agyeman & Kollmus, 2002; Carbon Trust, 2014a, 2014b; 
Downing & Ballantyne, 2007; Prikken, 2012). Though independent non-profit organisations, such 
as the Carbon Trust, DEFRA, Futerra, the National Round Table on the Environment and Global 
Action Plan offer advice on how to engage employees to tackle climate change; the question “how 
can PEB in the workplace be achieved” has just recently been explored  by academic scholars 
(Lülfs & Hahn, 2013).  
Research aiming to answer this question has been categorised into two domains by academics such 
as Tudor, Barr and Gilg (2008) and Lülfs and Hahn (2013). Research looking at the organizational 
level explicitly refers to the context and its effect on employee’s behaviour and includes variables 
such as organizational culture, business structure and environmental policies as well as physical 
facilitation (see Chapter 3.2.3). Individual determinants bear a direct relationship to the individual 
and their behaviour within the organization, and include variables such as attitude, intention, habit 
and values (see Chapter 3.2.1) (Bissing-Olson, Zacher, Fielding, & Iyer, 2012; Boiral, Talbot, & 
Paillé, 2013; Ramus & Steger, 2000; Robertson & Barling, 2013). However, this study categorised 
the emergent workplace models into three domains, also identifying interpersonal (social) 
determinants (see Chapter 3.2.2). Interpersonal modes focus on the social dimension of PEB in the 
workplace and specifically examine variables such as supervisory support, group dynamics, 
leadership and social norms (see Chapter 3.) (Bissing-Olson, Iyer, Fielding, & Zacher, 2013; 
Bissing-Olson et al., 2012; Brothers, Krantz, & McClannahan, 1994; Chen & Knight, 2014; 
Delmas & Pekovic, 2013; Humphrey, Bord, Hammond, & Mann, 1977; Jones, 1989; Kitazawa & 
Sarkis, 2000; Morrow & Rondinelli, 2002; Rondinelli, 2001; Rondinelli & Vastag, 2000; Schelly, 
Cross, Franzen, Hall, & Reeve, 2011; Scherbaum, Popovich, & Finlinson, 2008; Somers, 2001; 
Sopha, 2013; Young et al., 2013; Zhang, Wang, & Zhou, 2013). 
It has been acknowledged that these domains are interrelated and that all dimensions have to be 
considered in order to understand PEB in the workplace. As a result, various mixed approach 
models have recently been created offering a more comprehensive picture of workplace PEB (see 
Chapter 3.3) (Daily, Bishop, & Govindarajulu, 2009; Flannery & May, 1994; Lülfs & Hahn, 2013, 
2014; Paillé & Boiral, 2013; Ramus & Killmer, 2007; Temminck, Mearns, & Fruhen, 2013; Tudor 
et al., 2008; Young et al., 2013).  
As can be deduced from the above, explaining PEB in the workplace requires a multifaceted 
approach. Individual, social and organisational determinants are key in the development of PEB. 
The inclusion of variables such as management support and organisational culture shows that 
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different factors are at play when explaining workplace PEB in contrast to general PEB. Failure to 
take all factors into consideration, means the concept explaining PEB in the workplace, is 
incomplete. After the broader frame of the topic has been described, the following section will 
present the research problem addressed in this study.  
1.3 The Research Problem 
 
As discussed above, advances have been made to bridge the gap between the different domains 
(individual, interpersonal and organisational), with workplace models emerging, such models by 
Lülfs and Hahn (2013), Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2013), Lamm, Tosti-Kahrans and 
Williams (2013), Stritch and Christensen (2014) and Temminck et al. (2013) (see Chapter 3). 
However, the existing models are based only on a limited field of research. They are created either 
through modification or extension of particular general PEB models and underestimate aspects 
investigated by others or are developed entirely independently of previously established theories. 
Consequently, the current thesis advocates that a model of PEB in the workplace should be founded 
on the findings of general and workplace PEB and should consider all factors found in previous 
research. The review of the literature will reveal that no previous study has overtly examined all 
variables mentioned in general and workplace literature indicating the presence of a research gap. 
The research aims and objectives of the study are presented below.  
1.4 Research Aims & Objectives 
 
Aiming to fill in this gap, this thesis identified the main factors mentioned in the general and 
workplace literature that are believed to affect workplace PEB, and developed an integrated 
theoretical framework. This model was empirically tested to determine which are the main 
predictors and understand the relationship between them.  Special attention was paid to the link 
between general and workplace pro-environmental models during the creation and empirical 
validation of the integrated theoretical model of PEB in the workplace. More precisely, this thesis 
seeks to address the following objectives. 
Objectives  
1. To compare the different theory groups and highlight differences, similarities and 
gaps between general and workplace PEB models 
2. Create a theoretical framework based on that review 
3. Empirically examine the relationship of the variables within this theory 
4. Determine the key factors that explain PEB in the workplace based on the 
empirical analysis  
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To achieve these aims, a different approach to developing an integrated framework of PEB in the 
workplace, based on general and workplace models, was suggested: Inductive theory building 
(Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009; Bendassolli, 2013; Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Huberman & Miles, 
2002; Jabareen, 2009; Schutt, 2011; Seuring & Müller, 2008). This approach, in the first research 
phase, will enable the comparison of the range of current theories and models on a like for like 
basis and will integrate the insights into one conceptual framework. This approach will provide an 
integrated model of PEB in the workplace explained in Figure 5.1 and therefore fulfilling the first 
two aims of the research project. In the second stage of the research, this model will be empirically 
validated through established statistical methods such as multiple regression and SEM, fulfilling 
the last two aims of the research project. 
1.5 Significance of the Study 
 
The significance of this study is manifold as it makes several contributions to the existing body of 
knowledge and has practical implications as shown below: 
Theoretical contributions 
1. Provides a comprehensive review of general and workplace pro-environmental 
theories to better understand the relationships between them 
2. Creates an integrated framework that enhances the current knowledge and 
understanding of PEB in the workplace based on that review 
3. Identifies the significant and non-significant determinants of workplace PEB 
within this theory 
4. Provides further evidence for the design of measures in various field of studies 
5. Provides further evidence for the usage of positive and negative items in 
questionnaires 
 
Practical implications 
In terms of practical implications, this thesis contributes to the development of 
intervention programmes in organisations. It provides managers with information on how 
to increase PEB within the organisation by recommending five environmental strategies 
based on the significant factors in the final model. The impact of the study’s research 
findings on current and common environmental strategies will also be reviewed. 
 
From a theoretical/academic perspective this study establishes an integrated framework that entails 
variables from all leading general and workplace PEB models. The proposed model as such, 
enhances the current knowledge and understanding of the environmental behaviour of employees. 
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The inclusion of variables from different theoretical domains bridges the gap between them as well 
as various academic fields of study and organisational consultancies.  
In terms of practical implications, this thesis contributes to the development of intervention 
programmes in organisations by offering evidence on the factors with the largest impact on 
workplace PEB.  More precisely, the study provides organisations with valuable information on 
how to engage employees in environmental activities and aid in the overall environmental strategy 
of the business. Based on these findings, variables with a large impact can be maximised, variables 
with low impact can be ignored. In addition, by measuring the impact of the variables on 
behaviour, this study contributes in formulating overarching environmental strategies that are 
relevant to the organisation and its workforce.  The framework developed contributes towards 
influencing employee behaviour and formulating environmental strategies in organisations, thus 
helping to maintain a sustainable culture in industries.  
1.6 Research Design 
 
During the research design process a two-step approach was chosen in order to develop a theory 
and empirically test it. In the first phase of the research, an integrated theoretical framework for 
PEB in the workplace was developed using the qualitative method of inductive theory building. 
The theory was empirically validated in the second stage of the study through the usage of 
quantitative methods. The research methods, such as the choice of research instruments the data 
collection processes and the type of analysis for both phases of research, were selected to suit the 
overall aim and objectives of the study, as well as the overarching research philosophy described in 
section 4.2. Both research methods are briefly described below.  
The research method of the first phase of the research, inductive theory building, was chosen to 
develop the integrated framework as it was the most suitable approach to collate the findings from 
various research fields for the following reasons (Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009; Check & Schutt, 
2001; Fendt & Sachs, 2008; Jones & Noble, 2007; Locke, 2001): 
Advantages of inductive theory building 
• Is used quite frequently in business and management research due to its 
qualitative and inductive research methods 
• Is useful for synthetic theory building 
• Represents a systematic method to inductively develop a theory from a corpus of 
data that may be applied to research problems 
• The systematic nature of the method is useful in judging, generalising and 
comparing the final theory, as the path of creation can be followed 
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The data sources were the literature in Chapters 2 and 3 that were coded in three stages in order to 
get to the final theory shown in Figure 5.1 p.125. 
When considering the research method for empirical validation in the second stage of the research, 
the quantitative research approach using an online questionnaire was utilised. For the setting of the 
study, the researcher decided to use case studies in combination with a general survey. Whilst the 
general survey enabled the researcher to draw generalised conclusions from the empirical analysis, 
the case studies were an additional a source of rich detail to aid in the interpretation of the 
quantitative findings from the survey (e.g. construct validation/internal validity and interpretation 
of observed associations). They offered a means of triangulation, assisted in the validation of 
survey instruments and testing of contextual relevance of variables and in the interpretation of the 
final model (Gable, 1994).  
The higher educational sector was chosen for the case study settings; it has great potential to 
improve the PEB of employees. The UK government is already attempting to reduce the carbon 
footprint in the higher educational sector through organisational programmes such as the Carbon 
trust and Green impact, signifying an already existing level of awareness. However, universities 
and colleges have often not reached their carbon target, implying that further improvements can be 
made (BriteGreen, 2015). Furthermore, higher educational includes office environments with 
potential for individual’s behaviour to make an impact. In manufacturing it is likely that the impact 
of the individual’s behaviour will be minimal in comparison to the environmental output of any 
heavy machinery and equipment.  Educational institutions were contacted by the researcher and 
Chichester University and Highbury College agreed to participate in the survey.   As can be 
observed above, both organisations have great potential for energy saving techniques; they have a 
variety of opportunities for improvement and were therefore considered suitable settings for the 
case studies.  
For the main survey, a panel was chosen for the representative workforce sample due to its cost 
effective and convenient method of collecting data.  Previous contacts the researcher had with the 
panel provider Toluna offered a quick collection process.  A representative sample of the UK 
workforce was gathered through the use of the online panel as detailed in Chapter 6.2. When 
collecting the data, a structured, self-administered questionnaire was developed based on the work 
of previous researchers and the needs of this study (refer to section 6.2.3 for the questionnaire 
design). The questionnaire was created and distributed through the online software Qualtrics and 
was kept as short and simple as possible. 200 respondents were collected. After the collection of 
the data, a series of statistical tests were performed including descriptive statistics, multiple 
regression, exploratory factor analysis (EFA), confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural 
equation modelling (SEM). In particular, CFA was employed for testing the proposed model and 
the research hypotheses. The statistical programmes used for the analysis of the data were SPSS 
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version 21 and AMOS 7. Chapter 5 presents a detailed presentation of the research design for this 
stage of the research.  
1.7 Thesis Structure 
 
There are eight chapters, with this chapter serving as an introductory segment to the study in terms 
of outlining the background, aim and objectives, significance, research design, study area, 
conceptual definitions and finally structure of the thesis. 
In Chapter 2 the leading theories explaining general PEB from different fields of research are 
reviewed. They will be categorised into theories looking at educational and psychosocial 
demographic factors, intrapersonal factors, motivational factors, and interpersonal factors based on 
the main factors examined.  Chapter 3 presents the theories that have been applied to the 
workplace. First, the literature will be introduced that predominantly look at one specific dimension 
of PEB at work. This includes intra, interpersonal and organisational theories. Intra and 
interpersonal theories generally originate from Chapter 2 but are applied in the workplace 
environment, whilst organisational theories are independent of these models. Next, the literature 
with mixed-approach models will be introduced, which examine more than one dimension. These 
are further divided into extended mixed models (extended from previously discussed theories) and 
independent mixed models, both of which will be reviewed.  All theories will be introduced and 
discussed within the context of historic development, opposing theories, as well as criticisms and 
similar theories. Connections between the theories will be mentioned as well as the main theories 
and the gaps between them. Chapter 4 will present the overarching research methodology that 
encompasses both stages of the research. This specifically includes research philosophy, research 
approach, type of research and research strategy, which will all be summarised in the overarching 
research process. In the fifth chapter, the first stage of the research project, the development of the 
integrated framework, will be discussed. An integrated model of PEB will be created through the 
method of inductive theory building, which will be presented at the end of the chapter. Its aim is to 
help bridge the gaps between the already established general and workplace models. Inductive 
theory building was used to not favour any theory but unify them all in a systematic but yet 
qualitative way. Chapter 6 will present the second stage of the research phase, the empirical 
validation of the theoretical framework produced in Chapter 5. This includes an introduction of the 
methods employed for this stage, the data collection and the statistical analysis. In particular, this 
chapter will present the demographics and organisational profiles, preliminary analysis including 
means and correlations as well as the main analysis involving multiple regression, EFA, CFA and 
SEM upon which the previously proposed model is evaluated.  The seventh Chapter provides 
interpretation of the findings presented in Chapter 6 and discusses the results in comparison to the 
developed theory in Chapter 5. Finally, the eighth and last Chapter presents the theoretical and 
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practical implications of the findings, along with limitations of the present study and suggestions 
for future research.  
1.8 Conceptual Definitions 
 
The conceptual definitions of the key constructs employed in this study are as follows:  
Ascription of responsibility: A person ascribes responsibility for any consequences to the 
self (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Schwartz, 1994) 
 
Attitude: An expression of favour or disfavour towards a behaviour, such as PEB 
(OECD, 2004) 
 
Awareness of consequences: When a person is aware of the harmful consequences of 
their actions (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Schwartz, 1994) 
 
Awareness:  Being aware of environmental issues as well as environmental strategies. 
Also referred to as knowledge 
 
Cognitive theories: Cognitive theory is an approach to psychology that attempts to 
explain human behaviour by understanding thought processes (Jarvis, 2000; McLeod, 
2007) 
 
Commitment: Being dedicated to the organisation 
 
Descriptive norms: Refers to the perception people hold about normal behaviour in any 
given situation (Kallegren, Cialdini & Reno, 2000) 
 
External factors: The final measure combining facilitating conditions and culture. It 
refers to the external environment in the workplace impacting the individual’s PEB 
 
Extrinsic motivation:  Doing something for the purpose of obtaining an external reward 
or separable outcome (Ryan & Deci, 2000a) 
 
Facilitating conditions: Also referred to as external factors, situational influences or ease 
of behaviour. It represents objective factors that can make the behaviour easier or ahrder 
to do (Gagnon et al. 2003; Moody & Siponen, 2013) 
 
Group dynamics: Group dynamics is a system of behaviours and psychological 
processes occurring within a social group 
 
Habit: Also referred to habitual processes. Is a routine of behaviour that is repeated 
regularly and tends to occur unconsciously 
 
Injunctive norm: Refers to norms that characterize the perception of what most people 
approve or disapprove (Kallegren, et al. 2000) 
 
Intention:  A mental state that represents a commitment to carrying out an action or 
actions in the future 
 
Internal motivation: The final measure combining intrinsic motivation and perceived 
behavioural control. It refers to the internal drive to behave out of enjoyment and the 
feeling of competence in order to do so 
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Interpersonal determinants: Relating to the interaction between individuals; existing or 
occurring between individuals  
 
Intrapersonal/Individual determinants: Determinants that exist within an individual 
 
Intrinsic motivation: Refers to doing something because it is inherently interesting 
or enjoyable (Ryan & Deci, 2000a) 
 
Job attitudes: The final combined measure for commitment and work satisfaction. It 
refers to respondent’s attitude towards their job 
 Job satisfaction: How content an individual is with his or her job. Also referred to as 
work satisfaction 
 Management support: Also referred to supervisor encouragement, supervisory support, 
transformational leadership, leaders' environmental behaviour 
 
Motivational determinants: Determinants that explain the desire or willingness to act  
 Non-cognitive theories: Go against rational theories postulating that human decision 
making isn't always rational 
 
Normative theories: A normative theory expresses a judgment based upon some moray 
or standard (Turuga et al., 2010) 
 
Organisational culture: A system of shared assumptions, values, and beliefs, which 
governs how people behave in organizations 
 
Organisational determinants: Determinants that are concerned with the individual’s 
perception of an aspect of organisational  context determinants are independent of the 
individual but refer to the organisation 
 
Perceived behavioural control: Also referred to as self-efficacy or behavioural control.   
Refers to people's perceptions of their ability to perform a given behaviour (Ajzen, 
2002) 
 
Personal norms: The feeling of moral obligation according to a person’s values 
(Schwartz, 1994) 
 
Pro-environmental behaviour: Any behaviour that consciously seeks to minimize the 
negative impact of one’s actions on the environment (Agyeman, 2002) 
 
Psychodemographics: Demographics variables that can have an impact on the values 
and attitudes of individuals 
 
Self-identity: The recognition of one's potential and qualities as an individual, especially 
in relation to social context 
 
Social norms: Injunctive and descriptive norms that explain how people feel their 
environment behaves as well as how they should behave 
 
Subjective norms: A perceived social pressure to engage or not to engage in a behaviour 
(Ajzen, 2002)  
 
Threat: The possibility of trouble, danger, or ruin 
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1.9 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter presented the background of the current study, underlined the presence of research 
gaps in the field of PEB in the workplace and highlighted research problems that require further 
academic attention. Additionally, this section specified the research aims and objectives, 
highlighted the significance of the research and briefly presented the research methods and study 
area for the second research phase. The next chapter reviews the relevant literature on general PEB, 
whilst the subsequent chapter reviews the relevant literature on workplace PEB.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW OF GENERAL PRO-
ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOUR 
2.1 Introduction  
 
This chapter offers a review of the relevant literature on general PEB, from the first studies dating 
back to the 1970s up to the most recent advancements. More precisely, the focus of Chapter 2 is to 
understand the key individual variables explaining general PEB. First, two general subjects will be 
introduced: psychosocial determinants and education and awareness. The literature will then be 
divided into three groups, based on the key variables examined. The first group includes models 
from the field of social psychology that analyse intrapersonal factors such as values, attitudes, habit 
and affect. These theories are further grouped into normative, cognitive and non-rational theories 
and the leading theories in each area will be introduced and discussed. The Chapter continues by 
presenting and discussing a second group of theories that studies motivational factors and their 
relationship to PEB, which mainly originate from organisational behaviour lsiterature. The chapter 
will conclude with a group of theories looking at interpersonal (social) factors. A table of the 
theories examined is provided in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of literature examined in Chapter 2 
Literature Examined 
Psychosocial demographics 
• Gender 
• Age 
• Level of education (Degree) 
• Income 
• Household size 
• Marital status, Prestige, Social status and Residence 
Environmental education and awareness 
Intrapersonal Theories of Behaviour 
 Normative Theories 
• New Environmental Paradigm (NEP) 
• Norm Activation Theory (NAT) 
• Value-Belief-Norm Theory (VBN) 
 Rational Theories 
• Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) 
• Cognitive Dissonance 
• Attitude to Behaviour Process Model (MODE) 
 Non-Rational Choice Theories 
• Theory of Interpersonal Behaviour (TIP) 
• Comprehensive Action Determination Model (CADM) 
Motivational Theories 
 Protection Theories 
• Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) 
• Cognitive Theory of Stress (CTS) 
 Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation 
• Incentive Motivation 
• Expectancy Theory 
• Self-Determination Theory (SDT) 
Interpersonal Theories of Behaviour 
• Structuration Theory 
• Focus Theory of Normative Conduct (FTNC) 
• Self and Social Identity 
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2.2 Psychosocial Demographics 
 
Since the 1970s, a vast amount of studies have been conducted accumulating statistical data about 
the population and their environmental behaviour. While some studies focused on identifying a 
relationship between demographic variables and specific behaviours, such as recycling, bus use or 
the purchase of a green product, others concentrated on determining the relationship to 
environmental behaviour in general. In this chapter, the results of the literature review will be 
summarized whilst a summary of the literature consulted can be found in Appendix A. It is 
important to note that this summary is not meant to be a systematic review. For this, the reader is 
referred to the article of Fisher, Bashyal and Bachmann (2012). This Chapter is intended to provide 
an overview of the literature and highlight any trends and contradictions within it. Therefore, the 
following section will discuss the main demographic variables, education, age, gender, income, 
household size, marital status, prestige, social status and residence as shown in Figure 2.1 below: 
Figure 2.1 Demographic variables that could affect PEB 
 
2.2.1 Gender 
 
The first demographic variable discussed is gender. Contrary to the general belief that women 
behave in a more environmentally friendly manner than men, most studies conclude that there is no 
correlation between gender and environmental behaviours. A review of the literature in by Dunlap 
and Van Liere (1980), a meta-analysis by Hines (1986) and a further literature review by Schults, 
Oskamp and Mainieri (1995) concluded that there was no conclusive evidence to suggest a link 
between gender and PEB. More recent studies, including those of Derksen and Gartrell (1993), 
Clark, Kotchen and Moore (2003), Diamantopoulos, Schlegemilch, Sinkovics and Bohlen (2003) 
and Rice (2006) confirmed this conclusion. They demonstrated that gender had no predictive value, 
especially when the effect of other variables was accounted for. However, studies conducted after 
2010 contrarily showed that women engage in environmental programmes more willingly than 
men, with only a few concluding the opposite. Studies by Tilidikou and Delistavrou (2008, 2009), 
Han, Hsu, Lee and Sheu (2011) and Hirsh (2010), for example, concluded that females expressed 
stronger behavioural intentions towards PEB and felt more strongly that environmental conditions 
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had negative consequences for self, others and the biosphere. A review conducted in 2012 
confirmed this shift, indicating that studies finding a positive relationship between women and 
environmental behaviour were conducted more recently (after 2010) than studies not finding one 
(Fisher et al., 2012). A possible explanation in this shift might be that the culture is shifting to 
women being more engaged than men, but further research is necessary before this conclusion can 
be made. 
2.2.2 Age 
 
Along with gender, age is a commonly tested variable to explain general PEB. Fisher et al. (2012) 
concluded in their systematic review that the results of studies that compared age groups were very 
mixed; an outcome the researcher confirms. Out of 21 studies reviewed by the researcher, 10 found 
a positive correlation, seven found no correlation and four found a negative correlation between 
age and PEBs. Specifically, a review of the literature conducted in 1990 concluded that recyclers 
were more likely to be older (Forshaw, Hay & Wright, 1990, cited in McQuaid & Murdoch, 1996). 
A study in Turkey, and a further study in Denmark, confirmed this relationship; concluding that 
older respondents were more likely to engage in PEB (Aytülkasapoğlu & Ecevit, 2002; 
Gatersleben, Steg, & Vlek, 2002). Contrary to these findings Janssen, Marell and Nordlund (2010) 
found a negative correlation when analysing decrease in car use with a random sample of 3,000 car 
owners from across Sweden and a further study conducted in the UK, found a negative correlation 
between environmental attitudes and age (Diamantopoulos et al., 2003). When looking at the 
literature more closely, it becomes clear that the correlations highlighted in the literature are 
significant but have small correlation coefficients. This suggests that, though there might be a 
relationship, other factors are likely to have a greater effect on PEB. Therefore, further research 
will be needed before the relationship between age and PEB can be confirmed. 
2.2.3 Level of Education 
 
Additionally to age and gender the educational level of people is often considered to impact PEB. 
This is supported by the argument that the higher educated have a greater awareness of the 
consequences of their actions and are therefore more likely to change their behaviour (Jansson et 
al., 2010). From all the articles reviewed by the researcher, the majority of the literature identified a 
significant positive correlation between education and specific behaviours such as recycling, car 
hybrid ownership and more general PEBs (Gatersleben et al., 2002; Lansana, 1992; Tilikidou & 
Delistavrou, 2008). This relationship was also identified in a recent review of the literature by 
Fisher et al. (2012). However, contrarily to these findings, a study conducted in Sweden, analysing 
the car usage of a random sample of car owners, found that education had a significant negative 
correlation to willingness to decrease car usage (Janssen et al. 2010). It has to be noted that the 
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results highlighting a positive relationship generally presented a weak correlation, suggesting that 
other factors are likely to have a bigger impact on PEB than the level of education. 
2.2.4 Income 
 
Looking at the relationship between income and environmental behaviour, a review by Fisher et al. 
(2012) found that four studies found no significant difference based on income in environmentally 
friendly behaviours. Three found that higher levels of income were related to more environmentally 
friendly behaviours and two found that lower levels were more likely to exhibit these behaviours. A 
review of the literature by the researcher did not confirmed this relationship; with the majority of 
studies confirming a positive correlation. Of the 23 studies the researcher found, two found a 
negative correlation (Gatersleben et al. 2002; Hirsh, 2010), eight found no correlation 
(Aytülkasapoğlu & Ecevit, 2002; Derksen & Catrell, 1993; Dunlap & Van Liere, 1980: Han et al., 
2010; Heath & Gifford, 2006; Jansson et al. 2010: Saphores, Nixon, Ogunseiten & Shapiro, 2006; 
Wiidegren, 1998) and 13 found a positive correlation (Berger, 1997; Clark et al, 2003; Everett & 
Peirce, 1992; Forshaw et al. 1990; Hines, 1986; McQuaid & Murdoch, 1996; Poortinga, Steg & 
Vlek, 2004; Rice, 2006; Schultz, Oskamp & Mainieri, 1995; Scott, 1999; Stern, 1999; Tilidikou & 
Delistavrou, 2008, 2009) .  
However, based on these results, it can be assumed that income can have a positive impact on 
general PEB.  
2.2.5 Household size 
 
Another variable that has been examined is household size and of the few studies that have been 
conducted, a positive link between household size and PEB was found (Fisher et al., 2012). But, 
the result of the literature review by the researcher is more ambiguous, as with many of the other 
demographics variables. Out of six articles the researcher examined, three reported no correlation, 
two reported a positive correlation and only one showed a negative correlation. As with previous 
demographics variables, any correlations were weak with correlation coefficients generally under 
.3 (Clark et al., 2003, Diamantopoulos et al. 2003; Gatersleben et al., 2002; McQuaid & Murdoch, 
1996; Poortinga et al., 2004; Rice, 2006). This suggests, as with the other demographic variables, 
that the effect of household size is likely to be weaker than for a variety of other factors.  
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2.2.6 Marital Status, Prestige, Social Status and Residence 
 
Less researched variables found in the literature are marital status, prestige, social status and 
residence. Only a limited amount of studies have looked into their relationship with PEB and those 
published conflicting results. All four variables will be discussed in this subsection in the above 
order. 
The review of the literature by the researcher for the variable marital status highlighted conflicting 
results. One survey looked at the relationship between marital status and PEB and concluded that 
recyclers were more likely to be married (Forshaw et al. 1990; McQuaid & Murdoch, 1996). Two 
further studies concluded that there was no correlation between marital status, attitude and 
environmentally responsible behaviour (Aytülkasapoğlu & Ecevit, 2002; Diamantopoulos et al., 
2003). The variable prestige on the other hand showed no correlation to PEB in studies, such as 
Derksen and Gartrell’s (1993), which examined the impact of prestige on environmental concern of 
residents in Alberta, Canada. A review of the literature conducted by Liere and Dunlap (1980) 
further confirmed that prestige only ever showed a weak positive correlation to PEBs. The variable 
social status conversely showed a weak positive correlation to environmental concern and PEB 
(Diamantopoulos et al., 2003). As with the demographic variable income, it is assumed that higher 
class citizens have more time to address environmental issues as their other needs are already met.  
There also seems to be indicators that urban residents are more likely to engage in PEB (Berger, 
1997; Binney & Hall, 2012; Derksen & Gartrell, 1993; Laidley, 2011). Particularly, studies by 
Laidley (2011) and Berger (1997) demonstrated that that size of residential area, type of dwelling 
and population density are significant determinants of PEBs such as recycling and joining civil 
action groups. Overall, though there is limited empirical evidence for these four variables, it is 
likely that social status and urban residence might have a positive relationship to PEB. Marital 
status and prestige on the other hand have shown no explanatory power so far.  
2.2.7 Summary 
 
This section provided a review of the literature pertaining to the effects of demographic variables 
on PEB. The review commenced with the variable gender, which seemed to have had no or a weak 
positive (female) correlation to PEB. The second variable age, also had no or a weak positive 
correlation. Next, the effects of the educational level, income and household size, residence and 
social class on PEB were examined. These demonstrated a weak positive correlation. The 
remaining variables marital status and prestige haven’t been tested enough to suggest any 
correlation. A summary of the outcome for each variable is shown in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Summary of demographic studies examined 
Variable Relationship No of studies 
Gender Recently positive 21 
Age Mixed  21 
Income Weak positive 23 
Education Weak positive 19 
Household size Weak positive 6 
Marital status Mixed 4 
Prestige No correlation 2 
Social status Weak positive 3 
Residence Weak positive 4 
 
Overall, the table shows that the results are neither conclusive nor consistent for any of the 
demographic variables examined. One explanation for the contradictory evidence could be the fact 
that the studies were conducted across various countries and assumed different PEBs (e.g. 
recycling, car use etc.). However, it also seems possible that the results suggest that demographics 
only have a small impact on PEB with other factors being more significant predictors. Another 
explanation for the weak explanatory power of socio-demographic characteristics may be attributed 
to the widespread acceptance of environmental responsibility within Western culture. 
(Diamantopoulos et al., 2003; Liere & Dunlap, 1980; Oskamp et al., 1991; Vining & Ebreo, 1990).  
2.3 Environmental Education and Awareness 
 
At the same time that social psychologists examined demographics variables (see previous section 
for examples), scholars in the field of Environmental education, and promoters of awareness 
campaigns, claimed that awareness was a causal factor of PEB. More specifically, scholars such as 
Agyeman & Kollmuss (2002) and Palmer (1998) argued that individuals who were not aware of the 
detrimental effects of their actions on the environment or did not know what they could do to 
positively change their behaviour, were simply not engaged in pro-environmental activities. 
Especially in situations where the costs of consumption were not carried by the individual and the 
consequences of their actions were not apparent (not aware of energy consumption or amount of 
waste accumulated) lack of education and awareness were often identified as the main issues 
(McKenzie-Mohr, 2014). The solution is often seen to lie in the provision of information and 
knowledge dissemination through education, learning and awareness campaigns, as it is inferred 
that if individuals were aware of the issues and how they could contribute to solving them, they 
would alter their behaviour accordingly.  
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Environmental education is a multi-disciplinary field integrating disciplines such as biology, 
chemistry, physics, ecology, earth science, atmospheric science, mathematics, and geography 
attempting to help create awareness. The term is often used to imply education within the school 
system, from primary to post-secondary. However, it is sometimes used more broadly to include all 
efforts to educate the public and other audiences, including print materials, websites, media 
campaigns, etc. (Palmer, 1998). This chapter will focus on the approach that educates the public 
with general awareness campaigns. 
2.3.1 Environmental Awareness 
 
Generally, researchers in this field assume that awareness is a cause of PEB. Specifically, Ballard 
(2005) proposes that there are four levels of awareness to PEB: awareness of the agenda (e.g. 
climate change), awareness of the scale of urgency, awareness of the timeframe and awareness of 
the limits of human agency. He further argues that these four levels of awareness are of increasing 
importance and appear to be of increasing difficulty to acquire. While it is clearly unrealistic to 
expect every person to have high levels of awareness, he believes that sustainability needs to 
address them all. For most people, he claims, the primary challenge seems to be that of developing 
awareness of scale, urgency and relevance (Ballard, 2005).  
 
Based on the previous argumentation, education can create awareness, which in turn can increase 
PEB. Campaigns that attempt to increase knowledge of environmental issues and to foster positive 
attitudes supportive of the issue are created based on the assumption that awareness can impact 
behaviour. The most obvious approach resulting from this conjecture is general awareness 
campaigns launched by either governments or organisations in order to address the general 
population. For example, the DEFRA waste strategy (2007), which identified that education about 
waste issues and raising public awareness concerning the need to recycle was a core priority. The 
“Are you doing your bit?” campaign also used a range of media to disseminate environmental 
information assuming that this would increase PEB in the general population (Barr, 2012). The 
Sustainable Consumption Roundtable (2006) also argued that awareness was a key driver or barrier 
to PEBs. Looking at the driving force of consumers to change to more sustainable products, the 
organisation argued that awareness played an important factor. One specific case study supporting 
this argument explained that consumer’s decision to buy dolphin friendly tuna was driven by non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) building awareness based on emotional content (Sustainable 
Consumption Roundtable, 2006). 
 
There is some empirical evidence to support the idea that awareness can influence PEB. A study 
conducted by Sia and Hungerford and Tomera (1986) examined eight variables in predicting 
responsible environmental behaviour. Their study demonstrated that perceived knowledge 
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of environmental action strategies’ was a significant predictor of PEB in conjunction with seven 
other variables. Once this link was established only few more studies were conducted to provide 
additional support. One of these few was the study by Gamba and Oskamp (1994). They 
investigated the factors influencing recycling behaviours specifically and concluded that relevant 
recycling knowledge and a few specific attitudinal measures were significant predictors of self-
reported recycling behaviour. 
 
However, environmental education has not been as effective as many believe, as Blumstein and 
Saylan (2007) argued in their book “The failure of environmental education”. They claim that 
denial and lack of responsibility from society are the cause of the failure and argue that 
incorporating practical citizenship is the key to making environmental education work. McKenzie-
Mohr (2000b) agrees with that conclusion saying that education and advertising can be effective in 
creating public awareness and in changing attitudes, but numerous studies show that behaviour 
change rarely occurs as a result of simply providing information. Supporting this argument, 
Agyeman and Kollmus (2002) made clear in their study that awareness does not determine 
behaviour, though they did see environmental knowledge as important: there is no guarantee that 
actions will actually benefit the environment without appropriate knowledge. Yet today, most 
environmental NGOs still base their communication campaigns and strategies on the simplistic 
assumption that more knowledge will lead to more enlightened behaviour, resulting in campaigns 
in the mass media that provide environmental information to have disappointing results (Barr, 
2003; Blumstein & Saylan, 2007; Bratt, 1999; Hobson, 2001; Jensen & Schnack, 1997; Palmer, 
1998). 
2.3.2 Summary  
 
This section reviewed the literature on environmental awareness, highlighting its relationship to 
PEB. After being very popular in the 1970s, research has now shown that in most cases increases in 
knowledge and awareness alone do not lead to PEB. Researchers now suggest that awareness and 
education may be considered the basis for behaviour but is not the only facilitating factor in 
creating PEB (McKenzie-Mohr, 2014).  
2.4 Intrapersonal Theories of Behaviour 
 
Most literature looking at internal factors and their influence on PEB originate from the field of 
social psychology and can be broadly categorised into three theoretical domains:  moral, rational 
choice and non-rational choice (Jackson, 2005; Turuga, Howarth, & Borsuk, 2010). Within each of 
these domains, further theoretical models have been developed, as Table 2.3 below demonstrates: 
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Table 2.3 Theoretical domains and their theories 
Theoretical domain Theories within theoretical domain 
Normative/Moral Theories NAT, NEP, VBN 
Cognitive/Rational Choice Theories TPB, Theory of Reasoned Action 
Non-Rational Choice Theories  TIP, CADM 
 
Normative or moral theories focus on environmental values as the main driver of PEB whilst, 
cognitive or rational choice theories focus on the impact of reasoning expressed through attitude 
and intention. The theories in the last category in Table 2.3 go against rational choice theories 
postulating that habit and affect can impact on human behaviour. All three groups will be discussed 
in the following subsections.   
2.4.1 Normative Theories 
 
Normative theories focus on values and moral standards as the basis for PEB (Binney & Hall, 
2012; De Groot & Steg, 2009; J. I. De Groot & Steg, 2010; Hansla, 2011; Jackson, 2005; W. 
Poortinga, Spence, Demski, & Pidgeon, 2012; Steg, De Groot, Dreijerink, Abrahamse, & Siero, 
2011; Turuga et al., 2010). Supporters of this approach such as Schwartz (1994), De Groot and 
Steg (2009, 2010), and Stern (2000) assume that altruistic values or environmental concern are the 
cause of PEB. NEP by Dunlap and Van Liere (1978) and NAT by Schwartz (1994) are amongst the 
leading theories in this field (Amburgey & Thoman, 2012; Clayton & Myers, 2011; Dunlap and 
Van Liere, 1978; Dunlap, 2008; Hawcroft & Milfont, 2010; Schwartz, 1994; Schwartz et al., 2012). 
These were later integrated into VBN theory, which is now considered the most comprehensive 
moral theory for PEB amongst social psychologists (Stern, 2000).  The current section discusses 
these three dominant theories employed to explain PEB. 
2.4.1.1 NEP 
Aiming to explain the growing environmental concern in society, a number of researchers in the 
1970s conducted studies to document the degree to which the public saw environmental problems 
as serious and supported efforts to solve them, by examining the measure of environmental concern 
(Dunlap & Michaelson, 2002). Scales such as the environmental concern scale by Weigel and 
Weigel (1978) and the environmental concern scales by Maloney, Ward and Braucht (1975) were 
developed aiming to measure public environmental concern (Dunlap & Jones, 2002; Hawcroft & 
Milfont, 2010; Maloney et al., 1975; Weigel & Weigel, 1978,). Though all three scales have shown 
internal consistency and have been used in various studies, NEP scale developed by Dunlap and 
Riley (1978) grew to be the most commonly used scale in social psychology. Last revised by its 
inventors in 2002, it is also the most current scale attempting to measure environmental concern. 
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More importantly, the scale has been used to explain PEB, either independently or through 
integration into other theories, such as VBN theory (Stern, 2000). 
The NEP scale categorises the public into 2 groups, one that still holds the old environmental 
paradigm that humans are the top species and can exploit nature for personal gain, and one that 
holds the new world view that humans are responsible for the environment and its survival. 
Alongside its original function to assess how people feel about the environment, the scale was also 
used to explain environmental behaviour. Research conducted to confirm the explanatory power of 
the NEP scale showed that anyone who scored highly on the scale, and hence held the new 
environmental world view was more likely to behave in an environmentally friendly way than 
lower scoring individuals (Amburgey & Thoman, 2012; Poortinga, et al., 2004). More specifically, 
a literature review by Heath and Gifford (2006) concluded that environmental concern was 
significantly correlated with willingness to act whilst a study by Levine and Strube (2012) 
demonstrated that environmental concern was significantly correlated to pro-environmental 
intentions. It is important to note that these studies used beliefs and intention as proxies for 
behaviour. Mainieri, Barnett, Valdero, Unipan and Oskamp (1997) highlighted the difference 
between these two concepts, concluding that environmental concern predicted beliefs but not 
behaviour. Further studies by Satoshi (2006), Whitmarsh and O’Neill (2010) and Schultz et al. 
(1995) did not find significant correlations between environmental concern and certain 
environmental behaviours or intention. Satoshi (2006), who attempted to explain reduction 
behaviours in electricity, gas and garbage by correlating them to environmental concern only found 
a significant relationship between concern and reduction of garbage use. Other scholars, such 
Whitmarsh & O’Neill (2010) did not find a significant correlation between environmental concern 
and people’s intention to participate in a carbon-offsetting programme, questioning the reliability 
of the NEP scale. Schultz et al. (1995) further concluded that environmental concern could only 
explain PEB, such as recycling, if the behaviour requires a lot of effort. This suggests that other 
factors such as situational variables have greater explanatory power. However, it is likely that 
variations in scale and sample types, as well as testing in various countries, are contributing to the 
varying results, as a meta-analysis from 2010 concluded (Hawcroft & Milfont, 2010). Furthermore, 
the wide usage of NEP since the 1970s made the scale a crucial construct in the field of social 
psychology, enough to consider environmental concern to be an important factor in explaining 
environmentally friendly behaviour (Amburgey & Thoman, 2012; Dunlap, 2008; Hawcroft & 
Milfont, 2010).  
2.4.1.2 NAT 
An alternative theory that was developed to explain the link between values and PEB was 
Schwartz’s NAT shown in Figure 2 below (Schwartz, 1994). Also developed in the 1970s, and 
similar to the Environmental Paradigm Scale, the basic assumption is that altruistic, self-
transcendent norms are linked to our behaviour (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Schwartz, 1994; Stern, 
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Kalof, Dietz & Guagnano, 1995; Stern, Dietz, & Guagnano, 1995). According to Schwartz’s theory 
shown in Figure 2.2, people have a general value orientation toward the welfare of others, that is, 
that they are motivated to prevent harm to others. This altruistic behaviour is more likely to occur 
when a person is both aware of the harmful consequences (awareness of consequences, AC) of 
their (potential) actions for others and when the person ascribes responsibility (ascription of 
responsibility, AR) for these consequences to the self. In such circumstances, people develop a 
sense of moral obligation (affect their personal norms, PN) to act in ways that benefit rather than 
harm others (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Schwartz, 1994). Figure 2.2 illustrates the relationship 
between these variables.  
Figure 2.2 Schwartz’s NAT 
 
(Source: Schwartz, 1994, adapted from Jackson 2005)  
Various studies have been conducted to test the predictability of NAT (Harland, Staats, & Wilke, 
1999; Hunecke, Blöbaum, Matthies, & Höger, 2001; Klöckner, 2013). While some analysed the 
explanatory value of the whole theory, others tested the correlation between some of the 
determinants and PEB. A review of the literature by Schultz & Zelezny (1998) showed that 
generally NAT predicts environmental behaviour well (T=4, p<.001). However, the three variables 
have different predictive values to behaviour. Particularly,  the determinant AC demonstrates a 
very weak or no correlation in a number of studies (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Bratt, 1999; 
Kaiser, Hübner, & Bogner, 2005; O'Connor, Bord, & Fisher, 1999; Stern et al., 1999; Stern, Dietz, 
et al., 1995). AR and PN are the strongest predictive variables and are nearly always correlated to 
environmental behaviour (correlation coefficients between .2 and .7, p<.05) (Bamberg & Schmidt, 
2003; Bratt, 1999; Kaiser et al., 2005; O'Connor et al., 1999; Sharla, 2012; Stern et al., 1999). 
These findings suggest that the variables AR, PN and AC to some extent, can explain PEB. 
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Once established, NAT was integrated into other social psychology models such as VBN theory 
and cognitive models such as TPB and the CADM discussed in the next sections. This highlights 
that values should be considered an important but not the only factor in explaining PEB (Klöckner, 
2013; Klöckner & Blöbaum, 2010). 
2.4.1.3 VBN Theory 
Following from Dunlap’s and Schwartz’s work, Stern (2000) developed the VBN theory. It 
indicated a strong initial support for NAT’s contention that personal moral norms are the main 
basis for an individual’s general predispositions to environmental behaviour. But the theory was 
extended by Stern (2000), claiming that not just altruistic but biospheric (i.e. focus on the welfare 
of the environment and biosphere) and egoistic beliefs, in conjunction with our ecological world 
view are the basis for our behaviour as Figure 2.3 below shows (Jackson, 2005; Steg & Groot, 
2010; Stern, 2000; Stern et al., 1999). If these basic beliefs were activated by a feeling of 
responsibility and an awareness of the consequences of actions, the theory suggests that norms 
would be activated which in addition would affect PEB in individuals (Steg & Groot, 2010; Stern, 
2000; Stern et al., 1999). 
Figure 2.3 Stern’s VBN theory 
 
(Source: Stern 2000, adapted from Jackson 2005)  
Consequent studies have attempted to confirm the relationship between these variables and 
environmentally friendly behaviour. Of the few that have attempted to confirm the predictability of 
the whole theory concluded that the VBN model explained 19% to 35% of its variance depending 
on the type of behaviour (Kaiser et al., 2005; Steg, Dreijerink, & Abrahamse, 2005; Turuga et al., 
2010; van Riper & Kyle, 2014).  Specifically, a study conducted by Steg et al. (2005) confirmed 
that all variables were significantly related to the next variable in the causal chain. Biospheric 
values were also significantly related to feelings of moral obligation to reduce household energy 
consumption when intermediate variables were controlled. Furthermore, as hypothesized, PN 
mediated the relationship between AR and behaviour, AR mediated the relationship between AC 
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and PN, AC mediated the relationship between environmental concern and AR, and environmental 
concern mediated the relationship between values (egoistic, altruistic and biospheric) and AC (Steg 
et al., 2005). Other studies mainly focused on analysing the relationship between the different 
variables rather than examining the whole theory. In particular, the relationship between altruistic, 
egoistic and biospheric values was investigated by Bratt (1999), Stern, Dietz et al. (1995) and 
Stern, Kalof et al. 1995). The studies showed that altruistic and biospheric values had moderate to 
strong positive correlations (correlation coefficient between .4 and .7 with p<.05). and egocentric 
values generally had a negative correlation with PEB (correlation coefficient between .4 and .7, 
p<.05). As with NAT previously discussed, PN was the strongest predictor of the three variables 
integrated into the VBN model. In a study by Stern et al. (1999), PN had strong associations with 
the behavioural indicators of each type of non-activist environmentalism tested (the correlations of 
PN with consumer behaviour, willingness to sacrifice, and environmental citizenship are .41, .55, 
and .43, respectively). In addition, PN were by far the strongest predictor of consumer behaviour 
and willingness to sacrifice in the multiple regressions. PN was also the only variable from the 
VBN model that had a direct effect on all three types of movement support (Stern et al., 1999).  
Though the VBN model has shown some support for the assumption that values affect PEB, as 
with NAT, further studies suggested that other factors might have greater explanatory power than 
values. In a review of the literature, Steg and Vlek (2009) concluded that the VBN model appeared 
to be successful in explaining low-cost environmental behaviour and good intentions for 
willingness to change political behaviours and environmental citizenship or policy acceptability. 
However, the VBN model appeared to have far less explanatory power in situations characterised 
by high behavioural costs or strong constraints on behaviour, such as reducing car use. Stern 
(2000), acknowledged the effect of external factors on values, arguing that though the VBN model 
had a higher predictive power than other theories and variations are due to external variables, 
perceived capabilities, habit and external causal factors also play a role in explaining PEB. This 
further emphasises the point that values are an important but not the only factor in explaining PEB. 
2.4.1.4 Summary 
This section examined the three leading moral theories in social psychology. The first theory,  
NEP, started as a scale to measure environmental concern and was later integrated into other 
theories to explain PEB. NEP is widely used in environmental psychological research though there 
have been varying results, likely due to different usages. NAT was the second theory discussed. It 
also focuses on values but assumes that AR and AC activate environmentally friendly behaviour. 
Showing some success in empirical studies, NAT was integrated into other theories such as the 
VBN model, which was the last theory discussed in this chapter. It is now considered a very 
comprehensive moral theory but offers limited evidence for the predictive value of the whole 
theory. 
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Based on the analysis of the theories in this section it can be suggested that there is role for moral 
reasons to explain environmental behaviour and that at least a part of the case of PEB is a moral 
case. However, other factors have to be considered to explain PEB. The next section will discuss 
one area of research offering an alternative explanation by looking at reasoning rather than values. 
2.4.2 Rational Theories 
 
Another field in social psychology is based on the premise that human behaviour is a continual 
process of making deliberate choices between distinct courses of action. These are called rational 
choice or cognitive models (Turuga et al., 2010). The assumption is that, faced with such choices, 
we weigh up expected benefits and costs of the different actions and choose the one that offers the 
highest expected net benefit or lowest expected net cost to us (Jackson, 2011). This section will 
discuss the leading theory in this field, TPB and will address the main criticisms; the attitude 
behaviour debate (Cognitive Dissonance) and salience of attitudes (MODE).  
2.4.2.1 TPB 
A leading social psychologist theory used to explain PEB is TPB (Ajzen, 1988, 1991; Conner & 
Armitage, 1998; Richetin, Perugini, Adjali, & Hurling, 2008). In contrast to the emphasis the 
previous theories gave to moral considerations, TPB adopts a rational decision-making framework 
(Turuga et al., 2010).  A central concept of the theory is that a person’s behaviour is dependent on 
the individual’s attitude towards the behaviour, which is influenced by the individual’s beliefs and 
evaluations of outcomes as Figure 2.4 shows. This attitude can then lead to an intention to act. If 
this intention is high and the person is able to act on it, then the individual will demonstrate this 
behaviour (Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005). However, the authors recognised that attitudes 
alone do not predict behaviour. They also discuss that subjective norms, i.e. how people would 
view them if they performed that behaviour, can influence the person in the specific situation. The 
more favourable the individual’s norms are, the stronger the behavioural intention (Turuga et al., 
2010). Furthermore, Ajzen (1991) emphasised that perceived behavioural control (PBC) can also 
impact on acting on our behaviour1. Therefore, the person must not just be able to act on its 
intention but must perceive that it is possible to act, thus implying that the person must perceive it 
being easy to behave as intended as Figure 2.4 demonstrates (Ajzen, 1991).  
 
 
 
1 The Theory of Reasoned Action was developed by Ajzen and Fishbein before TPB. The difference between 
the two theories is the addition of PBC, which is now part of their TPB. 
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Figure 2.4 Ajzen’s TPB 
 
(Source: Ajzen 1988, 1991, adapted from Jackson 2005) 
The theory and its components have been extensively tested for a variety of behaviours including 
environmental, health and learning behaviour (Ajzen, 2015). A review of the literature by Armitage 
and Conner (2001) concluded that the theory has been successful in explaining various types of 
environmental behaviours (the proportion of variance explained by TPB ranged between 25% and 
51% in various studies). However, the three main components of the theory attitude, subjective 
norms and PBC have different influences (Ajzen, 1991; Armitage & Conner, 2001; Harland et al., 
1999).  
Various studies have examined the relationship between attitudes and behaviour and found a 
significant correlation.  Meinhold and Malkus (2005) surveyed U.S. students environmental 
behaviour and found a significant linear relationship between attitudes and adolescent’s 
environmental behaviour (p <.001).  Tonglet, Phillips and Bates (2004) examined the explanatory 
power of attitude to intention to recycle and concluded that whilst attitude explained behaviour 
(T=5.699, p<.000), subjective norms did not (T=0,516, p>.6). 
PBC has also proven to have a very strong relationship to behaviour (Armitage & Conner, 2001; 
Aytülkasapoğlu & Ecevit, 2002; Heath & Gifford, 2006; Kaiser & Gutscher, 2003; Kaiser et al., 
2005). Armitage and Connor (2001) analysed the predictive power of the whole theory and 
concluded that PBC accounted for significant amounts of variance in intention and behaviour and 
added on average 6% to the prediction of intention, over and above attitude and subjective norms. 
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A further survey by Manetti, Piero and Livi (2004) showed a significant moderate correlation (r=.3) 
between PBC and PEB.  
The variable subjective norm on the other hand has shown a very weak correlation to behaviour in 
various studies  (Armitage & Conner, 2001; Conner & Armitage, 1998; Kaiser & Gutscher, 2003; 
Sparks & Guthrie, 1998; Turuga et al., 2010). A postal survey of PEBs conducted by Whitmarsh & 
O’Neill (2010) in the UK found that the variable subjective norms was not significant in explaining 
behaviour. Kaiser and Gutscher (2005) supported this result as their structural equation analysis of 
university student’s PEB showed only a weak correlation between subjective norms and PEB. 
Another body of study compared the predictive power of the theory to VBN discussed in the 
previous section. Researchers such as Kaiser et al. (2005), Aguilar‐Luzón, García‐Martínez, 
Calvo‐Salguero, and Salinas (2012) and López-Mosquera & Sánchez (2012) concluded that TPB 
had a higher predictive power than the VBN model; thus further emphasising the importance of 
cognitive factors on PEBs. 
Though TPB has shown a good fit for various behaviours, including PEB in the community, the 
causal relationship between attitudes and behaviour as well as the salience of individual attitudes 
has been challenged. The leading theories criticising the above points MODE and Cognitive 
Dissonance are discussed in the following sections. 
2.4.2.2 MODE 
MODE developed by Fazio and Towles-Schwen (1999), a dual-process theory of Attitude-
Behaviour relationship opposes one particular point of TPB:  By what processes do attitudes guide 
behaviour (Fazio & Olson, 2007; Fazio, Roskos-Ewoldsen, Brock & Green, 2005; Fazio & Towles-
Schwen, 1999). Specifically, MODE theory highlights that Ajzen and Fishbein assume a link 
between attitude and behaviour and that this diminishes the explanatory power of the entire theory 
(Fazio & Olson, 2007; Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999). Fazio (1990) proposed that the 
accessibility of attitudes from memory explained the influence of attitudes on behaviour and called 
this the spontaneous attitude-behaviour link (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005; Fazio, 1990; Vogel, Bohner, 
& Wanke, 2014). The spontaneous process begins with an environmental trigger. The individual 
encounters the attitude object and the situation requires an immediate response. According to the 
model, the likelihood of activation of the attitude upon mere observation of the attitude object 
depends on the accessibility of the attitude (Fazio, 1990; Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005). This implies 
that the strength of the attitude can vary and it is this variation in strength that determines the 
accessibility and activation of it. Only if the attitude is strong and salient will it be spontaneously 
accessed upon seeing the attitude object (Fazio, 1990; Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005).  
Empirical tests on this view have shown confirming results. For example, subjects who have been 
induced to express their attitudes repeatedly, have been found to be capable of responding 
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relatively quickly to direct inquiries about their attitudes (Fazio, 1982; Fazio, 1989; Fazio, 2007; 
Powell & Fazio, 1984).  In further laboratory and field investigations, Fazio, Powell and Williams 
(1989) obtained evidence of the moderating role of attitude accessibility.  More importantly, Fazio 
and Olson (2007) and Fazio and Towles-Schwen (1999) argued that this is the reason for some 
studies showing a low predictability. 
However, Ajzen and Fishbein (2005) responded to this criticism by arguing that accessibility or 
spontaneity of attitudes is not the cause of any negative results and that this does not undermine 
their theory. They reasoned that there can be a distinction made between attitudes being activated 
through controlled and deliberate, as well as automatic and spontaneous processes. However, the 
authors emphasised that any spontaneous processes originated from controlled and deliberate 
processes, therefore arguing that any automatic behaviour was originally rational and controlled. 
Ajzen’s (1991) direct response to the negative results in some studies was the Aggregation 
Principle formulated back in 1974. Behind this principle is the assumption that any single 
behaviour reflects not only the influence of a relevant general disposition but also the influence of 
various other factors unique to the particular occasion, situation, and action being observed (Ajzen, 
1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005). By aggregating different behaviours, observed on different 
occasions and in different situations, these other sources of influence tend to cancel each other, 
with the result that the aggregate represents a more valid measure of the underlying behavioural 
disposition, than any single behaviour. More precisely, the Principle of Aggregation argues that in 
order to determine a general attitude (such as PEB) a broad spectrum of behaviours has to be 
considered in order to achieve high predictive values.  Ajzen and Fishbein (2005) further argued 
that the low predictability of some studies was caused by researchers not applying the Principle of 
Aggregation by asking respondents for their general attitudes towards a specific behaviour or 
object. However, they acknowledged Fazio’s argument that strong attitudes (influenced by the 
importance of the issue to the individual) are more closely linked to behaviour than weak ones and 
that timing and salience also played a role in attitude strength. The authors did not think that this 
contradicted TPB but merely highlighted that current issues have a stronger effect on behaviour. 
2.4.2.3 Cognitive Dissonance Theory 
Whilst TPB became more popular, some studies, such as Aytülkasapoğlu and Ecevit (2002) and 
Kaiser (1999) as well as a review of the literature by Schultz et al. (1995) found no linear 
relationship between attitude and PEB. To explain why attitudes did not consistently explain 
behaviour, scholars such as Armitage and Conner, (1998), Faiers, Cook and Neame (2007) and Van 
De Ven, Engels, Otten & Van Den Eijnden, (2007) referred to the Cognitive Dissonance Theory by 
Festinger and Carlsmith (1959), which looked at the cognitive processes that link attitudes and 
behaviour. Cognitive Dissonance suggests that part of the cognitive process is an inner drive people 
have to hold attitudes and beliefs in harmony and avoid disharmony (or dissonance). Based on that, 
the inventors of the theory further argued that conflicting cognitions cause people to strive for 
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greater cognitive consistency in order to avoid unpleasant feelings and achieve a state of well-being 
and concluded that if people’s behaviours and attitudes are conflicting, the weaker one (beliefs and 
attitudes) changes whilst the behaviour does not. Cognitive dissonance therefore suggested a 
“behaviour-attitude” casual chain (behaviours cause attitudes), whereas TPB suggested a “attitude-
behaviour” chain (attitudes cause behaviour) making them contrasting theories (Bohner & Dickel, 
2011; Festiner & Carlsmith, 1959; Olson & Stone, 2014; Wicklund & Brehm, 2013). 
Festinger and Carlsmith (1959) tested their theory through an experiment, which illustrated the 
power and counter intuitiveness of the theory, in what is now known as the induced compliance 
effect (Cooper & Fazio, 1984). Subsequent, mainly experimental studies have confirmed the basic 
theory of Cognitive Dissonance and demonstrated its far-reaching impact (Cooper, 2007; Cooper & 
Carlsmith, 2001; Kowol, 2008). In a meta-analysis of 87 experimental studies on the effective 
treatment of PEB amongst the general population, Osbaldiston and Schott (2012) concluded that 
treatments using cognitive dissonance were one of the most effective. Treatments that utilized 
cognitive dissonance accessed pre-existing beliefs or attitudes and attempted to make participants 
behave in ways that were consistent with those beliefs to reduce the dissonance. These treatments 
also included “foot in the door” treatments where experimenters asked participants to engage in a 
small act first and subsequently asked them to engage in a larger act. Looking at ten different 
treatments, eight had an effect size of over .45 (g > .45) meaning that at least 67% of people in the 
treatment group performed more  of this type of behaviour than the average person in the control 
group (Osbaldiston & Schott, 2012). 
However, some studies have found anomalies that were not easily explained by Cognitive 
Dissonance. Cooper and Fazio (1984) provided a comprehensive review of the dissonance 
literature and challenged the dominant assumption that dissonance was driven by a need for 
psychological consistency (Cooper & Fazio, 1984; Olson & Stone, 2014). According to their New 
Look model, dissonance is aroused when people perceive that their behaviour has been responsible 
for bringing about consequences that are unwanted or aversive. If there are no such consequences, 
then inconsistent behaviour will not produce the state of dissonance. For example, Cooper and 
Worchel (1970), cited by Olson & Stone, (2014) replicated Festinger and Carlsmith's (1959) study 
with a condition in which the waiting participant was not convinced by the subject's lie. In this 
condition, the aversive consequence of misleading a fellow participant was removed along with all 
evidence of the dissonance process. The researchers concluded from this and many other studies 
that responsibility for an aversive event rather than cognitive inconsistency plays the vital role in 
producing cognitive dissonance, similar to the moral theories discussed in the previous chapter. 
Comparable to the latter finding, researchers such as McLeod (2008), Aronson (1969, 1992) and 
Thibodeau and Aronson (1992) have argued that there is some ambiguity about definition of 
'dissonance' itself. Is it a perception, or a feeling, or a feeling about a perception? Aronson's (1969, 
1992) revision of the idea of dissonance as inconsistency between a person’s self-concept and a 
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cognition about their behaviour makes it seem likely that dissonance is really nothing more than 
guilt (Aronson, 1969, 1992; Thibodeau & Aronson, 1992). Other researchers such as Clancy 
(1998), Stiff and Mongeau (2003) and West, Turner and Zhao (2010) have pointed out that because 
Cognitive Dissonance Theory asserts that dissonance will motivate people to act, when people do 
not act, proponents of the theory can say that the dissonance must not have been strong enough, 
rather than concluding that the theory is wrong. Therefore, the theories reliability is not testable and 
it makes it almost impossible to prove or disprove it (Clancy, 1998; Stiff & Mongeau, 2003; West, 
Turner, & Zhao, 2010). Another issue that was highlighted by McLeod (2008) was the individual 
differences as to whether or not people act as Cognitive Dissonance predicts. More specifically, 
highly anxious people are more likely to create dissonance whilst others seem able to cope with 
considerable dissonance and not experience the tensions the theory predicts (McLeod, 2008). In a 
similar vein, the methodologies used in the studies on cognitive dissonance have been criticised; 
particularly the low validity caused by the experimental method and low reliability because of the 
sampling of the data (McLeod, 2008).  
However, despite the criticisms, the legacy of this school of thought has a lot of supporters, 
particularly through the emergence of other theories based on Cognitive Dissonance including 
Motivated Cognition Theory, Self-Affirmation Theory, Self-Evaluation Maintenance Theory and 
Higgins’ Self-Discrepancy Theory and has been applied to explain PEB as an alternative to TPB 
(Cooper, 2007). Thørgesen (2004, 2006) for example, looked at the relationship between Cognitive 
Dissonance and PEB. He argued that the desire to behave consistently lead to a positive correlation 
with environmentally friendly behaviour. However, he admitted that the correlation could have 
been attenuated by the inﬂuence of idiosyncratic conditions (considered “noise’’ in this context) 
and measurement error. He further highlighted that the correlation was moderated by the perceived 
dissimilarity of the different environmental behaviours, and by the (moral) importance of behaving 
in a responsible way towards the environment as the moral theories previously discussed. 
(Thøgersen, 2004, 2006). In a more recent qualitative study, Berthoû (2013) acknowledged that 
discrepancies between stated and actual behaviour, as well as between different environmental 
behaviours, could be explained as inconsistencies of cognitive processes. However, in her 
concluding remarks she emphasised that this discrepancy should rather be assigned to the fact 
people’s behaviours are strongly influenced by facilitating conditions, such as multiple information 
sources that offer contradicting guidance on environmentally friendly behaviour, or the collision of 
multiple environmental behaviours. Therefore, she concluded that people’s behaviour is the most 
rational and meaningful choice at a given time (Berthoû, 2013). 
In summary, though many researchers still argue that dissonance, defined as an inconsistency 
among cognitive elements, produces motivation for changing beliefs, the measurement of 
dissonance, the weak research methodologies and the inconsistent results make Cognitive 
Dissonance difficult to consider a serious alternative to TPB. Though it is likely that behaviour can 
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lead and change attitudes, further research is required to understand the mediating effects, 
especially for PEB.  
2.4.2.4 Summary 
This discussion has shown that rational and calculated, spontaneous and automatic mechanisms 
have been identified as the modes of understanding the attitude-behaviour relationship. Especially 
if the attitudes and behaviours are specifically defined, a strong positive correlation between the 
two variables can be found. TPB has emerged as the most dominant theory when explaining the 
attitude behaviour relationship on a rational level. It has proven to have a higher predictability than 
the VBN model discussed in the previous chapter. Though the individual variables have varying 
strength of correlations (i.e. the explanatory power of PBC is greater than for subjective norms), the 
explanatory power of the whole model is higher if all variables are included. Criticisms of the 
attitude behaviour relationship and of the spontaneity and salience of attitudes have been addressed 
through the review of the Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, MODE and the Principle of 
Aggregation. As the debate between attitude and behaviour is still ongoing, it is important to keep 
both views in mind when trying to explain PEB. On the other hand, the importance of salient 
attitudes has been established during this review and introduced spontaneous, non-rational factors 
to the debate. This non-rational dimension will be discussed in the next chapter.  
2.4.3 Non-Rational Choice Theories 
 
At the heart of rational choice theory is the concept of calculated decision making. However, this 
conception of human action has been subject to increasing assault in the last half of the twentieth 
century. Rational choice theory treats social exchange similar to economic exchange where all 
parties try to maximize their advantage or gain, and to minimize their disadvantage or loss. Non-
rational choice theories disagree with this assumption and though many of them encompass 
behavioural determinants in rational choice theories, such as attitudes and beliefs about the 
outcome, they widen the scope by also considering habitual, emotional and other external factors. 
The leading non-rational choice theories to explain PEB, TIP and the CADM will be discussed in 
this section. 
2.4.3.1 TIP 
Triandis’ (1979) TIP extends TPB to cover emotive as well as habitual dimensions, recognizing 
that human behaviour is not always rational. One is neither fully deliberative, in Triandis’ (1979) 
model, nor fully automatic. More specifically, he proposed that behaviour is determined by four 
dimensions: Intention, affect, habit and facilitating conditions as shown in Figure 2.5. The first 
dimension intention refers to the individual’s motivation regarding the performance of the 
behaviour and can be influenced by the individual’s attitudes, emotions or norms (social factors). 
Norms appear to be conceptualised as social rules about what should and should not be done 
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(Traindis, 1979, cited by Jackson, 2005). He is one of the few theorists to offer an explicit role of 
affective factors on behavioural intentions, making up the second dimension of his theory. Habit, 
the third dimension constitutes the level of routinized behaviour whilst the last dimension, 
facilitating conditions represents objective factors that can make the behaviour easier or harder to 
do (Triandis, 1979; Gagnon et al., 2003; Moody & Siponen, 2013). Figure 2.5 illustrates TIP. 
 
Figure 2.5 Triandis’ TIP 
 
(Source: Triandis 1979, adapted from Jackson 2005) 
Due to the complexity of the theory, Triandis’ (1979) work has not established itself as well as 
Ajzen’s (1991) TPB. However, where it has been used, it appears to have additional explanatory 
value over Ajzen’s (1991) model, in particular, by including role beliefs and habits (Agyeman & 
Kollmus, 2002; Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Conner & Armitage, 1998; Jackson, 2005; Stern, 2000; 
Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 2010). Bamberg and Schmidt (2003) compared the predictive power of 
Triandis’s (1979) theory to TPB and Schwartz’s (1994) NAT and found that two of TIP variables 
(habit and role beliefs) significantly increased the explanatory power offered by TPB in predicting 
intentions of car use. Other studies have researched the effect of the individual variables in the 
model. A study conducted by Guagnano, Stern and Dietz (1995) looking at the effect of facilitating 
conditions of cost and convenience of recycling behaviour in Fairfax, Virginia, showed that they 
had  a significant correlation (T=4.3, p<.001) to recycling behaviour. A further study in Japan by 
Satoshi (2006) found that convenience had a significant effect (p<.001) for PEBs including 
electricity use, gas use, garbage reduction and car use. Tobler, Vissschers and Siegrist (2012) also 
looked at the impact of facilitating condition on environmental behaviour. Examining the variable 
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of perceived costs as the facilitating condition to act on or to support climate policy measures they 
concluded, through a multiple regression analysis, that perceived costs and perceived climate 
benefit were the strongest predictors for willingness to act or to support climate policy measures 
(Tobler et al., 2012). On the other hand, a study by Whitmarsh & O’Neill (2010) demonstrated that 
though habit, did not increase the explanatory power of TPB, it exerted a significant and 
independent influence on intention. The overall positive results of the studies on the whole theory, 
and the individual variables, suggest that a comprehensive theory explaining PEB cannot just focus 
on rational components but has to consider other non-rational factors including affect, habit and 
facilitating conditions. 
2.4.3.2 CADM 
An alternative non-rational choice theory, CADM integrated TPB and NAT and added the non-
rational component habit to address the multidimensionality of human behaviour as shown in 
Figure 2.6 below. 
Figure 2.6 CADM  
 
(Source: Adapted from Klöckner & Blöaum 2010) 
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The creators of CADM Klöckner & Blöbaum (2010) argue that environmental behaviour is an 
outcome of the complex interrelationship among normative, intentional, habitual, and situational 
processes. The core assumption is that behaviour is directly predicted by intention, PBC, and habit. 
(Klöckner, 2013; Klöckner & Blöbaum, 2010; Lülfs & Hahn, 2014). Following TPB, intention 
refers to the feeling of being ready and willing to perform a behaviour, whereas PBC corresponds 
to a perceived ability to perform the behaviour. Habit refers to both behavioural routines and 
behavioural automaticity. On the second level, in line with TPB, intentional process is generated 
from attitude toward the behaviour, PBC, and social norms. The variable attitude regards a person’s 
evaluation on the behaviour, whereas the variable social norms indicates the influence of relevant 
other people on the behaviour (such as peer pressure). In addition, the variable PN, which reflects 
the feeling of moral obligation according to a person’s values, also influences the variable intention 
directly. This variable cannot be found in TPB but is present in the NAT and VBN theory discussed 
in Chapter 2.4. However, in this model normative processes (i.e., social norms, PN) do not 
influence behaviour directly, but are mediated by intentional and habitual processes. 
Klöckner and Blöbaum (2010) tested the explanatory power of CADM on travel mode choice. 
They concluded that the theory explained the greatest degree of variation at 65%. Subjective and 
objective situational constraints were responsible for most of the variation in travel mode choice in 
CADM, but intention and habit also had a significant impact. The influence of social and PN was 
mediated by habit and intention, while habit moderated the relationship between intention and 
behaviour. (Klöckner & Blöbaum, 2010). In further studies, Klöckner and Oppedal (2011) applied 
the model to explain recycling behaviour in Norway. The results showed that general recycling 
behaviour was well predicted by intentions to recycle and recycling habit. PBC mediated the 
influence of the recycling scheme type, distance to recycling containers, and transport mode used to 
reach the recycling containers (Klöckner & Oppedal, 2011).  
 
As CADM is a relatively new theory, there is limited empirical evidence supporting its reliability 
and validity. Therefore, despite the promising results, further research is required to confirm the 
value of this theory.  
2.4.3.3 Summary 
This section discussed the influence of non-rational factors such as emotions and habit on PEB. 
Firstly, TIP was discussed as an extension to TPB by including non-rational variables such as habit 
and emotions in the model. Due to its complexity CADM has not been thoroughly tested but makes 
a valid case to consider non-rational variables to explain PEB. Next, CADM was presented, which 
is an integrated model of the Norm Activation Model and TPB. Similarly to TIP, habit and emotion 
are included in this model. Due to it being a recently developed theory, limited empirical evidence 
is available to confirm its validity and relativity. Overall, despite the already mentioned complexity 
of the Triandis’ model and the limited research on CADM, there is sufficient evidence to conclude 
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that non-rational as well as rational factors can influence PEB, whilst the explanatory power and 
exact relationship has yet to be established. 
2.5 Motivational Theories 
 
Besides intrapersonal factors such as attitudes, values and emotions, motivation can act as a force 
to initiate behaviour. Motivation is generally defined as the reason(s) for acting or behaving in a 
particular way and is driven by the desire or willingness to act (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997; 
Salazar, Crosby, Noar, Walker, & DiClemente, 2011). In order to understand how motivation can 
influence PEB, this chapter will look at the motivational theories originating from the fields of 
psychology and organisational behaviour that have been applied to explain general PEB. The first 
section will address PMT by Rogers (1975) and CTS by Lazarus (1993, 2013). Both look at fear 
appeals and their effect on PEB. The following section will examine theories of extrinsic and 
intrinsic motivation. Especially Incentive Theory, Expectancy Theory and SDT will be discussed as 
both have been applied to explain PEB in the past.  
2.5.1 Protection Theories 
 
The need for protection is a fundamental human need as proposed by Maslow (1943), cited by 
McGuire (2011) in his Hierarchy of Needs Theory. Safety needs make up the second level of 
Maslow’s hierarchy, implying that it is a basic human need to satisfy. Maslow argued that human 
actions are initially motivated to fulfil basic needs before moving on to other, more advanced 
desires.  As environmental degradation and climate change have an impact on human safety, for 
example on health or property, scholars such as Homburg (2006), Oreg and Katz-Gerro (2006), 
Fritsche, Jonas, Kasyer and Koranyi (2010), Reser, Morrissey and Ellul (2011) and Amburgey 
(2012) have argued that protection motivation can explain PEB. 
In the following section, two theories of protection motivation will be discussed: Rogers’ PMT 
(1975) and Lazarus’ CTS (1993, 2013) as both have previously been applied to explain PEB. PMT 
discusses the relationship between threat and coping, whilst CTS examines the type of coping 
mechanisms and argues that everyone has a cognitive form of coping (problem focused) and an 
affective form of coping (emotional coping).  
2.5.1.1 PMT 
PMT was originally proposed to provide conceptual clarity to the understanding of fear appeals (a 
persuasive message that attempts to arouse fear in order to divert behaviour, through the threat of 
impending danger or harm) (Rogers, 1975; Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). In particular, PMT 
states that our reaction to protect ourselves from these fear appeals is based on four criteria: the 
perceived severity of a threatening event, the perceived probability of the occurrence 
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(vulnerability), the efficacy of the recommended preventive behaviour (perceived response 
efficacy), and the perceived self-efficacy, as shown in Figure 2.7 (Floyd, Prentice-Dunn & Rogers, 
2000; Homburg, 2006). Protection motivation is the result of the threat appraisal and the coping 
appraisal as shown in Figure 2.7 below. Threat appraisal is the estimation of the chance of being 
harmed (vulnerability) and evaluation of the seriousness of the harm (severity). Coping appraisal 
consists of response efficacy and self-efficacy. Response efficacy is the individual’s expectancy 
that carrying out recommendations can remove the threat. Self-efficacy is the belief in one’s ability 
to execute the recommend courses of action successfully (Boer & Seydel, 1996; Salazar et al., 
2011).  
Figure 2.7 Roger’s PMT 
 
Since the creation of PMT in the 1970s a large number of studies have been conducted to confirm 
the accuracy of the theory. A meta-analysis of 65 relevant studies showed that the mean overall 
effect was of moderate magnitude (Floyd, et al., 2000). More specifically, increases in threat 
severity, threat vulnerability, response efficacy and self-efficacy facilitated adaptive intentions or 
behaviours, including PEB (Floyd et al., 2000; Moser & Dilling, 2011).  
Though Roger’s theory has mostly been applied in the health sector (reducing alcohol use, 
enhancing healthy lifestyles, enhancing diagnostic health behaviours and preventing disease) it has 
been used to explain PEB as well (Conner & Norman, 2005). Researchers in Korea and the US 
analysed the predictors of PEB of American and Korean students (Kim, Jeong, & Hwang, 2013). 
The results of the study indicated that one’s attitudes toward the prevention of climate change, 
perceived severity of climate change, response efficacy, and self-efficacy regarding climate change 
prevention were significant predictors of one’s intentions to engage in a series of PEBs. Oreg and 
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Katz-Gerro (2006) confirmed this relationship. Their structural equation model of 27 countries, 
including Great Britain, showed that perceived threat affected the variable willingness to sacrifice 
which in turn affected a variety of environmental behaviours. According to the authors, the theory 
demonstrated that PEB stems from people’s beliefs that things that are important to them are 
threatened and that their actions can alleviate the situation (Oreg & Katz-Gerro, 2006). 
Additionally, they examined the relationship between PMT and other social psychology theories 
and claimed that perceived threat was part of VBN, measured by the variable beliefs. They further 
argued that the variable in TPB PBC was the same as the efficacy variables in Rogers’ model (Oreg 
& Katz-Gerro, 2006). Similarly, Amburgey (2012) examined the effect of Roger’s model by 
integrating it with the concept of environmental concern. Paramount to his model is the proposition 
that the environmental concern can be organized around two psychological dimensions that 
function as an alternative measurement of concern: the degree of perceived threat and the degree of 
motivation. The degree of perceived threat represents an individual’s personally perceived 
assessment of harm from a particular environmental condition or issue. Thus, the extent to which a 
person perceives an environmental problem as threatening varies along a continuum of low to high 
threat (Amburgey, 2012). Using a survey-based methodology, cross-sectional data (N=455), 
Amburgey (2012) collected data for three environmental issues: air pollution, climate change, and 
loss of biodiversity. Confirmatory factor analyses and SEM procedures confirmed the validity of 
his proposed model. For air pollution, he found that perceived threat alone had a negative effect on 
intentions, whilst motivation increased intentions to take action. Yet, when perceived threat and 
motivation were considered in tandem as interacting agents, intentions significantly increased. This 
finding is intriguing because it suggests that threat in the absence of motivation is detrimental for 
intentions, yet when threat interacts with motivation, the likelihood of an individual forming 
behavioural intentions increases. This in turn can translate into PEB. For the environmental 
problem of air pollution, these constructs accounted for considerably high portions of variance in 
intentions (50%), which in turn explained 40% of the variance in PEBs (Amburgey, 2012).  
Considering the results of these studies and the link of perceived threat to some of the previously 
discussed social psychology models, NAT, VBN and variables such as environmental concern, 
motivation and self-efficacy, the variable threat is likely to be an important factor when explaining 
PEB.  
2.5.1.2 CTS 
A similar model analysing different types of coping and their effectiveness is Lazarus’s CTS 
(Lazarus, 1993, 2013). He proposed that there are many ways of coping with stress. The 
effectiveness of the coping mechanisms depends on the type of stressor, the particular individual, 
and the circumstances. He suggested there are two types of coping responses, emotion focused and 
problem focused: Emotion-focused coping involves trying to reduce the negative emotional 
responses associated with stress such as embarrassment, fear, anxiety, depression, excitement and 
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frustration.  This may be the only realistic option when the source of stress is outside the person’s 
control. Emotion-focused strategies are often less effective than using problem-focused methods.  
For example, Epping-Jordan et.al (1999) found that patients with cancer who used avoidance 
strategies, e.g. denying they were very ill, deteriorated more quickly than those who faced up to 
their problems.  However, this strategy can be a good choice if the source of stress is outside the 
person’s control (e.g. terrorist attack). Problem-focused coping targets the causes of stress in 
practical ways, which tackles the problem or stressful situation that is causing stress, consequently 
directly reducing the stress. Problem focused strategies aim to remove or reduce the cause of the 
stressor. However, it is not always best, or possible to use problem-focused strategies. For example, 
when someone dies, problem-focused strategies may not be very helpful for the bereaved. Dealing 
with the feeling of loss requires emotion-focused coping. 
As with PMT, self-efficacy plays an important role in CTS. The relationship between people 
perceiving a threat and believing they can act to reduce it, decides if they will employ passive or 
active coping mechanisms. Passive coping mechanisms, such as denial or diversion, can act as a 
barrier rather than a motivator for PEB (Crompton & Kasser, 2009). Crompton & Kasser (2009) 
further argued, similar to NAT discussed earlier, that if individuals were aware of the consequences 
of their actions this could lead to a sense of threat and if this were linked to self-efficacy, they 
would feel responsible for their actions and act accordingly (active coping).  
Homburg (2006) specifically looked at CTS in relation to environmental behaviour and claimed 
that individuals perceive environmental stress factors to be threats, especially environmental 
problems such as climate change, environmental pollution or accidents and disasters.  Based on that 
definition of threat, he found a connection between perceiving environmental stressors, self-
efficacy and environmental behaviour explaining 43% of the variance in PEB (Homburg, 2006).  
CTS has not been extensively applied to explain behaviours, including PEB as its focus is to 
explain cognitive processes rather than actions. However, it extends the previous theory by 
distinguishing between different coping mechanisms on the basis that humans are both rational as 
well as emotional beings. The theory also highlights the difference between passive and active 
coping mechanisms and that self-efficacy is an important factor for active coping.   
2.5.1.3 Summary 
This section discussed two protection motivation theories, PMT and CTS. PMT assumes that threat 
and coping are the predicting variables for behaviour, including environmentally friendly actions. 
CTS extends on PMT by explaining the cognitive processes of coping by emphasising that there is 
a rational and an emotional form of coping, both of which can result in passive or active 
mechanisms. Passive coping techniques can be detrimental to PEB whilst active coping can be 
beneficial. Both theories highlight that self-efficacy is critical in order to activate the appropriate 
mechanisms and turn them into actions. Overall, the literature suggests that protecting us from 
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climate change is a natural response and is an important factor when trying to explain PEB. If there 
is a perceived threat and a high level of self-efficacy, coping mechanisms will be activated that 
change that behaviour. This review has further established that both theories are linked to 
previously discussed theories, including VBN and NAT through the variables beliefs, AC and 
environmental concern. The importance of self-efficacy was also highlighted, which has also been 
linked to the variable PBC in TPB. 
2.5.2 Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation 
 
A separate field of motivational theories divides motivation into extrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic 
motivation refers to behaviour that is driven by external rewards such as money, fame, grades, and 
praise. This type of motivation arises from outside the individual, as opposed to intrinsic 
motivation, which originates inside of the individual. The external perspective will be discussed in 
this section and will highlight a behaviourist theory Incentive Motivation and a cognitive theory 
Expectancy Theory both of which have been used to explain PEB. The internal perspective of 
motivation will be discussed in the next section through the discussion of SDT. 
2.5.2.1 Incentive Motivation 
Incentive motivation, as a behaviourist theory is promoted by behaviourists like Ferster and 
Skinner (1957), Hull (1943) and Spence (1956) and proposes that incentives can reinforce and 
condition human behaviour (Bernstein, 2013; Clegg, Kornberger, & Pitsis, 2011). The behaviourist 
Killeen (1982,1985) proposed this theory and suggested that motivation to do things arises from a 
desire for reinforcement such as incentives. According to this view, people are pulled toward 
behaviours that offer positive incentives and pushed away from behaviours associated with 
negative incentives. In other words, differences in behaviour from one person to another or from 
one situation to another can be traced to the incentives available and the value a person places on 
those incentives at the time (Bernstein, 2013; Vansteenkiste, Soenens, & Duriez, 2008). More 
recently, research focused on investigating the impact of positive and negative incentives on 
various behavioural domains. Negative incentives mainly include punishments and avoidance 
strategies, including tax, fines and penalties, whilst positive incentives include a range of rewards 
for desired behaviour (Goldsmith & Dhar, 2013; Krass, Nedorezov, & Ovchinnikov, 2013). For a 
number of scholars negative incentives were more motivating than positive incentives in various 
scenarios such as work or patient care (Goldsmith & Dhar, 2013; Gürerk, Irlenbusch, & 
Rockenbach, 2009; Niza, 2014). 
Applied to PEB, various studies have shown that extrinsic motivation can be an antecedent to PEB. 
A report from DEFRA (2008), which looked at the motivators and barriers of PEB, concluded that 
more complex environmental behaviours were only undertaken if the price incentive was right. 
Other organizations and charities have also highlighted the benefit of incentives. The National 
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Round Table (Kassirer, 1998, 2014) on the environment and the economy concluded that 
incentives are powerful tools for encouraging and discouraging behaviours. Incentives also play a 
role in community based social marketing (McKenzie-Mohr, 2014). McKenzie-Mohr (2014), the 
founder of this marketing approach, argued that financial rewards can provide the motivation for 
individuals to perform an activity that they already engage in more effectively, or to begin an 
activity that they otherwise would not perform. He refers to several case studies to support this 
claim. In a review of the performance of various companies he argued that only when there was 
explicit link between environmental performance and management compensation was there 
evidence of an increase in environmental performance (McKenzie-Mohr, 2014).  
However, the behaviourist notion of human behaviour being merely a response to external stimuli 
ignores any influence of cognitive processes. Therefore, cognitive theory attempts to go beyond 
behaviourism by attempting to explain how humans reason (Jarvis, 2000; McLeod, 2007). For 
example, Expectancy Theory proposes that an individual decides to behave in a certain way 
because they are motivated to select a specific behaviour due to what they expect the results of the 
chosen behaviour to be (Marques, Galende, Cruz, & Portugal Ferreira, 2014). This theory will be 
discussed in the next section.   
2.5.2.2 Expectancy Theory  
Whilst incentive theory focuses on external motivation to satisfying drives, the Expectancy Theory 
is a cognitive theory that explains how external factors, such as rewards, can satisfy people’s needs 
through the active processing and interpretation of information. Similar to the cognitive theory, 
TPB discussed in the previous section, Expectancy Theory assumes a calculated, rational decision 
making process. It is based on four assumptions: First, the theory assumes that people join 
organizations with expectations about their needs, motivations, and past experiences. These 
influence how individuals react to the organization. The second assumption is that an individual’s 
behaviour is a result of conscious choice. That is, people are free to choose those behaviours 
suggested by their own expectancy calculations. The third assumption is that people want different 
things from the organization (e.g., good salary, job security, advancement, and challenge). Lastly, 
Expectancy Theory assumes that people will choose among alternatives so as to optimize outcomes 
for themselves personally (Vroom, 1964; Van Eerde & Thierry, 1996). Based on these four 
assumptions, the theory has three key elements: expectancy, instrumentality, and valence, as shown 
in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 Vroom’s Expectancy Theory 
 
A person is motivated to the degree that he or she believes that (a) effort will lead to acceptable 
performance (expectancy), (b) performance will be rewarded (instrumentality), and (c) the value of 
the rewards is highly positive (valence) (Bernstein, 2013). In a way, Expectancy Theory is based on 
the concept of a self-fulfilling prophecy, what one thinks or believes will become reality. Organ, 
Proverbs and Squires (2013) applied Vroom’s Expectancy Theory to motivations for energy 
efficiency refurbishment in housing. Vroom’s theory suggests that an individual’s motivation is 
dependent on: their perception of their capability to perform a particular job; the reward associated 
with the accomplishment of that job; and the value they place on the reward. The team interpreted 
this into whether owner-occupiers perceive themselves as capable of commissioning and/or 
delivering an energy efficiency refurbishment; whether they perceive and/or desire the potential 
outcomes (i.e. increased comfort, lower energy bills, lower carbon emissions, an “environmentally 
conscious” image); and whether these outcomes take precedence over other priorities (Organ et al., 
2013). Developed from the literature on Expectancy Theory, Organ et.al (2013) suggested a 
motivational model of energy efficient refurbishment in which the variables expectancy and 
performance from Vroom’s theory were integrated. They concluded that both internal and external 
factors are central to the understanding of energy efficient refurbishment behaviours; both affect 
the expectancy and performance of the individual (Organ et al., 2013). Contrarily, a meta-analysis 
by Van Eerde and Thierry (1996) showed that the theory did not increase the understanding of 
behaviour. More specifically, their research demonstrated that the correlations were lower for 
behaviour than for attitudinal and intentional variables.  They concluded that this could be related 
to response bias in the attitude measures as well as the theories assumption that the variables relate 
to cognition and not directly to actions (Van Eerde & Thierry, 1996). 
What emerges from the research of extrinsic motivation is that the effect of rewards depends on 
their meaning, in addition to the perceived capability of receiving it. Research also points to 
varying effects of different types of rewards and of different management standards. For example, 
rewards that are expected, contingent on engagement or on task completion and tangible are more 
likely to be detrimental to “free-choice” behaviour than rewards that are unexpected, not 
contingent, and intangible (e.g., verbal, social approval) (Deci, Koestner & Ryan, 2001; Deci & 
Ryan, 2000; Lepper & Henderlong, 2000).  The research also indicated that negative incentives are 
likely to be more effective than positive incentives even though people enjoy working towards a 
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positive incentive more. Though extrinsic motivation is used a lot in practice, more empirical 
research needs to be undertaken to confirm it being an antecedent of PEB. Moreover, more 
research is required to confirm if extrinsic motivation is a stronger antecedent than intrinsic 
motivation. This construct will be discussed in the next section.  
2.5.2.3 SDT 
The use of extrinsic rewards as a motivational strategy has spurred a persistent and heated debate in 
the literature (Sansone & Harackiewicz, 2000). Generally, behaviourist researchers argue that 
offering extrinsic rewards contribute to behaviour, and once the reward is removed the desired 
behaviour continues (Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996). Humanistic motivation researchers on the 
other hand argue that offering extrinsic rewards has detrimental effects and once the reward is 
removed people would go back to their initial behaviour or become even less motivated (Kohn, 
2014). Theories of intrinsic motivation such as Deci and Ryan’s SDT (1985) therefore argue that 
intrinsic motivation is the catalyst of any human behaviour. Malone and Lepper (1987), cited by 
Alderman (2013) define activities as intrinsically motivating if "people engage in it for its own 
sake, rather than in order to receive some external reward or avoid some external punishment. In 
this chapter the leading intrinsic motivation theory SDT by Ryan and Deci (2008) will be presented 
and discussed.  
SDT, developed by Ryan and Deci (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Ryan, 2009) suggests that intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation can be arranged on an internal-external continuum according to the 
individual's perception of relative autonomy. “External regulation” lies on the external end of the 
continuum and describes the sense of coercion and external control that individuals experience 
when they engage in an undesirable task in order to avoid punishment or achieve rewards. 
Motivations that involve a higher perception of autonomy are more internal and represent a higher 
quality of engagement. Intrinsic motivation is positioned on the internal end of the continuum, and 
represents a perception of full autonomy in engagement. Between these poles are three other types 
of extrinsic motivation that vary in level of perceived relative autonomy. Intrinsic motivation is 
likely to occur only if the three psychological needs for competence, relatedness, and autonomy are 
satisfied. 
In order to support SDT’s contention, Pelletier, Fortier, Vallerand, and Briere, (2001), and  
Pelletier, Tuson, Green‐Demers, Noels, & Beaton, (1998) specifically looked at the effect of 
intrinsic motivation on environmentally responsible behaviour. His studies showed that self-
determined forms of motivation were associated with more positive responses on various 
environmental behaviours. A further study showed that internalized motivation predicted 
environmentally responsible behaviour as well as the intention to keep on striving after the study 
was over (Osbaldiston & Sheldon, 2003). De Young (1986, 1993) looked at the relationship 
between intrinsic motivation through the measure satisfaction and environmentally responsible 
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behaviour. His studies confirmed intrinsic motivation to be an antecedent to environmentally 
friendly behaviour, whereas motivation included a feeling of competence, frugality, participation 
and luxury (De Young, 1986, 1993).  
Whilst extrinsic motivation is a more established construct to explain PEB, research suggests that 
intrinsic motivation could also be an important factor in understanding environmentally friendly 
behaviours. However, it has to be noted that intrinsic motivation is harder to create and will not 
have immediate effects, but once established can be longer and persistent.  
2.5.2.4 Summary  
In this chapter, the leading extrinsic and intrinsic motivation theories were discussed and studies 
confirming their applicability of explaining PEB presented. Firstly, Incentive Theory and 
Expectancy Theory were introduced. Whilst Incentive Theory, as a behavioural theory, focused on 
the relationship of rewards to human behaviour and discussed the type of effective rewards, 
Expectancy Theory highlighted that individuals are motivated based on active processing and 
interpretation of information. These were then contrasted to the leading intrinsic theory of 
motivation, SDT. It argued that internal motivation or internalisation is a key variable to understand 
PEB and external motivation can even be detrimental to achieving the desired behaviour, especially 
sometime after the incentive has been removed. The examination of the conflicting theories 
demonstrated that unlike extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation is less used in practice but has 
more empirical support. Therefore, it can be concluded that intrinsic motivation as well as extrinsic 
motivation can have an impact on PEB (Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000). 
2.6 Interpersonal Theories of Behaviour   
 
The theories in the preceding sections presupposed a workable concept of individual agency (to the 
capacity of individuals to act independently and to make their own free choices) by looking at 
endogenous factors as the cause of PEB. By contrast, this section will look at the effect of 
exogenous factors that relate to the interactions between individuals that determine or limit an 
agent and his or her decisions (Hargreaves, 2011). This viewpoint has wide applicability for 
understanding PEB, as will be highlighted in this section. The theories that will be discussed have 
looked at this reciprocal interaction from two viewpoints. Structuration Theory and FTNC have 
looked at the relationship from a “top down” view, from the structure to the individual. This 
implies that even though these theories accept there is a dualist relationship between society and 
the individual they focus on the macro structure, the society as a whole that influences individual 
behaviour through organisations, institutions and social norms. Social Identity Theory takes a 
bottom up view looking from the individual to the structural level.  The personality of the 
individual in relation to social influences on a micro level is the focus of this theory. Though some 
sociologists believe that top down and bottom up theories are incompatible, there are some that 
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argue that they are complementary theories just looking at the same issue from different viewpoints 
(Hotho, 2008). Individuals make choices, these are neither entirely idiosyncratic, nor entirely 
determined by structural properties, this  is the core of the social theories discussed in this chapter 
(Hotho, 2008). Specifically, this chapter will discuss Structuration Theory, Social Practice Theory 
and Social Exchange Theory, FTNC and Self-Identity Theory and their applicability to PEB. 
2.6.1 Social Exchange  
 
A leading top down theory of sociological theory is Giddens’ (1984, cited by Boucaut, 2010) 
Theory of Structuration. His theory outlines the social processes involved in the evolution of 
aspects of society by arguing that social life is more than random individual acts, but is determined 
by social forces. Structuration Theory suggests that human agency and social structure are in a 
relationship with each other, and it is the social dimension that influences individual behaviour. 
Furthermore, the repetition of the acts of individual agents reproduces this structure, as Figure 2.9 
shows. This means that there is a social level - traditions, institutions, moral codes, and established 
ways of doing things that guide human behaviour; but this also means that these can be changed 
when people start to ignore them, replace them, or reproduce them differently (Boucaut, 2001). 
Figure 2.9 Giddens’ Structuration Theory 
 
Giddens (1984, cited by Boucaut, 2001) intended his theory to be abstract and theoretical, 
discussing the hermeneutic aspects of research rather than guiding practice, so there is little 
empirical evidence available to support his claims. Hobson (2001, 2003) applied Structuration 
Theory as a theoretical framework to explain the low uptake of public messages. Looking at case 
studies of organisations that aim to change environmental behaviour, she concluded that instead of 
messages concentrating on more and better science, communication that forms connections 
between the organisation and the individual are needed. She argued that individuals should not be 
seen as passive respondents to institutional interpretations of environmental problems. Instead they 
should be seen as curious actors who wish to debate the nature of environmental problems with the 
organisation in question (Hobson 2001, 2003; Hargreaves, 2008).  
A current extension of Structuration Theory is Social Practice theory. It is a framework for social 
science researchers to describe how individuals in different societies around the world shape, and 
are shaped by the cultural atmosphere in which they live. The theory attempts to articulate the ways 
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in which identity and individual agency rely on and produce cultural forms (Halkier, Katz-Gerro, & 
Martens, 2011; Hargreaves, 2011; Reckwitz, 2002). Evans (2011) applied this Social Practice 
Theory to PEB and concluded through a qualitative study that the social practices that underpin 
sustainable consumption might be emerging from the accounts and experiences of the respondents, 
but further argued that it does not appear to be sufficiently developed to contextualize and 
legitimate practices of sustainable consumption.  
 
Similarly, Social Exchange Theory proposes that social behaviour is the result of an exchange 
process between individuals; the purpose of this exchange is to maximize benefits and minimize 
costs. According to this theory, people weigh the potential benefits and risks of social relationships. 
When the risks outweigh the rewards, people will terminate or abandon that relationship. Though 
this idea is similar to the Structuration Theory, it looks at the cognitive processes of the individual 
rather than the effect of the structure on the agent.  Social Exchange Theory suggests that 
individuals choose whom they have a relationship with based on demographic characteristics, 
personality attributes and their attitudes. These relationships have a strong degree of 
commensurability, in that individuals are more likely to engage with one another if their attributes 
are common, even if they are diametrically opposed. For example, if both people believe in the 
existence of climate change, they are more likely to engage with each other, even if they are at 
polar ends of the debate regarding its potential consequences, than if one of the parties had no view 
on or belief in its existence as an issue. Hence, if one does not share some qualities, aspirations or 
obligations with another, they will not connect. Based on this argument, Faiers et al. (2007) argued 
that social exchange is a key factor in improving PEB. Specifically, the authors argued that people 
seek advice from a social network in order to improve their own judgment or to increase their 
justification for a decision, in other words, learn from the social network. They will then utilise that 
advice to fill gaps in their own knowledge or assess the value of alternative options for a decision. 
Therefore, the social surroundings of an individual can shape their own PEB.   
Despite the differing results, this chapter suggests that social context can play a role in PEB, though 
its manipulation can prove difficult.    
2.6.2 FTNC 
 
An important part of social exchange is the idea of social norms. Social norms can be defined as a 
pattern of behaviour in a particular group, community, or culture, accepted as normal and to which 
an individual is accepted to conform. The notion that norms affect behaviour has previously been 
mentioned within NAT (PN), TPB (subjective norms) and TIP (social norms) and their importance 
of influencing our behaviour has been addressed. However, a leading theory looking specifically at 
the influence of social norms on behaviour is FTNC, which argues that there are two kinds of 
norms: descriptive and injunctive norms (Cialdini, 2003). Descriptive norms carry little moral 
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weight and simply refer to the perception people hold about normal behaviour in any given 
situation. These norms play an adaptive role in our society. By copying these behaviours, people 
are able to bypass the mental effort involved in thinking and to free up cognitive resources. In 
contrast to descriptive norms Cialdini (2003) refers to injunctive norms as norms which reflect 
moral rules and guidelines and tend to motivate and constrain our actions. Social norms therefore 
operate in two ways: they provide examples of how people should behave and provide guidance.  
Based on this theory, Kallgren, Reno and Cialdini (2002, cited in Cialdini 2003) conducted an 
experiment to confirm how norms influence PEB. In their investigation, participants were given the 
opportunity to litter into either a previously clean or littered environment after first witnessing a 
confederate who either dropped trash or simply walked through. By varying the state of 
environment, the descriptive norm was manipulated. By manipulating whether the confederate 
dropped the litter, the salience of the descriptive norms was controlled. The experiment showed 
that there was more littering in the littered environment than in the clean environment (Kallgren et 
al., 2002). In addition, the most littering occurred when participants saw a model drop trash into a 
littered environment (Kallgren et al., Cialdini, 2003). A further study conducted by Fornara, 
Carrus, Passafaro and Bonnes (2011) confirmed these findings. The researchers assessed whether 
the different social norms made a contribution to household waste recycling. A structural equation 
model confirmed the empirical distinction between the norms, and showed their independent 
effects on recycling intention. In particular, descriptive norms emerged as powerful predictors of 
the target behaviour. 
A critical aspect highlighted by FTNC, is that the two kinds of norms may easily apply to the same 
situation and can even contradict each other (Jackson, 2005). Given this dilemma, Cialdini (2003) 
argues that we respond to normative influences more flexibly, depending on the context in which 
we find ourselves. Therefore, whether we respond to a descriptive or injunctive norm depends on 
which kind of norm is important for us. Additionally, Schultz and Zeleny (1998) discovered 
evidence for the “boomerang effect” in their study looking at social norm intervention aimed at 
reducing energy use amongst householders in California. The householders received information 
detailing how much energy they had used in recent weeks, as well as descriptive norm information 
detailing how much the average house hold had used in their neighbourhood. As expected, over 
time, those whose energy consumption was above the norm, reduced their energy use, but those 
who were originally below the norm actually increased their consumption.  
A further critical issue when attempting to determine the impact of norms on behaviour is the vast 
taxonomy present in academic research. As already identified in the previous chapters, subjective, 
social and PN as well as descriptive and injunctive norms have all been examined and applied to 
explain general PEB. Thøgersen (2006), who noticed the various definitions in the literature, 
investigated the interrelation between all these variables shown in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10 Thøgersen’s Norm Taxonomy 
 
(Source: Adapted from Thøgersen 2006).  
As the figure shows, all norm constructs are considered separate entities and are in some way 
related to each other. The model further acknowledges the subjective and objective dimension of 
social norms supporting the idea of social exchange. However, whilst this proposed taxonomy is a 
starting point to understand the different norm constructs, it has yet to be empirically confirmed if 
these measures are separate constructs or facets of the same idea.   
2.6.3 Self and Social Identity 
 
The idea that identity and self-concept have a social dimension has a long pedigree in social 
science. As early as 1934, George Herbert Mead (1934, cited by Hargreaves, 2001) drew on 
empirical evidence to argue that attitudes, behaviours and concepts have self-evolved through the 
social process of communication. Humans respond to situations as social beings on the basis of 
symbolic meanings within this communication. These meanings are socially constructed, adapted 
and transformed on a continual basis (Mead, 1934).  
Social Identity Theory, a popular bottom up theory of sociological sciences, proposes a similar 
recursive relationship between individual and society by emphasising that human behaviour is 
ultimately social behaviour, determined by the processes of social cognition but focusing on the 
individual’s identity (Jenkins, 2008; Tajfel, 2010). 
Social identity is a person’s sense of who they are, based on their group membership(s). Groups 
(e.g. social class, family, football team etc.) that people belonged are an important source of pride 
and self-esteem (Jenkins, 2008, Tajfel, 2010). Groups provide a sense of social identity: a sense of 
belonging to the social world. In order to increase our self-image we enhance the status of the 
group to which we belong. We can also increase self-image by discriminating and holding 
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prejudiced views against the out-group (the group we don’t belong to). This is known as in-group 
(us) and out-group (them). The central hypothesis of social identity theory is that group members of 
an in-group will seek to find negative aspects of an out-group, thus enhancing their self-image. In 
order to fully understand the concept of social identity, it is important to understand the concept of 
self-identity.  Self-identity is a collection of beliefs any individual has about themselves and 
generally focuses on personal characteristics such as gender, age, race, skills, performance etc. 
Social identity adds another dimension by putting identity into a social context, suggesting that not 
just the individual characteristics affect identity but also the social context the individual finds itself 
in at any given time (Brewer & Hewstone, 2004; Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje, 2002). These two 
components of identity may be conceived as points on the interpersonal-intergroup continuum, 
with personal identity at the interpersonal pole and  social identity at the intergroup pole (Mannetti, 
Pierro, & Livi, 2004). 
The few studies conducted show a correlation between identity and PEB, when added to other 
theories such as the TPB. In one case, this increased the overall predictability by about 6% 
(Mannetti et al., 2004). A literature review by Conner & Armitage (1998) concluded that identity 
independently predicted intention but that the relationship was not particularly strong. A study of 
the UK public conducted by Whitmarsh & O’Neill (2010) showed that identity was only a 
significant predictor for certain PEBs (waste reductions, T=2.60, p<.01, eco-shopping T=4.98, 
p<.01 and water and energy conservation T=2.16, p<.05) and Dono, Webb and Richardson (2010) 
confirmed this relationship. Examining the relationship between identity and PEB amongst 
Australian students, they revealed that while there was a significant relationship between social 
identity and environmental behaviour, only the citizenship component of environmental behaviour 
significantly predicted environmental activism. In other words, the relationship between social 
identity and environmental activism was indirect (Dono et al., 2010). A more recent study 
concluded that identity was only a predictor of certain environmental behaviours over and above 
TPB (Poortinga, Whitmarsh, & Suffolk, 2013). Murtagh, Gatersleben and Uzzel (2012) looked at 
identity from a different perspective and argued that resistance to sustainability is caused by a 
feeling of threat to the individual’s identity. Using travel-related vignettes to trigger threat, the 
study with 295 working parents in England found evidence supporting the relationship between 
identity threat and resistance to change travel behaviour. The effect of threat on resistance to 
change was significant (F(1,293)=50.25, p=.00; r=.38) and this effect did not differ significantly 
between the subgroups (F(1,293)=2.38, p=.12). This supports the hypothesis that threat to identity 
is related to resistance to change (Murtagh et al., 2012).  
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2.6.4 Summary 
 
This chapter reviewed the current interpersonal theories explaining PEB. The first theory, 
Structuration Theory, is useful in understanding how social structures such as government and 
organisations can affect individual’s PEB. FTNC was the second theory discussed. It also focuses 
on the social context and its effects on PEB with a focus on social norms rather than social 
structures. The theory’s main feature is the distinction between descriptive and injunctive norms 
and how they affect environmental behaviour respectively, with descriptive norms having higher 
explanatory power than injunctive norms. The last theory discussed, Social Identity Theory 
highlighted how the individual’s identity can influence their behaviour. Individuals that consider 
themselves environmentally friendly people are more likely to behave more environmentally 
friendly.  This sense of self can be created individually or through social context. Overall, the 
discussion highlighted that norms and self-concept are important factors in understanding PEB. 
Based on these findings, it is reasonable to assume that social environments could have an impact 
on individual’s PEB.  
2.7 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter provided a review of the literature explaining general PEB, and in the process 
identified some research gaps and deficiencies. For example, the debate between scholars 
advocating normative, cognitive or non-cognitive theories, as well as intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation continues. The relationship between variables such as attitude and behaviour, threat and 
motivation, self-efficacy and AC are yet to be fully understood. A summary of all theories 
discussed is provided in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4 Summary of literature examined in Chapter 2 
Other:  
Psychosocial Determinants Demographic variables explain differences in PEB 
Environmental Awareness  Awareness and knowledge explains PEB 
Intrapersonal factors:  
NEP Normative Theory: environmental concern explains 
PEB. Segements people into a new and old 
environmetnal worldview 
NAT Normative Theory: PN explain PEB 
VBN Normative Theory: Integrated NEP and NAT 
TPB Cognitive Theory explaining PEB. Attitude explains 
behaviour 
Cognitive Dissonance Theory  Cognitive Theory, Behaviour explains attitude 
MODE Dual-process Theory of Attitude-Behaviour. 
Explains the link between attitude and behaviour 
through salience 
TIB Non-cognitive theory with an emphasis on affect and 
habit 
 CADM Non-cognitive theory integrating the findings of TPB 
and NAT  
 
Motivational theories:  
PMT Threat and Coping are predictors intention and PEB 
Self-efficacy is vital for coping mechanisms  
CTS There are emotional and problem focused coping 
strategies. Self-efficacy is vital for coping  
Incentive Motivation Incentives, such as rewards or encouragement 
explain PEB  
Expectancy Theory Explains how rewards can form behaviour. 
Expectancy, Instrumentality and Rewards create 
behaviour 
SDT Intrinsic motivation is a predictor of PEB. Intrinsic 
motivation occurs through competence, relatedness 
and autonomy 
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Interpersonal Theories:  
Structuration Theory/Social 
Practice Theory/Social Exchange 
Theory 
The individual and its social environmental influence 
each other 
  
FTNC Injunctive and descriptive norms explain PEB  
  
Social-Identity Theory Identity with an environmentally friendly groups 
elicits PEB in the individual  
 
The review of the literature commenced with a number of theories that were developed for 
understanding the impact of demographic variables on PEB. Amongst the variables, gender, 
income, education, household size and social status were positively correlated to PEB. However, 
all correlations were weak and various studies were contradictory. The next chapter looked at the 
effects of environmental awareness on PEB. A popular hypothesis in the 1970s, various studies 
have recently confirmed that it can merely be considered a supporting factor in explaining PEB. 
The succeeding sections presented research grouped by their main factors examined: intrapersonal, 
motivational and interpersonal factors. Theories that examined interpersonal variables for PEB 
highlighted the existence of moral, cognitive and non-cognitive variables such as values, attitudes 
and habit. Motivational factors were presented next, highlighting that threat, extrinsic factor and 
internal drivers can influence PEB. Lastly, theories focusing on interpersonal factors were 
discussed, concluding that the social environment, especially social norms can impact individual’s 
PEB.  Even though these factors have been extensively studied in their respective fields, there is no 
universal consensus in the literature regarding the role of each factor as an antecedent of PEB, if all 
are considered in one comprehensive model, presenting a gap in the literature. In the following 
chapter, the theories explaining PEB in the workplace will be presented and, if applicable, 
compared to the theories in this chapter.   
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW ON WORKPLACE 
MODEL OF PRO-ENVIRONMENTAL 
BEHAVIOUR  
3.1 Introduction 
 
It becomes clear from Chapter 2 that a plethora of studies have examined factors influencing PEB 
amongst the general population. However, only recently have scholars examined the influence of 
these and other factors on PEB in the workplace. In this chapter, these studies are divided into two 
groups: theories that emphasise one dimension of employee PEB, such as intrapersonal, 
interpersonal or organisational factors, and theories that take a mixed approach by focusing on a 
combination of these dimensions. The current chapter reviews both these groups by first 
introducing the one-dimensional models followed by the mixed approaches.  
3.2 One-dimensional Models 
 
This section will discuss the one-dimensional models of PEB in the workplace. These are defined 
as models that predominantly, but not exclusively, explore one perspective of PEB in the 
workplace. The models are further categorised into individualist, social and organisational models 
unlike previous categorisations by researchers such as Tudor et al. (2008) and Lülfs and Hahn 
(2013, 2014) who identified only two domains (individual and organisational). The majority of the 
theories analysing the effect of intrapersonal variables of PEB in the workplace are based on 
models previously discussed in Chapter 2 (e.g. Scherbaum et al. 2008; Chen & Knight, 2014; 
Sopha, 2013, Jones, 1989). Interpersonal theories examine social factors similar to theories in 
Chapter 2 but also explore the role of leaders and supervisors. Organisational models examine 
variables such as environmental management systems (EMS), policies or organisational culture and 
their explanatory power of PEB in the workplace.   All three groups are discussed in this section. 
3.2.1. Intrapersonal Models 
 
Intrapersonal models predominantly build on a general PEB models such as TPB or VBN discussed 
in the previous chapter and are applied to the workplace environment. As in chapter 2, the main 
antecedents of these models are individual determinants, defined as determinants that bear a direct 
relationship with the individual respondent such as PBC, attitude, intention, PN or habit and do not 
refer to any organisational context. (Lo, Peters, & Kok, 2012b). Following the structure of Chapter 
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2, theories emphasising the moral dimension of PEB will be introduced first, followed by cognitive 
and the non-cognitive models of PEB in the workplace.  
Focusing on the moral perspective of PEB in the workplace, Scherbaum et al. (2008) chose VBN as 
the basis for their workplace model and demonstrated through a path analysis that environmental 
concern and PN were predictors of workplace PEB, particularly for reduction of energy usage. 
Analysing the behaviour of employees at a large state University, Scherbaum et.al. (2008) 
demonstrated that the environmental worldview had a mediating effect on conservation and 
behavioural intentions (standardised β=.37, p<.05 and β =.72, p<.05) as the Figure 3.1 below 
shows: 
Figure 3.1 Workplace model by Scherbaum et al. 
 
(Source: Adapted from Scherbaum et al., 2008) 
As per VBN, the model by Scherbaum et.al (2008) examines the moral perspective of PEB; 
however the model is much simpler. Altruistic, biospheric and egoistic values, as well as the two 
remaining variables from NAT (AR and AC), are not present in the model. Simplification of 
theories can have its advantages, particularly it being more likely to offer significant results, 
especially with small sample sizes. However, this means that the full picture of PEB is not captured 
as these simplified theories only measure one dimension of workplace behaviour. For example, the 
variable AR which showed high explanatory power in previous models was not included. So, 
whilst the model by Scherbaum et.al. (2008)suggests that there might be a moral case for PEB in 
the workplace, these variables need to be tested in conjunction with other dimensions such as 
cognitive or motivational variables before this conclusion can be drawn.  
Chen and Knight (2014) investigated how energy concern influenced employees’ intentions to 
conserve energy at work through the mediating effects of attitudes, PBC, and injunctive norms 
building on TPB as shown in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2 Adapted model of TPB by Chen and Knight 
 
(Source: Adapted from Chen & Knight, 2014) 
Chen and Knight (2014) adapted the TPB model by including the moral perspective through the 
variable environmental concern and changed subjective norms to injunctive norms. The results of 
their structural equation model, based on a survey of 564 people, indicated that energy concern 
directly influenced attitudes, PBC and injunctive norms, but not behavioural intentions. In addition, 
injunctive norms and PBC had a direct and positive effect on energy conservation intentions. 
However, attitudes toward energy saving were not related to behavioural intention. Importantly, 
injunctive norms and PBC fully mediated the effect of energy concern on energy conservation 
intentions and injunctive norms had the strongest direct effect on energy conservation intentions.  
Solely examining the cognitive dimension of PEB in the workplace, Ajzen and Fishbein’s (1980, 
cited by Jones 1989) Theory of Reasoned Action was employed to predict PEB in the workplace by 
Jones (1989). Jones (1989) chose the faculty of a medium-sized north-western public university 
where recycling opportunities were institutionally supported and convenient to confirm the 
explanatory power of the theory in a work environment. His results strongly supported the overall 
theory and demonstrated its value for predicting and understanding individual actions such as 
source separation-recycling (Jones, 1989).  
Sopha (2013) on the other hand researched the antecedents of paper consumption in an office 
environment focusing on the non-cognitive CADM. Her analysis showed that the core assumption 
of CADM  is also applicable to the office environment as the Figure 3.3 shows. 
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Figure 3.3 Adaptation on CADM by Sopha 
 
(Source: Adapted from Sopha, 2013) 
Her analysis showed that intention, PBC and habitual processes lead to behaviour. The variable 
intention in her model was generated from attitude, PBC and PN. Habit referred to both 
behavioural routines and behavioural automaticity and directly influenced behaviour. In addition, 
PN influenced the variable habit and was explained by subjective norms. Overall, her model is a 
simplified model of CADM. Whilst the main five components, normative processes, habitual 
processes, intentional processes, situational processes and behaviour are present, the variables 
making up these groups are reduced. The variables awareness of needs and AC were removed and 
situational influences was replaced with PBC. Nevertheless, it still includes the moral, cognitive, 
non-cognitive and interpersonal dimension. Her results, following from a structural equation 
model, showed the revised CADM model explained 35% of the variance in the variable underlying 
paper consumption behaviour, with habit being the most important predictor (β = .531, p<.001), 
followed by intention (β=-.262, p=.08). Habit was strongly predicted by PN (β =.702, p<.001), 
which in turn had an impact on intention (β =.867, p<.001). She concluded that paper consumption 
begins from appreciation of PBC, which influences norms, which in turn forms habit. Habit 
subsequently influenced paper consumption behaviour.  
Rather than testing an already established theory as the scholars discussed above, Bissing-Olson 
et.al  (2012) examined the effect of emotions on PEB in the workplace in isolation, as shown in 
Figure 3.4, 
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Figure 3.4 Model of emotions and PEB by Bissing-Olson et al. 
 
(Source: Adapted from Bissing-Olson et al., 2012) 
The analysis of Bissing-Olsen et.al (2012) showed that affect and pro-environmental attitude 
positively predicted daily task-related PEB in the workplace (y=.12, p=.005). These findings are 
consistent  with the conclusions of further on TIP by Bissing-Olson, Iyer, Fielding and Zacker 
(2013). Bissing-Olson et al. (2013) concluded that the more calm, relaxed and content employees 
are, the more they carried out the required work task in environmentally friendly ways. As with the 
other one dimensional theories, both studies show that affect can impact PEB, but it is not clear 
how strong the relationship is without considering all the other factors.  
In summary, the intrapersonal one-dimensional models provide evidence that internal factors can 
impact workplace PEB. However, the results are limited as they cannot demonstrate if 
intrapersonal factors have a greater explanatory power than other dimensions such as social or 
external variables.   
3.2.2. Interpersonal Models 
 
Interpersonal models primarily study the social perspective of PEB in the workplace. Focusing on 
social factors, Hargreaves (2008) examined the relationship between the social environment and 
the individual through Structuration Theory by Giddens (1984) and Ramus and Steger (2000), Egri 
and Hermann (2000) and Robertson and Barling (2013) examined the impact of variables such as 
supervisory support. This chapter will introduce and discuss these theories; however, it is important 
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to note that there is a body of literature examining the behaviour of supervisors rather than that of 
employees, which is not discussed in this section. 
Hargreaves (2008) investigated if the agent/structure interaction discussed in Chapter 2.6 is also 
applicable to the workplace. Using a case study of energy champions in a British construction 
company, he concluded that PEB is a social process involving power struggles and collective 
negotiations over what should count as appropriate behaviour in specific contexts. This in turn 
confirmed the contention of Structuration Theory that the individual and its social environmental 
are interlinked (Hargreaves, 2008).  
Another group of researchers, including Ramus & Steger (2000), specifically examined 
management support behaviour and how it assisted the creation of PEB (Figure 3.5). They argued 
that the relationship between the strength of the signal from the employee’s supervisors and 
organizations had a direct impact on the willingness of employees to behave in an environmentally 
friendly manner and tested this through SEM. 
Figure 3.5 Ramus & Steger’s model for improved environmental performance 
 
(Source: Adapted from Ramus & Steger, 2000) 
As the Figure 3.5 above shows, supervisory encouragement mediated employee initiatives through 
innovation, competence building, communication, information dissemination, rewards and 
recognition and managing goals and responsibility. Organisational encouragement was present 
through policies, however not all tested policies predicted PEB in employees. Based on the work 
by Ramus and Steger (2000), Robertson and Barling (2013) also examined leader’s influence on 
employee PEB proposed a model highlighting that leader’s environmental descriptive norms’ 
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influenced their leadership and behaviours, which in turn influenced employee’s passion and 
environmental behaviours as shown in Figure 3.6 below (Robertson & Barling, 2013). 
Figure 3.6 Robertson & Barling’s model of leadership and PEB 
 
(Source: Adapted from Robertson & Barling, 2013) 
Robertson & Barling’s (2013) structural equation model shown above, explained 74% of the 
variance for employee’s PEB. A further study by Egri & Herman (200) confirmed the importance 
of leadership on PEB amongst employees. They analysed the influence of environmental leaders’ 
on organisational as well as employee performance. The analysis showed that managers’ values, 
personal traits and leadership skills, which were reflected in their behaviour, led to eco-centric 
management which in turn lead to ecological sustainable behaviour amongst employees (Egri & 
Herman, 2000).  
As with the intrapersonal models, the interpersonal models look at one dimension explaining PEB 
in the workplace. The findings suggest that social interaction can explain workplace PEB.  Notable 
is that the interpersonal category is expanded from a focus on social norms to also include the 
variable supervisory and managerial support, as it is specific to the organisational environment.  
3.2.3. Organisational Models  
 
Organisational theories focus on the organisational context and its effect on either the 
environmental performance of the business or the environmental behaviour of the employee. This 
section will discuss the literature that examined the effects of organizational determinants on 
employee’s behaviour, including subjective and objective determinants. Subjective determinants 
are concerned with the individual’s perception of an aspect of organisational context, such as 
perception of organisational support, culture, work satisfaction or their commitment to the 
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organisation. Objective determinants are independent of the individual and include variables such 
as culture, climate, ethical codes and policies. The literature in this section will be structured by the 
main variables examined. 
Morrow and Rondinelli (2002), Rondinelli (2001), Rondinelli and Vastag (2000), Kitazawa and 
Sarkis (2000) and Boiral (2007, 2009) examined the influence of EMS and ISO standards on PEB. 
Morrow and Rondinelli (2002), Rondinelli and Vastag (2000) and Rondinelli (2001) specifically 
looked at the influence of ISO 14001 on businesses as well as management and employee 
behaviour. Through several case studies, Rondinelli and Vastag (2000, cited in Morrow & 
Rondinelli, 2002) concluded that ISO 14001 is not merely a label but has important behavioural 
impacts that contribute to better environmental performance. This included operational benefits 
such as the reduction of specific environmental impact, and process and product innovation but 
also benefits to the company through employee motivation. Kitazawa and Sarkis (2000) also 
looked at the impact of ISO 14001 but in conjunction with organisational culture on employee’s 
environmental behaviour. Their conceptual model argued that ISO 14001 did not just guide 
structural processes and objectives but also influenced the organisational culture, including a 
change in the mind-set of employees, improvement in their skills and a change in communication. 
This in turn had a positive effect on operational activities and improved the overall environmental 
performance of the business.  Kitazawa & Sarkis (2000) presented case studies to prove the 
reliability of the model and concluded that employee’s willingness to act environmentally friendly 
and feeling of empowerment was driven by environmental standards. Furthermore, they concluded 
that management should have a supportive role in order to engage employees to help with the 
implantation of the ISO 14001 standards. However, Boiral (2007) argued that ISO standards did 
not have a positive impact on employee behaviour and that management systems were merely 
“ceremonial behaviour” whilst the actual improvement came from technical and administrative 
improvements. Through an analysis of case studies he further argued that ISO standards could have 
an ambiguous effect on employee PEB, particularly because of biased stereotypical statements 
about the benefits of ISO standards by those involved in their implementation. In later work he 
claimed that environmental behaviours could benefit EMS and therefore reversed the causal chain 
between the two (Boiral, 2009). 
 
Along with EMS, environmental practices and policies are increasing in organisations founded on 
the view that these can improve overall environmental performance, including environmentally 
friendly behaviour.  González‐Benito and González‐Benito (2006) reviewed the literature on these 
determinants and concluded that environmental practices including operational processes have an 
impact on environmental pro-activity demonstrated in Figure 3.7 
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Figure 3.7 González-Benito & González-Benito’s model of environmental proactivity 
 
(Source: Adapted from González-Benito & González-Benito, 2006) 
According to González-Benito & González-Benito’s (2006) model, environmental productivity is 
not just beneficial for the natural environment but also the socio-economic environment, meaning 
that the company also benefits from PEB in the workplace. Norton, Zacher and Ashkanasy (2014) 
examined possible reasons for the connection between organisational policies and employee 
environmental behaviour. They argued that  employees’ green work climate perceptions (i.e., how 
they perceive their organisations’ and co-workers’ orientations towards environmental 
sustainability) may constitute psychological mechanisms that link policies with environmental 
attitudes as shown in Figure 3.8 (Norton et al., 2014). 
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Figure 3.8 Norton et al.’s model for employee’s environmental attitudes 
 
(Source: Adapted from Norton et al., 2014) 
Norton et.al (2014) further concluded that this extended the research on the efficacy of 
sustainability policies, by shedding new light on the psychological mechanisms that link policies 
with PEB. What these pieces of research have in common is that they all look at the effect of 
environmental practices on behaviour from an external perspective. Intrapersonal variables are not 
included in any of the discussed models. In addition, the majority of the papers draw their 
conclusions from case study research or literature reviews, suggesting that more empirical 
validation is desirable in order to confirm the effect of these practices on PEB at work.  
Besides EMS and practices, another group of researchers examined the relationship of 
organisational support on employee PEB. Specifically, Paillé and Boiral (2013) argued that 
employees that feel supported by their organization become more committed and satisfied, and 
consequently are more willing to engage in Organisational Citizenship Behaviour directed towards 
the Environment (OCBE) as Figure 3.9 shows. 
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Figure 3.9 Paillé & Boiral’s model of OCBE 
 
(Source: Adapted from Paillé & Boiral, 2013) 
Paillé & Boiral’s (2013) study reported that whereas there was a direct effect for employee 
commitment and job satisfaction on PEBs, both variables mediated the effect of perceived 
organisational support. Paillé & Mejía-Morelos (2014) confirmed the indirect effect of perceived 
organisational support on PEBs through employee commitment and satisfaction in a further study 
as shown in Figure 3.10 below: 
Figure 3.10 Paillé & Mejía-Morelos’ model of workplace PEBs 
 
(Source: (Adapted from Paillé & Mejía-Morelos, 2014) 
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The important contribution of Paillé & Mejía-Morelos’ (2014) research is not just the investigation 
of the effect of organisational support, but also the examination of the link between job satisfaction, 
commitment and PEBs. Particularly, the fact that the two constructs are nested under one construct, 
job attitudes, suggests that satisfaction and commitment at work are linked.  
 
In summary, further research is required to determine the impact of these variables in conjunction 
with other variables that could influence employee PEB, in order to understand their effect size in 
relation to individual and social variables.  
 
The last body of literature examining organisational variables concentrated on the influence of 
facilitating conditions on employee behaviour. For example, Brothers, Krantz and McClannahan 
(1994) investigated the effect of the proximity of office paper bins and recycling through an 
experiment in a non-profit institution. A large container was used for central location recycling 
with a list of recyclable paper taped to the side of this container. Smaller desktop recycling paper 
trays were introduced with the sides of these stackable trays embossed with the message "Recycle 
office paper only." The amount of recycled paper in each of these containers was analysed. 
(Brothers et al., 1994). The analysis by Borthers et.al (1994) showed that only 28% of paper was 
recycled in the central container but 85% to 94% was recycled in close proximity containers. Their 
study concluded a relationship Humphrey et al. (1977) had noticed as early as 1977 when he stated 
that people’s recycling was improved if there was minimal effort involved. 
 
A more recent qualitative study using focus groups of university staff confirmed that facilitating 
conditions play an important role in PEB in the workplace. Marans and Edelstein (2010) 
concluded, through interviews in discussion groups, that recommendations for a new energy 
conservation program should incorporate the impact of structural improvements. Particularly, 
leadership, better and clearer information, motivating more appropriate behaviours, changing 
existing buildings and guidelines for new buildings were amongst Marans and Edelstein’s (2010) 
recommendations, highlighting the link between behaviour and facilitating conditions. These 
findings are consistent with the research by Triandis (1979), which also highlighted the importance 
of facilitating conditions’ on PEB. Overall, these studies suggest that facilitating conditions, 
particularly ease of behaviour, can play a role in PEB at work. However, further quantitative 
research is required to confirm the strength of the relationship in conjunction with other variables. 
3.2.4 Summary 
 
The first section in Chapter 3 established that one-dimensional models, that were created in order to 
explain general PEB, are also applicable in the workplace. Specifically, moral, cognitive and non-
cognitive variables were examined to determine their effect in the workplace with promising 
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results.  Another set of one-dimensional models that were discussed, examined the influence of the 
social perspective on PEB. Structuration theory and supervisory support were mentioned. Lastly, 
examining the organisational dimension and its effect on employee’s behaviour, this chapter 
highlighted the differences between general and workplace environmentally friendly behaviour. 
Nevertheless, the literature reviewed so far shows that the concept of PEB requires attention being 
focused on more than one dimension in order to be sufficiently explained. Therefore, after having 
examined the one-dimensional models, the following section will present the mixed approach 
models that explain workplace PEB.  
3.3 Mixed Approach Models  
 
The previous sections reviewed the models that focused on one dimension of employee PEB. This 
next section will discuss models that look at multiple dimensions to explain workplace PEB. The 
main difference between these models and those discussed in the previous chapter is that they are 
primarily created to integrate the organisational dimension with the intrapersonal one. They can be 
broadly grouped into two different domains: theories that extend the models from Chapter 2 by 
generally adding an organisational dimension and theories there were developed independent of the 
models previously discussed. This section will present the extended models first, before 
introducing the independent ones.    
3.3.1 Extended Mixed Theories 
 
This first group of researchers discussed in this section investigated the effect of normative factors 
such as environmental concern discussed in Chapter 2 and organisational variables such as 
commitment, organisational context, norms and support to explain PEB in the workplace. 
Specifically, models by Temminck et al. (2013), Daily et al. (2009) and Lamm et al. (2013) will be 
introduced and reviewed. Next, models extending the cognitive dimension reviewed in Chapter 2 
will be discussed, including the work of Lo et al. (2014) and Ramus & Killmer (2007). Lastly, the 
models of Baden & Prasad (2014) and Lülfs and Hahn (2013) will be presented. Baden & Prasad 
(2014) included the findings of TPB, Social Practice Theory and SDT, all previously discussed, 
with the nature of the organisation. Lülfs and Hahn’s (2013) approach aimed to integrate TPB, 
NAT and CADM, all discussed in Chapter 2, with organisational context. Whilst Baden and 
Prasad’s (2014) model incorporated the normative, cognitive, motivational and the organisational 
dimension, Lülfs and Hahn’s (2013) approach incorporated the normative, cognitive, non-cognitive 
and organisational dimension, making them the most integrated models discussed in this section.  
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Temminck et.al’s model (2013) proposed that environmental concern and perceived organisational 
support were mediated by organisational commitment in order to understand citizenship behaviour 
towards the environment. Their proposed model is shown in Figure 3.11 below: 
Figure 3.11 Temminck et al.’s model of organisational citizenship directed towards the 
environment 
 
(Source: Adapted from Temminck et al., 2013) 
The empirical analysis demonstrated that employees who reported greater environmental concern 
were found to be engaged in significantly more self-reported environmentally friendly behaviours. 
Temminch et.al. (2013) also found a positive relationship between the extent to which employees 
perceive the organization as supportive of their environmental efforts and their engagement, whilst 
a significant link between affective commitment and organisational citizenship was also found.  
The model built on the model by Daily et.al (2009) developed to understand employee’s citizenship 
behaviour, shown in Figure 3.12. 
Figure 3.12 Daily et al.’ model to understand environmental performance at work 
 
(Source: Adapted from Daily et al., 2009) 
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Similar to Temminck et al. (2013), environmental concern and commitment are key predictors in 
this model, however Daily et al. (2009) also included the variable supervisory support. The 
inclusion of this variable was built on Ramus and Steger’s (2000) work and linked to field theory 
suggesting that when employees perceived their supervisor to be supportive of a specific behaviour 
including PEB, they were more likely to engage in that behaviour. Also combining the moral 
dimension and organisational context, Lamm et al. (2013) examined the effects of variables such as 
employee attitudes, environmental concern and organisational commitment on environmental 
behaviour at work. Their regression results indicated that positive behaviours toward the 
environment were related to, perceived organizational support, affective commitment, and beliefs 
that sustainability is important both in general (NEP) and for the organization (Lamm et al., 2013). 
Stritch and Christiansen (2014) examined the effects of environmental concern, organisational 
commitment and public service motivation on PEB at work. Their findings suggest that 
environmental concern, organizational commitment, and public service motivation are significant 
predictors of PEB in the workplace. In addition, Stritch and Christensen (2014) found that public 
service motivation conditions the impact of organizational commitment on eco-initiatives for 
certain types of employees, highlighting the effect of motivation unlike the other studies. In 
summary, all models discussed in this section are comprehensive as they consider organisational 
and moral factors, but they do not include important findings from other models such as the 
explanatory power of intention, affect or social norms. Nevertheless, these findings suggest that 
organisational as well as moral factors play a role in PEB in the workplace and that motivational 
factors should also be examined in this context.  
 
Focusing on the cognitive dimension, Lo et. al. (2014) explained energy saving behaviours in the 
workplace with an extension of TPB, by adding perceived habit and organizational context to the 
already existing model as Figure 3.13 below shows  
 
Figure 3.13 Extended TPB by Lo et al. 
 
(Source: Adapted from Lo, et al., 2014) 
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Similar to the model by Chen and Knight (2014) discussed previously (p.68), the researchers 
replaced social norms with the variable injunctive norms. However, Lo et.al (2014) also included 
descriptive norms, within the perceived norms construct and added a moral and non-cognitive 
dimension through PN and habit over and above TPB. Though it was claimed that the aim of the 
research was to add organisational context to the model, this is not apparent in the figure above. 
 
The explained variance of intention and behaviour in this model was between .50 and .74 for 
printing smaller (R² intention=.69/ R²  behaviour=.63), not printing e-mails (R² intention=.50/ R² 
behaviour=.53), switching off lights (R² intention=.67/R² behaviour=.56), and switching off 
monitors (R²  intention=.60/ R²  behaviour=.74) supporting the argument that TPB can be applied 
in the workplace (Lo et al., 2014). Further qualitative studies by these researchers confirmed the 
conjecture that individual and organizational variables influence employee’s PEB, even though the 
organisational dimension was not present in the structural equation model (Lo, Peters, & Kok, 
2012a; Lo et al., 2012b;  Lo et al., 2014; Lo, van Breukelen, Peters, & Kok, 2013).  
 
Ramus and Killmer (2007) used the Theory of Reasoned Action as the basis for their framework 
for pro-social behaviour in the workplace, arguing that the link between the theory’s conceptual 
constructs and the four factors that promote pro-social behaviours were considered to be more 
transparent for this theory than TPB. Their theory suggested that employee’s motivation is caused 
by personal predisposition, perception of organisational norms, self-efficacy and support as Figure 
3.14 below shows. 
 
Figure 3.14 Ramus & Killmer’s model for ecoinitiatives at work 
 
(Source: Adapted from Ramus & Killmer, 2007) 
 
The model by Ramus and Killmer (2007) suggests that organisational variables such as norms and 
interpersonal variables such as support and interpersonal variables self-efficacy and personal 
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predisposition (similar to self-identity) explain PEB at work. However, looking at the theory there 
are no obvious connections to the Theory of Reasoned Action. Subjective norms as well as attitude 
towards behaviour are not present in the model, whilst self-efficacy, organisational norms and 
support were not present in the original model. Nevertheless, of all the measures tested, personal 
predisposition, supervisory support, self-efficacy and organizational norms were the key predictors 
for Ramus & Killmer’s (2007) framework suggesting that personal, group and organizational 
values are of primary importance in motivating employees to behave in an environmentally 
friendly manner at work (Lülfs & Hahn, 2014; Ramus & Killmer, 2007).  
 
Building on TPB and Social Practice Theory (discussed in sections 2.4.2.1 and 2.6.1) and using an 
action research approach Baden & Prasad (2014) designed an intervention (the Green Salon 
Makeover) to drive behaviour change across the hairdressing sector. During this process, they 
examined the effect of various factors including intention, attitude, awareness, self-efficacy, 
identity, training, social factors and intrinsic motivation on the PEB of hairdressers. In order to 
understand if the intervention was effective, and which of the above factors contributed mostly to 
the success, Baden & Prasad (2014) utilised data from surveys and interviews of hairdressers and 
their customers, pre and post the event. Baden & Prasad’s (2014) findings showed that the event 
was successful, with customers who completed the survey after the intervention significantly more 
likely to report that environmental issues had been considered in their visit. The findings further 
suggested that creating awareness and outside pressures from customers were the strongest drivers 
of environmentally friendly practices in hairdressers.  However, the researchers acknowledged that 
simply providing relevant information to all hairdressers would not catalyse widespread behaviour 
change. Particularly, as awareness campaigns are only likely to affect the proportion of hairdressers 
that are interested in environmental issues and behavioural change techniques to begin with. 
Therefore, Baden & Prasad (2014) suggest a multi-level approach to behaviour change that targets 
the different relevant groups individually.  
 
On a similar note, building on TPB, NAT and CADM, all previously discussed, Lülfs and Hahn 
(2013) developed the Voluntary Pro-environmental Behaviour of Employees (VPBE) model in 
order to explain PEB in the workplace. Their model suggests that organisational context and 
individual determinants, PBC, PN, attitudes, intentions and habit are the key predictors of PEB in 
the workplace as Figure 3.15 shows:  
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Figure 3.15 Lülfs & Hahn’s VPBE model  
 
(Source: Adapted from Lülfs & Hahn, 2013) 
The VPBE model bridges the gap between workplace and general PEB models by integrating three 
general PEB models and extending them to the workplace environment by adding the 
organisational dimension. However, even though the model acknowledges the interaction between 
individual and organisational determinants, it emphasises the intrapersonal dimension (PBC, PN, 
attitudes, intentions and habit) over the organisational dimension (organisational context). As with 
the previous model, VPBE is a conceptual piece, which was developed from a review of the 
literature without any empirical evidence supporting its claims to this date.  
3.3.2 Independent Mixed Models  
 
Independent models of PEB, discussed in this section, were not built on any of the theories 
introduced in Chapter 2, though there might inadvertently be similarities. What these theories have 
in common is that they aim to include social, intrapersonal and organisational variables, and are 
therefore considered to be amongst the most comprehensive discussed in Chapter 3. Independent 
mixed models include the research by Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2012) and Schelly et al. 
(2011), all building on each other’s findings. Further theories by Manika et al. (2013), Kim, Kim, 
Han, Jackson and Ployhart (2014), Flannery & May (1994) and Russel & Griffith (2008) will be 
presented.  
In order to provide a comprehensive model of employee behaviour in the workplace, Tudor et.al. 
(2008) proposed a conceptual framework of the key antecedents that determine sustainable waste 
management behaviour in the Cornwall NHS, independent of any previously developed models. 
Their study found that individual factors such as attitude, environmental awareness, job satisfaction 
and environmental actions at home, as well as organisational factors such as department size, 
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culture and polices and social factors group dynamics and management support played a key role in 
PEB in the workplace as Figure 3.16 shows.  
Figure 3.16 Model of sustainable waste management behaviour by Tudor et al. 
 
(Source: Adapted from Tudor et al., 2008) 
The variable motivation was also included in Tudor et.al.’s (2008) model; one of the few theories 
that referenced this dimension alongside intra, inter and organisational factors. In this instance, 
motivation referred to external motivation, whereas intrinsic motivation is not included in the 
framework. Whilst this model is one of the more comprehensive theories of workplace PEB, its 
focus on internal cognitive factors meant that non-cognitive variables habit and affect and 
normative factors such as environmental concern and AC were not included in the model.  
Unlike the other theories discussed in this Chapter, Tudor et. al. (2008) highlighted the strong 
influence of environmental actions of employees at home on their behaviour at work. The strong 
correlation suggested that employees who recycle at home were more likely to recycle at work. 
They further highlighted that there was a difference between actual and stated behaviour of 
employees. Analysis of the actual waste at the NHS Cornwall Tudor discovered that although 
employees stated that they recycled paper, this was one of the main items in the domestic waste 
stream (Tudor et al., 2008). This work influenced a number of researchers, with some models 
developed thereafter following a similar structure. For example, Young et.al. (2012) conducted a 
multi-disciplinary literature review that examined the influence of organization based behaviour 
change and developed an employee PEB framework, which contained individual, group, 
organisational and contextual factors. Their review showed that the strongest predictors were 
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environmental awareness, performance feedback, financial incentives, environmental 
infrastructure, management support and training. Building on Tudor’s (2008) work, Young et.al. 
(2013) proposed the model in Figure 3.17. 
Figure 3.17 Model of employee behaviour by Young et al. 
 
(Source: Adapted from Young et al., 2013) 
As the figure above shows, Young et.al (2013) distinguished four broad categories to play a role in 
employee behaviour change: individual, group, organisational and external factors, and therefore 
suggested a multi-level approach to explain PEB in the workplace. Grounded in the 
recommendations of Tudor et al.’s (2008) work, Schelly et al. (2011) developed a further model of 
environmental behaviour. They concluded, through a case study analysis, that five factors shaped 
PEB: role models, facilities, governance, culture and efficacy. Though their model is based on the 
work of Tudor et al. (2008), it is much simpler, only including a few variables that were previously 
discussed. However, all four dimensions are still present (group factors through role models, 
individual factors through efficacy, external factors through governance and organisational factors 
through culture). The case study by Schelly et al. (2011) adds to the research by highlighting the 
importance of specific variables, suggesting these should be included in future models on PEB in 
the workplace to validate their explanatory power empirically. 
Overall the models by Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2013) and Schelly et al. (2011) are 
comprehensive but all three still overlook social factors originating from the general behaviour 
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literature such as self-identity, or social norms whereas individual variables such as attitude, 
motivation and beliefs are only mediating variables to the organizational determinants. Further 
findings from integrated theories TIP and CADM, which included non-rational variables such as 
habit and affect, were also not recognized. Young et al. (2013) also concluded that several 
additional factors were not present in Tudor’s (2008) framework, for example financial incentives 
and environmental infrastructure. 
An alternative theoretical model created by Manika et.al. (2013) also identified both individual 
(employees’ general environmentally friendly attitudes and the importance of an organization’s 
environmentally friendly reputation to the employee) and organizational (perceived environmental 
behaviour of an organization and perceived incentives and support from an organization) variables 
that effect different types of green behaviours in the workplace as shown in Figure 3.18 below: 
Figure 3.18 Model of employee behaviour by Manika et al.  
 
(Source: Adapted from Manika et al., 2013) 
To accomplish the aims of the study and test the proposed theoretical model, quantitative data was 
drawn from seven different organizations in the United Kingdom by Global Action Plan, a leading 
UK environmental charity. In total, 1,204 employees across the seven organizations took part in the 
pre-intervention surveys. According to the SEM results, the hypothesized model predicted 
employees’ environmental behaviours (χ2(3)= 24.06, p=.00; RMSEA=.07, p =.05; CFI =.98; TLI 
=.82; SRMR =.02). Even though the Chi-Square was significant, the authors argued that this was 
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caused by the large sample sizes and that all other model fit indices were within acceptable ranges. 
(Manika et al., 2013). 
 
The percentage of variance accounted for by the organizational and individual variables identified 
in the hypothesized model differed depending on the type of elicited environmentally friendly 
behaviour. The hypothesized model accounted for a greater amount of variance in energy saving 
behaviours, followed by recycling and printing reduction behaviours. Printing reduction behaviours 
had the lowest amount of variance explained, which might be due to this activity being a necessity 
for some employees (Manika et al., 2013).  Though the theory included multiple dimensions by 
considering intrapersonal motivational and organisational variables, interpersonal variables norms 
and group dynamics were not considered, Non-cognitive variables habit and affect were also not 
included. Incentives were part of this model, and along with Tudor’s model, is the only theory 
including this variable to explain workplace PEB. The model did not include intrinsic motivation 
and did not distinguish between positive and negative incentives, suggesting a need for further 
research. Whilst the theory supports the hypothesis that organisational support, incentives, and 
environmental attitudes are key antecedents of environmentally friendly behaviour at work, the 
significant Chi-Square, indicating a poor model fit, requires the findings to be interpreted with 
caution.  
 
Through an alternative approach, drawing on a multilevel model of motivation in work groups and 
a functionalist perspective of citizenship and socially responsible behaviours, Kim et.al. (2014) 
developed and tested a model of voluntary workplace green behaviour. For a sample of 325 office 
workers organized into 80 work groups in three firms, the authors found that moral variables were 
associated with the voluntary workplace green behaviour of group leaders and individual group 
members. Kim et.al. (2014) further found a direct relationship between leader green behaviour and 
the green behaviour of individual subordinates, as well as an indirect relationship mediated by 
green advocacy within work groups. Their theory shown in Figure 3.19, highlights the relationships 
between the variables.   
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Figure 3.19 Model of leadership and group voluntary workplace green behaviour by Kim et 
al. 
 
(Source: Adapted from Kim et al., 2014) 
Kim et.al. (2014) are the only other researchers, apart from Tudor et al. (2008), who considered 
group dynamics to be an antecedent of PEB in the workplace.  Furthermore, they support Daily et 
al.’s (2008) contention that supervisory support is a key predictor. Kim et.al. (2014) also 
acknowledge the moral dimension through the variable moral reflectiveness. However, as with the 
other theories discussed in this section, the researchers included variables not commonly explored 
(e.g. group dynamics) and omitted other, more commonly tested variables (e.g. attitude and 
intention). Though this approach is useful to determine if the antecedent has an effect on workplace 
PEB, it does not explain which variables have the highest explanatory power overall.   
Flannery & May (1994) developed a conceptual Environmental Leadership Model that focused on 
organisational performance and individual variables in order to explain green working behaviour. 
They argued that attitudes of management, general norms and values stakeholder influences as well 
as PBC were the main factors for organisational strategic processes. The authors further linked this 
model to behaviour by arguing that the environmental strategy in turn influences PEBs (Flannery & 
May, 1994). As with the previous models, Flannery and May (1994) considered various dimensions 
including social, individual and organisational but did not include the findings of previous research. 
The last model presented in this chapter argues that just considering cognitive variables is too 
limiting to explain employee’s environmentally friendly behaviour. Similar to the findings of 
Ramus and Steger (2000) in Chapter 3.2.2, the effect of emotions and organisational climate was 
examined by researchers Russell and Griffiths (2008). However, the main difference between 
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Ramus and Steger’s (2000) and Russell & Griffiths’ (2008) research was that the latter aimed to 
examine emotions directly. Therefore, Russell & Griffiths (2008) combined the non-rational 
variable emotion and the organisational dimension climate through a review of the literature to 
explain PEB in the workplace, as shown in Figure 3.20 below: 
 
Figure 3.20 Russel & Griffths’ model of emotions and ownership  
 
(Source: Adapted from Russel & Griffith, 2008) 
Russel & Griffith’s (2008) theory suggests that recognising the issue creates an emotional response, 
which is only fully owned by organizational members when it is linked to organizational identities. 
This creates a degree of ownership which in return activates the desired behaviour. Russel & 
Griffith’s theory seems to combine the findings from TIP, that emotion is an important aspect of 
PEB, with the findings of the PMTs, suggesting that an emotional response to the situation (or the 
threat) creates behaviour. Furthermore, the theory highlights the importance of identity, similarly to 
the literature in Chapter 2.6.3.  Though this model helps explain the effect of factors not examined 
in previous studies, it also ignores the conclusions of previous social-psychology research. For 
example intention and attitude were not included in the model. 
3.3.3 Summary 
 
The work of the researchers developing mixed approach models of PEB highlight the importance 
of considering multiple dimensions to explain human behaviour. Specifically, in order to 
understand workplace PEB in employees intrapersonal, interpersonal and organisational factors 
have to be considered. The most comprehensive theories discussed in this section were the models 
by Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2013) and Schelly et al. (2011) as well as the work undertaken 
by Manika et al. (2013). However, even their models excluded variables found in other models, 
such as habit, affect or self-identity. In order to understand which factors are the strongest 
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predictors overall, there is a need for a model that includes the key variables of all models 
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.  
3.4 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter presented the current workplace models for PEB, highlighting the similarities and 
differences to the models in the previous chapter as well as mentioning gaps in the literature. More 
specifically, the research on workplace PEB was divided into two groups: one dimensional and 
mixed approaches, which were further divided into sub-groups as shown in Table 3.1 below: 
Table 3.1 Summary of literature reviewed in Chapter 3 
One-dimensional Models: 
Intrapersonal Models:  
Scherbaum et al. (2008) Intrapersonal model with a focus on the moral perspective, 
linked to environmental concern and VBN 
Jones (1989) Intrapersonal model with cognitive focus, based on TPB 
Chen & Knight (2014) Intrapersonal model with cognitive focus, based on TPB. 
Also included a moral perspective through environmental 
concern and used injunctive norms as the FTNC 
Sopha (2013) Intrapersonal model based on CADM. Simpler model with 
situational influences replaced with PBC 
Bissing- Olson et.al (2012, 
2013) 
Intrapersonal model with a focus on the non-rational 
component emotions 
Interpersonal Models:  
Hargreaves (2008, 2011) Interpersonal model with a focus on social interaction, 
based on Structuration Theory (Giddens, 1984) 
Ramus & Steger (2000) Interpersonal model concentrating on management support 
behaviour 
Robertson & Barling 
(2013) 
Interpersonal model concentrating on management support 
behaviour and based on Ramus & Steger’s (2000) work 
Egri & Herman (2000) Interpersonal model concentrating on the effect of 
leadership on employee PEB 
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Organisational Models:  
Rondinelli (2001) Morrow 
& Rondinelli (2002), 
Rondinelli & Vastag 
(2000) 
Organisational model focusing on the effect of ISO 
standards 
Gonzáles-Benito & 
Gonzáles-Benito (2006) 
Organisational model focusing on the effect of policies 
Kitazawa & Sarkis (2000) Organisational model focusing on the effect of ISO 
standards but also in conjunction with organisational 
culture 
Boiral (2007, 2009) Opposed to ISO standards and argued that behaviour helps 
them being effective and not the other way around 
Norton et al. (2014)  Examined the reasons for effect of organisational policies. 
Reasoned it is the perception of the organisation that drives 
employee behaviour 
Paillé & Boiral (2013) Organisational model focusing on the effect of 
organisational support and work satisfaction 
Brothers et al. (1994) Organisational model focusing on the effect of facilitating 
conditions 
Humphrey et al. (1977) Organisational model focusing on the effect of facilitating 
conditions 
Marans & Edelstein (2010) Organisational model focusing on the effect of facilitating 
conditions, as well as leadership  
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Mixed Approach Models: 
Extended Mixed Models:  
Lo et al. (2012a, 2012b 
,2013, 2014) 
Extended mixed model building on TPB. Argued to include 
organisational context but not included in model  
Ramus & Killmer (2007) Extended mixed model building on the theory of reasoned 
action. Includes organisational boundary as well as 
personal predisposition  
Baden & Prasad (2014) Extended mixed model building on the findings of TPB, 
Social Practice Theory and SDT 
Lülfs & Hahn (2013) Extended mixed model building on NAT, TPB and CADM. 
Organisational context and individual variables considered  
Lamm et al. (2013) Extended mixed model building on environmental concern 
and also includes the organisational variable context as 
well as commitment  
Temminck et al. (2013) Extended mixed model building on environmental concern 
and including organisational commitment, similar to Lamm 
et al. (2013) 
Daily et.al (2009) Extended mixed model building on environmental concern 
and including organisational commitment and supervisory 
support. The model by Temminck et al. (2013) is based on 
this and is similar to the model by Lamm et al. (2013) 
Stritch & Christensen 
(2014) 
Extended mixed model, based on the model by Daily et al. 
(2009) and including environmental concern, 
organisational commitment and public service motivation 
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Independent Mixed Models: 
Tudor et al. (2008) Independent mixed model, looking at internal as well as 
organisational variables. Also examined the difference 
between actual and reported behaviour 
Young et al. (2013) Independent mixed model based on Tudor et al. (2008) 
distinguished four groups individual, group, organisational 
and external factors  
Schelly et al. (2011) Independent mixed model based on Tudor et al. (2008) 
distinguished four factors to be role models, facilities, 
governance culture and efficacy 
Manika et al. (2013)  Independent mixed model looking at individual and 
organisational variables  
Kim et al. (2014) Independent mixed model looking at the interaction 
between leader and group members as well as group 
members themselves. Also includes moral reflectiveness  
Flannery & May (1994) Independent mixed model Environmental Leadership 
Model attitudes of management and PBC as well as 
environmental strategy  
Russel & Griffiths (2008) Independent mixed model. Includes emotions as well as 
organisational identification, personal values. Similar to 
TIP and PMT  
 
The group of one-dimensional models consisted of three groups (intra, inter and organisational 
factors), focusing on specific factors that can explain PEB in the workplace. Theories examining 
intrapersonal and interpersonal factors generally built on theories discussed in Chapter 2. However, 
Interpersonal theories also researched the effects of managerial support on PEB in the workplace. 
The last group, organisational theories, were developed independently of the theories discussed in 
the previous Chapter and examined the effects of the organisation, through policies, commitment 
and work satisfaction on employee’s PEB. The last groups of theories were divided into extended 
mixed approach models and independent mixed approach models. Extended mixed approach 
models referred to the theories in the previous chapter but also examined the effects of 
organisational factors in conjunction with the previous variables. Independent mixed approaches 
were created independent of the findings of the previous literature, but still considered various 
dimensions to explain PEB in the workplace.  
This overview of the workplace PEB literature demonstrates that advances have been made to 
understand employee PEB. Extending existing behavioural models to the workplace environment 
and creating independent models, resulted in the addition of the organizational context as well as 
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the emphasis of interpersonal factors through the addition of group dynamics and management 
support. However, this review also shows the limitations of this approach. Focusing on one theory 
or an area of study ignores the findings of others so that the full picture of workplace PEB has so 
far not been fully documented. However, similarities can be found between all the theories 
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, suggesting that a synthesis is possible. The notion that attitudes are 
key, as well as intention and values is supported across various theories and the addition of habit, 
self-identity and facilitating conditions is also a common theme. Social norms and the social 
environment also play an important role in general as well as workplace models. Therefore, it is 
suggested that combining the insights of the current general and workplace models by developing 
an integrated theory, can be useful to provide further knowledge into possible antecedents of 
workplace PEB. In order to do that, it was decided to use inductive theory building to synthesise 
the current general and workplace pro-environmental literature and use SEM to empirically 
validate the resulting model. Both approaches will be discussed in their respective chapters, once 
the methodology encompassing the overall research project is presented. 
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4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the general research methodology governing phase 1 
and 2 of the research project. The chapter begins by presenting the research philosophy and 
approach, then focuses on the type of research, research strategy and summarises all in the last 
chapter explaining the research process. Each section will first provide a general overview before 
highlighting how each area is applicable to both research phases as well as the overall research aim. 
The methods specific to each research phase will be presented in their respective chapters. 
Specifically, the qualitative method of inductive theory building will be explained in Chapter 5. 
The operationalization of the theoretical constructs, the sampling design and the building of the 
survey instrument as well as the data collection process will be presented in Chapter 6, along with a 
brief discussion of the methods for testing the proposed model and the statistical techniques applied 
in the data analysis. 
4.2 Research Philosophy 
 
Every study lies within a research paradigm, a worldview underlying the theories and methodology 
that affects the research strategy, the analysis and the interpretation of the data obtained. Weaver 
and Olson’s (2006, p. 460) definition of paradigm reveals how research is affected and guided by a 
certain paradigm by stating, “paradigms are patterns of beliefs and practices that regulate inquiry 
within a discipline by providing lenses, frames and processes through which investigation is 
accomplished”.  
 
Overall, there are various types of paradigm to understand reality with Positivism, Post positivism, 
Interpretive, Critical Social Theory and Relativism being amongst the most common. A summary 
of these paradigms is shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Summary of different research paradigms  
 
Paradigm Definition 
Positivism A philosophical system that holds that every rationally justifiable 
assertion can be scientifically verified or is capable of logical or 
mathematical proof, and that therefore rejects metaphysics and theism 
Post-positivism Post-positivists believe that human knowledge is based not on 
unchallengeable, rock-solid foundations, but rather upon 
human conjectures. As human knowledge is thus unavoidably 
conjectural, the assertion of these conjectures is justified and can be 
modified or withdrawn in the light of further investigation. However, 
post-positivism is not a form of relativism, and generally retains the 
idea of objective truth. 
Interpretive/Constructive It is conducted from an experience-near perspective in that the 
researcher does not start with concepts determined a priori but rather 
seeks to allow these to emerge from encounters in "the field" (both 
traditional fieldwork and textual-archival or literature research).  
Critical Theory Knowledge is not value free and bias should be articulated 
Relativism The doctrine that knowledge, truth, and morality exist in relation to 
culture, society, or historical context, and are not absolute. 
Realism This research philosophy mainly concentrates in the reality and beliefs 
that already exist in the environment. 
 
Each research paradigm is thought to consist of three different components that are commonly 
discussed in social science research (Table 4.2): 
 
Table 4.2 The three components of research paradigms  
Component Summary 
Epistemology Common assumptions that are created to understand the knowledge that is 
attained 
Ontology Common assumptions that are created to understand the real nature of the 
society 
Methodology Combination of different techniques that are used by the researcher to 
investigate different situations. 
 
After examining and comparing the difference philosophies above, the researcher chose the 
paradigms closest to her general beliefs. The paradigm that will lead the first phase of the research 
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project is interpretive/constructive, acknowledging the subjectivist stance of researchers who 
construct theories through their past and present involvements and interactions with people, 
perspectives and the research practices (Lauckner, Paterson, & Krupa, 2012). The epistemological 
base for this phase of the study is that the human mind supplies and interprets the concepts and 
relationships between the information, which means that any deductions, observations and 
inductions aren’t value free and are subjective to a certain degree. The ontological base is that truth 
is "constructed" by humans and situated within a specific context, whilst the methodology is 
selected to develop a theoretical framework based on a synthesis of the current literature.  
The paradigm that will lead the second phase of the research project is post-positivism, which 
embraces a view of the world as being guided by scientific rules that explain the behaviour of 
phenomena through a causal relationship.  Importantly, it acknowledges that the researcher’s 
interpretation of the data is influenced by human conjectures and values. These conjectures and 
values are justified as long as they are recognized and articulated. Nevertheless, it is still believed 
that objective truths can be gained within the realms that can be empirically measured. The 
epistemological base of this phase of the study is that our understanding of the external world has 
its limitations based on what we can empirically experience and measure.  The ontological base of 
this study is that human behaviour is predictable if a certain degree of error is accepted.  Finally, 
the methodology is selected to collect empirical data and analyse it statistically to ensure any 
inferred conclusions are as accurate and generalizable as possible.  
It is important to note that the research paradigms of both phases are similar in that they assume 
that human conjecture is part of the research process, meaning that the post-positivist corresponds 
to the interpretive approach.  Therefore, both philosophies create an overarching research 
philosophy in which the researcher believes that reasoning is influenced by the individual’s 
inferences and the external world can only be understood in the context of human experience. 
(Hollway, Venn, Walkerdine, Henriques, & Urwin, 2003; Wright & Losekoot, 2012). 
4.3 Research Approach 
 
In research, two broad methods, the qualitative and quantitative approach, are generally employed 
to study different phenomena. The qualitative research approach moves from specific observation 
to broader generalization and theories, inductively building from particulars to general themes. The 
researcher uses observed data and facts to reach a tentative hypothesis, to define a theory as per the 
research problem and to give inductive arguments (Mertens, 2012). The quantitative research 
approach allows the researcher to establish a hypothesis by using theory and testing it deductively 
(Creswell, 2009). This approach proceeds from general premises to a specific conclusion, using 
theory to guide the design of the study and the interpretation of the results (Neumann, 2009). The 
theory is refuted, extended or modified on the basis of the results.  
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A summary of the main characteristics for both approaches can be seen in Table 4.3 below:   
Table 4.3 Main characteristics of the qualitative and quantitative research approach 
Main characteristics Qualitative Quantitative 
Research paradigm Interpretive, relativism, 
critical theory 
Positivism, post-positivism, 
realism 
Epistemology Fully subjective Objective within the limits of 
our understanding 
Ontology Multiple realities Human behaviour is 
predictable (there are causal 
relationships) 
Methodology Only small sample sizes 
are required 
Collection of a large amount of 
data 
Research Design Unstructured, emergent, 
study specific 
Structured, systematic, 
replicable 
Type of research Exploratory Explanatory, descriptive, 
predictive 
Research approach Inductive Deductive 
Analysis Themes, motifs Statistical analysis 
Representation of findings Textual Numeric 
Reflection of the real world Slice of life Representative 
 
Commonly, the criteria for choosing a research approach should be determined by the aims and 
objectives of the research and the research paradigm.  
As the aim of the first phase of the research is to inductively explore the current literature in order 
to develop an integrated theory of PEB in the workplace, the qualitative research approach 
grounded in the interpretative research paradigm is deemed the most appropriate. (Alvesson & 
Kärreman, 2007, 2011; Berg & Lune, 2014). 
There are two general approaches whenever there is a substantive question and several studies with 
disparate findings causing uncertainty as to which results are the most accurate. (Hemingway &  
Bereton, 2009; Littell, Corcoran & Pillai, 2008). The first approach, a systematic review of the 
literature, summarises the research evidence, synthesises the findings, interprets them and presents 
an impartial summary (Hemingway & Bereton, 2009). The outcome of a systematic review is often 
that one particular study, hypothesis, model or theory has the most compelling evidence. 
Alternatively, a systematic review can conclude that not evidence is gathered to confirm a 
dominant viewpoint.  
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The second approach, a meta-analysis, provides a quantitative summary of evidence, showing 
central trends, variations and possible explanations for differences in results and should be based 
on an underlying systematic review (Littell et al., 2009). More precisely, a meta-analysis is the 
statistical pooling of data across studies to generate summary (pooled) estimates of effects. The 
term ‘effect’ refers to a quantitative measure of the strength of a phenomenon. Examples of effect 
sizes are the correlation between two variables, the regression coefficient in a regression, the mean 
difference, or even the risk with which something happens (Pai et al., 2004; Kelley et al., 2012). 
In order to synthesise the general and workplace PEB literature, the researcher considered both 
approaches mentioned above but decided against them for the following reasons explained below. 
A systematic review, in the traditional sense, was considered a useful methodology to 
systematically summarise what the research collectively reports on factors and conditions affecting 
employee PEB. However, when reviewing the plethora of new studies, models and theories, many 
of them developed independently of each other, the researcher thought it would be likely that the 
outcome of a standard systematic review would be that there is no evidence to recommend a single 
dominant theory in the field of workplace PEB. This outcome was confirmed by a systematic 
review conducted by Inoue and Alfaro-Barrnates (2015). Whilst this is a valuable conclusion, the 
researcher wanted to explore if an alternative approach (creating an alternative, integrated theory of 
PEB in the workplace) could provide further knowledge to the existing literature. 
Conducting a meta-analysis was also considered by the researcher; however this methodology was 
rejected for the following reasons. A meta-analysis only includes quantitative studies and as the 
majority of the workplace models are conceptual, this methodology would exclude too many 
current pieces of literature, likely leading to unreliable results. Furthermore, a meta-analysis 
requires the results of studies to be ‘combinable’ Combinability refers to the data set, the measures 
used in the study as well as the respondent type. All have to be similar in order to merge them into 
one large study and to ensure the results are reliable (Egger, Smith & Phillips, 1997). In the case of 
workplace PEB studies, combinability is not possible as there are too many differences between the 
studies, especially in terms of measurement. Lastly, data extraction is generally very difficult and 
there is always potential for errors (see Tendal, 2008 for examples). In this particular case, the 
researcher would not have been able to extract the data from the quantitative studies available, 
mainly due to time and resource constraints. The data should ideally be in a raw data format, 
meaning each researcher would have to be contacted requesting information, such as sample size 
(N), means and standard deviations, especially if this information was not available in the 
published paper  (Littell et al., 2009). This would have been too time consuming for this research 
project. 
Resource constraints also stopped the researcher from pursuing this methodology. Data extraction 
should be performed by at least two reviewers, and discrepancies resolved by consensus. This will 
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reduce the risk of reviewer bias, error and subjectivity. The researcher did not have further 
reviewers to consult as part of this research project (Phan, Tian, Cao Black & Yan, 2015).  
Based on the constraints and limitations of the two approaches above, the researcher decided to use 
a systematic review approach but combine it with inductive theory building in order to synthesise 
the literature and result in one dominant theory of workplace PEB. The researcher builds on the 
work of Wolfswinkel, Furtmueller and Wilderom (2011), who suggested inductive theory building 
to systematically synthesise literature. The researcher took this approach one step further and used 
it to not just synthesise the literature but to also build a theory, using the literature as the textual 
database. 
The second phase of the research adopts a research approach that emphasises the quantification in 
the data collection and analysis process grounded in the post-positivist research philosophy. As the 
purpose of the second stage is to examine and empirically validate the model developed in the first 
research stage, which assumes linear relationships between variables, it requires a quantitative 
approach.  
 
As Figure 4.1 shows, both research approaches are needed to develop a hypothesis and test it 
through observation, which is in line with the overall aim of this thesis.  
 
Figure 4.1 The process of hypothesis development 
 
(Source: Adapted from Saunders et al., 2012) 
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4.4 Type of Research 
 
Research can be further classified as exploratory, descriptive, explanatory and predictive in nature. 
Figure 4.2 shows the different levels and the interrelationship between the different research types.  
Figure 4.2 Levels of different research types  
 
(Source: Adapted from Saunders et al., 2012) 
Exploratory research is a type of research conducted for a problem that has not been clearly defined 
and can help determine the best research design, data collection method and selection of subjects. It 
should draw definitive conclusions only with extreme caution. This type of research is generally 
linked to a qualitative research approach or can be the first step of any quantitative research. 
Descriptive research, also known as statistical research, describes data and characteristics about the 
population or phenomenon being studied. Descriptive research answers the questions who, what, 
where, when and how. Although the data description is factual, accurate and systematic, the 
research cannot describe what caused a situation. Thus, descriptive research cannot be used to 
create a causal relationship, where one variable affects another but can be the basis for any 
explanatory investigations. Explanatory research is the next level in the figure above. This research 
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type tests hypothesis on causal relationships and helps explain relationships between the variables. 
Predictive research is the most advanced type of research as it analyses the casual relationships and 
forecasts the likelihood of something happening. Though explanatory and predictive models are 
often conflated, they are very distinct statistical approaches (Shmueli, 2010).  
In line with the adopted qualitative research approached, the first phase of research will be 
exploratory in nature. Exploratory research is linked to the generation of new theories emerging 
from data and therefore will be useful for the overall objective of this research phase.  
The second phase of the research project uses two research types to achieve its research objectives: 
descriptive and explanatory. Both types of research are linked to the quantitative methodology and 
entail describing and explaining relationships between variables, which is the aim of this phase. 
Descriptive research is useful to describe respondents’ profiles, perceptions of environmental issues 
and the image employees have of environmental behaviour in the workplace. Explanatory 
research is used to establish causal relationships between different variables in order to understand 
their effect on PEB in the workplace.  
All three phases, exploratory, descriptive and explanatory are common steps within a research 
project from developing a theory to validating it. The interrelationship between all three approaches 
supports the overall aim of the research project of theory development and testing. 
4.5 Research Strategy 
 
The research strategy is a general plan of how the research objective will be achieved and each 
research approach has its own research strategy. According to social researchers, such as Jackson & 
Verberg (1999) and Lee, Saunders and Goulding (2005), three common strategies in qualitative 
research are inductive theory building, ethnography and phenomenology summarised in Table 4.4 
below. Other researchers, such as Cooper and Endacott (2007) and Fossey, Harvey, McDermott 
and Davidson (2002), include three further strategies (historical studies, case studies and action 
research studies) and broadly classify the first three to be interpretative and the last three to be 
critical research strategies as highlighted in Table 4.4. Interpretive approaches aim to describe and 
understand, with the emphasis determining which methodology is selected. Critical approaches 
emphasise the social and historical origins, change, or emancipation, as part of the research 
process, with participants playing a key role in the design and implementation of the study.  
(Cooper & Endacott, 2007; Fossey, Harvey, McDermott, & Davidson, 2002). 
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Table 4.4 Types of qualitative research strategies 
Research Strategy Summary 
Interpretative  
Theory building A systematic methodology in the social sciences involving the 
construction of theory through the analysis of data. 
Ethnography The systematic study of people and cultures. It is designed to 
explore cultural phenomena where the researcher observes 
society from the point of view of the subject of the study. 
Phenomenology  The philosophical study of the structures of experience and 
consciousness. 
Critical  
Historical studies The identification, location, evaluation, and synthesis of data 
from the past. 
Case studies An in-depth examination of people or groups of people. 
Action research 
studies 
Seeks action to improve practice and study the effects of the 
action that was taken 
 
The most common strategies in quantitative research are the survey, the experiment and the case 
study, summarised in the following Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 Types of quantitative research strategies  
Research Strategy Summary 
Survey A method of sociological investigation that uses question based or 
statistical surveys to collect information about how people think and act.  
Experiment An orderly procedure carried out with the goal of verifying, refuting, or 
establishing the validity of a hypothesis. 
Case study A research method involving a detailed investigation of a single individual 
or a single organized group 
 
Since the first part of the study is in line with the qualitative research approach and the aim of this 
study is to build a theory of PEB in the workplace, theory building is deemed the most appropriate 
strategy.  It is an established method to synthesize data due to its qualitative and inductive approach 
and is a central activity in business and management research (Bendassolli, 2013; He, 2004). Ven 
(1989) argued that the central task and mission of academic management research is to contribute 
knowledge to a scientific discipline by developing good theory, so that research conducted will 
advance the knowledge that is relevant to both the discipline and the profession. There are many 
ways to build up a theory from more creative approaches, such as the Disciplined Imagination, 
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Vicarious Experience and Independent Thought Trials through to more systematic approaches 
including the traditional positivist Hypothetic-Deductive Approach, the Conceptual Method and 
inductive theory building (He, 2004). All the theory-building methods are appropriate for a 
particular discipline, topic or task, however the choice for them should also be based on the 
development stage, the specific research objective etc.  
The researcher selected inductive theory building for the first part of the research for the following 
reasons: Inductive theory building is used quite frequently in business and management research 
due to its qualitative and inductive research methods and is useful for synthetic theory building 
(Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009; Jones & Noble, 2007; Locke, 2001). An important feature of 
inductive theory building is that it represents a systematic method to inductively develop a theory 
from a corpus of data that may be applied to research problems (Fendt & Sachs, 2008). The 
systematic nature of the method is useful in judging, generalising and comparing the final theory, 
as the path of creation can be followed. The basic idea of the inductive theory building approach is 
to read (and re-read) a textual database (such as a corpus of field notes) and "discover" or label 
variables (called categories, concepts and properties) and their interrelationships. This systematic 
method of creating categories makes it the most suitable method to develop an integrated theory, 
based on the synthesis of two bodies of literature, and therefore to achieve the overall aim of the 
thesis. The “textual database” for this study is the general and workplace PEB literature discussed 
in Chapters 2 and 3. This is an alternative approach to a systematic review and meta-analysis for 
reviewing and synthesising a body of literature in a research field. Therefore, this approach is an 
original contributing to knowledge.  
It is important to note that any theory building approach has its limitations, as all observations are 
made from a particular perspective, meaning they are standpoint-specific. Whatever emerges from 
a field through observation depends on the observer’s position within it. In the same way, whatever 
emerges from the analysis of a set of data is necessarily guided by the questions asked and 
constructed by the researcher. However, the documentation of each phase of the theory building 
process limits the subjectivity and offers a systematic approach to theory building. Further details 
regarding the development of the theory building approach is provided in Chapter 5. 
The second part of the study is in line with the quantitative research approach and the survey was 
chosen as the most appropriate research strategy. Survey research involves the collection of 
information (usually by questionnaire) from a sample of individuals through their responses to 
questions. It is an efficient method for systematically collecting data from a broad spectrum of 
individuals and settings and a great many researchers choose this method (Check & Schutt, 2011).  
The selection of the survey for the second part of the research was based on the following reasons: 
It allows the collection of a large amount of data from a large population in an economical way. It 
is easy to develop, as well as time and cost efficient. It can be distributed through various channels 
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such as online, mobile devices, email, telephone, face to face or paper format. Numerous questions 
can be asked about a subject, giving extensive flexibility in data analysis, and due to its frequent 
use and acceptance by people in general it is easily understood. Most importantly however, this 
method is capable of dealing with the aims and objectives of this phase of the research, as it 
generates quantifiable, accurate and replicable results that are necessary for validating the proposal 
model created in phase 1. Furthermore, this methodology has been employed by the vast majority 
of studies in this area of research, making the findings of this project comparable to previous 
survey research.  
With regard to the type of survey employed, the researcher concluded, after taking the advantages 
and disadvantages of the different survey methods under consideration, that an online survey 
approach would be best suited for this study. There are a number of benefits to using an online 
survey approach, summarised in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6 Benefits of an online survey approach  
Benefit Summary 
Recruitment It is more flexible as a variety of media can be utilised including email, 
URL or a website (Evans & Mathur, 2005) 
Speed The time span needed to complete an online survey project is on 
average two-thirds shorter than that of a traditional research method. 
Because the information is being gathered automatically, the 
researcher does not have wait for paper questionnaires to come back. 
The response rate is almost instant (Sue & Ritter, 2012; Van Selm & 
Jankowski, 2006) 
Flexibility Technological advancements such as randomisations or how questions 
are sequenced and presented to respondents enables the questionnaire 
to be specifically tailored to each project (Granello & Wheaton, 2004). 
 
For this project this approach further promises the highest response rate as the vast majority of 
employees have access to computers and can complete the questionnaire in their own time. This 
approach is also the best way to ensure confidentiality and anonymity due to the way the data is 
collected, handled and stored and makes data entry and analysis easier. Furthermore, it was 
possible to execute this approach in the two universities and for the panel sample, ensuring 
consistency in the data collection process.  
The main concern, however, regarding the selected method is that the lack of physical presence of 
the researcher limits the promotion of the survey. Nevertheless, it is assumed that other survey 
methods would have had even lower response rates. The paper questionnaire would have been very 
long and the presence of the researcher would have likely increased social desirability bias. Social 
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desirability response bias (the tendency of respondents to answer questions in a manner that will be 
viewed favourably by others) can affect the results of any statistical survey, particularly within a 
business environment where fear of negative responses reflecting badly on work performance is 
present (Randall & Fernandes, 2013; Roxas & Lindsay, 2012). The bias in terms of degree of 
sympathy with environmental issues could also affect the way responses are provided. To keep 
response bias to a minimum respondent anonymity and confidentiality was ensured and emphasised 
in the invitation email.  
To ensure a sufficient sample size at the universities, the Chichester Research Committee and the 
Environmental Manager at Highbury College assisted in the promotion of the questionnaires. 
Specifically, it was highlighted that the questionnaire was part of a wider project run by the 
organisation to hit carbon targets and the importance of the employees’ participation was 
emphasised.  Research on encouragement and incentives in surveys supports the belief that this 
strategy is beneficial for survey uptake (Singer & Ye, 2013; Toepoel, 2012). The sample size for 
the panel study was agreed prior to the data collection process and respondents were incentivised to 
participate in the survey by the panel organisation. Therefore, they did not require any further 
encouragement from the researcher.  
Further details regarding the development of the questionnaire research tool are provided in 
Chapter 6. 
4.6 Research Process 
 
The research process is a step by step plan of the research project. It begins with the overall aims 
and objectives of the research project, as well as the research philosophy and explains the decision 
making process for research approach, type of research, research strategy, time horizon and data 
collection methods.  
In order to understand the research process for this thesis, Figure 4.3 shows the different elements 
within the project and summarises the steps that have been discussed in the previous sections. All 
terms in bold and italics refer to phase 1 of the research project and all terms in bold refer to phase 
2 of the research project. 
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Figure 4.3 The research process  
 
 (Source: Adapted from Saunders et al., 2012) 
Based on this figure, the following choices were made as part of the research process. The overall 
aim of the project is to develop a theoretical framework and test its validity, which is divided into 
two phases of research. The first phase is governed by the interpretative paradigm whilst the second 
is governed by post-positivism. Both philosophies assume that human conjectures influence 
research, creating an overarching philosophy.  
In line with the overall aim and the research philosophy, the first research phase uses a qualitative 
inductive research approach to develop a theoretical framework through the integration of two 
bodies of literature. Following from this, the type of research is exploratory as it builds theory from 
the data available. Inductive theory building is the specific research strategy used for this phase of 
research, by looking at a cross sectional area of secondary data, specifically literature on general 
and workplace PEB. It was considered the most appropriate approach as it is systematic in nature.  
The second phase used a quantitative deductive approach to test the previously developed theory. 
Descriptive and explanatory research was utilised to fulfil the aim of this phase, to empirically 
validate the previously developed theory. It was decided that the research strategy would be an 
online survey questionnaire in order to collect the large amount of data required most effectively. 
Even though it is useful to examine the applicability of the proposed model in a destination for a 
long period of time or even conduct longitudinal studies, time constraint dictated the application of 
a cross-sectional study, meaning that ' the data was gathered just once, over a period of days, weeks 
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or months' (Sekaran, 2006).  More specifically, the data collection process in this study took place 
between 01.08.2014 and 04.08.2014 for the panel study, 18.07.2013 and 07.04.2014 for Chichester 
University (students and staff were collected in separate stages) and 22.05.2014 and 05.06.2014 for 
Highbury College. 
The research process, overall, explains how the project’s research aims and objectives of theory 
building and empirical validation will be achieved.  
4.7 Summary 
 
This chapter presented the general research methodology employed in this study, specifically 
highlighting the research philosophy, approach, research strategy and process for both research 
phases. As the first phase of the research was governed by an interpretive research philosophy and 
the aim was to develop an integrated theory, a qualitative research approach of inductive theory 
building was selected as the most appropriate. The second phase was governed by a post-positivist 
research philosophy, suitable for a quantitative research approach aiming to validate the previously 
developed theory. Both approaches and philosophies are compatible, as they assume that human 
conjecture is part of the research process and therefore provide an overarching method for theory 
building and testing.  
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5. PHASE 1 – DEVELOPMENT OF 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
5.1 Introduction 
 
From the reviews of the general and workplace literature in Chapters 2 and 3 and the gaps they 
revealed, this section will develop a theoretical model of PEB in the workplace.  Building upon the 
gaps, the current section will create a new framework from both literature sources by using 
inductive theory building. This method will determine the variables that are most likely to explain 
PEB in the workplace.  The next section that follows provides a step by step explanation of how the 
model was derived, whilst the section after that will explain the theoretical framework and the 
different variables in it.  
5.2 Method for Data Analysis 
 
In order to create a theoretical model for workplace PEB, the researcher decided on the inductive 
theory building approach as discussed in Chapter 4.5. As explained in that section, this method was 
used to create the current model as it is an established method to synthesize data due to its 
qualitative and inductive research methods (Bendassolli, 2013). The systematic nature of the 
method is useful in judging, generalising and comparing the final theory. The basic idea of the 
inductive theory building approach is to read (and re-read) a textual database (such as a corpus of 
field notes) and "discover" or label variables (called categories, concepts and properties) and their 
interrelationships. It is roughly divided into two processes: data gathering and data analysis. 
The stages of data gathering are as follows (Table 5.1) and closely resemble a systematic review of 
the current body of literature (Robson, 2002). 
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Table 5.1 The three stages of data gathering 
Stages of data gathering Summary 
Define To define the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the 
literature search, identify the fields of research, appropriate 
sources as well as decide on the specific search terms 
Search Document searches and search terms, what the sources were, 
and their results 
Select The sample of texts are selected 
 
Three stages of data analysis (Table 5.2) are involved in inductive theory building. These are open 
coding, axial coding and selective coding. The features and uses of these methods are explained 
below (Corbin & Strauss, 2008): 
Table 5.2 The three stages of data analysis  
Stages of data analysis Summary 
Open coding Open coding is the process of selecting and naming categories 
from the analysis of the data. It is the initial stage in data 
acquisition and relates to describing overall features of the 
phenomenon under study. Variables involved in the 
phenomenon are identified and labelled. 
Axial coding Axial coding is the next stage after open coding. In axial 
coding, data are put together in new ways. This is achieved by 
seeking to identify causal relationships between categories. 
The aim is to make explicit connections between categories 
and sub-categories. This process is often referred to as the 
Paradigm Model and involves explaining and understanding 
relationships between categories in order to understand the 
phenomenon to which they relate. 
Selective coding Selective coding involves the process of selecting and 
identifying the core category and systematically relating it to 
other categories. It involves validating those relationships, 
filling in, refining and developing them. Through this process, 
categories are integrated and an Integrated Theory is arrived 
at. 
 
Each methodology used in science has its limitations and inductive theory building is no exception 
(Hughes & Howcroft, 2000). It has been pointed out that the process of data interpretation and 
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theory generation is sometimes construed as a magical black box from which theory mysteriously 
emerges (Gibson & Hartman, 2013; Rich, 2012). This suggests that the selective process is very 
subjective and is affected by the researcher’s bias and abilities. Moreover, Jones and Noble (2007) 
noticed that in management research inductive theory building has been used too often and the 
actual method is changed for each study, reducing the integrity of the method. However, this 
flexibility of the approach can also be considered an advantage, as it enables the theory to be 
adapted to various research problems, whilst still providing a methodical structure. 
It has been argued that inductive theory building is the most appropriate for research with an 
objective of generating a theory, where a synthesis of previous literature is required, due to its 
detailed, rigorous, and systematic, yet flexible and autonomous research method (Eisenhardt, 1989; 
Jones & Alony, 2011). As the overall aim of this chapter is to develop a theory through the 
synthesis of the literature, it is considered the most appropriate method for the model creation. 
5.2.1 Data Gathering 
 
The data was gathered from the literature in Chapters 2 and 3: PEB in general and in the 
workplace. The advantage of collecting data from multiple sources is the provision of different 
perspectives and the usage of different sources of information. It increases the validity of the model 
by bringing together evidence from different disciplines, including social psychology, 
organisational behaviour, professional research, education, environmental psychology and business 
management (Guion, Diehl, & McDonald, 2011; Young et al., 2013; Young & Middlemiss, 2012). 
This approach enables the researcher to gather data conducted within a broad range of industries, 
such as universities, health organizations and manufacturers in different companies and therefore 
improves the generalisation of the final model.  
In order to be included the coding process, sources had to meet the following inclusion and 
exclusion criteria: 
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Inclusion Criteria  
A: Created to explain PEB and various studies have shown a good fit 
B: A general behavioural theory or model but has been applied to general PEB 
and various studies shown it had a good fit 
C: A general behaviour theory or model but has been applied to general PEB with 
few studies but shown a better fit than other established theories 
D: If the concept, theory was integrated into/linked to a better fit model for PEB 
E: Workplace PEB theories/ models 
Exclusion Criteria  
• Has not been tested since 1980. (Organisational settings change, so old research 
findings would have less validity) 
•  General behavioural models that do not examine PEB as defined as behaviour 
that consciously seeks to minimize the negative impact of one’s actions on the 
environment 
• Workplace models that only examined the antecedents of manager behaviour 
• Workplace models examining overall organisational behaviour and not looking at 
individual employee behaviour 
 
The search was not meant to be an exhaustive literature review, collecting every study conducted 
but to find the key variables for explaining PEB in general and in the workplace. Enough studies 
were gathered to supply evidence that the models met the above criteria. The search found a total of 
187 bodies of literature explaining general or workplace PEB, of which 43 theories emerged 
meeting the above criteria, as Table 5.3 below shows:  
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Table 5.3 Sources that met the inclusion criteria  
Source Met Criteria 
NAT A 
VBN A 
CADM A 
FTNC A 
Environmental Awareness A 
Psychosocial Demographics A 
NEP A/D 
TPB B 
Incentive Motivation B 
Expectancy Theory B 
TIP C 
SDT C/D 
PMT D 
CTS D 
Structuration Theory D 
Social Identity Theory D 
Chen & Knight (2014) E 
Sopha (2013) E 
Ramus & Steger (2000) E 
Robertson & Barling (2013)  E 
Egri & Hermann (2000) E 
Tudor et al. (2008) E 
Young et al. (2013) E 
VPBE E 
Lo et al. (2014) E 
Ramus & Kilmer (2007) E 
Temminck et al. (2013) E 
Scherbaum et al. (2008) E 
Jones (1989) E 
Boiral et al. (2013) E 
Daily et al. (2009) E 
Rondinelli (2001) E 
Kitazawa & Sarkis (2000) E 
Paillé & Boiral (2013) E 
Paillé and Mejía-Morelos (2014) E 
Brothers et al. (1994) E 
Lamm et al. (2013) E 
Stritch & Christensen (2014) E 
Schelly et al. (2011) E 
Manika et al. (2013) E 
Kim et al. (2013) E 
Flannery & May (1994) E 
Russel & Griffiths (2008) E 
Bissing-Olson et al. (2013) E 
Norton et al. (2014) E 
Gonzáles-Benito & Gonzáles-Benito (2006) E 
Rondinelli & Vastag (2000)  E 
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5.2.2 Data Analysis 
 
The data was analysed systematically through three stages of coding: open, axial and selective 
coding. Open coding was the first stage, which generated many initial codes from the data. These 
open codes were interpreted and categorised into higher concepts until the core categories emerged. 
Axial coding was the second stage, which tried to establish the relationship between the core 
categories and sub-categories. The final stage, selective coding, aimed to integrate and saturate the 
emerging theory. All three stages will be discussed in the following subsections. 
5.2.2.1 Open coding 
The first stage of the data analysis was the generation of open codes. The open coding began with 
reading through the articles explaining PEB in general and in the workplace, highlighting the 
passages where the methodology, variables and results were discussed. Next, the articles were re-
read for the purpose of generating open codes. Variables were included that showed a moderate to 
strong statistically significant correlation to PEB or showed some explanatory power in structural 
equation models or multiple regression analysis in several studies conducted by different 
researchers. If the study was specifically applied to the workplace, the variables were automatically 
included due to focus of this study on workplace PEB. As the coding went on, each variable was 
compared with the previous codes and variables for differences and similarities. Any codes that 
were the same or similar, were coded identically. If they were different, a distinct label was used. 
Besides the name and the type of the code, the article was recorded for future analysis, tracing and 
retrieving of data. 
Particularly, this phase of the research identified that some of the variables used in the literature 
were defined differently or that different variables measured the same construct. For example PN, 
which in NAT was originally defined as AC and AR, was later defined as AC, AR and social 
norms in CADM (Klöckner, 2013; Klöckner & Blöbaum, 2010; Wiidegren, 1998). Some studies 
(see Stern, Dietz, et al., 1995) showed that the variable environmental concern measured the same 
as AC, but this was not considered by other researchers, such as Stern, Kalof, et al. (1995). The 
term beliefs, another example, was considered a moderating variable for attitude in TPB and TIP 
but in other theories, such as VBN, it was defined as the combination of environmental concern, 
AC and AR. In these cases, it was decided to use the definition that was supported by the most 
empirical evidence though the term beliefs was not included in the coding due to too many 
inconsistent terminologies.  
After the first phase of coding the following variables were identified and listed in alphabetical 
order in Table 5.4 below. For easier reading, some sources were shortened.  
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Table 5.4 Summary after open coding 
1st Stage Source 
Affect TIP, Bissing-Olsen et al. (2013), Russell & Griffiths (2008), CTS 
Age Psychosocial Demographics, Tudor et al. (2008) 
Attitudes TPB, TIP, CADM, VPBE, Lo et al. (2014), Tudor et al. (2008), Young et 
al. (2013), Jones (1989), Manika et al. (2013), Norton et al. (2014), 
Bissing-Olson et al. (2013), Sopha (2013), Chen & Knight (2014) 
AR NAT, VBN, CADM, VPBE 
Awareness/knowle
dge 
Environmental Education, Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2013), Ramus 
& Steger (2000) 
Descriptive norms FTNC, Lo et al. (2014), Robertson & Barling (2013), TPB 
Educational level Psychosocial Demographics 
Environmental 
concern (defined as 
altruistic, biospheric values 
and AC/needs/threat) 
NEP, VBN, Temminck et al. (2013), Lamm et al. (2013), Chen & Knight 
(2014), Scherbaum et al. (2008), Daily et al. (2009), VPBE, CTS, PMT, 
Stritch & Christensen (2014) 
EMS VPBE, Rondinelli (2001), Rondinelli & Vastag (2000), Ramus & Steger 
(2000), Kitazawa & Sarkis (2000) 
Extrinsic 
motivation 
Incentive motivation, Expectancy Theory 
Gender Psychosocial Demographics 
Group dynamics Tudor et al. (2008), Structuration Theory, VPBE, Kim et al. (2013) 
Habit TIP, CADM, VPBE, Lo et al. (2014), Sopha (2013) 
Household size Psychosocial Demographics 
Income Psychosocial Demographics 
Injunctive norms FTNC, Chen & Knight (2014), Lo et al. (2014) 
Intention TPB, TIP, CADM, Chen & Knight (2014), Sopha (2013), VPBE, Lo et al. 
(2014), Ramus & Killmer (2007), Jones (1989) 
Intrinsic motivation  SDT 
Managerial/supervi
sory/organisational 
support 
Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2014), Ramus and Killmer (2007), Daily 
et al. (2009), VPBE, Ramus & Steger (2000), Robertson & Barling 
(2013), Kim et al. (2013), Flannery & May (1994), Paillé & Boiral (2013), 
Paillé & Mejia-Morelos (2014), Temminck et al. (2013), Manika et al. 
(2013), Egri & Hermann (2000) 
Marital status Psychosocial Demographics 
Motivation 
(rewards) 
Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2014), Ramus & Steger (2000), Manika 
et al. (2013) 
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1st Stage Source 
Organizational 
commitment 
Temminck et al. (2013), Daily et al. (2009), Paillé & Boiral (2013), Paillé 
& Mejia-Morelos (2014), Stritch & Christensen (2014) 
Organizational 
culture 
Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2014), Schelly et al. (2011) 
PBC/self-efficacy CTS, PMT, TPB, CADM, VPBE, Lo et al. (2014), Ramus and Killmer 
(2007), Chen & Knight (2014), Schelly et al. (2011) 
PN (defined as AC/NEP 
+ AR) 
NAT, VBN, CADM, VPBE, Lo et al. (2014), Sopha (2008), Scherbaum et 
al. (2008) 
Policies Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2014), Gonzáles-Benito & Gonzáles-
Benito (2006), Ramus & Steger (2000), Norton et al. (2014) 
Residence Psychosocial Demographics 
Self and Social 
identity 
Social Identity Theory, TIP, Ramus & Killmer (2007), Russell & Griffith 
(2008) 
Site/department 
type and size 
Tudor et al. (2008) 
Situational 
factors/facilitating 
conditions 
TIP, CADM, Young et al. (2014) 
Social class Psychosocial Demographics 
Social norms 
(Subjective/perceived 
norms) 
TPB, Lo et al. (2014), CADM, VPBE, TIP, Jones (1989), Sopha (2008) 
Work satisfaction Tudor et al. (2008), Paillé & Boiral (2013), Boiral et al. (2013), Paillé and 
Mejía-Morelos (2014) 
 
5.2.2.2 Axial Coding 
Axial coding began with the exercise of grouping the literature by the variables examined. The 
process was one of constant comparison. Open codes were compared, based on the level of their 
denoting data for differences and similarities, which resulted in the creation of axial codes. After 
one or several axial codes had been generated, the remaining open codes were compared with 
others, which helped the researcher to create a new axial code, modify the existing code or combine 
the existing codes.  
The remaining axial codes represent the most prominent categories which emerged from the 
literature analysis and are shown in Table 5.5: 
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Table 5.5 Summary after axial coding 
1st Stage 2nd Stage 
Environmental concern Values 
AR 
PN 
Intention Attitudinal processes 
Attitudes 
Awareness 
Social norms  Social factors  
Injunctive norms 
Descriptive norms  
Habit Non-rational factors 
Affect 
Gender Demographic variables 
Age 
Income 
Household size 
Residence 
Marital status 
Social class 
Educational level 
Managerial/supervisory/organisational 
support 
Group factors 
Group dynamics 
Self and Social identity 
EMS Organizational factors 
Policies 
Site/department type and size 
Organizational culture 
Organizational commitment 
Situational factors/facilitating conditions Situational influences, constraints 
PBC/self-efficacy Internal Drivers 
Intrinsic motivation  
Extrinsic motivation (rewards) External Drivers 
Work satisfaction 
 
5.2.2.3 Selective Coding  
Once the data was reduced, it was integrated at a theoretical level through selective coding. This 
process began during the axial coding stage by writing theoretical memos on each axial code and 
the relationship between these, which resulted in 4 different categories: Intrapersonal factors, 
Motivational factors, Social factors and External factors as Table 5.6 shows: 
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Table 5.6 Summary after selective coding 
1st Stage 2nd Stage 3rd Stage 
Environmental concern 
Values 
Intrapersonal 
factors 
AR 
PN 
Intention 
Attitudinal processes Attitudes 
Awareness 
Habit 
Non-rational factors 
Affect 
Gender 
Demographic variables 
Age 
Income 
Household size 
Residence 
Marital status 
Social class 
Educational level 
Social norms  
Social factors 
Interpersonal 
factors 
Injunctive norms 
Descriptive norms 
Managerial/supervisory/organisational 
support 
Group factors Group dynamics 
Self and Social identity 
EMS 
Organizational factors 
External factors 
Policies 
Site/department type and size 
Organizational culture 
Organizational commitment 
Situational factors/facilitating 
conditions 
Situational influences, 
constraints 
PBC 
Internal Drivers 
Motivational 
factors 
Intrinsic motivation  
Extrinsic motivation  
External Drivers 
Work satisfaction 
 
Looking at Table 5.6, the analysis demonstrates that there are four areas that influence PEB in the 
workplace: intrapersonal, interpersonal, external and motivational factors. This is in line with the 
categorisation made in current workplace literature such as Young et al.  (2013), Lo et al. (2012a, 
2012b) Lo et al. (2013) and Tudor et al. (2008) on workplace behaviour discussed in Chapter 3. It 
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acknowledges the dichotomy of individual and organizational factors as well as considers group 
factors (Lo et al., 2012a, 2012b; Lo et al., 2013; Tudor et al., 2008; Young et al., 2013). However, 
the analysis differs from the previous categorisations as the variable motivational factors is now a 
distinct group. In the literature discussed in Chapter 3 that did refer to motivation (e.g. Young et al. 
2013), motivational variables were integrated in the external dimension. The creation of this 
category, following this analysis, is the result of the addition of intrinsic motivation, as now, 
motivational factors refers to internal as well as external drivers and therefore does not solely fit 
into the external dimension. 
It is important to note that this methodology is somewhat standpoint specific (see page 110) and 
therefore the categories that emerge are guided by the views of the researcher. Due to the nature of 
the methodology the coding and grouping of variables relies on the researcher’s judgement to some 
degree, particularly if variables could belong to more than one group or there is overlap between 
the variables themselves. For example, the variable PBC could be considered an intrapersonal 
variable as it is part of the individual’s belief system but it is often used in motivational models, 
suggesting it could also be part of that group. Furthermore, the variable subjective norms could be 
considered an intrapersonal variable, as “subjective” implies “individual” whilst social norms 
would fit into the interpersonal category, as it includes the word “social”. Overlap between the 
variables is another issue this methodology has to contend with. For example, the variable intrinsic 
motivation includes a competence dimension, which is likely to measure the same thing as self-
efficacy. PN and social norms, furthermore, are both normative measures and therefore it could be 
assumed they measure the same thing. However, they originate from different models and therefore 
could be considered separate constructs. Lastly, the naming of the groups themselves relies on the 
judgement of the researcher. For example, the group social factors could also be named external 
factors (as they are outside of the individual) and almost all factors could be considered to be in 
some way motivational. In this instance, the researcher chose the categories to highlight certain 
aspects of the group (for example the motivational category was created to highlight that it includes 
a new motivational variable intrinsic motivation that has not been considered yet) rather than to 
create definite groupings.  
Whilst this ambiguity has to be acknowledged as a weakness of this methodology it also highlights 
the necessity of empirical validation of the model. Specifically, the EFA will determine if there is 
any overlap between the constructs, highlighting if measures from different models actually 
measure the same thing. Furthermore, the EFA will determine if the final categorisation are correct 
by grouping them all into different factors. For example, this will determine if self-efficacy is 
similar to variables in the intrapersonal category and therefore should be grouped with them or if it 
is similar to motivational factors and therefore should be grouped with them (see section 6.5.4.3). 
The SEM will consequently confirm model fit and provide further adjustments to the model (see 
section 6.5.4.4).  
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In any case, this methodology provides an integrated theoretical model that includes all the key 
variables originating from general and workplace PEB literature. It integrates the learnings of the 
previous research and provides a platform for discussion and empirical testing. This will examine 
its validity and improve model fit resulting in one dominant theory of pro-environmental workplace 
behaviour. Therefore, this approach is an original contributing to knowledge as it offers an 
alternative methodology of systematically integrating evidence form previous research when a 
meta-analysis or a traditional systematic review is not sufficient or possible.  
All four groups and their subcategories will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Intrapersonal factors 
The category intrapersonal factors include the groups: values, attitudinal processes, non-rational 
factors and demographics variables. The value group includes three variables: environmental 
concern, AR and PN. The first variable, environmental concern, originates from the general moral 
pro-environmental theories and their extended workplace models by Flannery & May (1994), 
Scherbaum et al. (1008) and Temmnick et al. (2013). However, the review of the literature during 
the data gathering stage revealed that altruistic and biospheric values from VBN theory and AC are 
indistinguishable from environmental concern (Oreg & Katz-Gerro, 2006; Stern, Dietz, et al., 
1995). Additionally, protection motivation research showed that the threat and AC were the same 
construct (Stern et al., 1999; Stone, Deci, & Ryan, 2010). Therefore, the meaning of environmental 
concern in this analysis is the result of the accumulation of the various bodies of literature on 
general and workplace PEB. The second variable, AR, originates from the moral theories discussed 
in Chapter 2: NAT and VBN theory. Both theories were integrated into CADM and applied to the 
workplace in models such as VPBE and Flannery and May’s model (1994). This offers a solid 
contention that this variable has predictive power in the workplace environment. PN, the last 
variable in the value group, was multiply defined in the different bodies of literature highlighted in 
section 5.2.2.1. The definition that derived from the analysis is based on the original definition in 
the VBN model: The combination of AC, environmental concern and AR. Intention, attitudes and 
awareness were included in the model as the rational category for PEB and were called attitudinal 
processes.  
As Table 5.4 shows, a range of general and workplace theories included the variables attitude and 
intention and therefore these variables were included in the intrapersonal category as attitudinal 
processes. The variable awareness, which originated from the environmental education literature, 
but was also mentioned in models by Tudor et al. (2008) and Young et al. (2013) workplace 
models, was also added to this category due to its mediating effect on attitude highlighted by 
studies.  
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The group non-rational factors was also included in the intrapersonal category and comprises of 
two variables, affect and habit. The variable affect is mentioned by Triandis (1979) in his TIP and 
was also tested in the workplace. The variable habit was mentioned in various general and 
workplace theories including TIP, CADM, VPBE and the extended TPB by Lo et al. (2014). Both 
variables were added due to their previous applicability to the workplace.  
Interpersonal factors 
Two groups were identified within the interpersonal factors category. The variables within the 
group social factors mainly originate from the general behavioural models. The variables within the 
interpersonal group called group factors mainly originate from the workplace behavioural models.  
The social factors group encompasses three variables: social norms, injunctive norms and 
descriptive norms. As with PN the data analysis showed that a variety of different norms were 
mentioned in the literature, including subjective norm, perceived norms and social norms.  In many 
cases the definitions were contradictory. Particularly, the distinction between the subjective norms 
and social norms dimensions caused some difficulty for the creation of a social variable. During the 
coding process it became clear that the three variables were similar enough to be coded as one as 
they all referred to the social dimension that impacts individual human behaviour. The code social 
norm stood out as the strongest variable as it was most frequently used and was therefore chosen to 
represent the different social norm constructs found in the literature. This also determined to move 
this category into the interpersonal category rather than include it in the intrapersonal category as 
PN and subjective norms would suggest. Injunctive norms and descriptive norms were added based 
on findings of FTNC and the extended TPB  (Cialdini, 2003; Lo et al., 2014). The researcher 
decided to group these separately from the term social norms but to acknowledge their 
interrelationship. They were not integrated into the term social norms as there was enough evidence 
suggesting they could add additional explanatory power as separate constructs.  
The second group, group factors, includes the determinants originating from workplace literature 
by Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2013) Ramus and Killmer (2007) and others as Table 5.4 
shows. Management support, group dynamics and identity are the three variables in this group. 
Management support is an organisational specific variable and originated from the workplace 
models by Tudor et al. (2008), Young et al. (2013) and Ramus and Killmer (2007). Group 
dynamics is also a workplace specific variable and was therefore included. It is also linked to the 
general behavioural theory Structuration theory, as it explains the interaction between the agent and 
its environment. Self-identity, originating from general models such as the Social Identity Theory 
and TIP is also included in this group because of its specific application to in and out groups in the 
workplace environment (Tajfel, 2010; Triandis, 1979).  
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External factors 
The third category, external factors, includes two distinct variables: organisational factors and 
facilitating conditions. Organisational factors include the variables EMS, department size, 
department type, culture, environmental policies and organisational commitment, originating from 
the workplace models discussed in Chapter 3. The variable facilitating conditions originates from 
the general and workplace literature and refers more specifically to ease of behaviour and other 
more practical barriers.  Whilst it seems obvious to categorise facilitating conditions in the external 
factors, it might be less reasonable to understand why organisational variables such as group 
dynamics and management support aren’t also in this category as they can be considered factors 
that are outside of the individual. The difference between the two categories is that, whilst both are 
in some way external to the individual, social factors are somehow related to other individuals and 
their behaviour, whilst external factors are not. This means that organisational factors such as EMS 
are grouped in this category and group dynamics are grouped in to the social category.  
Motivational factors  
The last category, motivational factors, includes variables that are considered key drivers of PEB. 
This category includes extrinsic and intrinsic motivation and the name highlights this. The 
variables PBC and job satisfaction are included as PBC both are closely linked to motivation. 
Whilst both variables could be grouped into the intrapersonal category the researcher wanted to 
highlight the link of these two factors to motivation rather than behaviour. Conversely, this 
categorisation coincides with the categorisation of MacCoun, (1998) who examined the impact of 
biases on behaviour, a technique to create behavioural change interventions. Following this 
differentiation could be useful when creating behavioural change techniques. He distinguishes 
between cognitive (internal), social and motivational biases. Cognitive biases focus on memory 
storage, inductive and deductive inferences and other internal processes whilst motivational biases 
examine how individual’s reason is affected by motivational cues and being able to act on them 
(MacCoun, 1998). Following this distinction, the researcher included PBC in the motivational 
category to highlight that individuals have to feel able to act on motivational cues.  
PBC and intrinsic motivation are the two variables in this group classed as internal drivers. 
Extrinsic motivation and work satisfaction are classed as external drivers.  The variable PBC, 
originates from a range of different sources as Table 5.4 shows. Specifically, the PMTs include this 
variable as part of the coping mechanism to perceived stresses (Homburg, 2006; Rogers & 
Prentice-Dunn, 1997; Steg & Vlek, 2009; Stern et al., 1999). Though PBC is often seen to be an 
intrapersonal variable, the analysis of the sources showed that it was an important variable for 
motivation and was therefore added to this group. Intrinsic motivation, the other internal driver, 
was also added to this group due to its established explanatory power in research conducted by 
researchers such as Ryan et al. (2010) and Pelletier et al. (1998).  
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In contrast to the internal drivers of motivation, external motivation is also considered a factor 
affecting PEB in the literature reviewed. The distinction between intrinsic motivation and extrinsic 
motivation is particular for this analysis and warranted the addition of the motivational factors 
category. Coming from different research fields, intrinsic motivation originated from the works of 
Ryan and Deci (2000a, 2000b) whilst extrinsic motivation was derived from general literature on 
incentives and the workplace models of Tudor et al. (2008) and Young et al. (2013).  
Lastly, work satisfaction was added as a motivational variable originating from the research by 
Tudor et al. (2008) and Young et al. (2013). Though it could also be considered an internal 
variable, it was grouped into the motivational category due to its close relationship to motivation 
(e.g. see Herzberg, Mausner & Synderman, 1959; Tietjen & Myers; 1998).  
5.3 Conceptualising the Integrated Framework 
 
Based on these findings, a conceptual framework of the antecedents explaining PEB was 
formulated to provide a guide for the second part of the research. This section will demonstrate 
how this framework was derived at and present the final theoretical integrated framework.   
In order to create the relationship between the variables, the researcher firstly examined the 
relationships found in each of the models examined (see Table 5.3) and then used a number of 
reasons to come to the final integrated framework and the relationships between the variables. The 
researcher aimed to create a set of criteria that could be applied to all variables and their 
relationships, e.g. “chosen if postulated in most theories”, however, due to the complexities and 
number of variations in variables and relationships (see Appendix B, H5b for example), too many 
exceptions had to be considered, which lead to a variety of decisions being made on a case-by-case 
basis. A summary of this can be found in Appendix B. The Appendix also shows how the 
relationships between the variables have been turned into hypotheses, which will be tested in 
Chapter 6. 
Figure 5.1 takes into account the variables found in the analysis, the relationships established in 
Appendix B and provides a visual representation of the integrated framework resulting from it.  
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Figure 5.1 The theoretical integrated framework developed in the first research phase 
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Looking at the Figure 5.1 above, the intrapersonal dimension, shows a relationship between 
environmental concern, AR and PN as demonstrated in theories such as VBN, NAT, the extended 
TPB and VPBE. This is also consistent with the conclusions from the motivational theories PMT 
and CTS. The variable affect is directly linked to intention, as highlighted by TIP. Attitude shows a 
direct relationship to intention, as demonstrated in general models such as TPB and TIP, as well as 
in workplace models such as Lo et al. (2014) and VPBE. The link between awareness and attitude 
originates from work by Tudor et al. (2008), which was supported by the research of Young et al. 
(2013). The variable habit and demographics are claimed to directly influence behaviour as 
suggested by Triandis (1979) and by the psychosocial demographic literature examined. This 
relationship differs to the work by Tudor et al. (2008), where age was linked to organisational 
factors. The variable habit is directly linked to behaviour as it is an unconscious process, and is 
therefore in juxtaposition to the cognitive variables attitude and intention. This is further consistent 
with the findings of TIP and CADM.   
The interpersonal factors, shown in the right hand corner in Figure 5.1, are all directly linked to 
intention except for social norms. The variable social norms is linked to PN, which is then linked to 
the variable intention. This relationship is based on the findings from CADM, VPBE and 
Structuration theory that show that the social and individual domains influence norms respectively. 
It also highlights the relationship between the social and subjective dimension, as well as their 
interaction with values. Descriptive norms and injunctive norms in return influence social norms as 
highlighted by the extended TPB and FTNC. The variable self-identity is directly linked to 
behaviour based on the findings of TIP. The other social variables in this group, group dynamics 
and management support, originate from the workplace literature and are directly linked to 
intention in Figure 5.1. This relationship differs to the one suggested in Tudor’s model where both 
variables were mediating variables to organisational constructs. The relationship was adapted based 
on the model by Young et al. (2013), to emphasize the importance of this category.  
The category external factors, which encompasses facilitating conditions and organisational factors, 
as previously discussed, are directly linked to employee behaviour, as TIP and CADMs have 
demonstrated. The variables further influence extrinsic motivation and PBC as the VPBE model 
suggested.  
The motivational variables, on the bottom left of Figure 5.1, are all directly linked to intention, 
though two of them are influenced by external factors and PBC. The relationship between PBC and 
motivation is well established in motivational research literature and was therefore included in the 
model.  
Before proceeding to the empirical analysis the role of moderating variables in the final theoretical 
model has to be discussed. In general terms, a moderator is a qualitative (e.g., sex, race, class) or 
quantitative (e.g., level of reward) variable that affects the direction and/or strength of the relation 
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between an independent or predictor variable and a dependent or criterion variable. A given 
variable may be said to function as a mediator to the extent that it accounts for the relation between 
the predictor and the criterion. Mediators explain how external physical events take on internal 
psychological significance. Whereas moderator variables specify when certain effects will hold, 
mediators speak to how or why such effects occur (Baron & Kenny, 1986).  
The reviewed literature included many mediating variables but only a few models included 
moderating variables. The majority of the models reviewed included mediating variables in their 
models. For example, Theories such as TPB, TIP and VPBE as well as models by Chen & Knight 
(2014), Sopha (2013) and Lo et al. (2014) established that intention mediates the relationship 
between PEB and attitude. Only a few models reviewed included moderating variables. 
Specifically, the model by Bissing-Olson et al. (2013) showed attitude as a moderator for affect and 
PEB, suggesting that relationship between emotions and behaviour depends on the attitude of the 
individuals towards the environment. The model by Daily et al. (2009) suggested that the 
relationship between supervisory support and PEB as well as the relationship between perceived 
corporate social performance and organisational commitment are moderated by environmental 
concern. The researcher decided to only include mediating variables in the final model, like the 
majority of the workplace models reviewed, as a specific software (LISTREL) is generally required 
to analyse moderating variables or a moderating multiple regression has to be conducted, which 
involves further extensive analysis that requires training (Sauder & Dick, 1993; Shieh, 2009).  The 
researcher did not have access to the LISTREL software and time and cost constraints meant that 
any analysis on moderating variables was outside of the scope of this Thesis. The implications of 
this restraint on the analysis and interpretation of the results will be discussed in Chapter 8.4. 
This model includes the findings of the theories on general and workplace PEB that were identified 
in the data gathering phase and that met the eligibility criteria. It therefore includes a plethora of 
variables. It is assumed that in the empirical validation of this model the number of variables will 
be reduced.  
5.4 Chapter Summary 
 
In order to fill the research gap identified in Chapter 1.3, a model has been proposed that examined 
the factors that explain PEB in the workplace. The formation of the model was in line with the 
methodology of inductive theory building presented in this chapter and its structure was based on 
the models presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Overall, the model presents four categories: 
Intrapersonal, Interpersonal, External and Motivational. The motivational dimension has not been 
established in previous literature and includes intrinsic, motivation extrinsic motivation, work 
satisfaction and is associated with self-efficacy. With the model now formulated, the following 
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Chapter 6 presents the methodology employed to confirm its validity and reliability through 
empirical analysis.  
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6. PHASE 2 – EMPIRICAL VALIDATION OF THE 
THEORETICAL CONSTRUCT 
6.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter will first introduce the research methods for collection and analysis employed in the 
second phase of the research project. Next, it will report the data collection and empirical analysis 
including hypothesis testing through SEM. The structure of this chapter will be as follows: 
Structure of chapter 
1. Methods of data collection  
2. Methods of empirical data analysis  
3. Data collection 
4. Empirical data analysis 
 
In the first two methods sections (1 and 2 above), the data collection methods (setting, sampling 
and questionnaire design) and the methods for empirical data analysis (correlations, exploratory 
and CFA, multiple regression and SEM as well as validity and reliability) are introduced. 
Following on from the method sections, the data collection and analysis will be presented (3 and 4 
above). First, data collection from the pilot studies to the main data collection stage will be 
discussed. Next, the empirical data analysis will be presented starting with data preparation, 
including coding, cleaning and screening (inspecting and treating missing data, outliers and 
normality testing). Furthermore, multi-scale items analysis through reliability analysis, correlations 
and factor analysis are presented. Next, the demographic and industry profiles of the respondents 
are discussed, providing information about gender, age, education, income, status, residence and 
household size as well as industry, business size and structure. Any potential impact of these 
factors on the data analysis will be highlighted as well as their correlation to the dependent 
variables intention and the three environmental behaviour variables PEB_lights, PEB_equipment 
and PEB_aggregate. Any differences between the three sample groups will also be discussed. 
Subsequently, means, standard deviations and correlations to the dependent variables are presented, 
including a discussion of any differences between the three samples. This is followed by the main 
data analysis and includes EFA, multiple regressions and finally CFA and SEM, upon which the 
conceptual framework was tested.  
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6.2 Date Collection Methods 
 
The two main sections of the data collection methods chapter will discuss the sampling methods 
and the questionnaire design of this second research phase. The sampling design chapter entails 
sections on the sampling population, method and size, whilst the questionnaire chapter includes the 
subsections questionnaire structure, question design and drafting of the questionnaire. Before these 
sections are discussed, the setting for the data collection will be introduced.  
6.2.1 The Setting 
 
The choice of study setting addresses two issues: which place and why? For this study, a rational 
decision involves selecting a place that has potential for energy saving behaviour and is familiar to 
the researcher and convenient (less expensive, less time consuming) to study. Based on this logic, 
the researcher chose to focus on the higher educational sector as a case study setting and a panel 
survey for a representative sample of the UK workforce. It has been demonstrated that case studies 
in combination with surveys can be useful for the following reasons (Gable, 1994):  
Benefits of case studies in conjunction with surveys 
• As a source of rich detail to aid in the interpretation of quantitative findings from 
the survey (e.g. construct validation/internal validity and interpretation of 
observed associations) 
• As a means of triangulation, as propositions or patterns can be compared between 
the case samples and the quantitative survey data (i.e. as a "repeated experiment") 
• To develop a close relationship with a few firms who may serve as the sample for 
pilot testing the survey instruments and as a cross-check against questionnaire 
responses to aid in validating the survey instruments 
• As a test of the contextual relevance of variables of interest where an idiographic 
(i.e. Relating to the study of individuals) research strategy is pursued 
• As an aid in identifying alternative ex post models (i.e. after the empirical 
analysis has been undertaken)  
 
On the basis of the previous criteria, the higher educational sector was chosen for the case study 
settings as it has great potential to improve PEB. The UK government is currently attempting to 
reduce their carbon footprint in the higher educational sector through organisational programmes 
such as the Carbon trust and Green Impact, signifying an already existing level of awareness. 
However, universities and colleges often struggle to reach their carbon target, indicating that 
further improvements can be made. Furthermore, higher educational institutions include office 
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environments with potential for individual’s behaviour to have a considerable impact. In 
manufacturing it is likely that the impact of the individual’s behaviour will be minimal in 
comparison to the environmental output of heavy machinery and equipment.  
Educational institutions were contacted by the researcher and Chichester University and Highbury 
College agreed to participate in the survey. It was not the intention to use two case studies, but as 
both institutions were willing to help, the researcher decided to conduct the survey in both 
institutions. The comparison of the results was considered to be particularly useful.   
Furthermore, a representative sample of the UK workforce was collected from a survey panel to 
provide results that can be generalised (the conclusions will hold for other persons in other places 
at other times, i.e. external validity).  
A survey panel is a database of people who have signed up to complete surveys for compensation, 
whether it's accumulating points or cash payments. As part of the sign-up, they provide detailed 
demographic information, as well as other information, such as hobbies and interests, that allow the 
panel vendor to sub-set the list. A panel sample is a group of participants from a panel to which 
surveys can be sent. Participants can be sampled randomly, or selected through specific 
characteristics and quotas (Compley, 2003; Fricker, 2012).  
Online research, including online panel research, is becoming an alternative to research previously 
conducted via conventional means (telephone or face to face) in the UK. Some research agencies 
are predicting that online research may reach a share of 15-20% of the market by 2051 (Comley, 
2003). Researchers at Ipsos Mori Duffy, Smith, Terhanian and Bremer (2005) claim that online 
research is only going to become more rather than less commonplace across all industrialised 
countries in the foreseeable future. Particularly, considerable growth in internet use is cause for 
these predictions. According to the ONS, only 9% of the UK adult population had access to the 
internet at home in 1998. However, this had increased to 52% by 2004 and, in February 2005, 59% 
of adults in Great Britain had used the internet (Fricker, 2012; Duffy et al., 2007; Office for 
National Statistics, 2007). In 2015, the internet was accessed every day, or almost every day, by 
78% of adults (39.3 million) in Great Britain in 2015, compared with 35% (16.2 million) in 2006, 
when directly comparable records began. (Office for National Statistics, 2015). Currently, however, 
adoption of online research in the UK (and everywhere else in the world outside the US) has been 
much lower. A consensus approach would suggest that in UK, and indeed most of Western Europe, 
no more than a 1%-2% of research is conducted via the Internet (Comley, 2003).  
Examining the weaknesses and strengths of online research, Evans & Arthur (2005) summarised, 
what they claimed to be the major strengths and weaknesses of online surveys, shown in Figure 
6.1. 
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Figure 6.6.1 The strengths and weaknesses of online research 
 
(Source: Adapted from Evans & Arthur, 2005)  
As Figure 6.1 above shows, Evans and Arthur (2005) compiled 16 strengths of online research and 
nine potential weaknesses. The major strengths are mainly related to the reach, flexibility, speed, 
convenience and technological innovations, whilst potential weaknesses are linked to sampling 
issues such as a low response rate as well as ethical implications (privacy issues).  
The key advantages of online research according to Ipsos Mori are greater speed and lower cost 
(Duffy et al., 2003). The cost savings come in the low variable cost per interview and the speed of 
response is due the possibility of accumulating very large volumes of interviews in a short space of 
time. Another advantage suggested by Ipsos Mori is that online surveys do not require interviewers 
to be present and so interviewer effects are avoided (Duffy et al., 2003). 
Duffy et al. (2005) summarised that the disadvantages cited for internet-based methodologies focus 
mainly on sampling issues. The Ipsos Mori researchers concluded that there are three main issues 
relating to coverage bias or selection error that are raised with the sampling approach of online 
panel surveys: first, they can reach only those who are online; second, they can reach only those 
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who agree to become part of the panel; and, third, not all those who are invited respond (Duffy et 
al., 2005). 
What makes online surveys different from other survey approaches, such as telephone and face to 
face, is that such a large proportion of the population are excluded before the survey begins, and 
that these are known to be different from those who are included. Although internet access in the 
UK is around six in ten of the adult population and rising, the demographic profile of internet users 
is not representative of the UK adult population as a whole, tending towards younger age groups. 
Those who choose to sign up for online panels may also have a younger, more male profile (Duffy 
et al., 2005). 
Duffy et al. (2005) further mentioned mode effects as a disadvantage of an online survey approach. 
For example, it is known that online respondents use scales differently from respondents in other 
modes. There is conflicting research on this, some showing that online respondents are more likely 
to choose midpoints in scales and ‘don’t know’ options in general, and other research, in contrast, 
suggesting that online respondents tend to choose extreme responses on these scales.  
Even when data from online surveys have been weighted to the desired demographic profile, 
attitudinal or behavioural differences are still observed. Certain kinds of people are more or less 
inclined to complete web surveys – even after controlling for demographic characteristics. It has 
been observed that online data tend to paint a more active picture of the population: online survey 
respondents tend to be more politically active, more likely to be earlier adopters of technology, and 
tend to travel and eat out more than face-to-face survey respondents (Baker, Curtice & Sparrow 
2003). 
However, online surveys are not as different as some would like to make out, given the practical 
constraints on other survey approaches (Duffy et al., 2005). Large sections of the public effectively 
rule themselves out of all surveys before they start, and these people also have a different profile 
from those who do take part. Further, online surveys can match demographic profiles through 
disproportionate sampling, in the same way that traditional quota surveys do, using information on 
likely response rates in order to collect a representative sample. In addition, data can be weighted to 
adjust for any further differences in demographic profile. 
Having said all that, a number of validations have been published with online panels and the results 
are often very similar to offline studies. Where a suitable panel exists it can provide a cost-effective 
way to obtain results quickly (Comley, 2003) 
Bearing in mind the sampling issue, mode effects and differences in attitudinal and behavioural 
reporting, the researcher chose a panel survey for the representative workforce sample for the 
following reasons:  
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Reasons for choosing a panel study 
• Higher survey response rates than ad-hoc surveys as panel members have already 
agreed to participate in research (Fricker, 2012) 
• Low variable cost per interview (Duffy et al., 2005; Fricker, 2012) 
• Relatively quick method of providing a representative sample (Duffy et al., 2005; 
Fricker, 2012) 
• Holding demographic information means that specific groups of people can be 
targeted for particular pieces of research, making the sample representative of the 
UK workforce (Evans & Arthur, 2005) 
• Can be used for a mixture of quantitative and qualitative research (Blossfeld, 
Schneider, & Doll, 2009; Groves et al., 2009) 
• The use of new technology in online surveys allows research that is more visual, 
flexible and interactive (Taylor 2000).  
• Online surveys do not require interviewers to be present and so interviewer 
effects are avoided (Duffy et al., 2005) 
The sampling issue is addressed through quota sampling, matching the demographic profile of the 
sample to the UK workforce using information from ONS. Mode effects and differences in 
attitudinal and behavioural reporting are addressed by comparing the results of the panel sample to 
those of the case studies. Particularly, significant differences between the mean scores for each 
question could highlight (positively) skewed responses from the panel respondents.  
Previous contacts the researcher had with the panel provider Toluna offered a convenient and cost 
effective solution. Toluna ensures that respondents are real, valid, deduplicated (eliminating 
duplicate or redundant information), and representative. 
All Toluna respondents are authenticated. Respondents are subject to GeoIP and Melissa checks, a 
CAPTCHA confirmation process, and a third-party technology, Imperium’s Address Correct®, 
which prevents individuals from participating in surveys unless a valid postal address is used. 
Panellists must complete Toluna’s double-opt-in registration process, which requires an individual 
to confirm membership by clicking on an emailed link upon enrolment in the Toluna panel 
(Toluna, n.d.) 
Respondents are validated using email-address validation measures. Toluna blocks known ‘fake’ or 
‘disposable’ IP domains. Respondents can’t enrol in the Toluna community, or take a survey more 
than once, fraudulently or accidentally. To prevent this from happening, Toluna uses a Match 2 
process to flag similarities among Toluna panellists upon enrolment. This automated process 
clusters individuals and helps to identify members who may have attempted to register for the 
Toluna panel more than once. In addition to this process, Toluna has developed Duplicate 
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Respondent Detection™ technology. This flash/ cookie-based technology is used during the 
panelist-registration process, and at the beginning of every Toluna survey. This is coupled with a 
third-party digital fingerprinting technology, Imperium’s RelevantID™, which is used at the 
beginning of every Toluna survey (Toluna, n.d.). 
Toluna uses a SmartSelect™ methodology to select potential survey respondents with 
demographic, attitudinal, and behavioural characteristics that precisely match those of the target 
population-of-interest. SmartSelect™ is a unique methodology that directs Toluna respondents into 
a survey and asks demographic, attitudinal, and behavioural screening questions prior to assigning 
the individual to a survey. The questions asked yield a SmartSelect™ score. This propensity score 
is used to match the characteristics of respondents with those of the target population-of-interest, 
ensuring reliable, representative, and repeatable results (Toluna, n.d.).  
6.2.2 Sampling Design 
 
Before engaging in the data collection, the design of the sampling method to be employed in the 
study was considered. Sampling is commonly defined as: “A smaller representative collection of 
units from a population used to determine truths about that population” (Field, 2009). Commonly, a 
sample is surveyed instead of the entire population due to time and money restraints. The given 
results can be accurately applied to the total population through statistical analysis. At times the 
entire population should be surveyed, especially when the population is very small or when the 
response rate is not expected to be very high. When making decisions on the sampling design, the 
following points should generally be considered: Sampling population and element, the sampling 
frame, sampling method and the sampling size, which will be discussed in the next subsections.  
6.2.2.1 Sampling Population  
The first step in the sampling process is to specify the population, which refers to the entire group 
of people, events or things of interest that the researcher wishes to investigate. In the university 
studies, the employees and students are the focus. The population consists of the entire work force 
and the total number of students (approximately 2000 for each study). For the panel study, the 
population consists of full or part-time employees in the UK over the age of 16. The age limit to 
participate in the study was set to 16 due to the age restrictions of the online panel. However, it also 
limited the amount of respondents that might have had little exposure to environmental issues at 
work due to little work experience. 
6.2.2.2 Sampling Frame 
After having defined the population, it is necessary to decide on the sampling frame of the research. 
The population, or sampling frame, contains the elements of the defined population, from which 
the sample is drawn (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Due to the limited total population size for both case 
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studies, the easy accessibility of distributing the survey to everyone at the Chichester University 
and Highbury College and the likelihood of a low response rate, it was decided to sample the total 
population. For the representative workforce it is impossible to interview all full and part-time 
employees in the UK; therefore it was necessary to select a sample from the population to 
participate in the study. The ideal sample should be representative of the UK workforce in terms of 
age and gender, which was ensured through the setup of quotas. The researcher searched for the 
demographic composition of the UK workforce and set the quotas according to the ONS’s 
published data showing that the UK workforce consisted of 60% men and 40% women in 2014 
(Office for National Statistics, 2014a). The researcher decided to limit the quota control to gender 
only, predominantly to limit the cost per interview but also because a natural fall out of the 
remaining demographics was expected. 
6.2.2.3 Sampling Method  
The two main sampling methods that are available are “probability or representative sampling” or 
“non-probability or judgemental sampling”. In probability sampling, the chance or probability of 
each case being selected from the population is known and is usually equal for all cases. This 
means that it is possible to answer research questions and achieve objectives, which require 
statistical analysis (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Probability sampling can be divided into five methods 
as Table 6.1 shows: 
Table 6.1 Summary of probability sampling methods  
Sample method Summary 
Simple Random Sampling Involves the selection of the sample at random. 
Stratified Random Sampling Is a modification of random sampling in which the 
population is divided into two or more relevant and 
significant strata based on one or a number of 
attributes  
Systematic Sampling Involves the selection of the sample at regular 
intervals  
Cluster (Area) Random Sampling Is similar to stratified sampling as the population 
needs to be divided into discrete groups prior to 
sampling. 
Multi-Stage Sampling This is a development of cluster sampling. It is used 
to overcome problems associated with a 
geographically dispersed population and face to face 
contact is needed 
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For non-probability sampling the population is not randomly selected, which means that mean that 
non-probability samples cannot depend upon the rationale of probability theory, however they can 
be representative of the population (Saunders et al., 2012). Non-probability sampling can be 
divided into convenience, purposive sampling, volunteer and quota sampling as shown in Table 6.2 
below:  
Table 6.2 Summary of non-probability sampling methods 
Sample method Summary 
Convenience sampling Units are chosen based on their ease of access 
Purposive sampling The sample is chosen based on what the researcher thinks is 
appropriate for the study 
Volunteer sampling Participants volunteer to be a part of the survey  
Quota Sampling The researcher can select units as they choose, as long as they 
reach a defined quota 
 
The higher education samples were gathered from the whole population and the panel sample was 
collected with the quota sampling method to ensure it was representative of the UK workforce. 
Quota sampling is particularly useful when it is not possible to obtain a probability sample, either 
through time or budget constraints but it is necessary to create a sample that is as representative as 
possible of the population being studied. In this respect, it is the non-probability based equivalent 
of the stratified random sample. However, as it is a non-probability sampling technique, it 
impossible to determine the possible sampling error. It also means it is not possible to make 
statistical inferences from the sample to the population and this can lead to problems of 
generalisation. However, quota sampling is commonly used in research (e.g. Robertson & Barling, 
2013 and Norton et.al., 2014). Therefore, this sampling method was considered a satisfactory 
sampling method for this research stage. 
6.2.2.4 Sample Size 
The size of the sample largely depends on the statistical analysis conducted, the required level of 
precision and confidence and the time and cost considerations. In the current study, the statistical 
tests used, such as correlations and multiple regression, require at least 150-200 cases according to 
Bryman and Bell (2011), Bryman and Cramer (2009) and Kline (2011). Most studies discussed in 
the literature review chapter collected samples between 100 and 200 respondents, however there 
were some exceptions. For example, Bissing-Olson et al. (2013) conducted SEM on a total of 56 
collected responses and Egri and Herman (2000) conducted multivariate analysis on a total sample 
of 73.  Furthermore, Agresti (2007) suggests that there should be 10 cases for each independent 
variable and with ca. 20 independent variables in this study, the sample size of 200 is sufficient.  
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Therefore, based on these findings and practical implications such as budget constraints, the panel 
sample was set to collect 200 responses in total. 
To ensure a sufficient sample size the Chichester Research Committee and Highbury College 
assisted in the promotion of the questionnaires. Firstly, it was be highlighted that the questionnaire 
was part of a wider project run by the organisation to hit carbon targets and secondly, the 
importance of the employees’ participation was emphasised. As the total population was sampled, 
the total potential sample size could vary up to a total of 2000 responses each.  
 
The panel provider on the other hand maintains a survey database and provides a small incentive 
for respondents’ participation in the form of credits. Therefore, no further incentive from the 
researcher was required.   
6.2.3 Questionnaire Design 
 
The questionnaire is a vital part of the research process and has a significant effect on the success 
of data collection and analysis. To facilitate the collection of quality data, the utmost attention was 
paid during the phase of design and a number of academic publications, on research methods and 
questionnaire design, were used as guides for the development of this tool. Academic literature 
related to the research topic was consulted to identify and include specific question types and 
measurement scales that have been proven valid and reliable.  
Questionnaire design entails decisions regarding the content of the questions used, their structure 
and order, the measurement scales provided and the layout of the questionnaire. The following 
subsections present in detail all the relevant information pertaining the design of the questionnaire.  
6.2.3.1 Questionnaire Structure 
The questionnaire was developed to measure the independent variables and determine their effect 
on the dependent variables PEB and intention. It included questions for each of the variables shown 
in the integrated framework developed in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.1). The questionnaire was set up to 
ensure a steady flow from the general to the specific, whilst first asking respondents questions 
about their environmental behaviour and attitudes at work (Bryman & Bell, 2007; Lee & Lings, 
2008; Saunders et al., 2012).  The questions were asked for a specific environmental behaviour 
(e.g. saving energy) within a particular time frame (e.g. three month) and were topically grouped 
(e.g. demographic variables, values or social factors). The questionnaire was closed by collecting 
demographic information. Especially in panel samples, it has been proven to be useful to ask these 
at the end of the questionnaire. Respondents are less likely to give accurate answers, if 
demographic questions are at the beginning, as they fear they will be screened out (don’t fit the 
quota) and lose their incentive if they do not select specific answers.  
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6.2.3.2 Measurement of Key Constructs 
The constructs the questionnaire measures are in Table 6.3 below and are explained in more detail 
in the following section. They are ordered by question number. Measures without question 
numbers were created by aggregating various questions during the analysis stage.  
Table 6.3 Summary and source of the constructs included in the questionnaire 
Question 
number Measure Scale Source 
10 Work 
satisfaction 
Single item work 
satisfaction measure 
Nagy, 2002 
11 Commitment Bentein's 3-item scale, 5 
point likert scale 
Bentein, Stinglhamber, & 
Vandenberghe, 2002 
12 Management 
support 
5 point likert scale Created 
14 Knowledge Four questions with a 5 
point likert scale 
Tudor et al., 2008. 
15 Facilitating 
conditions 
5 questions, 5 point 
facilitating conditions scale 
Robinson, 2010 
16 PEB Frequency measure Agyeman, 2002; 
Homburg, 2006; Karp, 
1996; Russell & Krarup, 
2005; Russell & Griffiths, 
2008; Stern & Dietz, 
1994; Wakefield, Elliott, 
Eyles, & Cole, 2006 
17 Habit Frequency and automaticity 
scale 
Verplanken & Orbell, 
2003 
20 Intention Subjective probability that 
he or she will engage in a 
given behaviour, 5-point 
likert scale 
Committee on 
Communication for 
Behavior Change in the 
21st Century, 2002; 
Chatzisarantis, Hagger, 
Biddle, & Smith, 2005 
22-23 Attitude Two statements on a 5 
point likert scale 
Ajzen, 2011; Francis et 
al., 2004 
25 PBC 4 questions 5 point likert 
scale for self and collective 
efficacy 
Ajzen, 2011; Bandura 
2006 
26 Intrinsic 
motivation 
5 point likert scales for 6 
dimensions of intrinsic 
motivation 
Ryan & Deci, 2015 
27 Extrinsic 
motivation 
3 questions on 5 point likert 
scale 
Amabile, Hil, Hennessey, 
& Tighe, 1995; Amabile, 
Hill, Hennessey, & Tighe, 
1994; Finkelstein, 2011 
28 Social norms 4 questions, 5 point likert 
scale 
Ajzen, 2011; Cialdini, 
2003 
29 Group 
dynamics 
5 questions, 5 point likert 
scale 
Phan et al. 2007 
30 Self-identity 4 questions on 5 point likert 
scale 
Sparks & Guthrie, 1998; 
Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 
2010 
31-33 Affect 3 questions on 5 point likert 
scale 
Robinson, 2010 
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Question 
number Measure Scale Source 
34 Threat 4 questions on 5 point likert 
scale 
Homburg, 2006 
35 Environmental 
concern (NEP) 
Environmental concern 
scale (15 items, 8 positive, 
7 negative) 
Dunlap & Riley, 1978 
36 AR 5 point likert scale Steg et.al. 2005 
 
Culture Average of the measures 
support, group dynamics, 
facilitating conditions, 
policies and EMS - 
dichotomous 
Created as a dichotomous 
scale, as the policy and 
EMS questions were 
created as a Yes/No 
answer (Question 9) 
 PN Average between AR and 
environmental concern 
Created 
 
Four dependent variables were created in order to make a comparison of the results to other studies. 
Three types of self-reported behaviour were recorded as a frequency measure. Specifically, 
PEB_lights, PEB_equipment and PEB_aggregate were analysed (see PEB below). Furthermore, 
intention, which is often used as a proxy for behaviour in social psychology studies, was 
considered a dependent variable. A summary of the variables included in the questionnaire is in 
Table 6.4 below ordered by question number and the Questionnaire can be found in Appendix C. 
Measures without question numbers were created by aggregating various questions during the 
analysis stage. 
Table 6.4 Summary of the variables included in the questionnaire  
Question 
no. Variable Summary 
2,3, 37-
42 
Demographics Age, gender, income, status, location, marital status, household 
size and educational level  
4, 
5,6,7,8,9 
Organisational 
variables 
Business size, business structure as well as the existence of any 
environmental policies and EMS  
10 Work 
satisfaction 
A single item measure for work satisfaction was used for this 
study to limit the length of the overall survey. Furthermore, the 
reliability of this scale has been proven in previous studies 
(Nagy, 2002).  This question was only asked to respondents in 
the panel study due to ethical considerations in the University 
samples. This construct was measured on a scale from 1 to 5.  
11 Commitment This measure is based on the 3 item scale by Bentein, 
Stinglhamber and Vandenberghe (2002). It consists of 3 
statements asking how much employees feel they belong to the 
company and how proud they are to work there.  
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Question 
no. Variable Summary 
12 Management 
support 
A plethora of literature can be consulted to determine how to 
measure leadership; however a majority of the research focuses 
on measuring the personality of individuals and their leadership 
potential rather than the effect of leadership on employee 
behaviour. This is not the aim for this leadership measure, 
therefore the researcher decided to develop a leadership measure 
specific to the research aim of this project. Three questions were 
created to determine if respondents think management as well as 
the organisations lead by example, support them and are 
committed to saving energy.  
14 Knowledge There is no common measure to assess the level of knowledge or 
awareness of respondents. Therefore, the researcher decided to 
adapt Tudor’s approach to measuring awareness due to the 
similar methodology of the research project. Four questions were 
developed asking respondents how aware they are of the energy 
consumption at their workplace, the energy saving technologies 
at their workplace, any environmental targets their workplace had 
and if they were aware how to save energy at work. As for the 
majority of the other scales, a 5 point likert scale was used.  
15 Facilitating 
conditions 
To measure the effect of facilitating conditions, a facilitating 
conditions scale was used. The scale was previously developed to 
explain piracy behaviour as part of TIP and was tested for 
reliability (Robinson, 2010). It was adapted to ask for barriers 
towards energy savings at work. Six items were adapted with 
four positive and two negative items. 
16 PEB It was decided to measure self-reported PEB as it has frequently 
been done in other studies (Agyeman & Kollmus, 2002; 
Homburg, 2006; Karp, 1996; Russell & Griffiths, 2008; Russell 
& Krarup, 2005; S. Russell & A. Griffiths, 2008; Stern & Dietz, 
1994; Wakefield, Elliott, Eyles, & Cole, 2006). In order to 
measure PEB it was asked how frequently people engage in 
certain behaviours such as recycling, waste management etc. 
ranging from every working day to never. The analysis will focus 
specifically on energy saving behaviours (switching off lights 
and turning off equipment). The answers will be scored on a 
scale from 1 to 7 with 7 meaning the behaviour is done every 
working day and 1 meaning the behaviour is never done   (Dono 
et al., 2010; Homburg, 2006). Due to the different working 
circumstances in the panel sample, it was decided to add “Not 
applicable in my workplace”. This was coded as a missing value. 
Three environmental behaviours will be measured: “Generally 
turned the lights off after leaving a room” (PEB_lights), “Turned 
off computer/other equipment at the end of the day” 
(PEB_equipment) and the average of the two (PEB_aggregate). 
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Question 
no. Variable Summary 
17-18 Habit Habit is generally measured as a form of frequency and 
automaticity. To record the frequency of the behaviour 
respondents were asked how often in the last three months they 
performed specific environmental behaviours using the PEB 
frequency scale (Ajzen, 2011).  In order to measure automaticity, 
respondents that selected they performed the behaviour for more 
than a few times a week were asked if they thought it was part of 
their daily routine and if they did it without consciously 
remembering it.  (Robinson, 2010; Verplanken, Myrbakk, & 
Rudi, 2005). These measures were adapted from the Self-
Reported Habit Index commonly used in health behaviour 
research, which has been tested for reliability and validity in 
previous studies (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). 
20 Intention Behavioural intention is defined as a person's perceived 
likelihood or "subjective probability that he or she will engage in 
a given behaviour” and is frequently used in social psychology 
studies instead of an actual reported behaviour measure or is seen 
as a mediating variable between attitude and behaviour 
(Chatzisarantis, Hagger, Biddle, & Smith, 2005; Committee on 
Communication for Behavior Change in the 21st Century, 2002). 
Respondents were asked to state how much they agree or 
disagree on a 5 point likert scale to the statement:  “I intend to 
save energy at work wherever I can (in the next three months)”. 
It was ensured that the statement was specific by referring to a 
specific behaviour and a specific time frame in the workplace. 
22-23 Attitude There is a vast amount of literature suggesting ways on how to 
measure attitudes accurately. However, as this measure is linked 
to Ajzen and Fishbein’s TPB their instruction on how to 
construct a TPB questionnaire was consulted (Ajzen, 2011; 
Francis et al., 2004). Two statements were developed specifically 
for this questionnaire asking respondents on a 5 point likert scale 
to explain what they think about saving energy at work in the 
next three months. Similar to the variable “intention” this 
measure is frequently used in social psychology studies instead 
of an actual reported behaviour measure. 
25 PBC This measure is based on the PBC variable of Ajzen and Fishbein 
(1991) and the collective and self-efficacy measures by Bandura 
(2006) and generally refers to people feeling confident that they 
can engage in a specific behaviour or that participating in the 
behaviour is up to them (Ajzen, 1991). In order to understand the 
individual and collective dimension, two types of questions were 
created.  The first type determined if respondents believed that all 
employees (collectively) could contribute to saving energy whilst 
the other type determined if individuals believed they could 
contribute to saving energy. Following Ajzen and Fishbein’s 
recommendations, the questions were worded to be specific for 
the last three months (Bandura, 2006).  
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Question 
no. Variable Summary 
26 Intrinsic 
motivation 
The intrinsic motivation scale was adapted from the Intrinsic 
Motivation inventory developed by Ryan and Deci (2014). The 
scale normally consists of 45 items which can be used depending 
on which are needed according to the developers Deci and Ryan 
(Deci, Eghrari, Patrick, & Leone, 1994; Pelletier, Legault, & 
Tuson, 1996; Ryan, Mims, & Koestner, 1983). The 45 items are 
based on six sub-groups of intrinsic motivation: 
interest/enjoyment, perceived competence, effort, 
value/usefulness, felt pressure and tension, and perceived choice 
while performing a given activity. Recently, a seventh subscale 
has been added to tap the experiences of relatedness, although the 
validity of this subscale has yet to be established. For this reason, 
six questions were selected from the Intrinsic Motivation 
Inventory matching one of the six sub groups respectively, in 
order to keep the length of the questionnaire to a minimum. The 
statements were selected based on them being the easiest to adapt 
to pro-environmental behaviour in the workplace.  
27 Extrinsic 
motivation 
It is standard to measure the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 
orientation through the work preference inventory, however due 
to the limited length of this questionnaire this approach could not 
be considered (Amabile, Hil, Hennessey, & Tighe, 1995; 
Amabile, Hill, Hennessey, & Tighe, 1994; Finkelstein, 2011). 
Adapting the extrinsic dimension of the work preference 
inventory, it was decided to ask respondents if they were likely to 
be motivated through incentives, recognition and or rules and 
procedures to engage in more environmentally friendly 
behaviour. The three measures were randomised along with the 
questions for intrinsic motivation.  
28 Social norms Due to the different definitions of social norms a variety of 
measures were found in the literature to measure this dimension. 
It was decided to ask two questions on descriptive and two 
questions on injunctive norms in order to capture as many facets 
of this measure as possible. Injunctive norms were worded to 
sound like the respondents “should” be doing something. 
Descriptive norms were worded to give the impression that other 
employees are doing something. Including both groups is likely 
to capture the subjective and social dimension of norms. 
29 Group 
dynamics 
There are a variety of ways to measure group dynamics, 
however, the group dynamics scale, developed by Phan et al. 
(2007), was chosen by the researcher.  This scale was chosen due 
to its applicability in psychology research as well as its length 
and reliability testing. The statements were reworded to be 
applicable for environmental issues (Phan et al. 2007). 
30 Self-identity The self-identity scale is based on the research by Whitmarsh and 
O’Neill (2010) and Sparks and Guthrie (1998) as it includes the 
individual as well as social dimension of identity. Four 
statements on a five point likert scale were used asking 
respondents if they think of themselves as environmentally 
friendly and if their social environment encourages them to see 
themselves as environmentally friendly. Two questions were 
worded positively and two were worded negatively.  
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Question 
no. Variable Summary 
31-33 Affect Based on the work by Triandis (1977) and the research 
undertaken by Robinson (2010) three questions were developed 
to measure respondent’s feelings toward saving energy. Using a 5 
point likert scale respondents were asked two positive emotional 
questions (excited and enthusiastic) and one negative question 
(annoyed). 
34 Threat Respondent’s motivation through threat and a need for protection 
was measured by five items on a 5 point likert scale adapted from 
Homburg’s study on cognitive stress (Homburg, 2006), which 
was already tested for reliability. Two negative items (not being 
worried) and three positive items (being worried) were used.  
35 NEP NEP is generally measured by assessing the respondent’s 
tendency towards either the new paradigm (caring for the 
environment) or the old paradigm (exploiting the environment). 
For this purpose, Dunlap and Van Liere (1978) developed a 15 
item scale (Eight items are aimed at the new paradigm while the 
other seven are aimed at the old paradigm). The full NEP scale 
was used in this study as it has been proven to be more reliable 
than other environmental concern scales, including the revised 
nine item environmental concern scale by Dunlap and Van Liere 
(1978).  
36 AR This scale is based on the work of Steg et al. (2005) because their 
research stated that this scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of .8. Their 
scale was slightly reworded to make them applicable to the 
workplace.  
 PN The measure PN was not directly measured but was created 
through the calculation of an average between AR and 
environmental concern based on the literature stating that they 
measure the same thing. (Stern, Dietz, et al., 1995) 
 Culture The measure culture was not directly measured but was 
calculated as an average of the measures support, group 
dynamics, facilitating conditions, policies and EMS. All 5 point 
item scales were reduced to dichotomous scales by reducing any 
answer below 3.4 to a 1 and anything at 3.5 or over recoded as a 
2. This measure is only asked in the panel study as varying 
cultures depending on the industry is expected.  
 
Lastly, two open-ended questions were included in the questionnaire to further elaborate on the 
answer given within the closed questions for knowledge and motivation (Question Nos. 13 and 24). 
The questions were used to address ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions associated with the strengths of 
qualitative research (O’Cathain & Thomas, 2004). The individual answers can be found in 
Appendix D.  
6.2.3.3 Drafting the Questionnaire  
After the required information was specified, the next step involved preparing a draft questionnaire. 
During the process, the language used in the measurement of items and the instructions were kept 
as simple as possible and any existing question types were adapted to the research question. The 
questions asked were phrased so that they were free of ambiguity. Leading or double-barrelled 
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questions were avoided and clear instructions were provided. The number of questions was kept to 
a minimum without compromising the validity of already existing measurements.  To further assist 
the collection process, a covering letter was included explaining the purpose of the study and 
assuring confidentiality of responses.  
Social desirability response bias can affect the results of any statistical survey, particularly within a 
business environment where fear of negative responses reflecting badly on the individual 
respondent’s work performance could be present (Randall & Fernandes, 2013; Roxas & Lindsay, 
2012). Furthermore, the bias in terms of degree of sympathy with environmental issues could also 
affect the way responses are provided. To keep response bias to a minimum, respondent anonymity 
and confidentiality were ensured and emphasised in the cover letters and emails. 
 
Any questions with large matrix grids were separated by shorter questions to reduce response 
fatigue and all statements within these grids were randomised to limit any order effects.  
 
As for scaling, 5 point likert scales have generally been employed. The preference for this rating 
scale can be explained by the well documented advantages (Norman, 2010; Page-Bucci, 2003). 
They have higher reliability than dichotomous scales and their consistent measurement makes them 
easier for respondents, especially as they are used to this scaling type.  Academic measurement 
scales that used 7 point, or even 10 point scales, were changed to 5 point to ensure the 
questionnaire was consistent for the respondents. This did not reduce the reliability of the measure 
meaningfully as various studies have shown (Colman, Morris, & Preston, 1997). After the 
questionnaire had been formulated, it was scripted in the online software Qualtrics and two pilot 
studies were conducted in order to examine the suitability of the research tool, including face and 
content validity, which will be explained in Chapters 6.3.6 and 6.4. 
6.3 Methods for Data Analysis 
 
This section will discuss the statistical methods that will be used in order to analyse the responses 
and test the proposed model. The choice of statistic tools largely depends on the type and 
characteristics of the data and needs of the study. Whilst in the first phase of the research, an 
integrated model of PEB in the workplace was formulated, the second research stage aimed to 
empirically validate it. Accordingly, multiple regression and SEM was selected as the most 
appropriate technique for testing the model. The programmes used to perform the statistical 
analysis are SPSS and AMOS. With the use of these software tools, preliminary analysis including 
comparison of means and correlation analysis was conducted, validity and reliability were 
examined and EFA was performed in order to test the dimensionality of the constructs. Multiple 
regression, CFA and SEM were further employed to examine the constructs relationships and test 
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the integrated model. The following subsections provide more details on the methods of the key 
data analysis, specifically explaining correlations, EFA, multiple regression, CFA and SEM.  
6.3.1 Correlations 
 
The first step in the current main data analysis process was to determine correlations between the 
measured constructs. Correlation is a technique for investigating the relationship between two 
quantitative, continuous variables. In this case, this analysis was conducted as an initial finding to 
understand the relationship between the dependent and independent variables. The Pearson's 
correlation coefficient was consulted; as a measure of the strength of the association between the 
variables. This analysis was run for all key constructs as well as the demographics and 
organisational variables to understand their relationship to the four dependent variables intention, 
PEB_lights, PEB_equipment and PEB_aggregate. The strength of the correlation is generally 
classed as strong, moderate or weak depending on the correlation coefficient, as Table 6.5 below 
shows (Cohen 1988, 1992; Field, 2009): 
Table 6.5 Classification of correlation coefficients  
Correlation Coefficient (r) Classification 
-1.0 to -0.5 or 1.0 to 0.5 Strong 
-0.49 to -0.3 or 0.3 to 0.49 Moderate 
-0.29 to -0.1 or 0.1 to 0.29 Weak 
-0.09 to 0.09 None to very weak 
 
For this analysis, the researcher will highlight any significant correlations and consider any 
coefficients that are moderate or strong as noteworthy.  
6.3.2 EFA 
 
The next step involved an EFA of all the key measures, in order to ensure that all items loaded as 
expected in their relevant factors. Factor analysis is a multivariate statistical procedure that has 
many uses. Firstly, factor analysis reduces a large number of variables into a smaller set of 
variables (also referred to as factors). Secondly, it establishes underlying dimensions between 
measured variables and latent constructs, thereby allowing the formation and refinement of theory. 
Thirdly, it provides construct validity evidence of self-reporting scales. (Williams, Brown, & 
Onsman, 2012). This statistical tool was utilised for all three reasons.  
Several rotations are available using both orthogonal (correlation between factors not possible) and 
oblique (correlation between factors is possible) procedures. Research suggests that oblique 
rotations are more appropriate for understanding human behaviour, as it is argued that 
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psychological constructs are almost always in some way correlated (Costello & Osborne, 2005; 
Field, 2009). For the purpose of this research, the oblique promax rotation was chosen, as it offered 
the most interpretative solution. After this analysis has been conducted, the factor loadings were 
used in the multiple regression and in the CFA discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
The benefits of using factor scores in any further analysis is the reduction of a large set of 
constructs, as well as reduction in multicollinearity.  (DiStefano, Zhu, & Mindrila, 2009; Field, 
2009). This method has been criticised in social sciences for some time e.g. (Glass & Maguire, 
1966) mainly as oblique methods are often utilised and therefore some multicollinearity will 
always remain. (DiStefano et al., 2009).  However, for the purpose of this study, using factor scores 
is still beneficial due to the reduction of the variables to fewer constructs.  
Factorability (the assumption that there are at least some correlations amongst the variables so that 
coherent factors can be identified) was inspected with the anti-image correlation matrix. If all the 
diagonal measures of sampling adequacy are greater than the minimum of .5 and all the off-
diagonal elements are very small factorability can be assumed (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007; Field, 
2009). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) was further consulted and the Bartlett's test of Sphericity 
was conducted. KMO values greater than .8 can be considered good, i.e. an indication that 
component or factor analysis will be useful for these variables. Bartlett's test of Sphericity should 
be significant, indicating that correlations between items are sufficiently large (Hair et al., 2010, 
Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).  
Convergent and discriminant validity will be examined by checking the factor loadings are above 
.4 (discriminant validity) and the average factor loadings are at .7 or higher (convergent validity) 
(Stevens, 2012). How validity will be achieved will be discussed in more detail in section 6.3.6.1.  
6.3.3 Multiple Regression 
 
Hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to understand the explanatory power of the 
constructs on the dependent variables. The main constructs, along with demographics and 
organisational variables were entered in stages in order to understand the effect of the different 
groups on the dependent variables. The factor scores from the EFA were used for this investigation, 
as it reduced the number of items to an acceptable level and then offered individual scores on each 
subset of these measures. This method further helps overcome collinearity problems in the 
regression analysis, as all the factor scores will be uncorrelated  (Field, 2009). Missing values were 
handled through pairwise deletion. 
The output to determine the explained variance of the variables, as well as the overall model will be 
determined through R², the standardised and unstandardised beta values and their significant 
differences. In social science research R² values around .3 are acceptable in order to understand 
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behaviour. R² values for attitude and intention are generally higher and are acceptable if they are 
greater than .6 (Gaur & Gaur, 2006; Stevens, 2012; Vogt & Johnson, 2011). The variance 
explained will be calculated through the standardised beta values. They will be added up and then 
the individual values will be divided by the sum, providing the percentage of variance explained. 
The p-value will be consulted to determine their significance.  
6.3.4 CFA 
 
CFA is the next step after EFA to confirm the factor structure of the dataset, and was performed to 
assess the overall fit of the measurement model in the preliminary stage. As CFA is a measurement 
model (i.e. a multivariate regression model) it describes the relationships between a set of observed 
dependent variables and a set of continuous latent variables. Therefore its focus is on the accuracy 
of the constructs (e.g. intrinsic motivation, self-efficacy) rather than the relationship between them 
and the dependent variables. The observed dependent variables are referred to as factor indicators 
and the continuous latent variables are referred to as factors. The relationships are described by a 
set of regression equations. AMOS 7 was used to run confirmatory factor analyses. 
Convergent and discriminant validity were also tested during this stage for the individual constructs 
as well as the overall model (Harrington, 2008). Convergent validity was tested through critical 
ratios (C.R.) and standardised loadings. Also, Average Variance Explained (AVE) for the 
individual constructs will be consulted. Discriminant validity was tested by comparing the average 
variance or extracted maximum shared variance of any two constructs with the square of the 
correlation estimate between these two constructs, and expecting the former to be greater than the 
latter. Construct reliability was confirmed through consultation of the Cronbach’s alpha. How 
validity and reliability will be achieved will be discussed in more detail in section 6.3.6.1 and 
6.3.6.2. 
6.3.5 SEM 
 
Finally, SEM was performed. It is a full latent variable model and can be described as a 
multivariate technique combining aspects of multiple regression and factor analysis to estimate a 
series of interrelated dependence relationships at the same time. Its main advantages are: Complex 
relationships can be examined and it can incorporate latent variables. When the relationship is 
tested, the measurement error has been removed, thus leaving only common variance. Other 
methods are not capable of assessing or correcting for measurement error. (Byrne, 2013; Roberts & 
Grover, 2009). 
In particular in SEM, the researcher determines whether the model is consistent with the data by 
calculating the goodness of fit and by allowing for the specification of regression structure among 
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latent variables. Model fit was assessed by consulting Chi-Square as well as with the Comparative 
Fit Index (CFI), the Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI), the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 
(RMSEA) and the Standardized Root Means Square Residuals (SRMR), all of which are explained 
in Table 6.6. 
Table 6.6 Summary of measures used to assess model fit  
Measures to assess model fit Summary 
Chi-Square or CMIN The chi-squared test is used to determine whether there is a 
significant difference between the expected frequencies and the 
observed frequencies in one or more categories and therefore 
measures the overall fit of the model. For samples sizes of 200 
or less this measure is considered to be the most relevant 
measure to determine model fit. A good fitting model ideally 
has low Chi-Square values that are non-significant. If the p-
value of the overall model is .05 or less, the departure of the 
data from the model is significant at the .05 level. (Byrne, 
2013) 
CFI Assesses the fit in comparison to the independence model 
(Byrne, 2013). Values greater than .90 (Cohen, Cohen, West, 
& Aiken, 2013) or .95 (Marcoulides & Schumacker, 2013) 
indicate a good fit 
TLI Assesses the fit of the model. Values greater than .90 or .95 
indicate a good fit (Byrne, 2013) 
RMSEA Estimates the lack of fit to a model compared to a perfect 
model by measuring the average error. RMSEA of .05 or lower 
in combination with SRMR values below .09 indicate excellent 
fit, values below .08 and .10 indicate good fit (Byrne, 2013; 
Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) 
SRMR This is a measure of the mean absolute value of the covariance 
residuals measuring the discrepancy between the sample 
covariance matrix and the model covariance matrix. Values 
below .8 are favourable Byrne, 2013; Tabachnick & Fidell, 
2007) 
 
The Goodness of Fit Index (GFI)  calculates the weighted proportion of variance in the sample 
covariance accounted for by the estimated population covariance matrix (Byrne, 2013). For this 
index, values greater than .9 are usually taken as reflecting acceptable fit (Byrne, 2013; Kline, 
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2011). However, many researchers claim this measure has the least value of all the model fit 
Indices and will therefore not be consulted (Fox, 2002; Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008). 
Taking all into consideration, the researcher decided to estimate the model with the maximum 
likelihood estimation, which along with Blunch (2008) and Ullman (2006) is the preferred method 
in SEM. The overall structure of this study follows Kaplan’s (2009) approach to SEM (Figure 6.2), 
as practiced in social and behavioural sciences shown in the diagram below. 
Figure 6.2 Structure of the SEM process 
 
This recommended order of analysis involves five basic steps: I) Specification (and identification) 
of the model based on theory; 2) Selection of the appropriate samples and measures; 3) Estimation 
of the model with the following sequence: evaluate model fit interpret the parameter estimates-
consider equivalent models, 4) Re-specification of the model if necessary and estimation-
evaluation of the fit of the revised model, and 5) Discussion of the analysis. 
 
6.3.6 Validity-reliability 
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Overall, the validity and reliability of the constructs were examined during various stages; from 
questionnaire design, to construct analysis, EFA, CFA and SEM. How validity and reliability were 
tested in each stage will be discussed in more detail in the following subsections. In the first 
subsection the different types of validity will be introduced and it will be explained how they were 
tested in this study. They include content, face validity and construct (including convergent and 
discriminant validity) validity. The second sub section will discuss how reliability of the constructs 
was achieved.  
6.3.6.1 Validity 
Testing for validity specifically means “the degree to which a test measures what it claims, or 
purports, to be measuring”. Validity is whether a measure accurately represents what it is supposed 
to. In other words, it is concerned with how well the concept of interest is defined by the scale or 
set of measures. Ensuring validity starts with a thorough understanding of what is to be measured 
and then making the measurement as correct and accurate as possible. It highlights the need to 
eliminate or minimise the effects of irrelevant factors that can confound a study and reduce the 
accuracy of its conclusions. That is, its primary purpose is to increase the accuracy and usefulness 
of findings, by eliminating or controlling as many detracting variables as possible, which allows for 
greater confidence in the study’s findings (Marczyk, DeMatteo, & Festinger, 2005). Consequently, 
validity is an important and useful criteria in all forms of research methodology that refers to the 
conceptual and scientific soundness and quality of a research study (Marczyk et al., 2005; Raulin & 
Graziano, 2004). There are several types of validity: content, face validity and construct (including 
convergent and discriminant validity) validity, all of which will be discussed in the following 
sections.  
Content validity is the extent to which the elements within a measurement procedure 
are relevant and representative of the construct that they will be used to measure  (Haynes, Richard, 
& Kubany, 1995). Content validity was considered during the design of the questionnaire with the 
application of measures that have already proven to measure the given construct. Asking questions 
specific to the workplace and environmental behaviour further enhanced the content validity of the 
constructs. Content-related evidence of validity comes from the judgments of people, who are 
either experts in the testing of that particular content area or are content experts, and therefore was 
confirmed during the first pilot study.  
Face Validity refers to the extent to which a test, or the questions on a test, appears to measure a 
particular construct as viewed by laypersons, clients, examinees, test users, the public, or other 
stakeholders. In other words, it looks like a reasonable test for whatever purpose it is being 
used. This was confirmed during the second pilot study. 
Convergent validity, a subgroup of construct validity, is a parameter often used in sociology, 
psychology, and other behavioural sciences, and refers to the degree to which two measures of 
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constructs that theoretically should be related, are in fact related. The convergent validity of the 
measures will be confirmed during the correlation analysis as well as EFA, and CFA (Tabachnick 
& Fidell, 2007).  
The correlation coefficient is generally an indicator of convergent validity. Any coefficients above 
.4 can be considered indicators of convergent validity. The EFA further identifies the relationship 
between variables through items loading together on one factor. The CFA tests for convergent 
validity. It examines the magnitude and significance of the paths between the latent variables and 
its indicators by using the standardised loadings. Standardised loadings over the proposed 
minimum level of .5 and C.R. over 1.96, indicate convergent validity. Another tool used is the 
average variance extracted (AVE). The AVE reflects the amount of variance that is captured by the 
construct in relation to the amount of variance due to measurement error, and should be higher than 
.5. Convergent validity for the CFA will be examined in subsection 6.5.4.3 p.194.  
In addition to convergent validity, the constructs should also exhibit discriminant validity. 
Discriminant validity is assumed, if the intercorrelations between variables that measure constructs 
are not too high, meaning that constructs that measure different concepts should not relate too 
highly to each other. The discriminant validity will be confirmed with the same analysis as 
convergent validity: correlations, EFA and CFA. In contrast to convergent validity, discriminant 
validity implies that individual items do not have high correlation coefficients (below .4) and do 
not load in only one factor in the EFA. In the structural equation model, a rigorous test used is to 
compare the average variance or extracted maximum shared variance of any two constructs with 
the square of the correlation estimate between these two constructs, and the former is expected to 
be greater than the latter. This approach is based on the notion that a construct should explain more 
of the variance in its item measures than the variance that is shared with another construct (Hair, 
Black, & Babin, 2011). Discriminant validity using the methods described above will be examined 
in the respective subsections.  A summary of the different forms of validity tested is shown in 
Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7 Types of validity 
Type Definition Stage tested Test 
Content validity The extent to which a measure 
represents all facets of a given 
construct. 
Design of questionnaire and first 
pilot study 
From the judgments of people who are either experts in the testing 
of that particular content area or are content experts  
Face validity The extent to which a test is 
subjectively viewed as covering the 
concept it purports to measure. It refers 
to the transparency or relevance of a 
test as it appears to test participants 
Design of questionnaire and 
second pilot study 
From the judgments of people who are laypersons, clients, 
examinees, test users 
Construct validity Construct validity refers to the degree 
to which inferences can legitimately be 
made from the operalisations  
(measures) I n the study to the 
theoretical constructs on which those 
measures were based.  
Correlation analysis, EFA and 
SEM 
See Convergent and Discriminant validity 
Convergent validity The degree to which two measures of 
constructs that theoretically should be 
related are in fact related 
Correlation analysis, EFA, CFA Correlation coefficient above .4. Factor loadings in one group. 
Standardised loadings over the proposed minimum level of .5 and 
critical ratios over 1.96, indicate convergent validity in Structural 
Equation Models.  AVE reflects the amount of variance that is 
captured by the construct in relation to the amount of variance due 
to measurement error and should be higher than .5.  
Discriminant validity The inter-correlations between 
variables that measure constructs are 
not too high, meaning that constructs 
that measure different concepts should 
not relate too highly to each other 
Correlation analysis, EFA, CFA  Correlation coefficients below .4. Factor loadings not in the same 
group. For Confirmatory Factor the of square root AVE of any two 
constructs is compared with the square of the correlation estimate 
between these two constructs, and it is expect the former to be 
greater than the later. 
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6.3.6.2 Reliability 
Finally, this study tested the reliability of the measures with the coefficient alpha, which is the most 
commonly applied estimate. Scores over .7 suggest a good level of reliability, indicating that the 
measures consistently represent the same latent construct. The reliability of each measure was 
tested in Chapter 6.5.1.4.  
The constructs resulting from the CFA will also be tested for construct reliability through the 
Cronbach’s alpha. Scores over .7 suggest a good level of convergence, indicating that the measures 
consistently represent the same latent construct (Hair et al., 2011). 
6.4 Data Collection  
 
After the methods for data collection and analysis have been introduced, the following subsections 
will explain the data collection process. First, two pilot studies were conducted to confirm face and 
content validity before the final data collections took place. These steps are presented in the 
following sections before the final chapter discusses the empirical data analysis.  
6.4.1 Pilot Study 
 
The pilot study is a part of the research process chain which is often neglected by some researchers. 
However, its relative value though is high, as it enables the researcher to evaluate the developed 
questionnaire in terms of comprehension, flow, timing, and suitability of the measures for statistical 
analysis. More precisely, according to Bryman & Bell (2007) issues that can be clarified during the 
pilot study include the time needed for completion, the clarity of the instructions, the potential 
ambiguities or difficulties in answering the questions, any major topic omissions and the design of 
the layout. Before testing the questionnaire on participations similar to the final population, the 
researcher decided to test it with a small group of experts, including a doctor in business strategies, 
statistics and human resource management, in order to identify any mistakes and misinterpretations 
as well as to assess the length of time to complete the questionnaire. Additionally, the group 
confirmed the representativeness and suitability of the questions, therefore confirming content 
validity. This primary informal test is useful and highly recommended by researchers, e.g. 
Oppenheim (1992) as people with experience in questionnaire design are more likely to recognise 
typical mistakes in questions. The group of experts confirmed the representativeness of the 
questions, and their suggestions included the correction of some grammar and syntax errors and 
minor changes in the sequencing of few questions. After the successful completion of the informal 
test, the formal one was conducted.  
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6.4.2 Formal Pilot Study 
 
The formal pilot study is invaluable, as it imitates the main data collection process and enables the 
researcher to recognise potential problems (Robson, 2002). During this process, the researcher 
verifies that the questions sound right, the respondents understand the questions, respondents are 
able to answer the questions, response codes are sufficient, the questionnaire retains the attention of 
the respondent throughout, respondents understand the structure, there is a good flow of the 
questions, reasonable time is needed to complete it and there are no grammatical errors. In addition, 
a pilot study also offers the opportunity to examine face validity by assessing whether the 
questionnaire appears to make sense to the respondents (Saunders et al., 2012). Bearing in mind 
that the group of people participating in the pilot should be as similar as possible to the final 
population of the study, as suggested by Oppenheim (1992) and Rowley (2014) the researcher 
decided to conduct the pilot study between the 3rd  and 12th of May of 2013 at Market Measures. A 
small sized office with potential to save energy. The researcher sent the URL out to all employees 
and asked them to complete the survey within a week. The survey included an introduction 
explaining the scope of the survey.  The cooperation rate was satisfactory; nearly 7 out of 10 
employees completed the questionnaire. The total time of completion of the questionnaire was 
between 10 and 15 minutes. Overall, the comments about the instructions, layout, topics and length 
were positive. The researcher carefully noted the misunderstandings and difficulties, for example, a 
few wording problems were corrected. The pilot study was a useful experience for the researcher 
and a good test for suitability of the questionnaire and online software and it also confirming face 
validity. Respondents’ comments, although few and minor, were applied for the improvement of 
the questionnaire.  
6.4.3 Main Data Collection 
 
The main data collection took place between 01.08.2014 and 04.08.2014 for the panel study, 
18.07.2013 and 07.04.2014 for Chichester University (students and staff were collected in separate 
stages) and 22.05.2014 and 05.06.2014 for Highbury College. The analysis of these data sets will 
be discussed in the following chapters.  
6.5 Empirical Data Analysis 
 
The following chapter will first present data preparation, including coding, cleaning and screening 
(inspecting and treating missing data, outliers and normality testing) as well as multi-scale items 
analysis through reliability analysis, correlations and factor analysis. Next, the demographic and 
industry profiles of the respondents are discussed, providing information about gender, age, 
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education, income, status, residence and household size as well as industry, business size and 
structure. Any potential impact of these factors on the data analysis, differences between the three 
samples as well as their correlation to the dependent variables intention and the three 
environmental behaviour variables PEB_lights, PEB_equipment and PEB_aggregate will be 
highlighted. Subsequently, the preliminary analysis will be presented including means, standard 
deviations of the key measures, discussion of open ended questions, differences between the groups 
and their correlation to the dependent variables. This is followed by the main data analysis 
involving EFA, multiple regressions and finally CFA and SEM, upon which the conceptual 
framework was tested.  
6.5.1 Data Preparation 
 
After the data was collected, it was prepared before any analysis was conducted. The data 
preparation stage included entering the data in SPSS followed by screening and cleaning it by 
removing any errors, which will be discussed in the following subsections.  
6.5.1.1 Entering Data in SPSS 
When the data collection was finished the data was downloaded from the online software Qualtrics 
in Excel format. A total of 33 respondents were downloaded for study 1 (Highbury), 89 
respondents for study 2 (Chichester) and 200 for study 3 (Panel).  
Prior to exporting the data into SPSS, labels were created that SPSS could read (no spaces), any 
open ended questions were examined and negative items in multi-item measures were recoded, 
using the transform data function in SPSS.  
6.5.1.2 Data Cleaning 
The next step of this preliminary process included the screening of data for possible errors. An 
initial action in checking the accuracy of the coded responses was to double check the data file in 
SPSS against the Excel file. All responses were correct. The values assigned to each statement by 
the Qualtrics software were checked to determine if the range of values was correct. Specifically, 
the prefer not to answer code (PNTA) for the demographic section, which was coded as a 3 by the 
software, was changed to a missing value.  The frequency code “Not applicable to my workplace” 
was also changed to a missing value. All other values were correct. However, one response in the 
Chichester sample flat lined across every question by selecting the last item statement for each 
single item; the respondent’s answers were removed.  
6.5.1.3 Data Screening 
The process of data screening is a vital one and entails a number of steps that verify both the 
accuracy of the data as well as the applicability of SEM. Tabachnick and Fidell (2007, p.91) 
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propose the following checklist for screening data, which will be discussed in the following 
subsection. 
Data screening checklist 
• Evaluate amount and distribution of missing data: deal with problem 
• Identify and deal with non-normal variables - normality, skewness, kurtosis. 
Assess for normality. 
• Identify and deal with outliers. 
 
First, the data files were checked for any missing data. The only missing data found in the data files 
were for the open ended questions and the demographic questions due to the forced response 
feature in the Qualtrics software. The next step of preliminary analysis involved checking the 
normality in the distribution of the scores measured variables, because normality or non-normality 
influence the choice of the appropriate statistical techniques, including the estimation method in 
SEM. Normality testing shows that all three studies are significantly non-normal to a moderate 
degree, meaning that few of the skews were larger than three and the kurtosis was rarely larger than 
ten (Byrne, 2013; Kline, 2011) (Appendix E). Due to the non-normal distribution and small 
samples sizes of the data in the Highbury and Chichester samples, the researcher decided to only 
conduct the preliminary analysis on them. Yet, departures from normality are common in social 
sciences  and when the sample size is large, non-normal variables are not considered as burdens 
(Saunders et al., 2012). As Hair et al. (2010) state: “For sample sizes of 200 or more, significant 
departures from the normality may be negligible” because “larger sample sizes reduce the 
detrimental effect of non-normality.” Therefore, parametric testing was conducted for the panel 
sample. As the skew and kurtosis was within acceptable ranges, bootstrapping was also conducted 
on the multiple regression and SEM in order to account for the non-normal data distribution.  
Lastly, the data file was checked for outliers. Outliers can be classified as i) the result of a data 
entry error, ii) values but with an explanation for the uniqueness of their observation, iii) 
observations that cannot be explained and iv) ordinary values but with a unique combination across 
variables. There are two types of outliers: Univariate and multivariate outliers: A univariate outlier 
is a data point that consists of an extreme value on one variable.  A multivariate outlier is a 
combination of unusual scores on at least two variables.  Both types of outliers can influence the 
outcome of statistical analyses. The cases in all three studies were carefully inspected by the 
researcher and based on the previous classifications, they did not appear to be abnormal or non-
representative of the population. This suggests that these cases may portray a representative 
element or segment of the population and if deleted they may limit the generalizability of the 
results, therefore classified as outlier “ii” above (Hair et al., 2011). 
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6.5.1.4 Multi-Item Scales 
A range of measures were designed as multi-item scales, requiring reliability testing before 
proceeding with the analysis (Santos, 1999). In order to determine if the different statements within 
each individual item measured the same construct, three types of analyses were undertaken: 
reliability analysis to calculate the Cronbach’s alpha and test for internal consistency, a correlation 
of the different statements and their overall average and a factor/component analysis to measure 
uni-dimensonality. Cronbach's alpha is a measure of internal consistency, that is, how closely 
related a set of items are as a group.   It is considered to be a measure of scale reliability; therefore 
a "high" value does not imply that the measure is uni-dimensional. In order to achieve uni-
dimensonality or homogeneity, the principal components analysis was consulted (Tavakol & 
Dennick, 2011). In most cases all three analysis offered the same results. In some cases the 
reliability analysis corresponded with either the correlation or the factor analysis, with only a few 
exceptions. The researcher decided to create the measures based on the following criteria: 
Criteria for measures 
• All three analyses correspond – proceed with output 
• Two out of the three analyses correspond – proceed with the output of the two 
consistent analyses 
• All three analyses don’t correspond – proceed with the output with the highest 
Cronbach’s alpha 
 
A summary of the results of the reliability and factor analysis can be found in Table 6.8, sorted by 
the highest to lowest final Cronbach’s alpha.  
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Table 6.8 Summary of the reliability analysis for all measured constructs 
Measure No of 
items 
Cronbach’
s alpha 
(α) 
Factor 
analysis 
Final 
No of 
items 
Final 
Cronbach’
s alpha (α) 
AR 9 0.844 2 components 7 0.926 
Commitment 3 0.924 1 component 3 0.924 
Group dynamics 5 0.879 1 component 4 0.915 
Facilitating conditions 6 0.785 2 components 4 0.888 
Habit 2 0.886 1 component 2 0.886 
Norms 4 0.884 1 component 4 0.884 
Intrinsic motivation 6 0.876 1 component 6 0.876 
Environmental concern 15 0.858 3 components 13 0.866 
Management support 3 0.842 1 component 2 0.866 
Knowledge 4 0.862 1 component 4 0.862 
Attitude 2 0.815 1 component 2 0.815 
Affect 3 0.633 1 component 2 0.801 
PBC 4 0.793 1 component 4 0.793 
Self- identity 4 0.664 2 components 2 0.750 
Threat 5 0.453 3 components 2 0.729 
Extrinsic motivation 3 0.660 1 component 3 0.660 
 
The final Cronbach’s alpha is acceptable for all measures as the final score is above or at α=.7 
(rounded), which is acceptable, as discussed in the previous section on reliability (Chapter 6.3.6.2).  
For the following measures the reliability analysis corresponded with the factor analysis and the 
correlations: attitude, facilitating conditions, AR, habit, commitment, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic 
motivation and knowledge as Table 6.9 shows: 
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Table 6.9 Summary of variables with consistent results for reliability analysis 
Measure Reliability 
analysis 
Factor analysis Correlation to 
overall average 
Attitude Keep all 1 component Strong 
Facilitating conditions Remove 3 & 5 2 components (3 &5 in 
separate group) 
Weak for 3 and 5 
AR Remove 2 & 8 2 components (2 & 8 
in separate group) 
Weak for 2 and 8 
Habit Keep all 1 component Strong 
Commitment Keep all 1 component Strong 
Intrinsic motivation Keep all 1 component Strong 
Extrinsic motivation Keep all 1 component Strong 
Knowledge Keep all 1 component Strong 
 
For example, the reliability analysis for the measure facilitating conditions showed that statements 
three and five should be removed from the construct. The factor analysis showed that the six 
statements were measuring two components, the second of which was loaded with statement three 
and five. The correlation of the measures also showed that the correlation of statements three and 
five with the other three statements was low. Based on this consistency, statements three and five 
were removed. Through the reduction of the measures AR and facilitating conditions, the measures 
were also automatically uni-dimensional, with one loading in the factor analysis. The construct 
intrinsic motivation measures six subgroups and all (enjoyment, perceived competence, effort, 
pressure, perceived choice, value/usefulness) are included. The Cronbach’s alpha for social norms 
was acceptable and the factor analysis resulted in one component and the difference between 
injunctive norms and descriptive norms was minimal in the correlation analysis, with slightly lower 
correlations for the two descriptive norm statements. As the factor analysis and reliability analysis 
had the same results, it was decided to keep all four statements. 
For the measures group dynamics, management support, affect and PBC the reliability analysis had 
only one of the other analyses correspond with it as shown in Table 6.10 below. The analysis that 
had inconsistent results is highlighted in italics. 
Table 6.10 Summary of measures with different results for reliability analysis 
Measure Reliability Factor analysis Correlation 
Group dynamics Remove 2 1 component Weak for 2 
Management support Remove 2 1 component Weak for 2 
Affect Remove 1 1 component Weak for 1 
PBC Keep all 1 component Weak for 3 and 4 
Specifically, the variables group dynamics, management support and affect loaded in one 
component in the factor analysis, yet the reliability analysis and correlation analysis suggested 
removing one statement respectively. After the removal of the statements, the Cronbach’s alpha 
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increased, resulting in a reliable multi-item scale. The group dynamics statement that was removed 
was “I occasionally meet my colleagues outside of work”. As this does not directly measure the 
team engagement within the organisation, it is reasonable that this didn’t measure the same 
construct as the other statements. For the support and training measure, the analysis suggested to 
remove the training statement “My workplace offers training and support to help save energy”. 
This left two statements that specifically asked about managerial support. Based on these results, it 
seems that training and support are seen as two separate dimensions, leading to the removal of the 
training statement. Lastly, the reliability analysis suggests that the affect statement “Do you feel 
excited about saving energy at work?” should be removed to increase the internal consistency of 
the measure. Whilst the other two statements asked respondents if they felt annoyed (reversed item) 
and if they felt enthusiastic one reason for the removal of this statement that “excitement” might 
have been too strong to explain someone’s feelings towards environmental behaviour. As for the 
variable social norms, discussed previously, the measure PBC included two dimensions: self-
efficacy and collective efficacy. The factor analysis resulted in one component and the reliability 
analysis did not suggest removing any statements, however the distinction between self and 
collective efficacy was visible in the correlation analysis. As the factor analysis and reliability 
analysis had the same results, it was decided to keep all four statements.  
The following measures threat, self-identity and environmental concern did not offer the same 
output across the three analyses as Table 6.11 below shows: 
Table 6.11 Summary of measures with conflicting results for reliability analysis 
Measure Reliability Factor analysis Correlation 
Threat Remove 3 3 components  (4 & 5 
in separate groups) 
Weak for 3 
Self-identity Keep all 2 components (4 &1 in 
separate group) 
Weak for 3 and 4 
Environmental 
concern 
Remove 6 & 14 3 components  (6, 13 
& 14 in separate 
groups) 
Weak for 6 
 
Though the Cronbach’s alpha for self-identity was acceptable and no higher alpha was 
recommended, the factor analysis loaded in two components and the correlation for statement one 
and two was low. It was decided to calculate the Cronbach’s alpha for the negative and positive 
items respectively. As this offered a Cronbach’s alpha over .7 and provided one component only, 
statement one and two was used in the analysis. Environmental concern also had conflicting 
outputs for all three analyses. The measure loaded in three components in the factor analysis 
leaving statements six, thirteen and fourteen in separate loadings. The reliability analysis 
recommended removing statements six and fourteen, while the correlation confirmed a weak 
correlation for statement six. In this case six and fourteen was removed from the analysis and the 
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reliability analysis was conducted again. Though it appeared that a slightly higher Cronbach’s 
alpha could have been achieved by removing statement thirteen as well (.001 points) this did not 
reduce the number of components when the factor analysis was run again, so it was decided to just 
remove statements six and fourteen. The two statements that were removed were statement six 
“The earth has plenty of natural resources if we just learn how to develop them” and fourteen and 
“Humans will eventually learn enough about how nature works to be able to control it.” Both of 
which are meant to be statements supporting a controlling environmental worldview. However, 
looking at the statements it is understandable how they are not as negative as they are meant to be. 
For example, “The earth has plenty of natural resources if we just learn how to develop them”, does 
not necessarily have to be exploitative. The word development is not intrinsically good or bad, 
depending if it is a sustainable or non-sustainable development. It could be possible that 
respondents also noticed the ambivalence of these statements. Another exception was the measure 
“Threat”. Though the factor analysis showed that four and five loaded separately, the reliability 
analysis and correlation highlighted to remove three only. Based on this, statement 3 was removed, 
which still left two components in the factor analysis with the negatives and positives being 
separated. The researcher decided to run the reliability analysis on the negative and then the 
positive items.  The output showed that the Cronbach’s alpha was highest for the two positive 
statements. As this brought the Cronbach’s alpha over the .7 threshold and reduced the measure to 
one component, only statements four and five were used for the final measure.  
6.5.2 Demographic and Organisational Variables  
 
This section begins by describing the samples profiles and the variables under study by providing 
information regarding the frequency of responses, their central tendency (mean) and variability 
around the mean (standard deviation) for all three studies. The organisational variables in the panel 
sample are also discussed. The questions for the demographic variables were consistent across the 
three studies, except for the addition of ‘PNTA’ for the Chichester and Highbury samples. The 
ethical consideration to allow respondents to not answer was not necessary for the panel sample, 
except for income.  
6.5.2.1 Respondent’s Profile for all three Samples 
The gender and age of respondents for all three samples are presented in Table 6.12. 
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Table 6.12 Gender and age profile for all three samples 
  Highbury (n=33) Chichester (n=89) Panel (n=200) 
Gender  Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Male 9 27 26 29 116 58 
Female 21 64 52 58 84 42 
PNTA 3 9 11 12 0 0 
Age  Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
16-34 10 30 25 28 74 37 
35-44 2 6 16 18 44 22 
45-54 10 30 22 25 40 20 
55-64 7 21 13 15 42 21 
65-70 0 0 1 1 0 0 
PNTA 4 12 12 14 0 0 
*PNTA (Prefer not to answer) 
Women are strongly represented in the Chichester University and Highbury College samples, 
which is not unusual for higher educational sector organisations. In contrast to the two higher 
educational studies, men are more highly represented in the panel sample (58% of the sample are 
men whilst 42% of the sample are women), which is representative of the UK workforce. The 
comparison of means demonstrated that the panel sample was significantly different to the two 
university samples for the demographic variable gender. However, this is not surprising as they are 
both representative of their different sample population. 
Respondents between 16 and 34 (likely to be students) represent the largest age group accounting 
for 30% in the Highbury and 28% in the Chichester sample. The second largest age group for both 
institutions is the 45 to 54 year olds, mainly representing the staff of the university and accounting 
for 30% and 25% of the sample. In the panel sample, employees between 16 and 34 represent the 
largest age group accounting for 37% of the sample. The second largest age group is the 35 to 44 
year olds, accounting for 22% of the sample. Overall, the average age for the Highbury sample was 
41, for Chichester 42 and for the Panel 43. The differences in age were not significant.  
Education, Income and Status of the respondents are presented in Table 6.13, Table 6.14 and Table 
6.15 
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Table 6.13 Level of education profile for all three samples 
  Highbury (n=33) Chichester (n=89) Panel (n=200) 
Education  Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
 Doctorate  0 0 8 9 4 2 
Post-graduate  9 27 20 23 25 13 
Undergraduate  9 27 34 38 55 28 
Vocational n 8 24 10 11 35 18 
Postsecondary  2 6 7 8 32 16 
Secondary  0 0 1 1 45 23 
Other 2 6 0 0 1 1 
No degree 0 0 0 0 3 2 
PNTA 3 9 9 10 0 0 
 
Consistent with gender, the educational distributions at Highbury and Chichester reflect that of a 
higher educational college. Postgraduate and undergraduate degrees make up the highest 
proportions (27% respectively) at Highbury whilst Chichester has a high percentage of respondents 
with a PhD (9%) compared to the general population. Undergraduate (38%) and postgraduate 
degrees (23%) are the second and third highest groups in Chichester. The educational distribution 
of the panel sample on the other hand reflects the profile of general workforce with a much smaller 
percentage of doctorates (2% compared to Chichester’s 9%) (Office for National Statistics, 2013b). 
Undergraduate degrees are the highest group with 28%, lower than for the Chichester University 
sample (38%). Unlike the higher educational samples, secondary qualifications take up the second 
higher percentage (23%). 2% of the sample has no qualification, compared to everyone having a 
qualification in the University samples. All three samples are significantly different for the 
demographic measure education. This is understandable, as the required educational level at a 
university will be higher than at a college or amongst the general population.   
Table 6.14 Household income profile for all three samples 
  Highbury (n=33) Chichester (n=89) Panel (n=200) 
Income Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
    Up to £15,000 4 12 11 12 17 9 
£15,001 - 30,000 9 27 18 20 62 31 
£30,001 - 50,000 6 18 21 24 66 33 
£50,001 - 100,000 6 18 15 17 35 18 
£100,000+ 0 0 2 2 6 3 
PNTA 8 24 22 25 14 7 
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Table 6.14 depicts the income distribution of the chief income earner for all three studies. 27% of 
the Highbury sample said the chief income earner earned between £15,000 and £30,000. At 
Chichester 24% and in the panel sample 33% said the chief income earner received between 
£30,000 and £50,000 a year, which is slightly higher than UK average of £27,000. Chichester had 
the highest average income of £40,400 closely followed by Highbury with £40,200. Both figures 
are higher than the average UK income of £27,000 but are closer to the average salary of higher 
education staff in the UK (£47,924) (JNCHES, 2009, Office for National Statistics, 2014b). The 
average income recorded for the panel survey is £37,800. Again, this is above the UK average but 
not surprising as it is expected that respondents over claim their household income. The differences 
in income were not significant. 
Table 6.15 Status of highest income earner for all three samples 
  Highbury (n=33) Chichester (n=89) Panel (n=200) 
Status Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
High manager 2 6 17 19 14 7 
Middle manager  17 52 32 36 60 30 
Supervisory 4 12 11 12 72 36 
Skilled manual  2 6 5 6 34 17 
Semi-skilled 0 0 1 1 19 10 
Lowest grade  1 3 1 1 0 0 
Retired 0 0 0 0 1 1 
PNTA 7 21 22 25 0 0 
 
Table 6.15 illustrates the job description of the chief income earners for all three studies. The 
largest percentage of respondents for the Chichester University and Highbury College samples 
(52% and 36%) said that the chief income earner had intermediate managerial roles. The largest 
percentage of respondents (36%) in the panel sample said that the chief income earner had 
supervisory roles.  On average, the status level of the respondents in the university samples is 
higher than for the panel sample. As for gender, the panel sample is significantly different to the 
two university studies in terms of status. Again, this can be explained by the difference in the 
population.  
Household size, marital status and location of living are depicted in Table 6.16, Table 6.17 and 
Table 6.18. 
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Table 6.16 Household size profile for all three samples 
  Highbury (n=33) Chichester (n=89) Panel (n=200) 
No household  Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
1 person 1 3 7 8 45 23 
2 people 14 42 33 37 69 35 
3 people 10 30 16 18 38 19 
4 people 5 15 20 23 33 17 
5 people 0 0 2 2 14 7 
6 or more  1 3 2 2 1 1 
PNTA 2 6 9 10 0 0 
 
The largest proportion of respondents lives in a two people household for all three samples (42%, 
37% and 35%). However, for the educational samples, the second largest group with 30% and 23% 
live in a three and four people household. This is likely due to families and students living in 
shared housing. The second largest group for the panel sample with 23% live in a single household. 
As the average household size in the UK is 2.3, the panel sample is the most representative with an 
average of 2.5. Chichester had an average of 2.8 and Highbury had 3.1, suggesting they are less 
representative of the general population (Office for National Statistics, 2013c). The differences in 
household size were not significant. 
Table 6.17 Marital status profile for all three samples 
  Highbury (n=33) Chichester (n=89) Panel (n=200) 
Marital status Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Single 5 15 11 12 63 32 
Relationship 8 24 9 10 46 23 
Married 15 45 53 60 78 39 
Widowed 0 0 3 3 2 1 
Divorced 3 9 2 2 8 4 
Other 0 0 1 1 3 2 
PNTA 2 6 10 11 0 0 
 
The largest proportion of respondents for all three samples is married (45%, 60% and 39% 
respectively) and another (24%, 10%, 23%) is in a relationship. A larger percentage is single in the 
panel sample, compared to Chichester and Highbury (32% compared to 15% and 12%). However, 
marital status is only significantly different between the panel sample and Highbury College, 
suggesting that the Highbury College sample might not be representative for this measure.  
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Table 6.18 Location profile for all three samples 
  Highbury (n=33) Chichester (n=89) Panel (n=200) 
Location  Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Urban 21 64 48 54 141 71 
Rural 10 30 31 35 59 30 
PNTA 2 6 10 11 0 0 
 
The largest proportion of respondents lives in an urban environment for all three studies (64%, 54% 
and 71%). A census conducted by the National Office for Statistics (2013a) reported that on 82% 
of the population in England and Wales lived in urban areas, whereas a study conducted by 
Pateman (2011) reported that at least 60% of the population in the UK is concentrated in smaller 
urban areas. The differences in residence were not significant. Overall, all three studies are 
generally representative of the UK geographic landscape.  
In order to get an indication of the impact of the demographic variables on the dependent variables 
intention, PEB_lights, PEB_equipment and PEB_aggregate, the correlation matrices for each 
sample were consulted.  
The correlation matrices for the demographic variables to the four dependent variables can be 
found in Appendix F (Table F1 and Table F2). The output shows that there are no significant 
correlations between demographics and the dependent variables for the Highbury sample. In the 
Chichester sample, the variable “location” has a weak negative correlation to PEB_equipment (r = -
.24, p < .05) and PEB_aggregate (r = -.260, p < .05). This means that respondents living in a rural 
environment are slightly more likely to behave in an environmentally friendly way at Chichester 
University. 
The correlation analysis for the demographic variables for the panel sample resulted in more 
significant correlations (see Appendix F, Table F3). Specifically, age is weakly negatively 
correlated to PEB_aggregate (r=-.190, p <. 001), whilst education is weakly positively correlated 
with intention (r=.203, p <. 001), PEB_lights (r=.199, p <. 001), and PEB_aggregate (r=.192, p <. 
001). Lastly, status is also weakly positively correlated with all four dependent variables (intention, 
r=.196, p <. 001), (PEB_lights, r=.179, p <. 05), (PEB_equipment, r=.182, p<. 05), 
(PEB_Aggregate, r=204, p < .001). This suggests that particularly the level of education and status 
of respondents has a weak relationship with their environmental behaviour. As the correlation 
coefficients are quite low (between .1 and .2), it is likely that these correlations will not be 
significant once the other constructs are included in the analysis.  
6.5.2.2 Organisational Profile for Panel only 
Table 6.19 depicts the business size and structure of the workplaces of the panel respondents.  
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Table 6.19 Business size and business structure profile for the panel samples 
Business size (n=200) Frequency Percent 
Small 54 27 
Medium 58 29 
Structure (n=200) Frequency Percent 
Centralised 141 71 
Decentralised 59 30 
 
The largest percentage of respondents work in a large business (more than 200 employees) (44%) 
followed by medium size businesses (between 50 and 200 employees) (29%). This is consistent 
with the general percentage of employment by large businesses (40%) in the UK (Ward & Rhodes, 
2014). As to the general structure of these workplaces, the majority of respondents say they work in 
a centralised environment (71%). 
Table 6.20 shows the percentage of workplaces with environmental policies and EMS. 
Table 6.20 Environmental policies and EMS profile for the panel sample 
EMS (n=200) Frequency Percent 
Have at least one 78 39 
None  122 61 
Environmental Policies (n=200) Frequency Percent 
Have an environmental policy 53 27 
Don't have an environmental policy 147 74 
 
Of the 200 respondents, close to a quarter (74%) say that their organisation does not have, or they 
don’t know of it having an environmental policy. Consistent with that number, the majority (61%) 
also claim that their organisation does not have, or they are not aware of it having an EMS.  
Table 6.21 below shows the different industries respondents work in. The majority of respondents 
work in education (14%), administration (12%) and other service activities (14%). Manufacturing 
is also represented well with 10% of respondents working in this industry. As the table shows, the 
industry profile of the panel sample is broadly in line with the level of employment by industry 
sector in the UK, as reported by the Office for National Statistics (2014a). The ONS percentages 
show the ratio of employment by industry sector by all people in employment.   
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Table 6.21 Industry profile for the panel compared to the Office for National Statistics 
Industry (n=200) Frequency Percent ONS % 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing  2 1 1 
Manufacturing  20 10 9 
Electricity, Gas, Steam and air conditioning 1 1 1 
Construction 8 4 4 
Wholesale and retail trade 11 6 7 
Transport and storage 17 9 4 
Accommodation and food service 4 2 7 
 Information and communication  9 5 4 
Financial and insurance activities 9 5 4 
Real estate  3 2 2 
Professional, scientific and technical  10 5 8 
Administrative and support service 24 12 8 
 Public administration and defence 9 5 5 
Education 27 14 10 
Human health and social work 10 5 14 
Arts, entertainment and recreation 7 4 NA 
Other service activities 27 14 NA 
Activities of households as employers 2 1 NA 
 
The panel sample had higher percentages for Transport and Storage, Administrative services and 
Education. The sample had slightly lower percentages for Accommodation and Food Services and 
Professional and Technical jobs. The discrepancies were within an acceptable margin of error as 
the distribution between the industries matched closely. 
In order to understand if the industry respondents work in had an effect on their intentions and 
behaviour to act environmentally friendly, the a One-way Anova was conducted for each industry 
type against the four dependent variables intention, PEB_lights, PEB_equipment and 
PEB_aggregate. A summary of the descriptive and ANOVA tables can be seen in Table 6.22 and 
the ANOVA output can be found in Appendix G. 
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Table 6.22 Mean scores for industry profile and the four dependent variables  
  Mean scores for the four dependent variables 
Industry Intention PEB_lights PEB_equipment PEB_aggregate 
Agriculture Forestry and Fishing 
(n=2,2,2,2) 4.00 6.00 7.00 6.50 
Manufacturing  
(n=20,18,18,18) 3.90 5.78 6.39 6.08 
Electricity Gas and air conditioning  
(n=1,0,1,1,) 4.00 0.00 7.00 3.50 
Construction  
(n=8,8,7,8,) 3.88 5.75 7.00 5.94 
Wholesale and retail trade 
(n=11,9,10,10) 3.91 5.89 6.10 5.70 
Transport and storage (n=17,15,12,14) 3.65 5.00 6.00 5.21 
Accommodation/ food service activities  
(n=4,3,4,4) 4.25 3.33 5.50 4.00 
Information and communication 
(n=9,7,8,8) 4.22 6.86 6.13 6.06 
Financial and insurance activities 
(n=9,7,9,9) 3.67 6.57 6.67 5.89 
Real estate activities 
 (n=3,2,3,3) 4.00 4.00 6.67 4.67 
Professional/scientific/technical 
activities 
 (n=10,8,10,10) 
4.40 7.00 7.00 6.30 
Administrative and support service 
activities 
 (n=24,19,20,22) 
4.04 5.47 6.70 5.41 
Public administration and defence 
(n=9,7,8,9) 4.56 6.43 6.50 5.39 
Education 
 (n=27,27,27,27) 4.15 5.78 6.30 6.04 
Human health and social work activities  
(n=10,9,9,10) 4.10 5.67 6.22 5.35 
Arts entertainment and recreation 
(n=7,6,7,7) 4.86 6.83 7.00 6.43 
Other service activities (n=27,26,25,26) 4.11 6.12 6.40 6.13 
Activities of households as employers  
(n=2,2,1,2) 4.00 7.00 7.00 5.25 
p-values .105 .266 .897 .609 
 
As the table above shows, the mean scores between the different industry sectors for all four 
dependent variables were not significantly different. This suggests that the type of industry does 
not have any effect on the environmental intentions and behaviours of employees in this study.   
In order to get an indication of the impact of the organisational variables on the dependent variables 
intention, PEB_lights, PEB_equipment and PEB_aggregate, the correlation matrix for the panel 
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sample was consulted. The correlation matrix in Appendix F (Table F4) shows the correlation of 
the organisational variables in the panel sample to the four dependent variables. The output shows 
that the variable business sizes is weakly negatively correlated to PEB_aggregate (r=-.206, p <. 
001), EMS has a weak positive correlation to PEB_aggregate (r=.148, p <. 05) and environmental 
policies has a weak positive correlation to PEB_aggregate (r=.145, p <. 05). Business structure and 
environmental policies on the other hand both were weakly positively correlated to intention 
(business structure r=.140, p <. 05) and (environmental policies r=.166, p <. 05). As for the 
demographic variables, the correlation coefficients are quite low (between.1 and .2) and therefore it 
is likely that these correlations will not be significant once the other constructs are included in the 
analysis.  
6.5.2.3 Summary 
Below (Table 6.23) is the summary of respondents overall demographic profile for all three studies. 
Where possible the average score is presented, for all other cases the highest percentage is given.  
Table 6.23 Summary of respondent profile for each sample 
 
The summary for the organisational variables is shown in Table 6.24. The answer with the highest 
percentage is shown for each measure. 
 
 
 
 
 Measure Highbury Chichester Panel 
Gender Women 64% Women 58% Men 58% 
Age (Years) Average 41 Average 42 Average 43 
Education Post and undergrad 27% Undergraduate 38% Undergraduate 28% 
Income Average £40,200 Average £40,400 Average £37,800 
Status Middle management 
52% 
Middle management 
36% 
Supervisory 36% 
No in 
household 
Average 3.1 Average 2.8 Average 2.5 
Marital status Married (45%) Married (60%) Married (39%) 
Location Urban (64%) Urban (54%) Urban (71%) 
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Table 6.24 Summary of business profile for the panel sample 
 Measure Panel 
Business size Large (88%) 
Business structure Centralised (74%) 
Environmental policies No policy (74%) 
EMS No EMS (64%) 
 
The summary illustrated that the demographic profile of the panel sample is representative of the 
UK workforce, whilst the profile of the higher educational samples is closer to that of an 
educational workforce. Whilst the average age is comparable between the three groups, one 
striking difference is the large percentage of women in the Highbury and Chichester sample versus 
the high percentage of men in the panel sample. The average income is also higher for Highbury 
and Chichester compared to the panel sample, as well as the status of the higher income earner. 
Overall, the comparison of means showed that there are significant differences between the groups 
for gender, education, social status and marital status.  
The organisational variables for the panel sample were also representative of the UK industry. 
Particularly interesting were the few businesses that had EMS or environmental policies 
implemented. The comparison of means conducted on the industry distribution, showed no 
significant differences between the groups.  
6.5.3 Preliminary Analysis of Key Constructs 
 
The key constructs were firstly examined by calculating the means in this chapter. In order to 
understand the means for all measures, including the multi-item scales, the mean and standard 
deviations were calculated for each one. Following from this analysis, the correlation between the 
dependent variables and independent variables was examined and conclusions drawn before 
proceeding to the main analysis in the next chapter.  
6.5.3.1 Descriptive Statistics of Key Measures 
Table 6.25 below summarises their responses and displays mean scores, standard deviations and p-
values between group means for all measures in all three samples. The mean scores are presented 
in descending order, enabling an easier interpretation of the responses, as well as enabling to 
distinguish between the attributes that residents agree (mean over 3) or disagree with (mean under 
3). All measures were calculated using a 5 point likert scale, except for habit, which was measured 
on a 4 point likert scale, culture which was calculated on a dichotomous scale and frequency which 
was measured on a 7 point likert scale. Significant differences between the three groups are 
highlighted in bold and were calculated as for the demographic variables in section 6.5.2.1.  
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Table 6.25 Means and standard deviations of key measures for all three samples 
  Panel Chichester Highbury   
(7 point likert scale) Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
p-value 
between 
groups 
PEB_equipment* 6.4 1.4 6.6 1.0 6.7 1.1 0.326 
PEB_lights * 5.9 2.0 6.7 1.1 6.2 2.0 0.002 
PEB_aggregate * 5.8 1.7 6.7 0.7 6.5 1.4 0.000 
(5 point likert scale) Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
p-value 
between 
groups 
Attitude 4.2 0.7 4.7 0.5 4.6 0.5 0.000 
Intention* 4.1 0.8 4.5 0.6 4.4 0.6 0.000 
AR 3.8 0.8 4.1 0.7 4.1 0.6 0.034 
Intrinsic motivation 3.7 0.8 4.1 0.6 4.0 0.6 0.000 
PN 3.7 0.7 3.8 0.5 3.9 0.5 0.225 
PBC 3.7 0.8 4.1 0.5 4.0 0.5 0.000 
Environmental concern 3.7 0.7 3.7 0.5 3.8 0.6 0.617 
Threat  3.6 0.9 3.6 0.9 3.6 0.8 0.689 
Work satisfaction 3.6 1.0         N/A 
Group dynamics 3.6 0.9 4.0 0.8 3.7 0.8 0.002 
Self-identity 3.6 0.9 3.5 1.0 3.5 0.6 0.794 
Commitment 3.5 1.0         N/A 
Social norms 3.3 1.0 3.2 0.9 3.2 0.9 0.888 
Management support 3.2 1.1 3.0 0.9 3.0 0.8 0.130 
Extrinsic motivation 3.2 0.9 3.2 0.9 3.2 0.9 0.990 
Facilitating conditions 3.2 0.8 3.5 0.9 3.1 0.9 0.041 
Affect 2.6 1.0 2.7 0.9 2.5 0.9 0.763 
Knowledge 2.5 0.7 2.5 0.7 2.6 0.7 0.936 
(4 point likert scale) Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
p-value 
between 
groups 
Habit 3.3 1.1 3.2 0.5 3.3 0.6 0.865 
(Dichotomous scale) Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
p-value 
between 
groups 
Organisational culture 1.6 0.3         N/A 
* Dependent variables 
Significant mean scores are highlighted in bold 
 
The mean score for the energy saving behaviour achieved high scores in all three studies. For the 
energy saving behaviour PEB_lights, the average scores were 6.4 for the panel, 6.6 for Chichester 
and 6.7 for Highbury. PEB_equipment achieved average scores of 5.8 for the panel, 6.7 for 
Chichester and 6.5 for Highbury. The slightly lower score of this mean for the panel sample could 
be explained by the different workplace environments. For some industries PEB_equipment is 
likely to be less applicable than for others. Overall, the high mean scores suggest that respondents 
claim that they generally behave in an environmentally friendly way at work. 
The cognitive measures attitude and intention score high in all three studies, with scores above an 
average of 4.0. In the panel sample, these were the only measures with such a high score. In the 
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Chichester and Highbury samples, attitude achieved a mean of 4.7 and 4.6 suggesting very high 
agreement with this measure. It is clear that almost every respondent claimed they have a positive 
attitude and intention towards saving energy. This is supported by the open ended question “Why 
do you not intend to save energy in the next three months” which was only asked if respondents 
selected they did not agree with the intention to save energy in the next three months. It was not 
answered; therefore it is clear that there were no respondents saying “they aren’t intending to 
behave in an environmentally friendly way”.  
Nine other measures scored above 3.5 in the panel sample. Three normative variables AR, 
environmental concern and PN are in this group, suggesting that, besides a high cognitive element, 
there is also a moral dimension to the panel’s behaviour, including a sense of responsibility. 
Motivational variables are also scored above 3.5. Intrinsic motivation, PBC and threat all score 
highly. This implies that the sample is generally highly internally motivated, feel they are capable 
of behaving environmentally friendly and they understand that environmental degradation is a 
threat to them. The organisational variables group dynamics, work satisfaction and commitment 
also score above 3.5. Self-identity also received an above average score.  
Similar measures score highly in the Chichester sample, which the normative variable AR scoring 
an average over four, the two motivational variables intrinsic motivation and PBC also scoring over 
four and group dynamics scoring over 4 as well. This suggests that Chichester staff and students 
are aware of their role in saving energy within the social context and feel intrinsically motivated 
and able to do so. The other remaining normative variables that scored highly in the panel, PN and 
environmental concern scored above 3.5 whilst threat and self-identity also scored high. The 
additional measure that scored high for Chichester is facilitating conditions. This suggests that the 
sample at Chichester seem to think that the conditions at the university are favourable to saving 
energy. 
As for Chichester, the three highest scoring measures at Highbury, with an average over 4 are 
intrinsic motivation, PBC and AR. The other measures that scored high at Highbury were 
environmental concern, PN, group dynamics, threat and self-identity. All of which is consistent 
with the other two samples.   
Unlike the interpersonal variable group dynamics, management support and social norms received 
lower scores from the respondents. This suggests that respondents think their colleagues are more 
important for PEB to be achieved than management and social norms. The lowest scores were 
achieved for affect, extrinsic motivation, knowledge and facilitating conditions in the panel sample. 
This suggest that emotional attachment to energy saving is not important to respondents. 
Facilitating conditions is also lower for the panel compare to Chichester University, suggesting that 
not all businesses are as well-equipped as Chichester University itself. Consistent with the high 
intrinsic motivation score, extrinsic motivation is low. The open ended question asking what would 
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motivate respondents to save energy at work supports this claim (See Appendix D). Some 
respondents said that reminders of the achievements of energy saving so far would motivate them 
to continue doing so. “I like to see posters etc. that advertise how much has been done e.g. number 
of bottles recycled etc.” Specifically, numbers and savings in monetary value were requested. 
Furthermore, respondents asked for more formal programmes to structure the energy saving in a 
more effective way. One respondent said: “I think we could have a more sustained, formal 
programme, with officers, as they do at the Uni of Winchester.” Formal programmes could help 
respondents understand what is expected of them, which is presumably linked to a lower 
knowledge of what policies and initiatives are already at the university. Few respondents said that 
they were already motivated enough and couldn’t do more to save energy. One respondent said: “I 
think I'm motivated already.” Most importantly however, hardly any respondents mentioned 
financial benefits and some even suggested that intrinsic motivation is more important to them as 
long as they were aware of what to do and if it had the desired result.  
The low average score for knowledge is also reflected in the open ended questions (See Appendix 
D).  At Chichester University, when asking for energy saving policies at work, only few 
respondents were able to answer spontaneously. The Green Impact Scheme was the most salient 
programme by respondents, though only a few mentioned it spontaneously. Comments included: “I 
am aware of the Green Campus Group and the various initiatives they have promoted. My 
Department signed up to the Green Impact Scheme.” And “Green Impact Scheme - team-based 
initiative to improve environmental awareness”. This suggests that the people that did know about 
this scheme were well informed. Only one student mentioned this scheme, though he/she wasn’t 
aware of the name: “Aware there is a scheme encouraging staff to participate in thinking of 
strategies to try and reduce energy consumption, increase recycling etc.” Besides specific schemes 
such as Green Impact, few respondents were aware of energy saving measures requiring their 
participation. Turning off lights, computers, taps and radiators were all spontaneously mentioned: 
“Yes - e.g. reducing electricity usage by switching off unnecessary lights; turning off radiators 
when not in use; ensuring taps are turned off in cloakrooms.” Another respondent said: 
“Encouraged to turn off lights in rooms. Recycling bins next to general waste bins.” Furthermore, 
some argued that they did not believe that they should be included in the energy saving process at 
University. One respondent said: “To be honest - I think that is something that I shouldn't be 
spending my valuable time on, it should be dealt with by those responsible for buildings and 
purchasing.”  Though other respondents also realised that the other measures than just behavioural 
ones could be implemented to help save energy e.g. “No. I'm surprised the recently refurbished 
toilets by the student shop does not have auto turn off taps.“ The main improvement they were 
aware of was insulation with some spontaneously mentioning it. However, the majority understood 
that they can contribute to saving energy.   
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Table 6.25 further shows that there are significant differences for the variables PBC, intrinsic 
motivation, group dynamics, facilitating conditions and AR between the different samples. The 
post hoc LSD analysis shows that for behavioural control and intrinsic motivation, the panel 
sample is significantly different to the Chichester University and Highbury College samples. The 
variables group dynamics, facilitating conditions and AR only show one significant difference 
between the panel survey and the Chichester University sample.  This suggests that there might be 
different factors affecting behavioural intention and behaviour between the panel and the samples. 
For the purpose of this research phase this implies that the samples cannot be combined for further 
analysis.  
In order to understand the relationship between the dependent and independent variables, a 
correlation analysis was conducted. The correlation coefficients for each variable are shown in the 
tables in Appendix  H, with a brief summary for all three samples in Tables 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28. 
Table 6.26 shows the correlation coefficients for the key constructs in the panel sample. They are 
ordered by size for the variable intention and any significant correlations are highlighted in bold. 
Table 6.26 Correlations for the panel sample (n=200) 
Construct Intention 
PEB 
lights 
PEB 
equip 
ment 
PEB 
aggre 
gate 
Intrinsic motivation .699** .449** .226** .362** 
PBC .632** .356** .160* .290** 
Threat .568** .356** .200** .313** 
Self-identity .555** .336** .131 .179* 
AR .549** .249** .097 .116 
Affect .490** .300** .096 .261** 
Social norms .464** .344** .176* .363** 
PN .452** .204** .132 .090 
Group dynamics .389** .310** .123 .230** 
Knowledge .387** .258** .078 .226** 
Facilitating conditions .347** .299** .137 .243** 
Management support .335** .291** .121 .269** 
Habit .331** .329** .432** .303** 
Environmental concern .327** .146 .139 .061 
Culture .284** .250** .100 .222** 
Commitment .283** .329** .053 .304** 
Work satisfaction .179* .310** .059 .218** 
Extrinsic motivation .122 .031 .040 .132 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Significant correlations are highlighted in bold 
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The correlation coefficients for the panel sample shown above indicate that intrinsic motivation is 
the most highly correlated to intention (r = .70, p < .01). This measure is followed by the PBC 
measure which is strongly correlated to attitude (r = .57, p <.01). These were also measures with 
some of the highest mean scores discussed in the previous section. Other strong correlations for the 
variable intention are threat (r = .57, p < .01), self-identity (r = .56, p < .01) and AR (r = .55, p < 
.01). For the variable attitude other strong correlations included AR (r = .55, p < .01) and threat (r = 
.52, p < .01). These correlations suggest that intrinsic motivation and the confidence to act on this 
motivation (self-efficacy) are likely to be key predictors of intention. The measures AR and threat, 
which also had high mean scores, are also correlated to intention, suggesting they will also have a 
high degree of explanatory power. Again, this is consistent with the belief that respondents 
understand that it is their duty to save energy, as discussed in the previous section. Lower 
correlations were achieved for all three energy saving behaviours. Intrinsic motivation showed a 
moderate correlation (r = .45, p < .01) to PEB_lights and habit had a moderate correlation (r = .43, 
p < .01) to PEB_equipment. Intrinsic motivation and social norms had moderate correlations to 
PEB_aggregate (r = .36, p < .01 and r =.36, p < .01). This analysis suggests that intrinsic 
motivation could play a role in explaining PEB. However, other variables such as habit correlate 
with behaviour more strongly than for the variable intention, suggesting that there might be 
different factors explaining the individual dependent variables. This would further imply that the 
measures intention is  not interchangeable with behaviour.  
The next table (Table 6.27) shows the correlation coefficients for the key constructs in the 
Chichester sample. They are ordered by size for the variable intention and any significant 
correlations are highlighted in bold. 
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Table 6.27 Correlations for the Chichester sample (n=89) 
Construct Intention 
PEB 
lights 
PEB 
equip 
ment 
PEB 
aggre 
gate 
Intrinsic motivation .624** .089 .306** .272* 
PBC .486** .047 .233* .192 
AR .374** -.069 .291** .149 
PN .335** .020 .308** .224* 
Affect .327** -.034 .247* .143 
Threat .318** -.102 .243* .092 
Environmental concern .241* .081 .261* .236* 
Habit .213* .106 -.015 .066 
Extrinsic motivation .150 .020 -.294** -.185 
Group dynamics .136 .043 -.108 -.042 
Facilitating conditions .121 .135 .016 .107 
Management support .039 .054 .052 .075 
Knowledge .019 -.150 -.083 -.164 
Social norms -.102 .037 .140 .122 
Self-identity -.147 -.139 -.011 -.107 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Significant correlations are highlighted in bold 
 
As for the panel sample, intrinsic motivation and PBC are strongly correlated to intention in the 
Chichester sample, followed by the construct AR. PN was less strongly correlated to intention (r = 
.34, p < .01), which was not the case for the panel sample where PN had similar correlation 
coefficients for both measures. PEB_equipment was weakly positively correlated with the variables 
intrinsic motivation (r = .31, p < .01), PN (r = .31, p < .01), AR (r = .29, p < .01) and environmental 
concern (r = .26, p < .05). The variables PBC, affect and threat all had weak positive correlations. 
The PEB_lights measure had no significant correlation to any of the independent variables. 
PEB_aggregate only showed weak positive correlations to intrinsic motivation (r = .27, p < .05), 
environmental concern (r = .24, p < .05) and PN (r = .22, p < .05). These results suggest that the 
independent variables are most strongly correlated to the measures intrinsic motivation, PBC and 
AR, except for the measure PEB_lights. These variables cover the internal/moral and motivational 
dimension classified in Chapter 5 and represent an internalisation of environmental responsibility 
towards the environment. As for the panel sample, the correlation coefficients for the behavioural 
variables are much lower; however the internal/moral, as well as the motivational dimension 
through intrinsic motivation, are still the most closely related to the dependent variables.  
The next table (Table 6.28) shows the correlation coefficients for the key constructs in the 
Highbury College sample. They are ordered by size for the variable intention and any significant 
correlations are highlighted in bold. 
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Table 6.28 Correlation coefficients for Highbury sample (n=33) 
Construct Intention 
PEB 
lights 
PEB 
equip 
ment 
PEB 
aggre 
gate 
Intrinsic motivation .561** .309 .473** .415* 
Habit .494** .107 .249 .178 
AR .361* -.136 .028 -.087 
PN .327 -.320 -.212 -.318 
Environmental concern .262 -.371* -.310 -.394* 
Affect .191 .107 .153 .139 
Management support .190 -.003 .294 .116 
PBC .156 .138 .405* .263 
Social norms .146 -.112 -.023 -.091 
Threat .087 .059 .156 .106 
Facilitating conditions -.104 .317 .264 .337 
Extrinsic motivation -.146 .096 .023 .079 
Self-identity -.166 .008 .256 .109 
Group dynamics -.204 -.085 -.229 -.154 
Knowledge -.230 .060 .160 .108 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Significant correlations are highlighted in bold 
 
In the Highbury College sample, intrinsic motivation is the only strongly correlated variable to 
intention (r = .56, p < .01), whilst habit and AR showed moderate correlations to intention (r =.49, 
p < .01 and r = .36, p < .05). The three energy saving behaviours also had fewer correlations than 
the previous two samples. Only environmental concern was moderately correlated to PEB_lights (r 
= -.37, p < .05) and PEB_aggregate (r = -.39, p < .05). But unlike the other samples, the correlation 
was negative. Consistent with the other two samples intrinsic motivation was moderately correlated 
to PEB_equipment (r = .47, p < .01) and PEB_aggregate (r = .42, p. < .05). Though the few 
correlations suggest that the sample size for Highbury is too low to detect any further significant 
differences, the fact that intrinsic motivation is again a key variable supports the results of the 
previous correlation analyses. 
Overall, the correlation analysis suggests that intrinsic motivation, PBC and AR are strongly 
correlated with intention and to a lesser extent to the three energy saving behaviour variables. This 
is consistent with the previous frequency analysis, where these three variables achieved the highest 
scores. Furthermore, the analysis implies that the regression analysis might provide different 
independent variables explaining intention compared to the behavioural measures. It is also likely 
that the variance explained for the behavioural measures will be weaker due to the smaller 
correlation coefficients.  
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6.5.3.2 Summary 
Overall, the preliminary analysis of the key constructs, suggests that the respondents generally have 
high attitude and intention towards saving energy, which is reflected in the high frequency scores 
for behaviour, attitude and intention. The analysis further suggests that respondents understand the 
moral perspective of environmental behaviour and acknowledge that they are responsible for 
saving energy, based on the high score for the measure AR. This finding is consistent with the 
literature in the previous chapter (Page 38) suggesting that “environmental morality” is already 
very high amongst the general population. Along with moral factors, scores for intrinsic motivation 
and self-efficacy are also high amongst respondents and are strongly correlated to intention. 
Intrinsic motivation has not been researched much in workplace environmental behaviour 
literature, its high score is therefore noteworthy. As the measure intrinsic motivation includes a 
PBC dimension through the perceived competence statement, they correlate highly in this analysis. 
Organisational variables such as work satisfaction, support and group dynamics generally have 
lower mean scores suggesting that the work environment is not always supportive of saving energy. 
The same is the case for facilitating conditions, which only scores over 3.5 in the Chichester 
sample. Knowledge and affect generally have the lowest scores suggesting that both dimensions are 
less important for respondents, especially as their attitude and intention overall is high. This 
supports McKenzie-Mohr’s contention that knowledge is not central to explain environmentally 
friendly behaviour (McKenzie-Mohr, 1999, 2000a, 2014). 
6.5.4. Main Data Analysis 
 
The main data analysis involves explaining the relationships of the measures with the dependent 
variables, through EFA, multiple regression, CFA and finally SEM. The last stage also confirms 
the integrated model developed in Chapter 5.  Due to the positively skewed distribution, the small 
sample size and the low correlations of the Chichester and Highbury data, the following analyses 
were only conducted for the panel sample.  
6.5.4.1 EFA 
The next step in the data analysis was to conduct an EFA including all independent variables. The 
overall exploratory analysis included 64 measures used to capture the 18 constructs of the model 
with the single item measures work satisfaction, culture and PN included. In order to maximise the 
variance and obtain patterns of loadings on each factor that were as diverse as possible, lending 
itself to easier interpretation, promax rotation was selected (Castro, Baltar, Selem, Marchioni, & 
Fisberg, 2013; Conway & Huffcutt, 2003; Field, 2009; Henson & Roberts, 2006). It was considered 
the most appropriate rotation at this stage of analysis, given the likelihood of dependence among 
the components (Field, 2009). 
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All measures were inserted into the factor analysis, promax rotation selected and run. The total 
variance explained by these factors was 71%. The output gave 11 components as shown in 
Appendix I. 
The first and largest group, called internal motivation resulting from the EFA includes intrinsic 
motivation and efficacy, as well as threat and self-identity and explains over 29% of the total 
variance. It is not surprising that efficacy and intrinsic motivation load in one group. Besides that 
both had strong frequency scores and correlations in the preliminary analysis, the intrinsic 
motivation scale included an efficacy dimension through the construct perceived competence 
(Ryan & Deci, 2000b). Though the variable threat does not seem immediately related to intrinsic 
motivation, the variable efficacy is present in CTS and PMT (see section 2.5.1.1.) therefore relating 
the constructs.  
The relationship between self-identity with intrinsic motivation and self-efficacy is also established 
in the literature and it seems reasonable that self-identity is an internalised attribute and therefore 
similar to intrinsic motivation (van der Werff, Steg, & Keizer, 2013). This relationship suggests 
that the feeling of being an environmentally friendly person is the same as internalising 
environmentally friendly behaviour, both of which require the perception of being able to act on 
this internalised behaviour and the feeling of an occurring threat. Additionally, two distinct 
variables are also included in this group: An affect and a descriptive norm statement. The two 
statements that stand out are the affect statement: “Do you feel enthusiastic at saving energy at 
work?“ and the descriptive norm statement:  “Most people whose opinion I value think saving 
energy is very important” . For this reason, this group is termed internal motivation and will 
include the variables, self-efficacy, threat, self-identity and intrinsic motivation.  
The second largest group mainly consists of statements from the AR measure, including one further 
positive environmental concern statement explaining a further 15% of the variance in the data. This 
group is concerned with the consequences of “not acting”, which could explain why the last 
environmental concern statement is included in this group. Whilst the other environmental concern 
statements are concerned with the relationship between humans and nature (e.g. “Humans were 
meant to rule over the rest of nature” or “The balance of nature is easily upset”) the last 
environmental concern statement “If things continue on their present course, we will soon 
experience a major environmental catastrophe” refers more to the consequences if humans do not 
take responsibility for their actions. The remaining groups explain much less variance in the data 
demonstrating that the first two components are the most important when explaining PEB in the 
workplace.  
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The third group created by the EFA includes facilitating conditions, culture and one support 
statement explaining a total of 5% of the variance in the data and was termed external factors. 
Facilitating conditions refers to the external dimension and any lack of it, can act as a barrier to the 
internal motivation of employees. Culture, is also an external influence on how respondents should 
be behaving, outside of their control, but implying how they “should” be behaving. The 
management support statement “My managers/superiors support me to save energy” is also 
included in this group emphasises the impact of external factors on the individual’s behaviour. This 
stresses the fact that this group looks at the external dimension in juxtaposition to the internal 
dimension in the first grouping. For this reason, this group is termed external factors.  
The next three groups, environmental concern, job attitudes and group dynamics explain between 
3% and 4% of the variance in the data.  The environmental concern group consists of the positive 
items of the environmental concern scale. This group is termed the positive environmental 
paradigm measure. In the job attitudes group, work satisfaction and commitment load in one group 
which supports the existence evidence by Paillé and Mejía-Morelos (2014) discussed in section 
3.2.3, p. 76.  The knowledge, extrinsic motivation and the group dynamics statements all load 
together in their individual groups. The remaining five groups explain less than 2% of the variance 
and include knowledge, the negative items from the environmental concern scale, habit, extrinsic 
motivation and social norms. All measures loaded as expected though habit includes the negative 
affect statement with a loading below .4 and social norms includes the other management support 
statement “My superiors/managers are committed to save energy”.  
In order to ensure the factorability of the data, the anti-image correlation matrix was inspected to 
see if all the diagonal measures of sampling adequacy were greater than the minimum of .5 and all 
the off-diagonal elements were very small, as suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) and Field 
(2009). On inspection, all of the off-diagonal variables were very small and the diagonal measures 
were all above .5. The KMO measure of sampling adequacy was .897, which is considered 
'acceptable' as it is greater than the cut-off point of .6 as suggested by researchers (Field, 2009; 
Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Additionally, Bartlett's test of Sphericity was significant (Chi-square: 
10436.429, p < .000), indicating that correlations between items were sufficiently large. These tests 
in combination ensured that the data were suitable for conducting a factor analysis. Overall, all 
factors, except for affect in the last group had loadings above .4 and were therefore be retained.  
Though the factor loadings did not coincide with the initial groupings of the measures, the factor 
loadings are mostly interpretative (i.e. they are explainable and can be given sensible labels) (Field, 
2009). The variables that are nonsensical are the affect statement in group one and in group ten, the 
descriptive norms statement in group one, the affect statement in the habit group and the training 
and support statement in the last social norms group. These were removed before the CFA was 
conducted. Additionally, as the variable affect in the last group had a factor loading below .4 it had 
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to be removed before the CFA was conducted. All other measures were included in the next stages 
of analysis as all had eigenvalues greater than 1 (Field, 2009).  
6.5.4.2 Multiple Regression  
In the next stage of the data analysis to understand the relationship between dependent and 
independent variables, hierarchical multiple regressions for the four dependent variables were 
conducted. A hierarchical regression was chosen to investigate the increases in variance (if any) 
when the demographic and organisational variables were added to the constructs from the EFA. 
Bootstrapping was also undertaken to account for the non-normal data and to report adjusted R² 
values. A summary table of the output is shown in Table 6.29 below: 
Table 6.29 Summary of final R²  for the four dependent variables* 
R² Intention 
PEB 
lights 
PEB 
equip 
ment 
PEB 
aggre 
gate 
R² 0.73 0.36 0.33 0.33 
Bootstrapping  
R² 0.71 0.33 0.32 0.33 
* including all independent variables 
First, the hierarchical multiple regression analysis with intention as the dependent variable was 
performed, including attitude as well as the constructs from the EFA. Table 6.30 lists the predictors 
added in each step, the corresponding multiple correlation squared changes, and the betas for each 
variable and p-values. The 4th and final step includes all variables and reports the final R² for the 
variable intention. 
Table 6.30 Regression output for the dependent variable intention 
1st Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Key  Intrinsic motivation 0.57   0.395 0.511 0.000 
constructs Responsibility*     0.172 0.222 0.002 
  External factors     -0.002 -0.003 0.965 
  Environmental concern     -0.077 -0.100 0.114 
  Job attitudes     0.019 0.024 0.687 
  Group dynamics     0.026 0.033 0.609 
  Knowledge     0.030 0.038 0.508 
  Negative concern     0.044 0.057 0.331 
  Habit     0.135 0.175 0.002 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.016 0.021 0.694 
  Social norms     -0.008 -0.010 0.858 
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2nd Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Attitude Intrinsic motivation 0.71 0.139 0.220 0.284 0.000 
  Responsibility*     0.077 0.099 0.096 
  External factors     0.033 0.043 0.447 
  Environmental 
concern 
    -0.078 -0.100 0.054 
  Job attitudes     -0.003 -0.004 0.929 
  Group dynamics     -0.030 -0.039 0.473 
  Knowledge     -0.030 -0.039 0.419 
  Negative concern     0.026 0.033 0.493 
  Habit     0.061 0.079 0.097 
  Extrinsic motivation     -0.006 -0.007 0.869 
  Social norms     0.053 0.068 0.157 
  Attitude     0.603 0.551 0.000 
 
3rd 
Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Demo Intrinsic motivation 0.72 0.009 0.229 0.296 0.000 
graphics Responsibility*     0.069 0.089 0.156 
  External factors     0.049 0.063 0.289 
  Environmental 
concern 
    -0.085 -0.109 0.044 
  Job attitudes     -0.006 -0.008 0.879 
  Group dynamics     -0.035 -0.046 0.406 
  Knowledge     -0.032 -0.041 0.408 
  Negative concern     0.032 0.041 0.407 
  Habit     0.056 0.073 0.138 
  Extrinsic motivation     -0.015 -0.019 0.673 
  Social norms     0.046 0.060 0.228 
  Attitude     0.599 0.547 0.000 
  Gender     0.026 0.017 0.742 
  Age     -0.034 -0.051 0.320 
  Income     -0.035 -0.045 0.395 
  Household size     -0.033 -0.052 0.299 
  Status     -0.004 -0.006 0.914 
  Location     0.065 0.039 0.383 
  Marital status     0.035 0.022 0.671 
  Degree     0.020 0.039 0.433 
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4th Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Organisa Intrinsic motivation 0.73 0.005 0.229 0.296 0.000 
Tional Responsibility*     0.073 0.094 0.135 
variables External factors     0.062 0.080 0.208 
  Environmental 
concern 
    -0.096 -0.124 0.026 
  Job attitudes     -0.015 -0.019 0.723 
  Group dynamics     -0.039 -0.051 0.366 
  Knowledge     -0.026 -0.034 0.528 
  Negative concern     0.028 0.036 0.464 
  Habit     0.057 0.073 0.145 
  Extrinsic motivation     -0.014 -0.018 0.697 
  Social norms     0.041 0.053 0.296 
  Attitude     0.591 0.540 0.000 
  Gender     0.027 0.018 0.736 
  Age     -0.035 -0.052 0.312 
  Income     -0.047 -0.059 0.270 
  Household size     -0.028 -0.045 0.378 
  Status     0.001 0.001 0.986 
  Location     0.079 0.047 0.299 
  Marital status     0.044 0.028 0.602 
  Degree     0.023 0.045 0.382 
  Business size     0.025 0.027 0.562 
  Structure     0.107 0.063 0.160 
  EMS     -0.006 -0.004 0.956 
  
Environmental 
Policies     
-0.028 -0.016 0.806 
 
In the first step, the eleven factor constructs from the EFA were added, whilst attitude was included 
in the next step. In the third step, the demographic variables were entered, whilst in the last step the 
organisational variables as controls were added, resulting in the full model. The eleven original 
variables explained most of the variance in the first step (R²=.57, F = 21.255, p < .000). The second 
step added a significant amount of variance (R²=.71, F = 35.777, p < .000), improving the 
prediction of intention by 27%. The total multiple correlation squared explained was (R²=.73, F= 
17.837, p <. 000) with neither the demographic nor organisational variables improving the 
explanatory value significantly. In the final model, in which all variables were included, three 
variables were significant: internal motivation, environmental concern and attitude. Attitude was 
the largest predictor, explaining 30% of the variance, followed by internal motivation (16%) and 
environmental concern (7%).  
The second multiple regression analysed the energy saving behaviour PEB_lights as the dependent 
variable, conducting the same hierarchical regression as the first two approaches, with intention as 
an independent variable. The results are summarised in Table 6.32. 
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Table 6.31 Regression output for the dependent variable PEB_lights 
 
1st Step Variables 
R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Key Intrinsic motivation 0.29   0.501 0.254 0.021 
constructs Responsibility*     0.011 0.006 0.953 
  External factors     0.124 0.063 0.508 
  Environmental concern     -0.056 -0.028 0.747 
  Job attitudes     0.347 0.176 0.036 
  Group dynamics     -0.009 -0.005 0.958 
  Knowledge     -0.045 -0.023 0.776 
  Negative concern     0.086 0.043 0.597 
  Habit     0.506 0.257 0.001 
  Extrinsic motivation     -0.097 -0.049 0.501 
  Social norms     0.127 0.064 0.419 
 
 
2nd 
Step 
Variables 
R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Demo Intrinsic motivation 0.30 0.018 0.501 0.254 0.025 
graphics Responsibility*     -0.024 -0.012 0.905 
  External factors     0.193 0.098 0.331 
  Environmental concern     -0.057 -0.029 0.754 
  Job attitudes     0.287 0.146 0.099 
  Group dynamics     -0.028 -0.014 0.878 
  Knowledge     -0.074 -0.037 0.653 
  Negative concern     0.093 0.047 0.575 
  Habit     0.515 0.261 0.002 
  Extrinsic motivation     -0.151 -0.077 0.317 
  Social norms     0.075 0.038 0.648 
  Gender     -0.120 -0.030 0.730 
  Age     -0.140 -0.083 0.345 
  Income     -0.126 -0.062 0.485 
  Household size     0.036 0.022 0.792 
  Status     -0.001 0.000 0.997 
  Location     0.144 0.033 0.657 
  Marital status     0.205 0.051 0.563 
  Degree     0.124 0.096 0.264 
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3rd Step Variables 
R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Organisa Intrinsic motivation 0.32 0.016 0.485 0.246 0.031 
Tional Responsibility*     -0.029 -0.015 0.886 
variables External factors     0.221 0.112 0.300 
  Environmental concern     -0.019 -0.010 0.918 
  Job attitudes     0.281 0.142 0.118 
  Group dynamics     -0.037 -0.019 0.843 
  Knowledge     -0.032 -0.016 0.854 
  Negative concern     0.117 0.059 0.483 
  Habit     0.544 0.276 0.001 
  Extrinsic motivation     -0.154 -0.078 0.314 
  Social norms     0.082 0.041 0.623 
  Gender     -0.101 -0.025 0.775 
  Age     -0.130 -0.077 0.384 
  Income     -0.060 -0.030 0.745 
  Household     0.036 0.022 0.797 
  Status     -0.042 -0.024 0.811 
  Location     0.072 0.017 0.827 
  Marital status     0.136 0.034 0.712 
  Degree     0.139 0.107 0.225 
  Business size     -0.253 -0.106 0.174 
  Structure     -0.210 -0.049 0.521 
  EMS     -0.198 -0.049 0.690 
  Environmental policies     0.028 0.006 0.955 
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4th Step Variables 
R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Attitude Intrinsic motivation 0.36 0.038 0.168 0.085 0.495 
Intention Responsibility*     -0.172 -0.087 0.409 
  External factors     0.195 0.099 0.353 
  Environmental concern     0.046 0.023 0.804 
  Job attitudes     0.283 0.143 0.108 
  Group dynamics     -0.059 -0.030 0.749 
  Knowledge     -0.085 -0.043 0.626 
  Negative concern     0.078 0.039 0.634 
  Habit     0.435 0.220 0.009 
  Extrinsic motivation     -0.165 -0.084 0.272 
  Social norms     0.113 0.057 0.496 
  Gender     -0.190 -0.048 0.584 
  Age     -0.111 -0.065 0.449 
  Income     -0.047 -0.023 0.795 
  Household     0.034 0.021 0.803 
  Status     -0.059 -0.033 0.735 
  Location     -0.017 -0.004 0.958 
  Marital status     0.158 0.039 0.661 
  Degree     0.121 0.093 0.282 
  Business size     -0.244 -0.102 0.182 
  Structure     -0.349 -0.081 0.283 
  EMS     -0.151 -0.037 0.755 
  Environmental policies     0.080 0.018 0.870 
  Intention     0.662 0.260 0.050 
  Attitude     0.195 0.070 0.580 
 
The full model explained 36% of the variance in PEB_lights, less than the previous model for 
intention. As for the first two multiple regressions, the control variables were not significant, not 
adding any significant change to the R square in the second and third stage. The variable intention, 
which was added in the fourth and last stage of the regression, increased R² significantly by 14 %. 
Of the factor scores that were in the fourth and final step, habit and intention were significant and 
together explained 26% of the variance.  
 
The third multiple regression analysed the energy saving behaviour PEB_equipment as the 
dependent variable, conducting the same hierarchical regression as the previous approach, with 
intention as an independent variables with the output shown in Table 6.33. 
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Table 6.32 Regression output for the dependent variable PEB_equipment 
 
1st Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Key Intrinsic motivation 0.21   0.161 0.114 0.312 
constructs Responsibility*     -0.225 -0.159 0.116 
  External factors     0.126 0.089 0.360 
  Environmental concern     0.041 0.029 0.749 
  Job attitudes     0.005 0.003 0.969 
  Group dynamics     -0.130 -0.092 0.322 
  Knowledge     -0.062 -0.044 0.597 
  Negative concern     0.152 0.107 0.206 
  Habit     0.584 0.412 0.000 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.016 0.012 0.878 
  Social norms     0.171 0.121 0.143 
 
 
2nd 
Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Demo Intrinsic motivation 0.28 0.072 0.119 0.084 0.452 
graphics Responsibility*     -0.213 -0.151 0.145 
  External factors     0.169 0.119 0.234 
  Environmental concern     0.106 0.075 0.412 
  Job attitudes     -0.048 -0.034 0.701 
  Group dynamics     -0.180 -0.127 0.166 
  Knowledge     -0.109 -0.077 0.352 
  Negative concern     0.133 0.094 0.261 
  Habit     0.584 0.413 0.000 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.007 0.005 0.951 
  Social norms     0.125 0.088 0.288 
  Gender     -0.459 -0.160 0.066 
  Age     -0.251 -0.206 0.019 
  Income     -0.165 -0.114 0.200 
  Household     -0.070 -0.060 0.477 
  Status     0.207 0.161 0.098 
  Location     -0.369 -0.119 0.112 
  Marital status     0.470 0.162 0.065 
  Degree     -0.005 -0.005 0.953 
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3rd Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Organisa Intrinsic motivation 0.32 0.036 0.142 0.100 0.368 
Tional Responsibility*     -0.221 -0.156 0.127 
variables External factors     0.110 0.078 0.463 
  Environmental concern     0.141 0.100 0.280 
  Job attitudes     -0.001 -0.001 0.993 
  Group dynamics     -0.169 -0.120 0.198 
  Knowledge     -0.120 -0.085 0.328 
  Negative concern     0.152 0.107 0.196 
  Habit     0.572 0.404 0.000 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.022 0.015 0.841 
  Social norms     0.149 0.105 0.203 
  Gender     -0.496 -0.173 0.047 
  Age     -0.248 -0.204 0.019 
  Income     -0.125 -0.086 0.339 
  Household     -0.093 -0.081 0.343 
  Status     0.182 0.142 0.145 
  Location     -0.417 -0.135 0.072 
  Marital status     0.427 0.147 0.101 
  Degree     -0.011 -0.011 0.895 
  Business size     -0.049 -0.029 0.709 
  Structure     -0.527 -0.170 0.023 
  EMS     -0.293 -0.101 0.400 
  Environmental policies     0.459 0.144 0.192 
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4th Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Attitude Intrinsic motivation 0.33 0.013 0.017 0.012 0.921 
Intention Responsibility*     -0.271 -0.191 0.070 
  External factors     0.092 0.065 0.541 
  Environmental concern     0.176 0.124 0.184 
  Job attitudes     0.002 0.002 0.986 
  Group dynamics     -0.168 -0.118 0.207 
  Knowledge     -0.129 -0.091 0.304 
  Negative concern     0.137 0.096 0.245 
  Habit     0.533 0.377 0.000 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.021 0.015 0.843 
  Social norms     0.150 0.106 0.209 
  Gender     -0.524 -0.183 0.036 
  Age     -0.236 -0.194 0.026 
  Income     -0.112 -0.077 0.390 
  Household     -0.088 -0.076 0.371 
  Status     0.178 0.138 0.154 
  Location     -0.455 -0.147 0.051 
  Marital status     0.424 0.146 0.104 
  Degree     -0.020 -0.021 0.807 
  Business size     -0.051 -0.030 0.695 
  Structure     -0.582 -0.188 0.013 
  EMS     -0.280 -0.097 0.421 
  Environmental policies     0.478 0.149 0.174 
  Intention     0.358 0.196 0.137 
  Attitude     -0.062 -0.031 0.806 
 
The full model explained 33% of the variance in PEB_equipment. The factor scores added in the 
first step explained a total variance of 21% with habit being the only significant predictor. The 
demographics and organisational variables added in the second and third step only added 
marginally more variance, with the difference not being significant. The last step (adding intention 
and attitude) explained slightly more, leading to the final model explaining 33% of the variance. 
However, attitude and intention were both not significant, unlike for the variable PEB_lights. Habit 
was a significant predictor explaining 13% of the variance in the final model as for the other 
behavioural variable PEB_lights. Gender, age and business structure were also significant 
predictors explaining less than 10% of the variance for each. Demographics factors were not 
significant for any of the other dependent variables (intention and PEB_lights).  
 
The last multiple regression analysed PEB_aggregate as the dependent variable, conducting the 
same hierarchical regression as the previous approaches, with intention as an independent variable. 
The output can be seen in Table 6.34. 
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Table 6.33 Regression output for the dependent variable PEB_aggregate 
Steps Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Key Intrinsic motivation 0.24   0.376 0.217 0.045 
constructs Responsibility*     -0.233 -0.134 0.165 
  External factors     0.006 0.003 0.972 
  Environmental concern     -0.008 -0.005 0.956 
  Job attitudes     0.301 0.173 0.036 
  Group dynamics     -0.085 -0.049 0.581 
  Knowledge     0.037 0.021 0.786 
  Negative concern     0.202 0.116 0.152 
  Habit     0.445 0.257 0.001 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.122 0.070 0.329 
  Social norms     0.303 0.174 0.027 
 
2nd 
Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Demo Intrinsic motivation 0.28 0.041 0.337 0.194 0.075 
graphics Responsibility*     -0.230 -0.133 0.187 
  External factors     0.059 0.034 0.728 
  Environmental concern     0.040 0.023 0.795 
  Job attitudes     0.255 0.147 0.085 
  Group dynamics     -0.139 -0.080 0.368 
  Knowledge     -0.027 -0.015 0.849 
  Negative concern     0.191 0.110 0.176 
  Habit     0.453 0.261 0.001 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.082 0.047 0.524 
  Social norms     0.290 0.167 0.040 
  Gender     -0.202 -0.057 0.496 
  Age     -0.274 -0.183 0.032 
  Income     -0.071 -0.040 0.643 
  Household     0.016 0.011 0.890 
  Status     0.149 0.095 0.317 
  Location     -0.318 -0.084 0.251 
  Marital status     0.041 0.012 0.891 
  Degree     0.016 0.014 0.869 
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3rd 
Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Organisa Intrinsic motivation 0.32 0.045 0.294 0.169 0.115 
Tional Responsibility*     -0.245 -0.141 0.153 
variables External factors     0.044 0.026 0.802 
  Environmental concern     0.110 0.064 0.475 
  Job attitudes     0.213 0.123 0.154 
  Group dynamics     -0.104 -0.060 0.504 
  Knowledge     -0.024 -0.014 0.870 
  Negative concern     0.209 0.121 0.132 
  Habit     0.479 0.276 0.001 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.061 0.035 0.630 
  Social norms     0.273 0.157 0.050 
  Gender     -0.174 -0.050 0.554 
  Age     -0.256 -0.172 0.040 
  Income     0.010 0.006 0.947 
  Household     -0.001 0.000 0.995 
  Status     0.104 0.066 0.483 
  Location     -0.434 -0.114 0.114 
  Marital status     0.076 0.021 0.805 
  Degree     0.024 0.021 0.799 
  Business size     -0.483 -0.230 0.002 
  Structure     -0.047 -0.012 0.862 
  EMS     0.107 0.030 0.795 
  Environmental policies     0.137 0.035 0.742 
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4th Step Variables R² 
R² 
change β 
Standardised 
β Sig. 
Attitude Intrinsic motivation 0.33 0.011 0.157 0.090 0.453 
Intention Responsibility*     -0.299 -0.172 0.091 
  External factors     0.023 0.013 0.896 
  Environmental concern     0.150 0.086 0.340 
  Job attitudes     0.217 0.125 0.147 
  Group dynamics     -0.101 -0.058 0.521 
  Knowledge     -0.032 -0.018 0.830 
  Negative concern     0.192 0.111 0.167 
  Habit     0.437 0.252 0.002 
  Extrinsic motivation     0.062 0.036 0.629 
  Social norms     0.272 0.157 0.055 
  Gender     -0.204 -0.058 0.489 
  Age     -0.243 -0.163 0.052 
  Income     0.025 0.014 0.874 
  Household     0.005 0.004 0.962 
  Status     0.099 0.063 0.502 
  Location     -0.475 -0.125 0.085 
  Marital status     0.072 0.020 0.816 
  Degree     0.014 0.012 0.882 
  Business size     -0.487 -0.232 0.002 
  Structure     -0.109 -0.029 0.693 
  EMS     0.121 0.034 0.770 
  Environmental policies     0.157 0.040 0.705 
  Intention     0.407 0.181 0.155 
  Attitude     -0.085 -0.035 0.777 
 
The full model explained 33% of the variance in the PEB_aggregate measure. The factor scores 
added in the first step explained a total of only 24%. The demographics and organisational 
variables in the second step and third steps only added marginally more variance with the third step 
being the only one that added a significant change to the final R². The last step did not add 
significantly more to the R² resulting in habit and business size being significant predictors overall. 
These findings are consistent with some of the previous results suggesting that habit is a key 
predictor of PEB. 
 
Overall, the hierarchical multiple regressions showed that for the variable intention demographic 
and organisational variables have little explanatory power, especially if other variables are 
considered. The key variable to explain intention (standardised β = .54, p<.000) is attitude followed 
by internal motivation (standardised β = .30, p<.000) and AR (standardised β = .09, p = .14). The 
three behavioural measures show much lower explanatory power though the R² is still acceptable 
as mentioned in section 6.3.3 (p. 146). The key variable for these measures is habit, which is 
significant for PEB_lights (standardised β = .22, p < .01), PEB_equipment (standardised β = .38, p 
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< .000) and PEB_aggregate (standardised β = .44, p < .00). Unlike the attitude and intention 
variables, internal motivation only adds a small amount of variance to PEB_lights (standardised β = 
.09, p < .05) and the PEB_aggregate (standardised β = .25, p < .05) and no significant variance to 
PEB_equipment (standardised β = .01, p < .10). Some demographic and organisational variables 
now also have a more explanatory power for the attitude and intention variables. Gender 
(standardised β = -.18, p < .05), age (standardised β = -.19, p < .05) and business structure 
(standardised β = -.19, p < .05) are all significant for the PEB_equipment. For PEB_aggregate only 
the variable business size (standardised β = -.23, p < .00) is significant. However, the variance 
explained is low in comparison to the key variable habit. This suggests that different factors explain 
intention than the self-reported behaviours. Whilst the variables intention is predominantly 
explained by internal and moral factors, behaviour is mainly explained by habit and is more 
strongly linked to demographic measures.  
 
6.5.4.3 CFA 
Before testing the structural model, CFA is often applied for each latent construct as well as to the 
full measurement model. A measurement model defines the relationship between the observed 
indicator variables and the construct they are designed to measure (e.g. internal motivation and 
group 1).  It also assesses the convergent and discriminant validity of the latent constructs. Both 
steps are presented in the following chapter. The basis for the CFA is the output from the EFA. 
Once the measurement model is deemed satisfactory, the structural part of the model can be tested, 
which will be presented in the following chapter.  
This stage of the analysis began by comparing various factor structures to test the distinctiveness of 
the constructs used in this study. The first model, the scale items were grouped under the eleven 
latent variables that represented the constructs from the EFA and included the additional variables 
attitude, intention and energy saving behaviour. The hypothesised measurement model did not have 
a satisfactory fit, ModelOuts χ2(2187) = 3796.59, p < .0001; TLI = 0.80; CFI = 0.81; RMSEA = 
0.07; SRMR = 0.08.  
 
Respecification of CFA models are possible but should be guided by theory and not simply made to 
make the model fit. In cases of model misfits, the residual matrix and the standardised residual 
matrix can be consulted. Furthermore, examining the modification indices can provide clues about 
potential sources for the model misfit. Particularly, if the creation of a new instrument is the overall 
aim, as is the case in this study, the modification indices can provide insights into which items are 
problematic. In any case refitting models should be done with caution. Models that are respecified 
are harder to replicate and the researcher is no longer engaged in pure confirmatory analysis. 
Because CFA and SEM are open to modification and manipulation, they allow for a great deal of 
artistic license on the part of the researcher. McCoach, Gable and Medura (2013) call this type of 
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analysis half art, half science. However, for the purpose of this study the researcher decided to 
respecify the model mainly with the use of the modification indices. The respecification was 
considered to be supported by theory as it merely reduced the items in each factor, whilst the 
factors were already established to be sensical through the EFA.  
 
In order to improve the model, firstly nonsensical combinations were removed, as suggested by 
experts McCoach, Gable and Medura (2013). The negative item for affect was eliminated, followed 
by the negative items for environmental concern. Descriptive norms in the first group was removed 
next, as it was the only normative statement in that group and therefore had low interpretative 
value. Next, the model was inspected for further reasons for this low fit. Modification indices were 
consulted and removed one at a time as suggested by McCoach, Gale and Medura (2013) as each 
change will also change the value of the modification indices of the remaining parameters. As 
many changes had to be made only the final output will be further discussed. The modification 
indices suggested eliminating a series of items from each of the latent variables. Items that had low 
factor weights and had substantial covariation between their error terms were removed. A total of 
42 items were removed leaving the remaining statements for each of the latent variables as shown 
in Table 6.35.  
 
Table 6.34 Statements included in the CFA 
Internal Motivation 
Intrinsic Motivation (no pressure) 
Intrinsic Motivation (enjoyment) 
Self-Efficacy (various ideas to help) 
AR 
AR (Global warming problem) 
AR (Strong action) 
External factors 
Facilitating Conditions (Appropriate measures at work) 
Facilitating Conditions (Access to resources) 
Environmental Concern 
Culture 
Environmental Concern (Humans shouldn't interfere) 
Environmental Concern (Plant and animal rights) 
Environmental Concern (Severely abusing) 
Job attitudes 
Commitment (Belonging) 
Work satisfaction 
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Knowledge 
Knowledge (Technology) 
Knowledge (Skill) 
Habit 
Habit (Consciously remembering) 
Habit (Daily routine) 
Extrinsic motivation 
External motivation (Recognition) 
External motivation (Incentives) 
Social norms 
Injunctive Norms (Should try and save energy) 
Descriptive Norms (Colleagues save energy) 
Injunctive Norms (Expect to save energy) 
 
The measure group dynamics had to be removed due to the correlation of its error terms with the 
latent variable behaviour. The modified model had a better fit, ModelOuts χ2(261) = 295.861, p = 
.07; TLI = 0.98; CFI = 0.96; RMSEA = 0.03; SRMR = 0.06. The Chi-square was low enough for 
the model to have not significantly departed from the dataset. Lastly, as intention and attitude 
correlated very highly and are often used as proxies in social psychology studies, it was tested to 
see if the model fit could be improved by combining these measures. Model fit did not increase.  
 
Lastly, the final model from the CFA was compared to the initial model, to determine if the Chi-
square difference was significant and therefore the respecification was warranted. As Table 6.36 
below shows, the difference in Chi-Square was significant and model fit was improved. 
 
Table 6.35 Chi-square difference between the two CFA models 
 
Models Chi-square Difference 
Final CFA χ2(261) = 295.861, p=.07  
Initial CFA χ2(2187) = 3796.59*** χ2 (1926) = 3500.726*** 
 
 
Convergent validity for the overall model is confirmed if each constructs indicators has a high 
proportion of common variance and is assessed by examining the magnitude and significance of the 
paths between the latent variable and its indicators and by examining the standardised loadings and 
C.R. between the latent variable and its indicator (Hair et al., 2011). The relevant information is 
presented in Table 6.37. The third column of the table is an standardised estimate of the value of 
the coefficient, the next column is an estimate of the standard error (S.E.) of the predicted value, 
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the C.R. column is the critical ratio obtained by dividing the estimate by its S.E. and the p-value is 
the two-tailed p value for testing the null-hypothesis that the value is 0 in the population.  
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Table 6.36 Output from the CFA 
Indicator Construct 
unstandardised 
Estimates 
Standardised 
Estimates 
unstandardised 
S.E. 
standardised 
S.E. C.R. p 
Intrinsic Motivation (No pressure) Internal motivation 1 0.698         
Intrinsic Motivation (Enjoyment) Internal motivation 1.186 0.854 0.119 0.0857 9.957 *** 
Self-Efficacy (Various ideas to help) Internal motivation 0.997 0.712 0.118 0.0843 8.455 *** 
AR (Global warming problem) AR 1 0.852   0.0000     
AR (Strong action) AR 1.090 0.834 0.089 0.0681 12.208 *** 
Facilitating Conditions (Appropriate measures at work) External factors 1 0.783   0.0000     
Facilitating Conditions (Access to resources) External factors 0.957 0.759 0.095 0.0753 10.081 *** 
Culture External factors 0.281 0.803 0.026 0.0743 10.773 *** 
Environmental Concern (Humans shouldn't interfere) Environmental concern 1 0.664   0.0000     
Environmental Concern (Plant and animal rights) Environmental concern 0.834 0.587 0.132 0.0929 6.337 *** 
Environmental Concern (Severely abusing) Environmental concern 1.285 0.800 0.163 0.1015 7.897 *** 
Commitment (Belonging) Job attitudes 1 0.888   0.0000     
Work satisfaction Job attitudes 0.849 0.831 0.085 0.0832 9.996 *** 
Knowledge (Technology) Knowledge 1 0.732   0.0000     
Knowledge (Skill) Knowledge 1.038 0.830 0.121 0.0968 8.553 *** 
Habit (Consciously remembering) Habit 1 0.926   0.0000     
Habit (Daily routine) Habit 1.03 0.966 0.060 0.0563 17.285 *** 
Extrinsic motivation (Recognition) Extrinsic motivation 1 0.914   0.0000     
Extrinsic motivation (Incentives) Extrinsic motivation 0.631 0.513 0.109 0.0886 5.810 *** 
Injunctive Norms (Should try and save energy) Social norms 1 0.861   0.0000     
Descriptive Norms (Colleagues save energy) Social norms 0.922 0.819 0.070 0.0622 13.173 *** 
Injunctive Norms (Expect to save energy) Social norms 1.063 0.928 0.066 0.0576 15.991 *** 
Attitude (Good) Attitude 1 0.780   0.0000     
Attitude (Useful) Attitude 1.03 0.839 0.093 0.0758 11.088 *** 
PEB_equipment Behaviour 1 0.634   0.0000     
PEB_lights Behaviour 1.397 0.660 0.232 0.1096 6.020 *** 
 
*** less than 0.00 
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In the current model, all factor loadings were significant with the critical ratio values associated 
with each of the loadings exceeding the critical value for the .01 significance level (C.R. 1.96) and 
the p values <.001. In addition all S.E.s are small and standardised loadings are over the proposed 
minimum of .5 suggested by Hair et al. (2011), with the vast majority of them being higher than .7, 
which is considered very good. Therefore, all indicators are significantly and strongly related to 
their specified constructs verifying their posited relationships and confirming convergent validity.  
 
A last analysis used to test for convergent validity as a summary indicator for the individual 
constructs is the average variance extracted. The AVE reflects the amount of variance that is 
captured by the construct in relation to the amount of variance due to measurement error (Hair et 
al., 2011). All the AVE scores (Table 6.38) apart from habit, were .5 or lower, which is the level 
that is recommended by Hair et al. (2011). Besides the construct external motivation all measures 
had acceptable Cronbach’s alphas, above the threshold of .7 as discussed in section 6.3.6.2, 
therefore confirming construct reliability.  
 
Table 6.37 AVE and Cronbach’s alpha (α) for CFA 
 
Construct 
Cronbach’s alpha 
(α) 
AVE 
Internal motivation .796 .29 
AR .827 .46 
External factors .711 .29 
Environmental concern .730 .28 
Job attitudes .846 .46 
Knowledge .754 .44 
Habit .939 .49 
Extrinsic motivation .627 .42 
Social norms .902 .31 
Attitude .790 .45 
 
 
All in all, though the model had to be respecified, the CFA conducted for the 11 factors had a 
satisfactory model fit and convergent validity and reliability substantiated the results. Whilst AVE 
was low, most measures were just under the .5 threshold and whilst external motivation had a low 
final Cronbach’s alpha (α=.6), the researcher decided to not take any further action as the 
remaining convergent validity tests were satisfactory and the final reliability score was just below 
the threshold of .7.  
 
Apart from convergent validity the latent constructs should exhibit discriminant validity, which 
demonstrates that each construct is distinct from others. A rigorous test according to Hair et al. 
(2011) is to compare AVE with the square of the correlation estimates between the constructs and 
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expect the former to the greater than the latter. Table 6.39 summaries all the AVE, as well as the 
squared correlations between the constructs of the model.  
 
From this table it can be concluded that AVE estimates of each construct of the model are mostly 
lower than their inter-construct squared correlation estimates, apart from habit and extrinsic 
motivation. Given that most correlations, although strong, were not over .80 and also given that the 
correlation between intention and attitude was expected since both measure intentional processes 
(see studies conducted by Klöckner (2013) or Lülfs and Hahn (2014)), the researcher decided to 
take no further action and it was concluded that there were no particular problems with the 
discriminant validity of the measurement model.   
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Table 6.38 Comparing AVE with inter-construct squared correlations 
 AVE SN IM AR EF EC JA KNOW HABIT EM INT BEH 
Social norms .31            Internal motivation .29 .71           AR .29 .22 .61          External factors .46 .77 .63 .15         Environmental concern .29 .04 .33 .81 .11        Job attitudes .28 .48 .40 .02 .68 .19       Knowledge .46 .48 .61 .45 .74 .23 .37      Habit .44 .08 .17 .26 .02 .33 .04 .08     Extrinsic motivation .49 .28 .38 .06 .16 .00 .08 .08 .05    Intention .42 .44 .73 .57 .39 .35 .25 .38 .27 .14   PEB_aggregate .40 .42 .50 .27 .34 .21 .28 .31 .63 .07 .56  Attitude .45 .38 .70 .65 .38 .46 .30 .48 .30 .19 .85 .53 
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The modified twelve-factor measurement model was then compared to eleven competitive models, 
beginning with one in which all the study items were grouped under a single factor. The first model 
was compared to a two-factor model, where the items from group one loaded on one factor and all 
the other items loaded together within another factor. This was continued until the initial model 
was replicated. Table 6.40 shows the results of the analyses:  
Table 6.39 Summary of the different measurement models 
Factors Chi-Square SRMR RMSEA TLI CFI 
1 Factor 1546 0.151 0.152 0.474 0.430 
2 Factors 1498 0.152 0.149 0.450 0.494 
3 Factors 1447 0.195 0.145 0.476 0.516 
4 Factors 1374 0.148 0.142 0.520 0.546 
5 Factors 1294 0.152 0.138 0.530 0.578 
6 Factors 1115 0.152 0.126 0.607 0.653 
7 Factors 1083 0.141 0.125 0.613 0.664 
8 Factors 887 0.111 0.110 0.700 0.746 
9 Factors 757 0.106 0.099 0.755 0.799 
10 Factors 717 0.121 0.097 0.765 0.812 
11 Factors 400 0.093 0.054 0.929 0.945 
 
The first model provided the best fit for the data, and was significantly better compared to the other 
models. Table 6.41 shows the significant χ2 differences.  
 
Table 6.40 Chi-Square differences to the final CFA model 
 
Models Difference 
Final CFA 
 Initial CFA χ2 (1926) = 3500.726*** 
One-Factor Model χ2 (63) = 1250.166*** 
Two-Factor Model χ2 (62) = 1201.923*** 
Three-Factor Model χ2 (63) = 1151.025*** 
Four-Factor Model χ2 (58) = 1077.855*** 
Five-Factor Model χ2 (54) = 997.845*** 
Six-Factor Model χ2 (49) = 819.194*** 
Seven-Factor Model χ2 (43) = 787.064*** 
Eight-Factor Model χ2 (36) = 591.035*** 
Nine-Factor Model χ2 (28) = 460.674*** 
Ten-Factor Model χ2 (20) = 421.597*** 
Eleven-Factor Model χ2 (11) = 104.288*** 
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6.5.4.4 SEM 
 
For this last stage of the data analysis, a baseline model was drawn with paths from the different 
groups to attitude, which was then drawn to intention and then to PEB, closely reflecting the model 
created in chapter 5 (Figure 5.1) but considering the reduced measures from the exploratory and 
CFA (Figure 6.3). 
 
Figure 6.3 Testing of the theoretical framework from Chapter 4 
 
 
The baseline model provided a poor fit: ModelOuts χ2(288) = 398.76, p < .0001; TLI = 0.94; CFI = 
0.95; RMSEA = 0.05; SRMR = 0.08. The standardised and unstandardised regression estimates are 
shown in Figure 6.4 below. Any significant estimates are highlighted in bold. 
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Figure 6.4 Output from the empirical analysis for the theoretical model 
 
*Standardised estimates are shown in upright 
*Unstandardised estimates are shown in italics 
*Significant estimates are highlighted in bold p<0.05 
 
As Figure 6.4 above shows, PEB was explained by intention, habit and external factors as 
hypothesised, with habit explaining the most variance in the data (standardised β = .56, p < .000) 
followed by intention (standardised β = .31 p < .00) and external factors (standardised β = .25, p < 
.05).  Intention, in return, was significantly explained by the variables attitude (standardised β = 
.67, p < .000) and internal motivation (standardised β = .45, p < .00). The variable attitude was 
significantly explained by knowledge (standardised β = .62, p < .000) as hypothesised by Tudor 
and his colleagues discussed in Chapter 3.3.2. The variable AR was significantly explained by 
environmental concern (standardised β = .93, p < .000), which was hypothesised in the theoretical 
model (Figure 5.1) and confirms the relationship between the two variables, as made by Stern VBN 
discussed in Chapter 2.4.1.3. However, AR did not explain intention. The other factors that did not 
explain any variance significantly were job attitudes, extrinsic motivation and social norms.  
 
In order to improve the model further, the modification indices were consulted based on the same 
principles as discussed in the CFA. In order to keep the model as close to the theoretical model 
developed initially, the attitude, intention, behaviour relationship was upheld assuming that the 
other variables were likely to impact these dependent variables. Habit and external factors 
continued to predict behaviour rather than intention and attitude as the initial theoretical framework 
suggested. Knowledge also continued to predict attitude as the theoretical model had highlighted. 
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Intrinsic motivation furthermore continued to predict intention. Lastly, the relationship between AR 
and environmental concern was upheld. Any further changes to the model were only done if they 
were considered interpretative and not contradictory to previously established models (e.g. 
behaviour predicting habit).  The investigation of the modification indices showed that model fit 
would benefit, if some of the latent variables were further revised. Lines were drawn between the 
variables that would reduce the discrepancy the most with the resulting model remaining 
interpretative and based on theoretical rationale (Judd & Kenny, 2010). Particularly, AR was 
repositioned to explain attitude rather than intention and external factors was also changed to 
explain AR as Figure 6.5 below shows.  This was considered an acceptable change by the 
researcher because VBN theory and NAT (both discussed in Chapter 2) did not specify if AR 
explained either attitude or intention. In both models, AR explained PN, which in turn explained 
behaviour. As PN was removed from the model but it was still reasonable that AR could explain 
behaviour, the link to either attitude or intention was the next reasonable due to the well-established 
attitude, intention, behaviour relationship in the other models. The relationship between AR and 
external factors has not been established in any of the previously discussed theories, however Stern 
has argued that external factors can impact the personal sphere, including attitude, belief, norms, 
values and AR (Stern, 2000). Therefore, the researcher decided to test this link in the revised 
structural model.  
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Figure 6.5 The revised structural model 
 
 
A significant change from the initial model is the move of the three variables job attitudes, social 
norms and extrinsic motivation from intention to the variable internal motivation. This is mainly 
due to the fact that these variables were not significant in the previous model. The researcher made 
the decision to not remove these variables but attempt to determine if they could have a mediating 
effect on intention by relating them to other variables in the model. The variable internal 
motivation was chosen to investigate if a relationship existed, as self-efficacy in particular, has 
been used as a mediating variable in workplace models of Chen and Knight (2014) or Lülfs and 
Hahn (2013). Other potential mediating variables emerging from the literature were AR, PN, self-
identity, leadership, organisational context, commitment and job satisfaction. Some of the variables 
were removed from the model and therefore could not be used (i.e. PN, self-identity and 
leadership). Others were only used in general models and were therefore not considered (i.e. AR). 
The remaining variables (organisational context, commitment and job satisfaction) originated from 
one-dimensional models of workplace PEB and the researcher therefore decided to not consider 
these. This left the variable internal motivation, as the only mediating variable. 
The following revised model was tested with the output shown in Figure 6.6: 
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Figure 6.6 Output for the revised structural model 
 
 
This provided a better fit but the Chi-Square was still not significant: ModelOuts χ2(285) = 349.99, 
p<0.05; TLI = 0.97; CFI = 0.97; RMSEA = 0.04; SRMR = 0.07.  
The variables intention, habit and external factors were still significant predictors of employee PEB 
and internal motivation and attitude remained significant predictors of intention. The variable 
attitude was now significantly explained by AR (standardised β = .56, p < .000) and knowledge 
(standardised β = .22, p < .05), with AR being the larger predictor. AR was still strongly explained 
by environmental concern (standardised β = .92, p < .000). The variables job attitudes, social norms 
and extrinsic motivation were still not significant predictors in the model. 
 
Once more the modification indices were consulted to determine if there were any further variables 
that could be connected to improve overall model fit. The indices showed that model fit could be 
improved if attitude was also explained by job attitudes and extrinsic motivation as well as internal 
motivation as shown in Figure 6.7.  
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Figure 6.7 Final revised structural model 
 
In this model, the largest change was to determine if job attitudes, social norms and extrinsic 
motivation could also impact attitudes and intention rather than internal motivation as previously 
proposed. This was considered an acceptable change as the literature previously suggested that the 
variables attitudes and intention could be used interchangeably, meaning they could be explained 
by similar measures (Klöckner & Blöbaum, 2010). 
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Figure 6.8 Output for the final structural model 
 
This last model (Figure 6.8) offered a good fit ModelOuts χ2(280) = 317.24, p= .06; TLI = 0.98; 
CFI = 0.98; RMSEA = 0.03; SRMR = 0.06. The variable attitude is now explained by internal 
motivation (standardised β = .47, p < .05), job attitudes (standardised β = .21, p < .05) and AR 
(standardised β = .43, p < .05). Intention in return is also explained by internal motivation 
(standardised β = .40, p < .05) as well as attitude (standardised β = .77, p < .000). Employee PEB is 
still explained by habit (standardised β = .56, p < .000) but now external factors now explains 
employee PEB (standardised β = .24, p < .05) along with it. Unlike the other models, extrinsic 
motivation now has a negative relationship with intention (standardised β = -.15, p < .05), though 
the relationship is very weak. Knowledge and social norms are not significant predictors in this 
model.  
 
The parameter estimates for the final model showing the significant relationships in bold are in 
Table 6.42. 
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Table 6.41 Parameter estimates in the final structural model 
Dependent Independent 
unstandardised 
Estimates 
Standardised 
Estimates 
unstandardised 
S.E. 
standardised 
S.E. C.R. p-value 
AR Environmental concern 1.488 0.949 0.219 0.1400 6.789 *** 
AR External factors 0.257 0.236 0.143 0.1313 1.805 0.071 
AR Social Norms 0.077 0.089 0.109 0.1260 0.707 0.479 
Attitude Knowledge -0.051 -0.054 0.098 0.1038 -0.525 0.600 
Attitude AR 0.305 0.434 0.100 0.1423 3.042 0.002 
Attitude Internal motivation 0.39 0.469 0.186 0.2237 2.097 0.036 
Attitude Job attitudes 0.126 0.206 0.060 0.0981 2.083 0.037 
Attitude Extrinsic motivation 0.027 0.046 0.057 0.0971 0.473 0.636 
Attitude Social norms -0.080 -0.131 0.081 0.1326 -0.989 0.323 
Intention Attitude 0.980 0.769 0.171 0.1342 5.744 *** 
Intention Internal motivation 0.428 0.404 0.189 0.1784 2.264 0.024 
Intention AR -0.177 -0.197 0.108 0.1202 -1.632 0.103 
Intention Job attitudes -0.111 -0.142 0.061 0.0780 -1.823 0.068 
Intention Extrinsic motivation -0.112 -0.152 0.056 0.0760 -1.995 0.046 
Intention Social norms 0.012 0.015 0.079 0.0988 0.151 0.880 
Behaviour Intention 0.39 0.316 0.120 0.0972 3.246 0.001 
Behaviour External factors 0.29 0.240 0.121 0.1001 2.397 0.017 
Behaviour Habit 0.51 0.560 0.091 0.0999 5.618 *** 
Significant scores are highlighted in bold      
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Comparing the model fit for all three structural models, the final model has a significantly 
improved model fit than the other two models (Table 6.43). Bootstrapping was also performed on 
this model to account for the non-normal data. It confirmed that the model fit was satisfactory with 
almost an identical output ModelOuts χ2(280) = 317.24, p=.06; TLI = 0.98; CFI = 0.98; RMSEA = 
0.03; SRMR = 0.06. 
Table 6.42 Chi-Square differences for all three structural models and bootstrapping 
Models Chi-Square (χ2) Difference 
Bootstrapping χ2(280) = 317.24, p= .06  
Final model χ2(280) = 317.24, p= .06   
Initial model χ2(288) = 398.76, p < .0001 χ2 (8) = 81.521*** 
Revised model χ2(285) = 349.99, p<0.05 χ2 (5) = 32.753*** 
 
 
Lastly, the demographic and organisational variables were examined to determine if they had any 
impact on the overall model fit. The demographic variables gender, age, income, household size, 
location, status, degree and marital status were included into the final model to confirm if they 
confounded any of the endogenous variables (the key constructs such as AR). As they were treated 
as exogenous variables they were also covaried before the analysis was run. The overall model fit 
was unsatisfactory ModelOuts χ2(400) = 465.41, p < 0.05; TLI = 0.96; CFI = 0.98; RMSEA = 
0.03. The output of the analysis can be found in Table 6.44. The significant variables are 
highlighted.  
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Table 6.43 Output for demographics variables 
Endogenous Confounded Unstandard ised β 
Standard 
ised β S.E. C.R. p-value 
Attitude Gender 0.013 0.022 0.103 0.359 0.719 
Attitude Age -0.183 -0.099 0.041 -0.388 0.698 
Attitude Marital  0.099 0.151 0.100 -0.483 0.629 
Attitude Income 0.101 0.134 0.054 1.137 0.256 
Attitude Status -0.032 -0.037 0.054 0.714 0.475 
Attitude Household 0.12 0.071 0.038 -0.223 0.824 
Attitude Location 0.069 0.095 0.096 0.235 0.814 
Attitude Degree 0.131 0.078 0.034 -0.925 0.355 
Intention Gender 0.03 0.020 0.097 0.307 0.759 
Intention Age -0.039 -0.060 0.039 -1.001 0.317 
Intention Marital  0.161 0.107 0.098 1.647 0.100 
Intention Income -0.024 -0.031 0.053 -0.448 0.654 
Intention Status -0.059 -0.088 0.053 -1.114 0.265 
Intention Household -0.023 -0.040 0.037 -0.62 0.535 
Intention Location 0.06 0.036 0.094 0.633 0.527 
Intention Degree 0.036 0.071 0.033 1.106 0.269 
Behaviour  Gender -0.520 -0.263 0.191 -2.72 0.007 
Behaviour  Age -0.191 -0.222 0.080 -2.38 0.017 
Behaviour  Marital  0.433 0.216 0.197 2.200 0.028 
Behaviour  Income -0.087 -0.086 0.105 -0.827 0.408 
Behaviour  Status 0.129 0.144 0.097 1.331 0.183 
Behaviour  Household -0.011 -0.014 0.074 -0.148 0.882 
Behaviour  Location -0.121 -0.055 0.183 -0.662 0.508 
Behaviour  Degree 0.033 0.049 0.064 0.517 0.605 
Significant scores are highlighted in bold 
 
The output further showed that gender (standardised β = -.26, p < .05), age (standardised β = -.22, p 
< .05) and marital status (standardised β = .22, p < .05) confounded employee PEB. Whilst gender 
and age is consistent with the results from the multiple regression analysis for the PEB_equipment 
measure (Chapter 6.5.4.2), marital status was not a confounding factor in the previous analysis. 
However, as SEM and multiple regression are similar methods, but with the structural equation 
model measuring direct and indirect effects, using multiple dependent variables and several 
regression equations simultaneously, some differences in the results are expected (Alavifar, 
Karimimalayer, & Anuar, 2012). In this instance it can be concluded that gender, age and marital 
status have a confounding impact on PEB.  
The model for the organisational factors was also unsatisfactory ModelOuts χ2(340) = 462.67, p < 
0.00; TLI = 0.94; CFI = 0.95; RMSEA = 0.05 and none of the variables confounded any of the 
endogenous variables as Table 6.48 shows: 
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Table 6.44 Output for organisational variables 
Endogenou
s Confounded 
Unstandardis
ed β 
Standardise
d β S.E. C.R. p-value 
Attitude Business size -0.065 -0.092 0.050 -1.289 0.197 
Attitude Structure 0.176 0.141 0.091 1.940 0.052 
Attitude EMS -0.091 -0.078 0.125 -0.728 0.466 
Attitude Policy 0.017 0.013 0.125 0.134 0.893 
Intention Business size 0.057 0.064 0.050 1.150 0.250 
Intention Structure -0.018 -0.011 0.091 -0.199 0.842 
Intention EMS 0.086 0.057 0.115 0.746 0.456 
Intention Policy -0.067 -0.041 0.120 -0.555 0.579 
Behaviour  Business size -0.101 -0.093 0.096 -1.053 0.292 
Behaviour  Structure -0.276 -0.142 0.170 -1.627 0.104 
Behaviour  EMS -0.192 -0.106 0.248 -0.775 0.439 
Behaviour  Policy -0.079 -0.040 0.256 -0.310 0.756 
 
Whilst the multiple regressions determined an effect of business size and business structure on 
PEB_equipment and PEB_aggregate respectively, it is more likely that organisational determinants 
have no confounding effect on PEB in the workplace.  
Due to the comparison of means conducted in section 6.5.2.2 and the low sample sizes across the 
majority of the industry sectors, an analysis on these variables was not conducted. Therefore, it can 
be concluded that the industry sector does not have a significant impact on PEB in the workplace.  
6.5.4.5 Summary 
Overall, the main data analysis supports the results from the preliminary data analysis showing that 
internal motivation is a key predictor of attitude and intention in a workplace environment. The 
structural equation model further showed that habit is the strongest predictor for PEB followed by 
intention and external factors. Three variables did not show any significant predictive value: group 
dynamics, social norms and knowledge, all of which also had low frequency scores in the 
preliminary analysis.  
6.6 Chapter Summary 
 
Chapter 6 presented the empirical methods and results for data collection and analysis. After 
introducing the sampling methods for data collection and the different types of analysis undertaken, 
the chapter continued by explaining the data collection process of using two pilot studies to 
confirm content and face validity as well as the data collection from two samples of higher 
education institutions and a panel survey. The advantage of using case study and survey research 
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was discussed. The empirical validation stage commenced with the preliminary stage of analysis, 
including detection and treatment of missing values, outliers, normality and multi-item scales. Then 
it presented the demographic profiles of all studies and the organisational profile for the panel 
sample, including correlations and one way ANOVA testing. Next, descriptive statistics were 
presented as well as correlations for the key measures across the three samples. After this initial 
stage, an EFA was conducted in order to ensure the dimensionality of the proposed factors. After 
this, the researcher proceeded to use the output to conduct multiple regressions on all five 
dependent variables intention, attitude, lights, equipment and average energy saving behaviours. 
Then the researcher proceeded to the next stage and tested the measurement model of the latent 
constructs, comparing the results to other models and finally testing the full measurement model 
with the use of CFA. The measurement model provided evidence of good fit.  The implementation 
of the CFA further provided evidence to support convergent and discriminant validity of the latent 
constructs, even though some measures had low validity scores. The full structural model was 
evaluated next. The final model was respecified from the theoretical model created in Chapter 5. 
The next chapter provides a discussion and interpretation of the results, particularly how this refers 
back to the model created in Chapter 5.   
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7. DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 
7.1 Introduction 
 
The purpose of this thesis was to examine the factors that explain PEB in the workplace, through 
the development and empirical validation of an integrated model of pro-environmental workplace 
behaviour. In order to test the hypothesised factors and their relationships established in the first 
phase of the research, a structural model was formulated and tested using SEM in the second 
research stage. The data was collected with a structured questionnaire distributed online to a 
representative sample of the UK workforce. The present chapter will discuss and interpret the 
results of both research phases.   
7.2 Discussion of the Models 
 
The proposed theoretical model developed in Chapter 5 suggested that four dimensions 
(intrapersonal, interpersonal, external and motivational factors) influence PEB in the workplace, 
based on the synthesis of general and workplace models (see Chapters 2 & 3), as shown in Figure 
7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 The final theoretical model  
 
Each group consisted of a series of sub factors that were identified during the building of the 
framework (see Chapter 5). Intrapersonal factors included cognitive, non-cognitive and normative 
factors as well as demographics factors, and awareness. The interpersonal/social dimension 
included the factors measuring the impact of social interaction on employee PEB social norms, 
management support, group dynamics and self-identity. External factors included facilitating 
conditions as well as a group of organisational factors that included culture, commitment, policies, 
business size, business structure and EMS.  The last group consisted of motivational factors and 
included work satisfaction, PBC, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. This group was a 
category newly created in the first research stage and was not previously found in any of the 
workplace literature reviewed in Chapter 3. The emergence of this category is striking because of 
the addition of intrinsic motivation to a workplace environmental behavioural model.  
Further findings during the first research phase included the usage of different definitions for the 
same construct in the reviewed literature. The variables beliefs and norms particularly stood out, 
with various definitions and measurement processes. It also highlighted the plethora of variables 
that have been considered to explain PEB in general and in the workplace. As a result, it was 
unclear which of these factors were key predictors of workplace PEB and how their effect differed 
from the general to the workplace environment.  
Overall, the model highlighted 20 variables and 25 relationships between them resulting in the 
following hypotheses, which were tested in the second stage of the analysis show in Table 7.1 
below: 
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Table 7.1 Hypothesis tested during SEM  
Nr   Hypothesis 
H0 Intention has a positive effect on PEB 
H1 Demographics have an effect on PEB 
H2 Habit has a positive effect on PEB 
H3a Attitude has a positive effect on intention 
H3b Awareness has a positive effect on attitude 
H4 Affect has a positive effect on intention 
H5a PN has a positive effect on intention 
H5b AR and environmental concern have a positive effect on PN 
H5c Environmental concern and AR measure the same thing as PN 
H6a Self-efficacy has a positive effect on intention 
H6b Self-efficacy has a positive effect on intrinsic motivation 
H6c Self-efficacy has a positive effect on extrinsic motivation 
H7 Work satisfaction has a positive effect on intention 
H8 Intrinsic motivation has a positive effect on intention 
H9 Extrinsic motivation has a positive effect on intention 
H10 Facilitating conditions has a  positive effect on behaviour 
H11a Organisational factors have a positive effect on behaviour 
H11b Organisational factors have a positive effect on work satisfaction 
H11c Organisational factors have a positive effect on extrinsic motivation 
H12 Group dynamics has a positive effect on intention 
H13 Management support has a positive effect on intention 
H14 Self-identity has a positive effect on intention 
H15 Social norms has a positive effect on PN 
H16a Injunctive norms has a positive effect on social norms 
H16b Descriptive norms has a positive effect on social norms 
 
Hypotheses 0 to 5 examined the relationship of intrapersonal variables, hypotheses 6 to 9 examined 
motivational variables, hypotheses 10 to 11 examined external factor and the last hypotheses (12 to 
15) examined social factors. They all proposed positive effects on the dependent or independent 
variables. Some variables were hypothesized to have various relationships, for example 
organisational factors could have a positive effect on work satisfaction and/or extrinsic motivation 
(See hypothesis H11a and H11b).                                
The analysis conducted in the second stage of the research analysed the effect and relationships of 
all these variables and resulted in a significant reduction in variables and a final revised model. 
During the preliminary, exploratory and CFA the quantity of variables were reduced to 12 
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variables. The summary table (Table 7.2) below shows the number of variables that remained in the 
model, the variables that were removed and the variables that were combined. 
Table 7.2 Variables entered into the structural equation model 
Variables left after CFA 
Knowledge 
Attitudes 
Intrinsic motivation  
AR 
Work satisfaction 
External motivation 
Social norms 
Environmental concern 
Facilitating conditions 
Habits 
Intention 
PEB 
Removed variables  
PN 
Leadership 
Group dynamics 
Affect 
Threat 
Self-Identity 
Combined  variables 
Self-efficacy (Intrinsic motivation) = Internal motivation 
Culture (Facilitating conditions) = External factors 
Commitment (Work satisfaction) = Job attitudes 
 
The SEM further tested the hypotheses by determining significant and non-significant 
relationships. Overall, the 25 hypotheses that were formulated in the first stage of the research and 
tested in the second stage, are summarised in the table (Table 7.3) below and discussed in more 
detail in the following subsections. 
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Table 7.3 Hypothesis testing in second research phase 
Nr Hypothesis Unstandardised 
β  
Standardised 
β  
Outcome 
H0 Intention has a positive effect on 
PEB 
.39 .32 Supported 
H1 Demographics have an  effect on 
PEB 
See section  
7.2.1 
See section 
7.2.1 
Partially 
supported 
H2 Habit has a positive effect on PEB .51 .56 Supported 
H3a Attitude has a positive effect on 
intention 
.98 .77 Supported 
H3b Awareness has a positive effect on 
attitude 
-.05 -.05 Not supported 
H4 Affect has a positive effect on 
intention 
See section  
7.2.1 
See section  
7.2.1 
Not supported 
H5a PN has a positive effect on intention See section  
7.2.1 
See section  
7.2.1 
Not supported 
H5b AR and environmental concern have 
a positive effect on  PN 
See section  
7.2.1 
See section  
7.2.1 
Partially 
supported 
H5c Environmental concern and AR 
measure the same thing as PN 
See section  
7.2.1 
See section  
7.2.1 
Partially 
supported 
H6a Self-efficacy has a positive effect on 
intention 
.43 .40 Partially 
supported 
H6b Self-efficacy has a positive effect on 
intrinsic motivation 
See section  
7.2.1 
See section  
7.2.1 
Partially 
supported 
H6c Self-efficacy has a positive effect on 
extrinsic motivation 
See section  
7.2.1 
See section  
7.2.1 
Not supported 
H7 Work satisfaction has a positive 
effect on intention 
-.11 -.14 Not supported 
H8 Intrinsic motivation has a positive 
effect on intention 
.43 .40 Supported 
H9 Extrinsic motivation has a positive 
effect on intention 
-.11 -.15 Not supported 
H10 Facilitating conditions has a positive 
effect on behaviour 
.29 .24 Supported 
H11a Organisational factors have a 
positive effect on behaviour 
See section  
7.2.3 
See section  
7.2.3 
Not supported 
H11b Organisational factors have a 
positive effect on work satisfaction 
See section  
7.2.3 
See section  
7.2.3 
 
Not supported 
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Nr Hypothesis Unstandardised 
β  
Standardised 
β  
Outcome 
H11c Organisational factors have a 
positive effect on extrinsic 
motivation 
See section  
7.2.3 
See section  
7.2.3 
Not supported 
H12 Group dynamics has a positive effect 
on intention 
See section  
7.2.4 
See section  
7.2.4 
Not supported 
H13 Management support has a positive 
effect on intention 
See section  
7.2.4 
See section  
7.2.4 
Not supported 
H14 Self-identity has a positive effect on 
intention 
See section  
7.2.4 
See section  
7.2.4 
Not supported 
H15 Social norms and PN are linked See section  
7.2.4 
See section  
7.2.4 
Not supported 
H16a Injunctive norms has a positive effect 
on social norms 
See section  
7.2.4 
See section  
7.2.4 
Partially 
supported 
H16b Descriptive norms has a positive 
effect on social norms 
See section  
7.2.4 
See section  
7.2.4 
Partially 
supported 
 
The structural equation model showed that five hypotheses were fully supported by the analysis. 
The three main variables predicting PEB were intention, habit and external factors (culture and 
facilitating conditions) as hypothesised in the theoretical model in Chapter 5. The strongest 
predictor was habit with an unstandardised regression weight of .510, meaning that for every 1 
point habit increases, PEB increases by .51 points. The second strongest predictor was intention 
(standardised β = .32, p < .00) and external factors was the third significant predictor (standardised 
β = .24, p < .05). Attitude in turn predicted intention (standardised β = .77, p < .000),  as 
hypothesised in the theoretical model, and internal motivation predicted intention (standardised β = 
.40, p < .05). Attitude was strongly predicted by the variable AR (standardised β = .43, p < .05), 
signifying that for every 1 standard deviation AR increases, attitudes increase by .43 standard 
deviations. Attitude was further predicted by job attitudes (standardised β = .20, p < .05) and 
internal motivation (standardised β = .47, p < .05). AR was explained by the variable 
environmental concern (standardised β = .95, p < .000). The relationship between environmental 
concern and AR is so strong that it is likely they measured the same construct.  
Seven hypotheses were partially supported, signifying that the hypothesis has not been rejected but 
that the empirical data analysis showed a different relationship between the variables as proposed 
in the theoretical model. For example, self-efficacy did not have a positive effect on the variable 
intrinsic motivation as hypothesised (H6b); however both variables loaded in one single factor and 
were combined in the variable internal motivation suggesting the relationship between them is so 
strong they measure the same construct.   
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The remaining 11 hypothesises from the theoretical model were not supported by the empirical 
analysis. The variables affect, group dynamics, management support, self-identity and PN were 
removed during the exploratory and CFA and therefore did not have a significant impact on any of 
the dependent variables in the final model. The remaining variables that were tested, awareness and 
job attitudes did not have a positive impact on intention as proposed in the theoretical model. , 
Extrinsic motivation affected intention negatively, contrarily to the proposed relationship in the 
hypothetical model and organisational factors did not impact the variable extrinsic motivation.  
However, the empirical analysis showed that job attitudes had a positive impact on the variable 
attitude (standardised β = .20, p < .05), which was not hypothesised in the theoretical model.   
The following subsections will discuss the effects of the variables within the different categories 
(intrapersonal, motivational, external and interpersonal factors) on the dependent variables as 
hypothesised in the first research phase and empirically analysed in the second research phase. 
7.2.1 Discussing the Effects of Intrapersonal Factors (H0-H5c) 
 
During the first research phase it was established that the cognitive variables attitude and intention, 
the moral variables PN, AR and environmental concern and the non-cognitive variables habit and 
affect had a positive effect on PEB in the workplace. The variables awareness and the demographic 
variables also affected PEB in the workplace as established in the first research phase. The second 
research stage confirmed that habit had a positive effect on PEB. This finding is in accordance with 
TIP, CADM, VPBE and Sopha (2013) reporting that habit is a key predictor of PEB in the 
workplace. Additionally, attitude had a significant positive effect on intention. This relationship 
reinforces existing evidence that employees who have a positive attitude towards the environment 
are also more likely to act on it. TPB, TIP, CADM as well as the models by Lo et al. (2014), Sopha 
(2013) and Chen and Knight (2014) have previously established this connection.  
The second research phase also confirmed the relationship between the variables intention and 
PEB, supporting the argument that cognitive variables have a positive effect on employee’s 
environmental behaviour. A plethora of models have previously established this connection 
including TPB, TIP, CADM, PMT and theories by Sopha (2013) and Chen and Knight (2014).  
AR did not have a significant effect on PN but had a direct positive effect on attitude, which was 
not originally proposed in the theoretical model. This suggests that the moral dimension also 
explains PEB in the workplace by influencing employees’ attitudes to act environmentally friendly. 
Environmental concern in turn predicted AR confirming the close relationship of the two variables, 
as stated by VBN.  The relationship between these two variables and PN could not be established, 
as the variable was removed before the final model was developed.  The other two internal 
variables affect and knowledge showed a significant relationship to PEB, intention and attitude. 
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Whilst the variable affect was removed from the final model and therefore could not be tested, the 
relationship between knowledge and attitude was not significant. This supports the arguments by 
scholars such as McKenzie-Mohr (2011) that knowledge dissemination is not sufficient to 
encourage PEB in the workplace.  
Three demographics variables had a confounding impact on PEB in the workplace; gender, age and 
marital status. The variable age has previously been acknowledged by scholars such as Tudor et al. 
(2008) to have a positive effect on PEB in the workplace. Gender on the other hand has had some 
acknowledgement in more recent studies and these results confirm that gender plays a role in PEB. 
Marital status has so far not been extensively studied and these results suggest that further research 
is merited to understand the relationship in more detail.  
This analysis suggests that the empirical model illustrates that employees’ PEB is influenced by 
three internal dimensions: moral, cognitive and non-cognitive. Whilst the cognitive and non-
cognitive dimensions have a direct effect on behaviour, the moral dimension has an indirect effect 
through the variable attitudes. A tenable explanation for these findings is that habit and cognitive 
factors are more salient and thus more easily recognizable by employees, whereas the moral 
impacts are less prominent and therefore affect behaviour indirectly, through their attitude.  
7.2.2 Discussing the Effect of Motivational Factors (H6a-H9) 
 
The second group of factors examined in this thesis, motivational factors, included the variables 
self-efficacy, threat, work satisfaction, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. It was hypothesised in the 
theoretical model that self-efficacy affected intention as well as intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 
due to its various applications in social psychology and organisational behaviour literature.  All 
other factors (threat, work satisfaction, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation) directly 
influenced intention to adopt environmentally friendly behaviours.  
Of the motivational factors examined, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and PBC were 
present in the final model but the relationships between them were not as hypothesised. Firstly, 
self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation were strongly correlated and were combined into a single 
construct called internal motivation. Whilst threat was also included in this measure, it was 
removed during model fit during the SEM. However, its inclusion in this factor group supports the 
analysis in the first research phase which categorised threat and coping mechanisms along with 
PBC and efficacy. The present study developed a construct termed internal motivation, providing a 
comprehensive image of an individual’s internalised motivation in an environmental context. This 
construct was a key predictor of the dependent variables intention and attitude, though it did not 
have a significant effect on PEB. This emphasises the importance of internal motivation in PEB 
research and highlights the need to include intrinsic motivational variables in future PEB research. 
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Another finding to point out is that the internal motivation construct explained the variables 
intention and attitude directly but not PEB. As many research studies use the measures intention 
and or attitudes interchangeably with behaviour, this study suggested they should be considered 
separate constructs in future research.  
The measure extrinsic motivation on the other hand had a significant negative relationship to the 
variable intention. The existence of a positive relationship between external motivation and PEB is 
generally assumed with environmental programmes offering rewards and incentives. But this study 
suggests that these kinds of programmes would have a slightly negative impact. These findings are 
consistent with the claims made by proponents of intrinsic motivation, such as Ryan and Deci 
(2000a) who suggest that external motivation can be detrimental to PEB. Further research by Kohn 
(1993), cited by Kelsey (2011) shows that rewards make people feel controlled, they discourage 
teamwork and cooperation and they discourage risk taking. Furthermore, rewards damage 
relationships; one person clearly has power over the other as the giver of the reward. Even within 
groups rewards can foster a hostile climate (Kohn, 1993; Kelsey, 2011). This suggests that intrinsic 
and extrinsic motivations are mutually exclusive, with only intrinsic motivation having a positive 
impact overall.  
However, it has to be noted that these results are linked to a debate that examines the exclusive 
relationship between extrinsic motivation and intrinsic motivation and whilst they do not explicitly 
discuss their relationship to variables such as intention and behaviour they do discuss the 
“phenomena” in research that often external rewards decrease intrinsic motivation (see Cameron & 
Pierce, 2002; Cameron, Banko & Pierce, 2001; Kelsey, 2011, Ben-Hur & Kinley, 2015). Cameron 
et al. (2001) concluded through a meta-analysis that in general, rewards are not harmful to 
motivation to perform a task. Rewards given for low-interest tasks enhance free-choice intrinsic 
motivation. Negative effects are found on high-interest tasks when the rewards are tangible, 
expected (offered beforehand), and loosely tied to level of performance. When rewards are linked 
to level of performance, measures of intrinsic motivation increase or do not differ from a non-
rewarded control group. This suggests that extrinsic motivation can crowd out intrinsic motivation 
where intrinsic motivation exists (Cameron, 2001). In this research project for instances, where 
intrinsic motivation was generally high amongst the surveyed population and a key predictor of 
intention and behaviour it can be inferred that extrinsic motivation could diminish the effect of 
intrinsic motivation and therefore have a negative impact on intention and behaviour, as it was 
demonstrated in the final model.  But amongst populations where intrinsic motivation doesn’t exist, 
then extrinsic motivation is more likely be effective. Cameron and Pierce (2002) further suggested 
a list of moderating variables that can impact the extrinsic/intrinsic motivation relationship. Reward 
type, reward expectancy, reward contingency, reward salience, initial task interest and 
interpersonal context were considered some of the conditions thought to be critical in determining 
the impact of rewards. Both results suggest that moderator analysis could explain the negative 
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relationship of extrinsic motivation to intention in the final model. Moving extrinsic motivation to 
be a moderator for intrinsic motivation or including further variables to moderate the relationship 
between them could provide further explanatory value.  
The relationship between work satisfaction and PEB was recently established in research by 
scholars such as Tudor et al. (2008), Paillé and Boiral (2013), Boiral et al. (2013) and Paillé and 
Mejía-Morelos (2014). This study confirms this relationship, suggesting that work satisfaction had 
a positive effect on employee’s attitude to adopt environmentally friendly behaviours. However, it 
did not have a direct impact on employee’s intention or PEB. In addition, work satisfaction 
correlated strongly with work commitment loading in one single group in the exploratory factors 
analysis creating a new construct called job attitudes. This relationship has previously been 
established by Paillé and Mejía-Morelos (2014) proposing that the constructs are interchangeable, 
as there is a strong conjecture that work commitment is only achieved through work satisfaction. 
In summary, this subsection suggests that motivational factors play an important role in explaining 
PEB in the workplace. Worth noting is the relationship between intrinsic motivation and self-
efficacy as well its strong explanatory power in the overall model.   
7.2.3 Discussing the Effects of External Factors (H10-H11c) 
 
The effects of external factors were empirically examined through the variables facilitating 
conditions and organisational factors including business size, structure, culture and environmental 
policies, making up the third group of factors in the theoretical model. A number of hypotheses 
established in the first research phase were not supported by the empirical analysis in the second 
stage. More specifically, the exploratory factors analysis combined the external factor facilitating 
conditions, culture and management support, whilst the theoretical model listed them as separate 
measures. The variable management support was categorised as a social factor in the first research 
phase and culture was an organizational factor, however in the second stage, they were grouped 
along with facilitating conditions. The final model had the management support measure removed 
and the remaining constructs (culture and facilitating conditions) were combined into the variable 
external factors. This suggests that employees considered these three factors “external” because 
they are outside of their control. These factors influence their behaviour but they cannot influence 
the factors themselves. The results of the hypothesis testing show that external factors, through 
facilitating conditions play a role in explaining PEB in the workplace. More precisely, external 
factors had a direct positive impact on PEB, consistent with the findings by Triandis (1979) and 
CADM.  
The remaining variables business size, business structure and environmental policies were not 
significant in the current study. Though this could be attributed to the large amount of variables in 
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the study, it could also suggest that organisational dimension is less important, as proposed by 
researchers such as Tudor et.al. (2008) and Lülfs and Hahn (2013, 2014). It is recommended that 
the role of organisational variables should be further examined and future studies should emphasise 
the effect sizes in each case.  
In summary, this subsection highlighted that the positive effect of external factors has implications 
for PEB in the workplace. As previous studies suggest, external factors are vital to improve the 
environmental performance of companies. Other organisational factors had no significant impact 
on PEB. 
7.2.4 Discussing the Effects of Interpersonal Factors (H12-H16b) 
 
The last group of variables discussed are social factors. These were represented in the model 
through the measures self-identity, social norms (injunctive and descriptive norms), group 
dynamics and management support. The variables group dynamics, management support and self-
identity were removed during the exploratory and CFA. They also had no significant impact on any 
of the dependent variables in the multiple regressions, supporting the low explanatory value. Whilst 
the variable social norms is still present in the model, its impact was not significant on any of the 
dependent variables The notion that the social environment at work has little or no impact on 
employee PEB is not supported by previous research and practitioners, who often use 
environmental programmes focusing on teams and energy champions.   
The empirical analysis in the second research stage suggests that employees are generally internally 
motivated, and require the correct conditions in the workplace to behave in an environmentally 
friendly way. One explanation for the low importance of norms in the empirical model is that this 
dimension is better explained by the variable culture in a workplace environment. The fact that 
organisational and social variables had little effect on employee’s PEB, could also suggest that the 
environmental paradigm to be environmentally friendly is already established in the UK workplace. 
Therefore, environmental behaviour is strongly internalised and driven from within the individual. 
This makes external factors, such as the organisation and the social context, negligible. This further 
implies that employers need to offer employees the rights tools and the best environment to adopt 
environmentally friendly behaviours. For those employees that have not internalised this 
environmentally friendly behaviour, other strategies are recommended, which will be discussed in 
Chapter 8. 
7.2.5 Summary of the Models Tested 
 
In summary, whilst the theoretical model was aimed to synthesise the current findings of general 
and workplace environmental behaviour resulting in a model with many variables, the statistical 
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analysis reduced these to only a few items and groups. According to the results of the hypothesis 
testing presented in this section, internal factors, especially moral, cognitive and non-cognitive 
factors have a positive impact on PEB through the variables AR, habit, attitude and intention. More 
specifically, habit had a direct positive impact on PEB, whilst attitude had a direct positive impact 
on intention. The moral dimension also has a direct impact on employee’s attitudes and intentions, 
linking all three dimensions in the final model. The motivational dimension after the second 
research phase is represented by the variables internal motivation and job attitudes. Whilst internal 
motivation is a key predictor of the variables intention and attitude, job attitudes has a positive 
impact on attitudes alone. The external dimension is represented in the final model through the 
variable external factors, affecting the behaviour of employees directly. The social dimension 
showed no significant impact on employee behaviour and this dimension is therefore not present in 
the final model. The removal of this dimension suggests that culture rather than social norms is a 
better predicator of social factors in the workplace environment. 
7.3 Chapter Summary 
 
Chapter 7 provided a discussion of the findings that have been presented in the previous chapter. 
More precisely, this chapter discussed the effect of the four dimensions, internal, external, 
motivational and social factors on PEB in the workplace. The following, and last chapter of the 
thesis provides theoretical and practical implications of the research findings, highlights the 
limitations of the study and presents the recommendations for future research. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Introduction 
 
The last chapter of this thesis begins with a recap of the aims and objectives of the study and 
continues with the theoretical academic contributions and practical business implications of the 
research findings. Five theoretical contributions and eight practical implications will be discussed. 
The last subsections of this chapter entail the limitations of the current study as well as 
recommendations for future research. 
8.2 Revisiting the Aims and Objective of the Study 
 
As presented in section 1.4 (p.18), the main aim of this paper is to fill the research gap that no 
previous study has overtly examined the variables mentioned in general and workplace literature in 
one integrated model and determined the impact of these factors on PEB in the workplace. To 
bridge this gap, the aim is to generate an integrated model and empirically confirm its validity and 
reliability. 
More precisely, the thesis aimed to address the following objectives: 
Objectives  
1. To compare the different theory groups and highlight differences, similarities and 
gaps between general and workplace PEB models 
2. Create a theoretical framework based on that review 
3. Empirically examined the relationship of the variables within this theory 
4. Determine the key factors that explain PEB in the workplace based on the 
empirical analysis  
 
The factors were identified in the first stage of the research, through a review of the current general 
and workplace PEB literature, and were integrated into one theoretical model through inductive 
theory building (Chapter 5 and research objectives one and two above). Further, the model was 
empirically validated in the second stage of the research project through statistical analysis, 
including SEM, in turn examining their relationship and determining the key factors (Chapter 6 and 
objectives 3 and 4 above).  
More specifically, during the first stage of the research 25 research hypotheses were formulated as 
a result of integrating the key variables from the general and workplace literature into one model. 
These hypotheses were subsequently empirically tested. Whilst the theoretical model proposed four 
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dimensions explaining PEB in the workplace (internal, external, motivational and social) with a 
total of 23 variables, the structural equation model proposed three dimensions (internal, external 
and motivational) with a total of eight variables (habit, intention, attitude, internal motivation, job 
attitudes, AR, external factors and environmental concern) as the Figure 8.1 below shows.  
Figure 8.1 The final structural model with significant determinants only 
 
As the final structural model highlights, the social dimension did not have a significant impact on 
PEB and was therefore removed from the model. The variables with the largest effect sizes on PEB 
were habit, intention and external factors. The variables attitude and internal motivation had the 
largest effects on the variable intention whilst the variables AR, internal motivation and job 
attitudes all had significant effects on the variable attitude. The final model therefore suggests that 
intention, attitude, habit, external factors, internal motivation, AR and job attitudes are the key 
determinants for PEB in the workplace. Furthermore, the model indicates that common variables 
often targeted with environmental programmes such as knowledge, extrinsic motivation and social 
norms do not have a significant or positive impact.  
Overall, this thesis proposes an alternative model to the existing literature and recommends a shift 
in mind set for researchers to test more complex and integrated models in the future. This approach 
would be more beneficial in understanding the effect sizes of the different variables in comparison 
to each other. This thesis contributes by filling a gap between theory and practice by offering 
alternative policy recommendations to practitioners in the workplace. Specifically, the research 
findings suggest changing from environmental programmes focusing on knowledge dissemination, 
incentives and group work, to strategies focusing on forming habitual and autonomous behaviours, 
creating persuasive messages and removing external barriers.  
In summary, the final model demonstrates that PEB is mainly determined by a person’s confidence 
in the ability to exert control over their own motivation and behaviour (self-efficacy and intrinsic 
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motivation). People with high confidence also take responsibility for their actions (AR), 
particularly if they are aware of the issues at hand (environment concern). It is the workplace’s 
responsibility to foster this behaviour by creating an environment that encourages work satisfaction 
and ease of behaviour.  
The theoretical academic and practical business contributions of this thesis will be discussed in 
more detail in the following subsections.  
8.3 Contribution of the Study 
 
This study provides a number of theoretical academic contributions and practical business 
implications for the improvement of environmentally friendly behaviour of employees in the 
workplace, discussed in the following subsections. Five theoretical contributions will be discussed 
in section 8.3.1 and a further eight practical business implications will be presented in section 8.3.2, 
which are based on the significant factors in the proposed model shown previously. The 
implications of the research findings on more common environmental strategies such as incentives 
and group work will also be discussed.  
8.3.1 Theoretical Contributions 
 
From a theoretical perspective, this study contributes to the current academic discourse fivefold. 
Firstly, the thesis added to the ongoing discourse between general and workplace PEBal literature. 
Secondly, by systematically and rigorously analysing both literature sources, this study formulated 
an integrated model and synthesised the current knowledge on PEB. Through empirically testing 
this model, the study thirdly contributed to the academic literature by determining the effect sizes 
of the different variables. This enabled the researcher to determine which variables were key 
determinants of PEB in the workplace and to compare the magnitude of their effect. Furthermore, 
this study contributed to the development of measures and constructs by understanding their usage 
across different academic disciplines and highlighting the impact of using negative and positive 
items in questionnaires.  
A summary of the five theoretical academic contributions are below. Each section will be discussed 
in more detail in this chapter.  
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Theoretical contributions 
1. A comprehensive review of general and workplace pro-environmental literature 
(Chapters 2 and 3) 
2. The creation of a theoretical integrated framework based on that review (Chapter 
5) 
3. Identifying the significant and non-significant determinants of workplace PEB 
within this theory (Chapter 6) 
4. Understanding the different usage of measures in various fields of studies 
(Chapter 6) 
5. Understanding the impact of positive and negative items in used constructs 
(Chapter 6) 
 
1. A comprehensive review of general and workplace pro-environmental literature 
The first contribution, reviewing two distinct bodies of literature, enabled the researcher to identify 
similarities and differences across the different fields of study. Particularly, this study found that 
general and workplace PEB literature are often very similar, as many workplace models are built 
on general theories such as TPB, VBN theory or CADM (see Chapter 2 and 3) (Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen 
& Fishbein, 2010; Klöckner & Blöbaum, 2010; Stern, 2000). For example, NEP was developed to 
understand the level of concern in the general public, but has on many occasions been integrated 
into workplace models such Scherbaum et al. (2008) for workplace PEB (see Chapter 3, p. 67). 
Social factors also play a role in both fields of studies with the variable social norms present in 
various models for general and workplace behaviour. However, one point of difference is that 
workplace models also examine interpersonal factors such as supervisory support and group 
dynamics. The other significant difference in both fields is the addition of organisational factors in 
the workplace literature. Variables such as organisational commitment, culture and business size 
are not present in the general PEB literature, and therefore require special attention when 
examining workplace PEB. However, what makes both fields of study so similar is their 
acknowledgement that integrating various dimensions of human behaviour (e.g. intrapersonal, 
interpersonal, motivation factors, organisational factors etc.) is paramount to explaining PEB. 
2. The creation of a theoretical integrated framework based on that review 
Secondly, the comprehensive review of the general and workplace literature this study contributes 
to the formation of a unique theoretical integrated model, which is deemed useful for understanding 
PEB in the workplace, by acknowledging the findings of both fields of study. Using inductive 
theory building, the researcher was able to understand all possible variables that could affect PEB 
in the workplace, whereas previous research in this area emphasised a specific set. By including 
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workplace and general pro-environmental theories, this study links both fields of research and 
contributes to theory by providing a comprehensive account of PEB in the workplace.  
3. Identifying the significant and non-significant determinants of workplace PEB within this 
theory 
Thirdly, due to the inclusion of all variables and the assessment of their measurement accuracy, the 
study results also indicate which factors significantly and non-significantly impacted PEB in the 
workplace. The model suggests that intention, attitude, habitual behaviour, facilitating conditions, 
intrinsic motivation, AR and job attitudes are the key determinants for PEB in the workplace. 
Furthermore, the model indicates that common variables such as knowledge, extrinsic motivation, 
social norms, demographics and organisational factors had no significant or little impact on 
workplace PEB. The implications of these findings on academic theory will now be discussed in 
more detail, by considering each variable in the Table 8.1 below: 
Table 8.1 Significant and non-significant factors on PEB 
Significant factors 
Habit 
Intention 
Attitude 
External factors 
Internal motivation 
AR (Environmental concern) 
Job attitudes 
 Extrinsic motivation (-) 
Non-Significant factors 
Knowledge 
Social norms 
 
One contribution to knowledge by this study is the examination of the impact of the non-rational 
variable habit. The study confirmed that habit has a significant impact on PEB in the workplace. 
This finding supports theories such as TIP and CADM, which highlighted the importance of habit 
previously (see Chapter 2) (Klöckner & Blöbaum, 2010; Triandis, 1979). Overall, the finding 
regarding the role of habit in PEB advances the role of non-rational variables and highlights the 
need to incorporate habit as an antecedent of behaviour in future research. In juxtaposition to that 
finding, the non-rational variable affect had no impact on any of the dependent variables. This 
opposes the findings of researchers that support the non-rational dimension over the rational 
dimension, highlighting that both variables need to be examined individually. Future research 
should aim to understand the relationship between these two non-rational variables, as well as the 
low explanatory value of the variable affect in an environmental context.  
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This study further confirmed the value of facilitating conditions, as proposed by researchers such as 
Triandis (1979) and Klöckner and Blöbaum (2010) and highlights the importance of external 
factors on workplace PEB. Specifically, this study suggests that if the variable external factors is 
increased by 1 standard deviation, PEB is increased by .240 standard deviations.  
Among the factors examined, the strong effect of intrinsic motivation on intention and attitude 
constitutes a theoretical contribution. Although a specific field of research has highlighted the 
significance of intrinsic motivation, no study has so far shown that this variable plays a central role 
when examined along with other variables from competing research fields (De Young, 1993; 
Osbaldiston & Sheldon, 2003; Pelletier, Dion, Tuson, & Green-Demers, 1999; Ryan & Deci, 
2000a). Previous attempts that examined the effect of intrinsic motivation found positive 
associations to intention and environmental responsible behaviour in isolation. Therefore, this 
study further confirms the value of SDT in explaining PEB in the workplace.  
Attention should be paid to the impact of AR on attitude and its relationship to environmental 
concern. Though the relationship between AR and environmental concern merely confirmed the 
close relationship proposed in previous research, it is interesting that this moral dimension predicts 
employee’s attitudes but not their intention or behaviour. Specifically, if AR is increased by 1 
standard deviation, employee’s attitude is increased by .507 standard deviations. This goes against 
previous research such as VBN, which stated that AR was a predictor of behaviour (Stern, 2000). 
Therefore, the distinction between intention, attitude and behaviour in this study contributes to 
understanding the complex picture of human behaviour. The strong relationship (β=.953) between 
AR and environmental concern should also be examined in future studies. Though this analysis 
considered them to be separate constructs, it is likely that they measure the same moral dimension 
of PEB.  
By considering work satisfaction as a potential antecedent of PEB, this study contributed to the 
debate regarding the role of this particular factor on voluntary work behaviours. Previous studies 
by Paille and Boiral (2013) and Boiral et al. (2013) showed a positive association regarding the role 
of work satisfaction. In this study work satisfaction was a significant predictor attitude suggesting 
that enthusiasm for PEB is reliant on general enthusiasm at work. This supports the previous 
research by Paille and Boiral (2013) and Boiral et al. (2013) and contributes to the body of 
literature by underpinning that relationship.  
The study further confirms that knowledge is not a strong predictor of PEB. This finding is in line 
with arguments from other scholars, such as McKenzie-Mohr (2000a), that dissemination of 
knowledge is not important for PEB to take place. The study further confirmed that the social 
dimension does not have a significant impact on any of the dependent variables, suggesting that 
internal variables and external factors are stronger predictors than social variables (i.e. social 
norms, group dynamics and management support). A tenable explanation for this weak role of 
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social factors is that environmental behaviours are very much internalised in the modern world, 
suggesting that social factors have little impact. This weak relationship has been found in previous 
studies when the social dimension was examined alongside other factors (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2010; 
Sopha, 2013). Specifically, Ajzen and Fishbein (2010) concluded that the variable subjective norms 
was the weakest predictors of all variables in the TPB model and Sopha (2013) concluded that the 
PBC was more important than the social dimension in her final model. It could be an explanation of 
why certain environmental strategies focusing on teams and energy champions often have little 
impact. Conversely, this goes against previous research, such as Cialdini (2003), Ramus and Steger 
(2000) and Robertson and Barling (2013), which emphasise norms as key predictors of PEB. 
However, these models focused on social norms specifically and therefore did not examine their 
effect in conjunction with other variables.  
The variable extrinsic motivation was a negative predictor of workplace PEB in this study. Though 
this finding is consistent with the findings of researchers in the field of intrinsic motivation, it goes 
against claims from researchers such as Tudor et al. (2008) and Goldsmith and Dhar (2013) and 
case studies that confirm that incentives increase PEB in the workplace. However, few models have 
tested the explanatory power of intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation in an integrated model 
for workplace PEB. Therefore, this study contributes to this debate by suggesting that intrinsic 
motivation is the stronger predictor of PEB in the workplace. 
In addition, by considering all the different factors that were included in the model, demographics 
played a non-significant role in the explanatory value of intention. On the other hand, age had some 
impact on behaviour, consistent with the research by Tudor et al. (2008). Gender and marital status 
also confounded PEB; a finding that is consistent with previous research by Diamantopoulos et al. 
(2003) and Fisher et al. (2012). This further highlights the difference between the variables 
intention, attitude and PEB. Overall, the small effect of demographics in the model and the poor 
model fit suggests that the dependent variables are not considerably impacted by demographics. 
Therefore, businesses can focus on factors that can be influenced (i.e. attitudes, motivation, habit), 
highlighting another contribution of this study.  
Another contribution to knowledge by the study is the examination of impacts of organisational 
factors. Although this variable has been examined in current workplace related research it was 
often done in isolation. By testing an integrated model the study highlighted that organisational 
factors have little impact on the explanatory power of workplace PEB. Whilst the variable 
commitment is included in the job attitudes factor, as supported by Paillé and Mejía-Morelos 
(2014), the low impact of organisational variables demonstrates how closely related general and 
workplace PEB research are, and that the individual employee will have a greater effect on his/her 
own behaviour than the organisation itself. By shedding light on this relationship, this study shifts 
the research focus from the organisation back to the individual. 
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4. Understanding the different usage of measures in various fields of studies 
The fourth theoretical contribution of this study is to help understand the measurement of various 
constructs that originated from different research fields, by examining their interrelationship in the 
EFA and CFA. Among the factors examined, three were combined and six were reduced as Table 
8.2 below shows: 
Table 8.2 Reduced and combined variables through EFA and CFA 
Reduced variables  
Knowledge 
Environmental concern 
External motivation 
Social norms 
AR 
Facilitating conditions 
Combined  variables 
Self-efficacy  and Intrinsic motivation = Internal motivation 
Culture and Facilitating conditions = External factors 
Commitment and Work satisfaction = Job attitudes 
 
The grouping and reduction of all the different variables highlighted how various fields of research 
examine the same constructs but use different definitions. For example, the measures intrinsic 
motivation and self-efficacy are separate constructs in the literature; one originated from SDT 
whilst the other originated from TPB. However, in the EFA both measures loaded in one group. 
This suggests that both constructs measure a similar facet of human behaviour. This relationship 
offers further possibilities for interpretation of the results and further research opportunities. The 
variables knowledge, group dynamics and extrinsic motivation on the other hand loaded in one 
group respectively, further supporting the classification of these measures. The inclusion of 
measures from different fields of research in this study is useful, as it contributes to understanding 
how certain human characteristics can be measured in future. Additionally, the structural equation 
model highlights how intention and behaviour are explained by different antecedents. Whilst habit 
had the strongest explanatory power on PEB, attitude and internal motivation had the strongest 
explanatory power on intention (see p. 183). This suggests that PEB and intention do not measure 
the same dimension of human behaviour and therefore should not be used as proxies. Whilst 
previous research often used these measures interchangeably to understand behaviour, this study 
shows that future research should distinguish between these constructs.  
5. Understanding the usage of positive and negative items for the constructs used 
The fifth and last theoretical contribution discussed in this section is the impact of positive and 
negative items in measuring constructs. The researcher decided to use constructs with negative and 
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positive items as there is a long tradition of including these types of items in questionnaires. The 
major reason for alternating item wording is to minimize extreme response bias and acquiescent 
bias (is a category of response bias in which respondents have a tendency to agree with all the 
questions or to indicate a positive connotation).  However, this study supports the evidence by 
researchers such as Rubin and Bubbie (2012) and Sauro and Lewis (2011) who found that response 
bias effects are at best small and outweighed by the real effects of miscoding and misinterpreting 
by users Sauro and Lewis (2011) argue that alternate wording may make users respond differently, 
such that reversing responses from negative to positive doesn't account for the difference, mainly 
caused by misinterpretation. Evidence suggests that this lowers the internal reliability and distorts 
the factor-structure, which was the case in this study (Sauro & Lewis, 2011). In this study, negative 
items were generally not useful and were often separated from the positive items during the EFA. 
For example, the environmental concern scale was separated into the positive and negative items 
during the EFA. Additionally, many negative items had to be removed to improve the internal 
reliability of the measures in the first stage of the analysis (e.g. facilitating conditions, affect and 
self-identity). This suggests that in this study, the negative questions were often misunderstood; 
this supports an approach which avoids negative wording.  
 
8.3.2 Practical Business Implications 
 
Currently, the general approach amongst business professionals is to address PEB in the workplace, 
through programmes predominantly focusing on knowledge dissemination, group work or 
incentives. For example, the Green Impact project is an award scheme rewarding employees for the 
efforts of adopting PEBs. Other organisations such as the Carbon Trust recommend posters to share 
energy saving advice and get employees involved. The findings of this study, however, suggest that 
these kind of environmental programmes would have little impact on changing employee 
behaviour, as the factors knowledge, extrinsic motivation and group work did not have a significant 
or positive effect. Instead, the results of the study indicate that habit, intention, internal motivation, 
attitude, AR and job attitudes play a key role in understanding and consequently changing PEB.  
These findings can therefore assist in the development of alternative environmental workplace 
programmes that are more likely to have a positive impact on employee behaviour, than the current 
environmental programmes employed by businesses and environmental organisations.  
In order to discuss the practical implications of the research findings, this section will recommend 
five different environmental strategies based on the significant factors in the final model (point 1 to 
5 below). Moreover, this section will review the impact of the study’s research findings on the 
three current and common environmental strategies, knowledge, incentives and group work (6-8 
below) as summarised below.   
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Table 8.3 Practical implications for current and new intervention techniques  
Practical implications 
Environmental strategies recommended 
Number Intervention technique Variable in final model 
1. Implementation intention Habit and intention 
2. Autonomous motivation Internal motivation 
3. Persuasion Attitude 
4. Communication and responsibility (AR and Environmental concern) 
5. Removing barriers External factors 
Discussion of impact of the research findings on current and common 
environmental intervention techniques 
Number Intervention technique Variable in final model 
1. Knowledge dissemination Knowledge 
2. Incentives Extrinsic motivation 
3. Group work Group dynamics 
 
Before proceeding, it is important to note that just as predicting and explaining behaviour are two 
distinct statistical approaches (see Chapter 4.4) so is explaining and changing it. Therefore, this 
section will introduce new sources of literature that focus on behavioural change rather than on 
explaining behaviour, in order to provide practical recommendations.  
The most recent and popular approach to behavioural change is the field of behavioural economics 
and associated research fields (behavioural economics combines approaches in of all behavioural 
sciences including economics, psychology, sociology and biology (Wilkinson & Klaes, 2012)) that 
aim to understand biases and mental shortcuts. A bias is a systematic error in thinking that affects 
the decisions and judgments that people make. Cognitive biases can be linked to decision making 
and can therefore effect people’s belief formation (attitudes and intention), social biases are linked 
to beliefs towards particular groups and motivational biases are characterized by a tendency to form 
and hold beliefs that serve the individual's needs and desires (Hahn and Harris, 2014). Behavioural 
economics opposes the traditional model of cognitive rationality and examines human decision 
making and behaviour assuming that these do not always follow a logical pattern. One of the most 
famous contributors to this field is Daniel Kahneman, who received a Nobel prize for his 
contribution to this field of research (see Kahneman and Amos, 1979, Amos & Kahneman, 2002). 
Kahneman (2011) used a dual-system theoretical framework to explain why people’s judgments 
and decisions often do not conform to formal notions of rationality. System 1 consists of thinking 
processes that are intuitive, automatic, experience-based, and relatively unconscious. System 2 is 
more reflective, controlled, deliberative, and analytical. Judgments influenced by System 1 are 
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rooted in impressions arising from mental content that is easily accessible. System 2, on the other 
hand, monitors or provides a check on mental operations and overt behaviour and is often 
unsuccessful (Kahneman, 2011; Samson, 2014).  
The approach of focusing on biases has been adapted by practitioners more so than by academics 
(Wilkinson and Klaes, 2012). Specifically, in regards to pro-environmental behaviour McKenzie-
Mohr (2011), The Behavioural Insights Team and agencies such as Incite and Brain Juicer have 
adopted this approach to foster environmentally friendly behaviour.  
The Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983; Prochaska, DiClemente, & Norcross, 
1992) is another popular approach for behavioural change. The model posits that individuals move 
through five stages of change: precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action and 
maintenance. For each stage of change, different intervention strategies are most effective at 
moving the person to the next stage of change and subsequently through the model to maintenance, 
the ideal stage of behaviour (Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983; Prochaska, DiClemente, & Norcross, 
1992). Intervention techniques include awareness raising, emotional arousal, social appraisal, 
rewards and mental strength training. 
Whilst both approaches have, so far, not been integrated, there is nothing to suggest why they could 
not be applied in conjunction with each other. Therefore, the researcher will draw from both 
approaches to suggest behavioural change intervention techniques in this section. Each technique is 
linked to a specific variable in the final model (see Table 8.3), which will be discussed in the order 
given in Table 8.3 above.  
1. Implementation intention (Habit and Intention) 
The strongest predictors of PEB in the workplace in this study are the variables habit and intention, 
resulting in very specific practical implications. Particularly, practitioners in the field of 
behavioural economics utilise prompts, cues and reminders to target intention and create a habit 
forming environment. This increases the likelihood of people committing to their intentions and 
alongside regular reminders and cues, this commitment can turn into a habit. (McKenzie-Mohr, 
2011; Dolan, Hallsworth, Halpern, King & Vlaev, 2010). 
Specifically, implementation intention (Gollwitzer and Sheeran, 2006) focuses on these areas by 
regularly firstly reminding employees to reflect consciously on their generally automatic behaviour, 
such as switching off computers and lights, by offering primes and cues. It also recommends 
setting a goal, a commitment that prompts people to rethink their behaviour and slowly adapt to the 
new. More specifically, Gollwitzer and Sheeran (2006) suggest an “if – then” plan  (“if situation Y 
is encountered, then I will initiate behaviour Z in order to reach goal X”).  
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They state that there are two different aspects that need to be considered when setting 
implementation intentions: 
1. Identify the action that you’re going to take to achieve your goal, and how you’ll know 
when to take it. 
2. Identify possible obstacles to goal-achievement, and how you’ll deal with them. 
Scholars, such as Gollowitzer and Sheeran (2006), Dholakia (1998),  Kardes, Cronley and Posavac 
(2005) and Fennis, Adriaanse, Stroebe and Pol (2011) have highlighted the usefulness of this 
strategy and it has also been used in PEB research. Bamberg (2000, 2002) cited in Fennis et al., 
2011), showed that implementation intentions can promote the purchase of organically produced 
foods among students, as well as increase the use of public transport.  
2. Autonomous motivation (Internal motivation) 
As this study further revealed, internal motivation had a positive effect on intention and therefore 
on PEB. Practitioners can use these findings to motivate employees through the creation of 
autonomous motivation. Autonomous motivation (Koestner, 2008; Koestner, Otis, Powers, 
Pelletier & Gagnon, 2008) occurs when a person fully endorses a behaviour and experiences 
volition and choice. Besides promoting the desired behaviour in the workplace, intrinsic motivation 
researchers Deci (n.d.) also claim this method helps with greater persistence, more flexibility and 
creativity, better heuristic performance, more interest/enjoyment, better mental health and physical 
health and higher quality of close personal relationships. Autonomous motivation can be created in 
a workplace by asking open questions including inviting participation in solving important 
problems, active listening including acknowledging the employees’ perspective, offering choices 
within structure, including the clarification of responsibilities, providing sincere, positive feedback 
that acknowledges initiative, and factual, non-judgmental feedback about problem, and develop 
talent and share knowledge to enhance competence and autonomy and has shown some success in 
previous studies (Koestner & Hope, 2014; Koestner, Otis, Powers, Pelletier, & Gagnon, 2008; 
Osbaldiston & Sheldon, 2003). Osbaldiston and Sheldon (2003) particularly examined the effect of 
autonomous motivation on PEB. Their experiment showed that autonomous motivation evidenced 
greater internalized motivation regarding a set of self-selected environmental goals. Internalized 
motivation, in turn, predicted goal performance during the following week. This, in turn, predicted 
intentions to keep on striving after the study was over (Osbaldiston & Sheldon, 2003). 
Whilst originating from different fields, behavioural economics and intrinsic motivation have been 
applied together in Behavioural Economics of Intrinsic Motivation (Leadership4tomorrow, 2010) 
to create behavioural change in the workplace. Particularly, Jeff Monday (the creator of 
Behavioural Economics of Intrinsic Motivation) argues that behavioural economics explains why 
some people value intangible motivators more than tangible ones such as bonuses and salaries as 
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they are more influenced by System 1 than by System 2 (Leadership4tomorrow, 2010). Therefore, 
two exchanges are present, a social exchange (encouraging autonomous motivation and System 1) 
and a market exchange (encouraging the opposite: controlled motivation and System 2). Both 
exchanges are essential as employees that place no specific value on intrinsic motivators will value 
extrinsic motivators and vice versa. Therefore, it is necessary to conceptualize the values of each 
form of motivation in order to increase PEB of the whole workforce. (Leadership4tomorrow, 
2010).  
3. Persuasion (Attitude) 
Attitudes, another significant predictor, are more influenced through messages, a successful 
strategy to create persuasion (Erwin, 2014). Persuasion is a form of social influence; it is the 
process of guiding or bringing oneself, or another, toward the adoption of an idea, attitude, or 
action by rational and symbolic (though not always logical) means (O'keefe, 2002; Payne, 2001; 
Perloff, 2010). The term "persuasion theory" is an umbrella term for a multitude of models, 
methods and tactics, however they all assume that to influence a person's opinion or attitude, a 
message has to be sent, understood and favourably internalised. In brief, we are inclined to go 
along with someone's suggestion if we think that person is a credible expert (authority), if we 
regard him or her as a trusted friend (likeability), if we feel we owe them one (reciprocity), or if 
doing so will be consistent with our beliefs or prior commitments (consistency).  We are also 
inclined to make choices that we think are popular (consensus), and that will get us a scarce 
commodity (scarcity) (Bater, 2000). Behavioural economics provides a number of explanations as 
to how biases impact persuasion. Anchoring (rely too heavily on the first piece of information 
offered), framing (people react to a particular choice in different ways depending on how it is 
presented), social norms (doing what everyone else is doing), confirmation bias (the tendency to 
search for, interpret, favour, and recall information in a way that confirms one's beliefs or 
hypotheses, while giving disproportionately less consideration to alternative possibilities) and the 
messenger bias (we are influenced by the person who gives the message) are just a few that need to 
be considered when forming a message that is meant to convince employees to act environmentally 
friendly (Incite, 2016). 
One persuasion method that uses a dual system approach similar to behavioural economics, 
distinguishes between central messages (similar to System 2) and peripheral messages (similar to 
System 1) is the Elaboration Likelihood Model by Brock and Green (2005). Though generally used 
by marketers and sales managers, its principles can be transferred to the operational floor without 
turning environmental managers into marketing or sales agents. In summary, the model states that 
there are two routes through which persuasive messages are processed: the central route (System 
2), which provides complete information and is straightforward, and the peripheral route (System 
1), which uses cues and biases such as authority figures, compliments, social validation and 
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reciprocity to project a message (Brock & Green, 2005; Brown & Gaertner, 2002; Fazio & Towles-
Schwen, 1999; Hogg, 2008; Smith, 2000). The peripheral message is generally effective for 
messages with low receiver involvement, low receiver motivation and weak messages. Messages 
sent via the peripheral route are not processed cognitively. Rather, the peripheral route states that 
“if a person is unable to elaborate on a message extensively, then she may still be persuaded by 
factors that have nothing to do with the actual content of the message itself” (Brock & Green, 2005; 
Moore, 2001, Fall; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Messages sent via the central route of persuasion 
must be straight-forward and complete. The central route consists of thoughtful consideration of the 
arguments such as ideas and content. The receiver carefully scrutinizes the message and evaluates 
the subject matter of the idea. Messages sent through this route must possess a high level of 
receiver involvement, that is, the receiver must actually care about and be related to the subject. 
Because it is of importance to them, the message will be evaluated thoroughly (Brock & Green, 
2005; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). 
When considering applying the Elaboration Likelihood Model to support the transition to PEB, 
both routes should be explored to target the biggest audience. While peripheral messages can target 
employees with little interest in the change, central messages can convince employees with strong 
objections and whose work environment will be impacted. However, the central route is likely to 
provide the best long-term results, inferring that as many employees as possible should be 
encouraged to engage in the debate. 
Before messages are created, an attitude assessment should be undertaken. (Brock & Green, 2005). 
However, when designing the questionnaire, it should be considered to not just determine what 
employees think about the change but also how interested they are in the topic and what their 
objections, biases and agreements are. Employees that show low interest and do not have a strong 
opinion on the matter should be targeted by peripheral messaging but should also be encouraged to 
engage in the debate. Demonstrating the impact the change could have on them and their working 
environment, while highlighting the benefits could achieve higher engagement. Ensuring that their 
opinion is valued and ideas and suggestions are considered could also have a positive effect on 
employee's involvement. Giving them responsibility for projects during the transitional phase could 
be a method to achieve this (Brock & Green, 2005). 
Employees, who are highly involved and have a strong opinion, require strong favourable 
arguments for the change; importantly biases have to be reduced. To increase the effectiveness of 
the message it is important to involve the employees in the debate. Workshops and brainstorming 
sessions can be useful tools to engage employees, while repeatedly sending a favourable strong 
message (Brock & Green, 2005). Employees that show an interest in the matter after being 
encouraged to engage in the debate can be included in this process.  
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4. Communication and responsibility (AR and environmental concern) 
Apart from the implications derived from the previous measures, there are other implications that 
can be drawn from the significant effects of AR and environmental concern. As this study reveals, 
feelings of responsibility and concern for the environment have positively affected employees’ 
attitudes toward environmentally friendly behaviour. However, people often do not recognise that 
climate change is an issue and that they are responsible. Misinterpretation or misunderstanding of 
statistics is often the cause for this kind of bias as there is some indication that people do not 
correctly process statistical information and probabilities. They are swayed by vivid and salient 
information (such as the weather around them) more than by simply convincing, statistically 
correct information (Pollitt & Shaorshadze, 2011). Research shows that individuals overstate small 
probabilities of catastrophic losses or large gains (people seem more attracted by the small 
possibility of winning than by the high probability of losing) (Pollitt & Shaorshadze, 2011; 
Clotfelter & Cook, 1990; Knittle, Greenstone & de la Peña, 2014). Therefore, in order to make sure 
employees feel responsible, clear communication of their roles and responsibilities in respect to 
environmental behaviours is key, as well as making them understand how their efforts tie into the 
bigger picture.  Helping them improve by providing them with consistent, effective, fair feedback 
is an important strategy for any organisational aiming to improve PEB in their workplace.  
5. Removing barriers (External factors) 
Additionally, this study revealed that facilitating conditions had a positive impact on PEB. 
Therefore, it is important to ensure there are adequate resources available for employees to act 
environmentally friendly. People’s tendency to avoid effort at all cost is a recognised bias, 
particularly when it comes to making any change (Incite, 2016). It is the foundation of the 
behavioural economics field as biases are mental shortcuts that serve the function of not expending 
too much effort (Babad, 2009). Our brain functions in the most economical way and our body also 
naturally prefers idleness (Hsee, Yang & Wang, 2010).  Therefore making PEB as easy as possible 
will make adoption more likely. A meeting and discussion could determine what is needed in order 
to make any environmental behaviour easier and would also be contribute to autonomous 
motivation by inviting participation in solving problems.  
6-8. Knowledge Dissemination (Knowledge) Incentives (Extrinsic motivation) Group Work 
(Group dynamics) 
Whilst the positive significant predictors can offer important advice to organisations on how to 
create successful environmental strategies, factors that had no significant impact should also be 
acknowledged as they offer guidance as to which environmental programmes should be avoided.  
Particularly the factors knowledge, external motivation and social factors need to be mentioned as 
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many current environmental behavioural change techniques are focused on these areas through 
awareness campaigns, incentives, environmental teams and energy champions.  
As this study reveals, knowledge is not a significant predictor of any of the dependent factors, 
which gives an indication that awareness campaigns are less useful compared to other 
environmental strategies. McKenzie suggested to consider increasing awareness as a part of other 
campaigns but not as the only effort to improve PEB (McKenzie-Mohr, 1999). The 
Transtheoretical model also considers awareness a useful intervention as a first step to change (as a 
strategy for precontemplators and contemplators), however it highlights that awareness is not 
sufficient to get people to behave in an environmentally friendly manner in isolation. A conclusion 
this study supports.  
The fact that extrinsic motivation is a significant negative predictor suggests that incentives are 
counterproductive to changing PEB. This supports the arguments by intrinsic motivation supporters 
that intrinsic motivation is a key factor to human motivation. However, referring to the dual system 
approach of behavioural economics (system 1 and system 2) both strategies can be used to 
encourage behavioural change. Specifically, incentives can be effective for people that have not yet 
internalised the behaviour, whilst more intangible rewards can be more effective on people that 
have.  
The variable social norms play a small role in explaining PEB in the final mode of this thesis. This 
suggests that environmental initiatives, such as energy champions and teams, could benefit from 
further improvement. Whilst it is not necessary to abandon these kinds of programmes, they could 
benefit by incorporating other strategies, such as messaging, autonomous motivation and setting 
implementation intentions. The Transtheoretical model suggests that social factors can play a role 
at particular part of the change process. Especially people in the contemplation and action phase are 
more likely to be motivated by group activities and social events than people in the other stages. 
(Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983; Prochaska, DiClemente, & Norcross, 1992). This implies that 
social norms have a place in explaining PEB but only in very specific instances.   
All in all, the practical implications of this study are particularly important for the formation of 
environmental strategies in the workplace. It is recommended to replace current strategies focusing 
on incentives, group behaviour and knowledge dissemination with intervention techniques that 
target biases such as targeted messaging, autonomous motivation and setting implementation 
intentions. To substantiate these results, the model should be examined within more companies, 
and additionally, experiments should be undertaken to evaluate the impact of these factors on 
employee behaviour and to determine the practical drawbacks of each intervention technique.   
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8.4 Limitations of the Current Study 
 
Despite the fact that every effort was undertaken, the current study has some limitations, which are 
discussed in this section.  
In the first research phase, the theory building approach is limited by the level of subjective 
interpretations made. All observations are made from a particular perspective, that is, they are 
standpoint-specific. This means that whatever emerges from a field through observation depends 
on the observer’s position within it. In the same way, whatever emerges from the analysis of a set 
of data is necessarily guided by the questions asked and constructed by the researcher. However, 
the documentation of each phase of the research process during the first research phase limits the 
subjectivity and offers a systematic approach to theory building. 
Another limitation highlighted in the first research phase is the exclusion of any analysis on 
moderating variables. Whilst this type of analysis was outside of the scope of this Thesis and is still 
rarely conducted in SEM as additional software and training is required, including moderators in 
future models could increase their explanatory value and interpretively. Specifically, including 
moderators could benefit the analysis by explaining some controversial findings, such as the 
negative impact of extrinsic motivation on intention (see section 7.2.2).   
One limitation of the second research phase is the usage of a panel sample for the main analysis. 
Though the panel size was 200, it is possible that the magnitude of the relationships might be 
different if tested on larger samples, longitudinal studies or respondents in other organisations are 
asked. Therefore, generalizations of these results applied to all workplace environments should be 
made with caution. A related drawback is that the model tested included a variety of factors, which 
given the sample size of the survey is generally not recommended and will partially explain the 
huge reduction in variables during the CFA. The weak results for convergent and discriminant 
validity of the final measurement model in the CFA further reduces the generalizability of the 
model. However, in both cases, though validity was lower than recommended by scholars such as 
(Hair et al., 2011), model validity was deemed satisfactory as most constructs had scores just below 
the respective thresholds. Bootstrapping was conducted for the multiple regression analysis and the 
structural equation model, to further assess the stability of the results in light of the drawbacks 
mentioned above, as well as considering the variation in the data found during normality testing. In 
both cases the conclusions by bootstrapping were consistent with the output of the standard 
analysis making the conclusions more reliable. Furthermore, the fact that the preliminary analysis, 
the multiple regression and the structural equation model offered very similar results (e.g. intrinsic 
motivation being a key predictor and knowledge not being one) suggests that there is some merit in 
the final proposed model. However, it also backs the need for further inquiry.  
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Another limitation in the second phase is related to the selected method (self-administered 
questionnaire) used for data collection. Weaknesses of this method are the potential bias caused by 
the nature of the questionnaire, response fatigue and flat lining. An additional limitation is related 
to the measurement of some constructs, since some measures were defined and measured 
differently in different studies, whilst others had to be reduced in number during the CFA. Whilst 
these limitations of the questionnaire, and related constructs, will have an impact on the reliability 
and validity of the overall study results, it also offered valuable insight into the design of questions 
and construct in future research. The limitations of survey and question design are additionally well 
known and therefore can be accounted for during the interpretation of the results. As the drawbacks 
of survey and question design are part of almost any quantitative research project, comparison of 
the results is still viable.  
Finally, as the model has been altered in comparison to the initially proposed model, the validation 
process should include the repetition of the study by gathering new data from the panel population. 
Such an act though is impossible due to the nature of the current study, which is a doctoral thesis 
with limited time and funding.  
In total, these limitations may affect the generalizability of the results and hence the findings that 
were presented here should be interpreted with these limitations in mind. Nevertheless, these 
limitations are not uncommon to any research project and therefore are within the acceptable 
margin of error. 
8.5 Recommendations for Future Research 
 
Building on the findings and limitations of the present study, recommendations for future research 
are proposed in this section. First of all, it is proposed that longitudinal studies should be conducted 
in order to examine the potential change in behaviour in relation to deviations in habit, intention, 
attitude, facilitating conditions and/or intrinsic motivation. This is specifically relevant considering 
that the practical implications of this research should help create environmental programmes and 
their performance should be assessed. Equally, given the small sample size, further research should 
be conducted focusing on particular industries to confirm if employees respond differently in 
different working environments. This process will further verify the consistency of the proposed 
model. Moreover, as the model has been tested in a specific place (i.e. UK), further validation is 
required by repeating this study in other areas around the world.  
Second, as the sample size was small and the data was not normally distributed, further research is 
needed in order to confirm if a more complex model of behaviour in the workplace is possible. 
Additionally, reducing the number of statements in the questionnaire, based on the results of the 
EFA, could further increase the accuracy of the model in future studies.  Third, since intrinsic 
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motivation is a multidimensional construct, it would be interesting to examine the role each 
dimension plays in the formation of employee behaviour. Enjoyment may have a different effect 
than perceived choice for example. Fourth, a potential addition to the model could be the 
examination of other pro-social behaviours and their predictive power on PEB. One potential 
addition, for instance, could be the participation in charitable events, which might explain an 
internalised behaviour to help. Segmentation of employees could be a further addition to workplace 
PEB research. Grouping employees by their concern for the environment, their level of motivation 
or their need for external support, would make it possible to tailor environmental programmes for 
different segments. Finally, it will be interesting to examine employee’s perceptions and support 
for various environmental programmes and examine if perceptions and support change depending 
on the proposed environmental programme.  
8.6 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter commenced with a recap of the aims of objectives of the study and continued with its 
contribution to theory and knowledge, as well as the practical implications of the research findings 
for the development of environmental behavioural change programmes. Finally, the limitations of 
the study have been presented and recommendations for further research proposed. 
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Appendix A  
 
Table A.1 Literature examining psycho demographic factors in Chapter 2.2 
Author Reference Determinant 
Aytülkasapoğlu, Ecevit, 2002 Attitudes and Behavior toward the Environment Education, Gender, Income, Age, 
Marital 
Bedford, Collingwood, Darnton, 
Evans, Gatersleben, Abrahamse, 
Jackson, 2010 
Motivations for PEB: A report to the Department for Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs 
Household size 
Berger, 1997 The Demographics of Recycling and the Structure of Environmental Behavior Education, Income, Residence 
Binney & Hall, 2012 Towards an understanding of residents' PEB Residence 
Clark, Kotchen & Moore, 2003 Internal and external influences on pro-environmental behavior: Participation in a 
green electricity program 
Gender, Income, Age, Household 
Derksen, 2012 The Social Context of Recycling Age, Education, Income 
Derksen & Gartrell, 1993 The Social Context of Recycling Education, Gender, Income, Age, 
Prestige 
Diamantopoulos, Schlegelmilch, 
Sinkovics & Bohlen, 2003 
Can socio-demographics still play a role in profiling green consumers? A review of 
the evidence and an empirical investigation 
Education, Gender, Age, Household, 
Marital, Class 
Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978 NEP: a proposed instrument and preliminary results Gender 
Everett & Peirce, 1992 Social networks, socioeconomic status, and environmental collective action: 
residential curbside block leader recycling 
Income, Social status 
Fisher, Bashyal & Bachman, 
2012 
Demographic impacts on environmentally friendly purchase behaviors Gender, age, education, income 
Forshaw, Hay & Wright, 1990 Fashionable Waste : The Make -up of a Recycler Income, Marital  
Gamba & Oskamp, 1994 Factors influencing community residents' participation in commingled curbside 
recycling programs, 
Household size 
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Author Reference Determinant 
Gatersleben, Steg & Vlek, 2002 Measurement and Determinants of Environmentally Significant Consumer Behavior Education, Income, Age 
Han, 2011 Are lodging customers ready to go green? An examination of attitudes, 
demographics, and eco-friendly intentions 
Education, Gender 
Heath & Gifford, 2006 Free-Market Ideology and Environmental Degradation Gender, Income, Age 
Hines, Hungerford & Tomera, 
1986 
Analysis and Synthesis of Research on Responsible Environmental Behavior: A 
Meta-Analysis 
Education, Gender, Income, Age 
Hirsh, 2010 Personality and environmental concern Gender, Income, Age 
Jansson, Marell & Nordlund, 
2010 
Green consumer behavior: determinants of curtailment and eco-innovation adoption Education, Gender, Income, Age 
Kurisu & Bortoleto, 2010 Comparison of waste prevention behaviors among three Japanese megacity regions in 
the context of local measures and socio-demographics 
Gender, Age, Household 
Laidley, 2011 The Influence of Social Class and Cultural Variables on Environmental Behaviors: 
Municipal-Level Evidence From Massachusetts 
Education, Residence 
Lansana, 1992 Distinguishing potential recyclers from nonrecyclers: A basis for developing 
recycling strategies 
Age 
McCarty & Shrum, 2001 The Influence of Individualism, Collectivism, and Locus of Control on 
Environmental Beliefs and Behavior 
Social status,  
McQuaid, 1996 Recycling Policy in Areas of Low Income and Multi-storey Housing Age, Household 
Poortinga, 2012 Individual-motivational factors in the acceptability of demand-side and supply-side 
measures to reduce carbon emissions 
Gender, Age, Social status 
Rice, 2006 Pro-environmental behavior in Egypt: Is there a role for Islamic environmental 
ethics? 
Education, Gender, Income, Age, 
Household, Marital 
Saphores, 2006 Household Willingness to Recycle Electronic Waste Education, Gender 
Scott, 1999 Equal Opportunity, Unequal Results Income 
Schnaiberg, 1980 The Environment: From Surplus to Scarcity Income 
Schultz & Ebreo, 1990  What Makes a Recycler? Income, Age 
Schultz, Oskamp & Mainieri, 
1995 
Who recycles and when? A review of personal and situational factors Age, income, gender, education 
Author Reference Determinant 
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Schultz & Oskamp, 1996 Effort as a moderator of the attitude-behavior relationship: General environmental 
concern and recycling 
Education, Gender, Income, Age 
 
 
Stern, Dietz, Abel & Guagnano, 
Kalof, 1999 
A value-belief-norm theory of support for social movements: The case of 
environmentalism 
Income 
Tilikidou & Delistavrou, 2007 The Ecological Consumer Behaviours in Greece: Ten Years of Research Education, Income 
Tilikidou & Delistavrou, 2008 Types and influential factors of consumers' non-purchasing ecological behaviors Education, Income 
Tilikidou & Delistavrou, 2009 Consumers’ Ecological Activities and their Correlates Gender 
Van Liere & Dunlap, 1980 The social bases of environmental concern: A review of hypotheses, explanations and 
empirical evidence 
Education, Gender, Income, Age, 
Residence, Prestige, Class 
Wiidegren, 1998 NEP and PN Education, Gender, Income, Age 
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Appendix B 
 
Hypothesis Relationship Theories  Contending theories Reasons for choosing 
H0 Intention has a positive effect on 
pro-environmental behaviour 
CADM, TPB, TIP, CTS,  
Klöckner & Blöbaum (2010), 
Sopha (2013), Lo et al. (2014), 
VPBE 
NAT, VBN, Scherbaum et al. 
(2008), Chen & Knight (2014) 
Used in most theories, link 
established in workplace models, 
NAT/VBN focused on non-
cognitive and did not have 
intention in their model/ 
Scherbaum et al. (2008) and Chen 
& Knight (2014) did not have 
behaviour in model 
H1 Demographics have an effect on 
pro-environmental behaviour 
Liere & Dunlap (1980), Schultz et 
al. (1995), Derksen & Gartrell 
(1993), Clark et al. (2003), 
Diamantopoulos et al. (2003), 
Rice (2006), Fisher et al. (2012), 
Forshaw et al. (1990), McQuaid & 
Murdoch (1996), Gatersleben et 
al. (2002); Lansana, (1992); 
Tilikidou & Delistavrou, (2008), 
Aytülkasapoğlu & Ecevit (2002) 
Tudor et al. (2008), Han et al. 
(2011), Hirsh (2010), Jansson et 
al. (2010), Aytülkasapoğlu & 
Ecevit (2002) 
Majority focused on behaviour  
H2 Habit has a positive effect on 
pro-environmental behaviour 
 
 
 
 
 
TIP, CADM, Sopha (2013), 
VPBE 
Lo et al. (2014) Used in most theories, workplace 
models also, Lo et al. (2014) used 
intention and behaviour, so did not 
disagree 
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Hypothesis Relationship Theories  Contending theories Reasons for choosing 
H3a Attitude has a positive effect on 
intention 
TPB, TIP, Chen & Knight (2014), 
Sopha (2013), Lo et al. (2014), 
VPBE 
CADM, Bissing-Olson et al. 
(2013), Tudor et al. (2008), 
Young et al. (2013), Manika et 
al. (2013) 
Used in most theories, link 
established in workplace models. 
CADM combined attitudes and 
intention. Other theories did not 
include intention so linked it to 
behaviour 
H3b Awareness has a positive effect 
on attitude 
Tudor et al. (2008) Gamba and Oskamp (1994), Sia 
et al. (1986) 
Other theories are old and not 
tested in the workplace 
H4 Affect has a positive effect on 
intention 
TIP Bissing-Olson et al. (2013) Bissing-Olson et al. (2013) did not 
use intention so not sure if she 
would have linked it to intention if 
that was a mediator. (Habit was 
linked to behaviour even with 
intention in the model)  
H5a Personal norms has a positive 
effect on intention 
Scherbaum et al. (2008), Lo et al. 
(2014), VPBE 
NAT, VBN, Sopha (2013) NAT and VBN did not include 
intention and Sopha (2013) used 
both. Chosen as three workplace 
theories that only linked to 
intention 
H5b Ascription of responsibility  has 
a positive effect on personal 
norms 
NAT, VBN CADM, VPBE (awareness of 
need) 
NAT and VBN only ones 
explicitly using AR. CADM and 
VPBE used awareness of need. 
CADM grouped them and VPBE 
did link it to personal norms 
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Hypothesis Relationship Theories  Contending theories Reasons for choosing 
H5b Environmental concern have a 
positive effect on personal 
norms 
Scherbaum et al. (2008) VBN (AC & AR), Chen & 
Knight (2014) (Attitude, 
injunctive norms and 
behavioural control) Temminck 
et al. (2013) (commitment), 
Daily et al. (2009) (support, 
behaviour and corporate social 
performance) Lamm et al. 
(2013), Stritch & Christensen 
(2014) 
All theories different. Could not go 
with VBN as following literature 
showed that AC and AR are most 
likely same measure, went to next 
measure in step and consistent 
with. Scherbaum et al. (2008) (I.e.) 
Personal norms) None included the 
traditional NEP, AC, AR, PN 
relationship 
  AC, NEP and Threat as well as 
AR explain PN 
VBN, NAT   Adapted to match with the 
combined measures 
H5c AC, NEP and threat measure the 
same thing 
Stern, Dietz, et al. (1995) CADM, VBN, NAT   
H6a Self-efficacy has a positive 
effect on intention 
Lo et al. (2014), VPBE TPB, Sopha (2013) Sopha (2013) subjective norms, 
personal norms, attitude, intention 
and behaviour. TPB behaviour and 
intention. Two theories consistent 
so stuck with them 
H6b Self-efficacy has a positive 
effect on intrinsic motivation 
    Not in any theories together yet so 
link assumed as a similar 
dimension (perceived competence) 
is in IM. Also makes relation 
similar to EM (Ramus & Killmer 
(2007)) 
H6c Self-efficacy has a positive 
effect on extrinsic motivation 
Ramus & Kilmer (2007) Tudor et al. (2008) If SE effected IM and they are 
related, it has to also effect EM. 
Both conceptual and Tudor et al. 
(2008) did not include SE 
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Hypothesis Relationship Theories  Contending theories Reasons for choosing 
H7 Work satisfaction has a positive 
effect on intention 
  Paillé & Boiral (2013), Paillé 
and Mejía-Morelos (2014), 
Tudor et al. (2008) 
Did not ask for intention 
H8 Intrinsic motivation has a 
positive effect on intention 
Osbaldiston and Sheldon (2003) Osbaldiston and Sheldon (2003), 
Young et al. (2013), Pelletier et 
al. (1998), Pelletier et al. (1999), 
Pelletier et al. (2001),  
Did not ask for intention  
H9 Extrinsic motivation has a 
positive effect on intention 
Ramus & Kilmer (2007) Tudor et al. (2008), Manika et 
al. (2013) 
Tudor et al. (2008) and Manika et 
al. (2013) did not ask for intention 
H10 Facilitating conditions has a  
positive effect on behaviour 
TIP, CADM, Brothers et al. 
(1994)  
Ramus & Steger (2000) And did ask for intention (showing 
that there is a difference). Brothers 
et al. (1994) did a case study so 
link to behaviour 
H11a Organisational factors have a 
positive effect on behaviour 
Young et al. (2013), Tudor et al. 
(2008),  Paillé & Boiral (2013), 
Paillé and Mejía-Morelos (2014), 
Temminck et al. (2013), Daily et 
al. (2009) 
VPBE, Ramus & Kilmer (2007), 
Tudor et al. (2008) 
(Management support) 
Umbrella term within most 
measures have always been linked 
to behaviour and never linked to 
intention. Also an external factor 
like facilitating conditions 
H11b Organisational factors have a 
positive effect on PBC 
VPBE Young et al. (2013), Tudor et al. 
(2008), Paillé & Boiral (2013), 
Paillé and Mejía-Morelos 
(2014), Temminck et al. (2013), 
Daily et al. (2009) 
Two theories established this 
relationship, others were 
inconsistent  
H11c Organisational factors have a 
positive effect on extrinsic 
motivation 
Tudor et al. (2008), Ramus & 
Kilmer (2007) 
Young et al. (2013),  Paillé & 
Boiral (2013), Paillé and Mejía-
Morelos (2014), Temminck et 
al. (2013), Daily et al. (2009), 
VPBE 
Two theories established this 
relationship, others were 
inconsistent  
H12 Group dynamics has a positive 
effect on intention 
  Tudor et al. (2008), (culture and 
attitude), Kim (behaviour), 
Young et al. (2013) 
None of the relationships were 
consistent so defaulted to intention 
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Hypothesis Relationship Theories  Contending theories Reasons for choosing 
H13 Management/organisational 
support has a positive effect on 
intention 
  
Ramus & Steger (2000) 
Robertson & Barling (2013), 
Daily et al. (2009), Tudor et al. 
(2008), Young et al. (2013), 
Kim et al. (2013), Paillé & 
Boiral (2013), Paillé and Mejía-
Morelos (2014), Temminck et 
al. (2013), Manika et al. (2013) 
Did not ask for intention (Tudor et 
al. (2008) also to motivation), also 
all different relationships, therefore 
defaulted to intention 
H14 Self-identity has a positive 
effect on intention 
Conner & Armitage (1998), 
Mannetti et al. (2004) 
TIP, Whitmarsh & O'Neill 
(2010) (behaviour) , Sparks & 
Guthrie (1998) (self-
identification), Dono et al. 
(2010) (behaviour) 
TIP only self-concept and linked to 
social factors. As not consistent, 
defaulted to intention. Also 
Armitage & Connor (1998) a 
review of literature  
H15 Social norms and personal 
norms are linked 
Thøgersen (2006) Chen & Knight (2014) Suggestion that they are linked, 
refer to Thøgersen (2006) link and 
both tested like the moral category 
H16a Injunctive norms has a positive 
effect on social norms 
FTNC, Thøgersen (2006), Lo et 
al. (2014) 
Chen & Knight (2014) Majority of theories 
H16b Descriptive norms has a positive 
effect on social norms 
FTNC, Thøgersen (2006), Lo et 
al. (2014) 
  Majority of theories  
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Appendix C  
C.1 Final questionnaire for panel 
For Chichester and Highbury College, the same questionnaire was used. Differences included 
gender and age being asked at the end of the questionnaire, all demographics questions had a 
“Prefer not to answer” statement, questions on industry, business structure, business size, 
environmental management systems, commitment, work satisfaction and management 
support were not asked.  
Q1 Before proceeding to the survey, please read the following statements carefully and only 
proceed if you agree with all of them. 
 I confirm that I have read and understand the information for this survey 
 I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time, 
without giving reason. 
 I agree to take part in the survey 
 I agree that my data gathered in this study may be stored anonymously and may be used for 
future research. 
 
Q2 Are you..?   (GENDER) 
 Male  
 Female  
 
Q3 How old are you? (SCREEN OUT UNDER 16)  (AGE) 
 
Q4 Do you work in an organisation or business and are in full or part-time employment?  
 Full-time  
 Part-time  
 Neither  (SCREEN OUT) 
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Q5 First, a few questions about your workplace  In which industry do you work? (INDUSTRY) 
 ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICE ACTIVITIES (HOSPITALITY) 
 ACTIVITIES OF EXTRATERRITORIAL ORGANISATIONS AND BODIES 
 ACTIVITIES OF HOUSEHOLDS AS EMPLOYERS; UNDIFFERENTIATED GOODS-AND 
SERVICES-PRODUCING ACTIVITIES OF HOUSEHOLDS FOR OWN USE 
 ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICE ACTIVITIES 
 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 
 ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION 
 CONSTRUCTION 
 EDUCATION 
 ELECTRICITY, GAS, STEAM AND AIR CONDITIONING SUPPLY 
 FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE ACTIVITIES 
 HUMAN HEALTH AND SOCIAL WORK ACTIVITIES 
 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 
 MANUFACTURING 
 MINING AND QUARRYING 
 OTHER SERVICE ACTIVITIES 
 PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES 
 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND DEFENCE; COMPULSORY SOCIAL SECURITY 
 REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES 
 TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE 
 WATER SUPPLY; SEWERAGE, WASTE MANAGEMENT AND REMEDIATION 
ACTIVITIES 
 WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE; REPAIR OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND 
MOTORCYCLES 
 OTHER 
 
Q6 You previously selected “Other”. What industry do you work in? 
Q7 What do you think is the size of the business you work for? (BUSINESS SIZE) 
 Small business (up to 50 employees) 
 Medium business (between 50 and 250 employees) 
 Large business (More than 250 employees) 
 
Q8 In your opinion, which structure below most closely reflects the business you work for? 
(BUSINESS STRUCTURE) 
 Centralized structure (top management makes most of the decisions) 
 Decentralised structure (decision making is distributed between departments and divisions) 
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Q9 To your own knowledge, does you organisation have any of the following? (EMS AND 
POLICIES) 
 Environmental Management System 
 Environmental Policy 
 None of the above 
 Don't know 
 
Q10 Overall, how satisfied are you with your job? (WORK SATISFACTION) 
 Very Satisfied 
 Satisfied 
 Neutral 
 Dissatisfied 
 Very Dissatisfied 
 
Q11 Thinking about you and the company, how much do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements: (COMMITMENT) 
 I really feel that I belong in this company 
 My organization has a great deal of personal meaning for me 
 I am proud to belong to this company 
 
Q12 Thinking about environmental issues and your workplace:  Please indicate, to which degree 
these statements apply to the current situation at work: (SUPERVISORY SUPPORT) 
 Strongly 
agree 
Agree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
My 
superiors/managers 
are committed to 
save energy 
          
My workplace offers 
training and support 
to help save energy 
          
My 
managers/superiors 
support me to save 
          
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energy 
 
Q13 Do you know of any current environmental policies or initiatives that address your 
workplace's overall energy consumption (electricity, gas or water)?   If so, please provide details of 
what you think their purpose is and how they aim to achieve results:     (OPEN ENDED 
KNOWLEDGE) 
Q14 Please indicate to which degree these statements apply to your current situation at work: 
(KNOWLEDGE) 
 Very aware Aware Unaware Not applicable to 
my workplace 
I am aware of 
the energy 
consumption 
(running costs) 
of my 
workplace 
        
I am aware of 
energy saving 
technologies in 
my workplace 
        
I am aware of 
my 
organization 
having energy 
saving targets’ 
        
I am aware 
how to save 
energy at work 
        
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Q15 Please indicate, to which degree these statements apply to the current situation at work:   
(FACILITATING CONDITIONS) 
 Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
There are the 
appropriate 
measures in place 
at work to save 
energy 
          
There are 
appropriate 
measures at work 
that enable me to 
behave in an 
environmentally 
friendly way 
          
There is a lack of 
awareness and 
educational 
campaigns at 
work to 
encourage people 
to save energy 
          
I have access to 
all the resources 
to ensure I save 
energy 
          
I do not save 
energy as it is too 
inconvenient 
          
At work it is easy 
to be 
environmentally 
          
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friendly 
 
Q16 Now, a few questions about your environmental behaviour at work:  In the last three months, 
how often have you:   (BEHAVIOUR) 
 Every 
working 
day 
A few 
times 
a 
week 
Once 
a 
week 
Every 
fortnight 
Once a 
month 
Less 
than 
once a 
month 
Never Not 
applicable 
to my 
workplace 
Generally 
turned the 
lights off after 
leaving a 
room? 
                
Recycled 
paper or 
cardboard 
                
Recycled 
paper coffee 
cups 
                
Turned off 
your 
computer/other 
equipment at 
the end of the 
day 
                
Followed the 
instruction on 
waste bins 
                
Used public 
transport to get 
to work 
                
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Q17 Would you say the following behaviours you selected are part of your daily routine? (HABIT) 
 All 
 Most 
 Some 
 None 
 
Q18 Would you say you do the following behaviours you selected without consciously 
remembering? (HABIT) 
 All 
 Most 
 Some 
 None 
 
Q19 Do you use paper coffee/tea cups at all? (IF, Recycled paper coffee cups Never’ selected) 
 Yes 
 No 
 
Q20 I intend to save energy wherever I can (in the next three months): (INTENTION) 
 Strongly Agree 
 Agree 
 Neither agree nor disagree 
 Disagree 
 Strongly Disagree 
 
Q21 What might stop you from saving energy at work?  Please provide as much detail as possible. 
(if disagree/strongly disagree selected) 
Q22 Saving energy in the next three month is..? (ATTITUDE) 
 Very good 
 Good 
 OK 
 Bad 
 Very Bad 
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Q23 And it could be ..? (ATTITUDE) 
 Very useful 
 Useful 
 Neither useful nor worthless 
 Worthless 
 Absolutely worthless 
 
Q24 Is there anything that would (further) motivate you to save energy?      Please provide as much 
detail as possible. (OPEN ENDED MOTIVATION) 
Q25 Thinking about saving energy in the next 3 months: (EFFICACY) 
 Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
I am confident 
that if all 
saved energy 
it can have 
positive 
effects for my 
workplace 
          
I am confident 
that if many 
employees are 
engaged  we 
can create 
positive 
changes 
          
Saving energy 
at work is up 
to me 
          
When I hear 
about saving 
energy, I 
usually have 
various ideas 
of how to help 
          
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Q26   Which of these statements do you think likely apply to you when it comes to saving energy?  
  (INTRINSIC MOTIVATION)    
 Definitely 
True 
Probably True Neither True 
nor False 
Probably 
False 
Definitely 
False 
I enjoy doing 
my best to 
save energy 
          
I generally 
manage to 
save energy 
          
I try very hard 
to save energy           
I feel no 
pressure to 
save energy 
          
I believe I can 
make choices 
to save energy 
          
I believe 
saving energy 
could have 
some value to 
me 
          
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Q27   Which of these statements do you think likely apply to you when it comes to saving energy?  
  (EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION)    
 Definitely 
True 
Probably True Neither True 
nor False 
Probably 
False 
Definitely 
False 
I feel like I 
need to get 
something in 
return in order 
to help save 
energy 
          
I would save 
energy if I got 
some 
recognition for 
it 
          
I would be 
more likely to 
save energy if 
management 
implemented 
more rules and 
procedures 
          
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Q28 Please state which of these statements you think are likely to be true:   (SOCIAL NORMS) 
 Definitely 
True 
Probably True Neither True 
nor False 
Probably 
False 
Definitely 
False 
Most people 
who I work 
think I should 
try hard to 
save energy 
          
Most people 
who I work 
with expect 
me to save 
energy 
          
Most people I 
work with 
save energy 
wherever they 
can 
          
Most people 
whose 
opinion I 
value think 
saving energy 
is very 
important 
          
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Q29 Please state to which level these following statements apply to you and your team/department: 
(GROUP DYNAMICS) 
 Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
I feel a sense 
of belonging 
to the group 
and that the 
team accepts 
me 
          
I occasionally 
meet my 
colleagues 
outside of 
work 
          
I feel I belong 
to a group that 
respects me 
          
I feel that we 
work well 
together as a 
team 
          
I feel that we 
all play our 
part in the 
team 
          
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Q30 Please state to which level these following statements apply to you: (SELF-IDENTITY) 
 Strongly 
agree 
Agree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
I think of 
myself as 
someone who is 
very concerned 
with 
'environmental 
issues' 
          
I think of 
myself as 
someone who 
generally 
behaves 
environmentally 
friendly 
          
I would be 
embarrassed to 
be seen having 
an 
environmentally 
friendly 
lifestyle 
          
I would not 
want my 
colleagues to 
think of me as 
someone who is 
concerned 
about 
environmental 
issues 
          
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Q31 Do you feel annoyed by being asked to save energy at work?  (AFFECT) 
 Extremely annoyed 
 Very annoyed 
 Annoyed 
 Not really annoyed 
 Not at all annoyed 
 
Q32 Do you feel excited about saving energy at work? (AFFECT) 
 Extremely excited 
 Very excited 
 Excited 
 Not really excited 
 Not at all excited 
 
Q33 Do you feel enthusiastic at saving energy at work? (AFFECT) 
 Extremely enthusiastic 
 Very enthusiastic 
 Enthusiastic 
 Not really enthusiastic 
 Not at all enthusiastic 
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Q34 Which of these following statements apply to you?  Please select one answer for each 
statement. (PERCEIVED THREAT) 
 Definitely 
True 
Probably 
True 
Neither True 
nor False 
Probably 
False 
Definitely 
False 
I am not 
worried about 
the health 
consequences 
of climate 
change. 
          
So far, climate 
change in 
everyday life 
has not 
harmed me. 
          
I have lost 
hope, because 
climate change 
has just got 
worse and 
worse. 
          
I am learning 
more about 
climate change 
          
I try to be 
informed 
about how  
energy 
consumption 
can be 
reduced. 
          
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Q35  Please indicate which of the following statements apply to you: (ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONCERN) 
 Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
We are 
approaching 
the limit of the 
number of 
people the 
earth can 
support 
          
Humans have 
the right to 
modify the 
natural 
environment to 
suit their needs 
          
When humans 
interfere with 
nature, if often 
produces 
disastrous 
consequences. 
          
Human 
ingenuity will 
insure that we 
do not make 
the earth 
unliveable 
          
Humans are 
severely 
abusing the 
earth 
          
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The earth has 
plenty of 
natural 
resources if we 
just learn how 
to develop 
them 
          
Plants and 
animals have 
as much right 
as humans to 
exist 
          
The balance of 
nature is 
strong enough 
to cope with 
the impacts of 
modern 
industrial 
nations. 
          
Despite our 
special 
abilities, 
humans are 
still subject to 
the laws of 
nature. 
          
The so-called 
"ecological 
crisis" facing 
humankind has 
been greatly 
exaggerated. 
          
The earth is           
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like a 
spaceship with 
very limited 
room and 
resources. 
Humans were 
meant to rule 
over the rest of 
nature 
          
The balance of 
nature is easily 
upset 
          
Humans will 
eventually 
learn enough 
about how 
nature works 
to be able to 
control it. 
          
If things 
continue on 
their present 
course, we will 
soon 
experience a 
major 
environmental 
catastrophe. 
          
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Q36  Just a few more questions about your environmental values.    Which of the following 
statements apply to you: (AR) 
 Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
I feel jointly 
responsible for 
the exhaustion 
of energy 
resources 
          
My 
contribution to 
the global 
warming is 
negligible 
          
Global 
warming is a 
problem for 
society 
          
Energy 
savings help to 
reduce global 
warming 
          
I feel a 
personal 
obligation to 
do whatever I 
can to prevent 
climate change 
          
Business and 
industry 
should reduce 
their energy 
consumption 
          
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to help prevent 
climate change 
The 
government 
should take 
strong action 
to reduce 
energy 
consumption 
and prevent 
global climate 
change 
          
The loss of 
natural 
resources is a 
very serious 
problem for 
society. 
          
CO2 
emissions are 
a very serious 
problem for 
society. 
          
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Q37 Sometimes it is useful to group answers by broad income classifications…would you be 
willing to help us by giving us an estimate of your total household income (before tax)? (INCOME) 
 Up to £15,000 
 £15,001 - £30,000 
 £30,001 – £50,000 
 £50,001 – £100,000 
 £100,001+ 
 Prefer not to answer 
 
Q38 What is your highest level of education? (EDUCATION) 
 Doctorate (PhD) 
 Post-graduate Degree (MA, MSc etc.) 
 Undergraduate Degree (BA, BSc etc.) 
 Vocational Qualification (Diploma, Certificate, BTEC, NVQ 4 and above, or similar) 
 Post-Secondary Education (College, A-Levels, NVQ3 or below, or similar) 
 Secondary Education (GCSE/O-Levels) 
 Other qualification ____________________ 
 No qualification 
 
Q39 Including yourself, how many people live in your household?  (HOUSEHOLD SIZE) 
 1 person 
 2 people 
 3 people 
 4 people 
 5 people 
 6 or more people 
 
Q40 Which statement describes you marital status best? (MARITAL STATUS) 
 Single 
 In a relationship 
 Living with partner 
 Married 
 Widowed 
 Divorced 
 Other 
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Q41 Which of the following best describes the occupation of the chief income earner in your 
household? (If retired, please select the highest occupation before retirement) (STATUS) 
 High managerial, administrative or professional 
 Intermediate managerial, administrative or professional 
 Supervisory, clerical and junior managerial, administrative or professional 
 Skilled manual workers 
 Semi and unskilled manual workers 
 Lowest grade worker, unemployed with state benefits only 
 
Q42 Would you describe the area you live in as urban (city) or rural (countryside)? (LOCATION) 
 Urban 
 Rural 
 
Thank you for completing the survey! 
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Appendix D  
D.1 Verbatim comments for Q12 and Q23 of the questionnaire for all three samples 
Panel Q12 Q23 
Respondent Knowledge work Motivation 
1 no not sure 
2     
3 NO NO 
4 no management 
5 automatic light sensors 
more pro-active behaviours on the 
part of management 
6     
7     
8   No. 
9 none reward may be 
10     
11 no a bonus 
12     
13  /    
14     
15 none Rewards 
16 No No 
17 no No 
18     
19 carbon foot print money saving 
20 
yes we do have policies 
regarding our enviroment  money saving schem  
21 no No 
22 dont know   
23 none 
We do what we can but other 
changes would have to be sanctioned 
higher up 
24 No No 
25 we are governed by the ea   
26     
27   
More advertising and awareness of 
the benefits.  
28 no idea No 
29 no Costs 
30 solar panels be treated like a human being 
31 n/a No 
32   i dont know 
33 no more salary 
34     
35   Nothing 
36   Nothing 
37     
38     
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39 
The management of the 
company have implemented as 
much as they can to save energy 
and waste in our workplace Nothing specific comes to mind 
40 
recycling waste and switching 
of power consumption, saving 
water  No 
41 none None 
42 none No 
43 Green PC policy 
If I had a smart meter that told me 
how much I was saving in raw ££££ 
44 no No 
45 No No 
46     
47 none No 
48 no Nothing 
49     
50 not sure not sure 
51   No 
52     
53     
54 no   
55     
56 i dont know of any nothing really 
57 no lower bills 
58 
we just got a European grant for 
energy saving  light fittings to 
the amount of  £35,000 if I am rewarded to do so 
59 ? ? 
60 instaalling solar panels 
bonus payed to all staff on the 
savings 
61 
as we are a builders merchsnts 
we utilise all of our energy 
saving  a rebate on our energy bills 
62 none not really 
63 no No 
64   
The abolishment of standing charges 
and a slight increase in the unit price 
of electricity to compensate. 
65   No 
66 common sense Cost 
67     
68     
69 No No 
70     
71 No Lower cost 
72     
73   
more company interest and 
especially paper recycling. 
74 carbon emiisions to reduce more information 
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pollution 
75 no financial incentive 
76 no cant think of any 
77 N/A 
No further motivation should be 
required 
78   Payrise 
79   Financial rewards for doing it. 
80 NO A BONUS 
81     
82 
IT printer powerdown after 30 
mins inactivity   
83 motion sensor lighting   
84 no No 
85 n0ne Rewards 
86 No I don't know 
87 No   
88 timers and sensors on lights No 
89 
Motion-detecting lights in 
toilets , etc . Large windows/ 
skylights , for more natural 
lighting . Energy-efficient 
boilers . 
Partial use of the savings to support a 
charity . 
90 no money off 
91 
Each team has an energy 
Champion   
92 
Special lorries reducing 
emissions, energy save lighting, 
heat exchage refrigeration / 
heating Bonuses 
93   monitor the situation 
94 none not sure 
95 no No 
96   a policy 
97     
98 
led water butts new boilers 
remote heating control No 
99 no just saving money 
100     
101   making people more aware 
102 
Energy efficiency is maximised 
wherever possible. 
No because it would result in me 
staying home and in bed under 
several blankets, so not much would 
get done at my place of work, and 
that my friend, would not be very 
useful;). 
103     
104 
Turn off computers when not 
using More detailed feedback on targets 
105 dont' know Bonus 
106     
107     
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108 None Money incentive  
109     
110 
movement sensors on lights plus 
timers on airconditioning not really 
111 Reducing the CO2 level   
112 no guidance from managers 
113 don't know No 
114     
115     
116   More iniatives 
117 no No 
118 none more funding 
119 no No 
120 no   
121 no No 
122     
123 pass Pass 
124     
125 no No 
126   NOTHING 
127 awesome Quality 
128 na Na 
129 DON'T KNOW DON'T KNOW 
130     
131 no extra pay 
132     
133 None Incentives at work 
134     
135 None   
136 don't know reduction in fuel bills 
137   
I am just one person, it's everyone 
that's the problem. 
138 na Na 
139 D/K Personal Incentive 
140     
141 No If it was cheaper 
142     
143 none No 
144 no saving money 
145 
I know that there is an 
environmental policy but I 
couldn't describe it in detail. 
Seeing my colleagues making the 
same effort! 
146     
147 
Making sure lights are turned 
off   
148   
At home I always do at work it's 
much more difficult. 
149     
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150 switch off if not in use 
if I received a financial bonus for so 
doing 
151 no Rewards 
152 no am already motivated 
153   No 
154 none 
I do it at home but its not so easy at 
work 
155 no No 
156 none better recording of energy saved 
157     
158     
159 Honestly not sure. 
Not really. I don't care too much 
about it to be honest. 
160 nothing Nothing 
161     
162   
learn about various ways to do so 
and has this affects our society 
163 I'm unsure  Not being so busy  
164 
Not aware of any policies but 
we do care to reduce the impact 
on environment no idea 
165 no don't know 
166 not sure going paperless 
167 NO CANT REMEMBER SAVE MONEY 
168 , K 
169 
We have a Green Impact 
initiative that tells people to turn 
lights off, boil less water in the 
kettle and turn their computers 
off at night, and the university 
recently replaced a whole lot of 
leaky old windows with modern 
double glazing. 
Replacing the windows in my 
building as well as the ones they 
have already done 
170 No Small rewards every few months. 
171     
172 no Money 
173   more information 
174   easier access to resources to do so 
175 none   
176     
177 no 
The environment, the animals, to 
protect the world. 
178   No 
179     
180   save more money 
181 no No 
182     
183   
Incentives such as prizes or being 
paid for it?! 
184 no No 
185 none   
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186 No If we had some sort of incentive 
187     
188 none Not yet. 
189 no no i dont think so 
190     
191 no bonus' 
192 
air conditioning is turned off at 
weekends   
193 no No 
194     
195 it's better off No 
196 None   
197     
198 
yes, we have recycling container 
for rubbish in the office small bonus in my wage 
199   very high electricity tariffs 
200     
Chichester Q12 Q23 
Respondent Knowledge work Motivation 
1     
2     
3 No   
4   Turn the air con off 
5 
Carbon Plan /bio-diversity  and 
Environmental   policy  to 
reduce overall consumption of 
non renewable enrgy, without 
daamaging the environment 
further.   
6 Only in vague terms 
Taken the stairs  rather than the lift - 
although that does use up my energy 
before teaching! 
7     
8     
9 no   
10 Don't know 
Make sure I turn off data projectors 
after a lecture, and turn off monitor 
as well as PC in my office 
11     
12   Work wothout lights on 
13 
Green Impact Scheme - team-
based initiative to improve 
environmental awareness   
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14 
Overarching aim to reduce CO2 
emissions.  / Improved thermal 
performance of buildings, better 
controls and more sustainable 
forms of energy. / BREAAM 
excellent new buildings and 
very good for refrubishments / 
Sustainable travel plan - 
improved bus services, better 
cycle and changing facilities.   
15   
I regularly turn off lights and other 
people's monitors if I see them left 
on and taps left running etc.  I also 
take plastic bottle out of the bin to 
put in the proper recycling bin! 
16 No   
17 
I am aware of a green campus 
initiative, our department is 
trying to be involved. I give colleagues lifts/ car share. 
18 no 
I turn off lights in corridors, lower 
radiators where I think appropiately. 
19   
Specified low energy theatre lights 
for the Bognor theatre which use 
1/10th of the energy of a standard 
theatre light. The lanterns are also 
LED and will last for 50000 hours, 
unlike a standard theatre lamp which 
blows within 100 hours, reducing 
waste and running costs. 
20   
turn off lights in any empty rooms/ 
bathrooms 
21 
Turning off lights/computers to 
reduce energy use.  Green team 
awards - encouraging and 
educating staff to be aware of 
all initiatives and ways to 
improve environmentally.   
22 No   
23     
24 
I don't understand this question 
and how it is worded?   
25 
I believe we have a lighting 
project to ensure that energy 
efficient lighting becomes the 
norm.  New builds and 
refurbishments include energy 
saving tech. and also higher 
spec insulation where 
appropriate.  There are motion 
sensors or similar on urinals.   
26     
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27 
Yes - eg reducing electricity 
usage by switching off 
unnecesary lights; turning off 
radiators when not in use; 
ensuring taps are turned off in 
cloakrooms.   
28 
I do try to turn my office 
radiator off as often as possible, 
and definitely when I open the 
window. / I also make sure I 
switch monitor and laptop off at 
the socket so no overnight 'sleep 
mode uses electricity.  I am 
guessing that this would be a 
considerable power saving if 
everybody did this. / Similarly, 
no lights left on in rooms that 
are vacated, and turn them off 
during a session if they become 
unnecessary.  None of these 
things alter how we feel, but do 
sve power in empty spaces. 
Note, I cannot use public transport 
from the village I live in - buses run 
every 2 hours and take an hour and a 
half to get to Chichester (a distance 
of about 12 miles if I travel directly).  
I do however cycle to work 2-3 times 
a week so long as there is sufficient 
daylight hours to make the journey 
safe. / I rarely recycle paper coffee 
cups becaue I rarely drink tea or 
coffee from paper cups, when I do, I 
recycle them. 
29 no 
wear more / less layers of clothing at 
work  
30 
To be honest - I think that is 
something that I shouldn't be 
spending my valuable time on, 
it should be dealt with by those 
responsible for buildings and 
purchasing. 
The photo copying system, no doubt 
saves paper and ink, but is extremely 
wasteful of human resources. 
31 
Turn off your monitor and 
workstation every night / Turn 
off lights and any other 
unnecessary electrical items 
when you leave a room / Signs 
and posters adress water, 
electricity, gas usage. / Don't 
open windows when heating is 
on - instead turn thermostat 
down (if you have one) / 
Recycling 
Only fill the kettle with enough 
water for the number of cups needed 
/ Offered lifts to and from BRC  / 
Write notes on scrap paper / Pass on 
unwanted folders etc. to colleagues / 
Pass on unwanted novels etc. to 
colleagues / Take clothes to the 
Heart Foundation recycling bin 
32     
33 
Switch off PC/lights/appliances 
when not in use. /  
Worn more clothing to keep the 
heating down. Taken a flask of hot 
water to make my own drinks. 
Brought in my own lamp with an 
energy saving bulb. 
34 
Green League and policies to 
support. Xx 
35     
36 
too big an issue to be a 
welcoming start to a 
questionnaire  
Arran House is very energy-
wasteful; we try to conserve heat by 
keeping office doors closed. Rather 
unfriendly & unwlecoming, but 
Arran House is incedibly poorly 
insulated. 
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37 
I am aware of the Green 
Campus Group and the various 
initiatives they have promoted. 
My Department signed up to the 
Green Impact Scheme.  /  / 
More visuals would be useful - 
stickers by lighs in key areas, 
messages on PC start up screens 
etc, the stickers on the 
accessible doors will hopefully 
make others think to use the 
manual doors where they can to 
save energy, which will reduce 
traffic through the accessible 
doors too. /  / The messages 
from Kate Cathie at Christmas 
were fun and thought provoking 
and a reminder for us to do 
more! 
I will switch off lights in other rooms 
if they have been left on. I turn off 
my monitor if I leave the room and 
room mates if I notice they've been 
left on. I retrieve recyclable items 
such as paper if I notice it in other's 
waste bins in the office and will 
recycle appropriately. I've cycled to 
work as public transport from where 
I live doesn't fit with the school run 
and getting to work (or back to 
school to pick up) on time. 
38 I'm afraid I do not.   
39 
I'm aware of the big University 
environmental strategy but the 
most obvious ways of 
implementing this seem to be 
quite minor things e.g. turn off 
the lights, don't use automatic 
door openers if not really 
necessary, and turn off the PCs 
at weekends/evenings.  Haven't 
seen anything in the toilets 
about water usage. 
Tried turning down the radiator 
when it is too hot.  Only fill the 
kettle with the water needed for one 
cup and then put cold water in after 
so that it is already partly warmed 
for the next person.  
40 
Encouraged to turn off lights in 
rooms. Recycling bins next to 
general waste bins.   
41   
Brought jacket or worn heavier 
clothing rather than put heaters on 
42 none 
Turn off tap in BOC toilet as left on. 
Make sure correct sized radiator is in 
office (previous radiator was too big 
for office sq meter so made it too 
warm which meant had to air the 
office by opening door, window etc) 
report leaking taps.   
43 
The University has an 
environmental policy and a plan 
to reduce waste and energy 
consumption.  The purpose of 
this is to reduce the 
environmental impact of the 
institution and also to save 
money through gradual 
implementation of procedures 
and raising awareness through 
advertising.  Additionally the 
University is legally bound to 
I am currently working with a 
colleague to create a team plan for 
the forthcoming academic year to 
improve our performance 
environmentally.  This will include 
saving energy (ie. turning computer 
screens off at the end of the day). 
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comply with certain 
environmental legislation. 
44 
Waste recycling. Computer 
protocols (turning off 
machines). There is a policy on 
greening (cant remember what 
its called) 
Tell students to. / Tell students to 
open doors by hand! 
45   
Cycle to work. / Turn heating off in 
winter (ridiculous how much heating 
there is in winter - corridoors and 
offices sometimes like saunas) 
46 
Carbon Management Strategy / 
Green Campus Group / Carbon 
Challenge /  
Read, amend and proof documents 
online where possible. 
47 No   
48 Don't know   
49 
turning off monitors and lights 
before leaving for the day and if 
out of the office for a period e.g. 
lunchbreaks / having a plant in 
your office / having multiple 
recycling bins around the 
campus cycling to work 
50 No. 
Turn everybody elses computers off 
at the end of the day! Turn radio off 
at wall. 
51 Nothing specific.   
52 
University travel plan, student 
recycling of goods when they 
leave halls, notes encouraging 
that lights, monitors etc be 
turned off, participating in 
Green League, allotments for 
staff   
53 
encouraged to turn lights off and 
PCS when out of the 
office/room. PC goes into 
standby .energy saving when 
not used for while.  
Turn the radiators down or off when 
too hot. Reported when the heating 
was on but everyone had their 
windows open because it was too 
hot. 
54   don't over fill the kettle 
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55 
No. I'm surprised the recently 
refurbished toilets by the 
student shop does not have auto 
turn off taps. Only a couple of 
weeks into the new academic 
year I've found taps left running 
on three occasions.   /  / Water-
free urinals however are a great 
idea. 
Turned down radiators. Got staff to 
switch off PCs at night. Turned off 
lights in empty meeting rooms others 
have left on. 
56 No  I turn off lights in corridors. 
57 
Energy reduction initiative at 
the University /  /  Cycle to work 
58     
59 
There is a member of staff 
(whose name I do not know) 
who I often see around the 
Bognor campus, whose role 
seems to include monitoring and 
reducing energy consumption.  I 
am slightly embarrassed that I 
do not know more about him or 
what he does, but he has on 
several occasions chatted to me 
informally about these issues, 
and knowing that he is around 
has encouraged me to make 
small changes to my routines 
such as shutting down 
computers and projectors 
between sessons. 
I do not use public transport for work 
purposes, but I do walk or cycle 
when possible rather than taking my 
car on shorter journeys that are work 
related. 
60 
Improving insulation within 
buildings - reduce heat loss and 
therefore gas for heating / LED 
lighting - save electricity / 
waterless urinals - save water 
Car share / Turn heating down when 
it can be controlled 
61   
Limited paper use and worked 
electronically. 
62     
63     
64 
NO, sorry - but I always open 
electronically operated doors 
manually!   
65 
Reduce the amount that we use, 
namely what is wasted 
Only boil the right amount of water 
when making a round of tea 
66 No 
I recycle as much as I can 
accordingly to the recycling bin 
regulations. I try to keep 
refridgerator and freezer doors open 
only for a minimum amount of time. 
67     
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68 
I don't know of any specific 
policies for reducing energy 
consumption - although I know 
the University in general is 
working towards this and and to 
reduce the energy consumption 
figures from 2010/11 by 25% by 
2014/15. 
I didn't run any additional fans 
during summer, opening the 
windows instead. In the winters 
however, I do have an extra heat, 
although I will always put on 
jumpers and fleeces first, and turn 
the heater on as a last resort. I don't 
have it on all day either, I let it warm 
the room for an hour or so and then 
switch it off.  
69     
70 No   
71 No 
More group awareness. Yet not 
shoved down peoples throats. This 
questionnaire could have been better. 
72     
73   
The amount of energy I ty to save is 
often wasted by the inconsiderate 
actions of the drunken and stupid 
idiots who roam the university at 
night withot a care in the 
worldleaving all the lights on and 
doors open and trashing the place. 
They never recycle and always use 
enormous amounts of electricity with 
their inefficient lifestyle and filling 
the bins with stuff that could have 
been recycled. 
74 Recycle rubbish 
The rooms are always far to hot so 
we open the windows. Please turn 
the thermostat down. 
75   
If more people would do it so I 
would feel less like my efforts are 
wasted. 
76     
77     
78 N/A   
79     
80 
New more efficient lights being 
put up in artone to save 
electricity.    
81 No 
Seeing universities turning down the 
heating.  Recycling bins being more 
obvious.  They are misused at the 
moment by students 
82 
Aware there is a scheme 
encouraging staff to participate 
in thinking of strategies to try 
and reduce energy consumption, 
increase recycling etc. 
My husband's dire predictions about 
the future of energy production are 
sufficient motivation!  
83 No 
Feeling like I could turn computers 
off in the library without being a 
nuisance. 
84 No   
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85 
Turn off lights - to save 
electricity.  Encourage people to 
switch off lights when not in 
use. / Car sharing - to save 
energy and reduce pollution.  
Encourage people to share cars.   
86 green lights / recycling bins   
87 
None other than signs saying 
turn the lights off. 
More info about it and reminders on 
more than light switches 
88 
New automatic lights - to ensure 
lights aren't left on when they 
aren't necessary.   
89 No. 
Benefits of energy saving are 
available to everyone, not just the 
university. First of all it's the 
environment, secondly it's because of 
the chain effect of the savings and 
cost cuts to be made. 
Highbury Q12 Q23 
Respondent Knowledge work Motivation 
1 
energy saving lightin in 
classrooms / some urinals are 
water saving   
2     
3 no saving money 
4 Don't know what they are. 
I would like to save energy but I 
can't even turn the light off in my 
office - the lights are on motion 
sensors and two go off when I'm not 
there but I believe the third stays on 
all night - which I don't like. / I 
alway recyle where possible so I 
have a cardboard box in my room.  
There are no recycyling bins in my 
area.  Others just put paper/bottle in 
the bins. 
5 
Energy saving lights which are 
motion triggered. Solar panels 
on roof. Energy saving hand 
dryers. Turn printers off over 
night. Turn computers and 
screens off over night. Only boil 
enough water in kettle. 
More information on how to save 
energy   
6     
7     
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8 
turning off power switches to 
computers - unfortuantely saves 
very little power and breaks 
computers if they are not shut 
down properly hence causing 
more energy waseage. We have 
solar panels and rooms that turn 
ligths on and off either by 
movement or by light level - 
unfortunately our office does 
the latter which measn the lights 
are on even if we don't want 
them to be    
9 
We have some sort of 
geothermal heating?   
10 none   
11 Solar Panels    
12     
13     
14 No 
financial rewards against department 
budgets for energy efficient 
practices. 
15 No    
16     
17 
Lift sharing - strategy to reduce 
the number of cars travelling 
parallel routes - reduce 
greenhouse emissions / timed 
light swtches with motion 
sensors - reduce demand for 
electricity in unoccupied rooms 
/ solar panels on roof - feeding 
into the grid /  /    
18 No 
I would like to be supported when I 
suggest ways by my collegues, as it 
can be seen as not cool to be into 
being green.  
19     
20     
21 
New buildings include features 
to increase energy efficiency 
and decrease consumption. 
More facitiles to recycle plastic, 
batteries and card/paper. 
22 No   
23 No   
24 
Automatic light switch off when 
no activity in a room.   
25 Recycling / Sustainability week   
26 
we have to limit food waste - it 
is weighed and recorded / we 
have sensor lights to reduce 
electrical costs / paper recycling 
is supported by the recycling 
bins around the college 
A definition of what saving energy is 
and what the immediate effects are 
as opposed to the long term ones 
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27   
Further information on the benefits 
that would effect me.  To get 
people/students to be motivated to be 
envolved then you would have to 
make it something that they thought 
would benefit them in some way.  
Just to save the college money is not 
enought.  Some will be interested in 
the enviroment but a large proportion 
will be far more interested in 
themelves. 
28 No   
29 no   
30 no Not really as I am very aware 
31   
Make somputers easier to switch off. 
You have to press very hard. 
32 
We always switch the lights, 
computer and AC off when it is 
not needed and ensure all is off 
before leaving the room at the 
end f the day.   
33 
I do not know of any policies 
the college has in place to save 
on energy consumption.  I do 
know the college buildings have 
solar panels and movement 
sensitive lights which might 
help reduce electricity use. 
Policies or initiatives clearly 
advertised around college. 
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Appendix E  
 
Table E.1 Normality testing for Highbury Sample 
Descriptive Statistics (N=33) 
Highbury sample 
Measure Skewness Kurtosis 
Affect (Annoyed) 1.6 1.7 
Affect (Enthusiastic) 0.9 0.4 
AR (Jointly responsible) -0.2 -0.1 
AR (Global warming problem) -1.0 1.1 
AR (Reduce energy consumption) -0.1 -0.5 
AR (Personal obligation) 0.0 -0.7 
AR (Energy saving helps) -0.7 -0.4 
AR (Strong action) -0.5 -0.6 
AR (Loss of resources ) -1.1 1.1 
Attitude (Good) -1.0 -0.4 
Attitude (Useful) -0.9 -1.3 
Collective Efficacy (All have positive effects) -0.5 -0.6 
Collective Efficacy (Many engaged employees) -0.3 -0.5 
Descriptive Norms (Colleagues save energy) -0.1 -0.7 
Descriptive Norms (Saving energy is important to others) -0.8 0.8 
External motivation (Incentives) 0.0 -1.3 
External motivation (Recognition) -0.3 -0.6 
External motivation (Rules and procedures) -0.9 0.7 
Facilitating Conditions (Appropriate measures at work) -0.6 -0.6 
Facilitating Conditions (Possible to save energy at work) -0.9 0.1 
Facilitating Conditions (Access to resources) -0.1 -1.1 
Facilitating Conditions (Easy to save energy) 0.0 -0.8 
PEB_lights -2.4 4.0 
PEB_equipment -4.9 24.9 
Group Dynamics (Sense of belonging) -0.7 0.4 
Group Dynamics (Respect) -0.7 0.8 
Group Dynamics (Work well together) -0.8 0.4 
Group Dynamics (Play our part) -1.0 0.6 
Habit (Daily routine) -1.2 2.6 
Habit (Consciously remembering) -0.3 -0.5 
Intrinsic Motivation (Enjoyment) -0.2 -0.6 
Intrinsic Motivation (Value/usefulness) -1.5 4.0 
Intrinsic Motivation (Perceived competence) -0.3 -0.7 
Intrinsic Motivation (Effort) -0.6 -0.6 
Intrinsic Motivation (No pressure) 0.0 -1.2 
Intrinsic Motivation (Perceived choice) -1.1 1.0 
Injunctive Norms (Should try and save energy) -0.4 -0.2 
Injunctive Norms (Expect to save energy) -0.5 -0.2 
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Measure Skewness Kurtosis 
Intention -0.4 -0.6 
Knowledge (Cost) 0.4 -0.7 
Knowledge (Skill) -0.2 -0.4 
Knowledge (Target) 0.4 -0.2 
Knowledge (Technology) 0.3 -0.5 
Environmental Concern  (Approaching limit) -0.5 -0.5 
Environmental Concern (Crisis exaggerated) -0.3 -0.4 
Environmental Concern (Limited room and resources) 0.0 -1.0 
Environmental Concern (Humans rule) -0.9 0.4 
Environmental Concern (Balance easily upset) -0.9 0.7 
Environmental Concern (Major catastrophe) -0.1 -0.9 
Environmental Concern (Use nature) 0.0 -0.9 
Environmental Concern (Humans shouldn't interfere) -0.4 -1.0 
Environmental Concern (Human ingenuity) 0.2 -0.3 
Environmental Concern (Severely abusing) -0.7 -0.6 
Environmental Concern (Plant and animal rights) -1.0 0.1 
Environmental Concern (Nature can cope) -0.6 -0.6 
Environmental Concern (Humans are part of nature) -0.6 -0.7 
PN -0.1 -1.2 
Self-Efficacy (Up to me) -0.8 0.4 
Self-Efficacy (Various ideas to help) -0.5 -0.3 
Self-Identity (Concerned about environmental issues) -0.6 0.7 
Self-Identity (Behave environmentally friendly) -0.3 0.3 
Support & training (Managers support me) -0.3 0.7 
Support & training (Superiors are committed) -0.2 -0.8 
Threat (Learning about climate change) -0.9 0.1 
Threat (Stay informed) -0.2 -0.5 
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Table E.2 Normality testing for Chichester Sample 
Descriptive Statistics (N=89) 
Chichester sample 
Measure Skewness Kurtosis 
Affect (Annoyed) 1.6 1.6 
Affect (Enthusiastic) 0.4 -0.3 
AR (Jointly responsible) -0.3 -0.3 
AR (Global warming problem) -0.8 1.5 
AR (Reduce energy consumption) -0.8 0.9 
AR (Personal obligation) -0.5 0.3 
AR (Energy saving helps) -1.2 1.9 
AR (Strong action) -1.2 1.3 
AR (Loss of resources ) -1.0 0.9 
Attitude (Good) -1.5 1.2 
Attitude (Useful) -1.5 1.2 
Collective Efficacy (All have positive effects) -1.1 1.2 
Collective Efficacy (Many engaged employees) -1.0 0.9 
Descriptive Norms (Colleagues save energy) -0.6 -0.3 
Descriptive Norms (Saving energy is important to others) -0.7 0.5 
External motivation (Incentives) -0.2 -0.4 
External motivation (Recognition) -0.2 -0.2 
External motivation (Rules and procedures) -0.2 -0.6 
Facilitating Conditions (Appropriate measures at work) -0.3 -0.6 
Facilitating Conditions (Possible to save energy at work) -0.7 0.1 
Facilitating Conditions (Access to resources) -0.5 -0.2 
Facilitating Conditions (Easy to save energy) -0.5 -0.2 
PEB_lights -4.5 21.0 
PEB_equipment -4.3 20.9 
Group Dynamics (Sense of belonging) -1.2 2.0 
Group Dynamics (Respect) -1.3 2.3 
Group Dynamics (Work well together) -1.3 1.7 
Group Dynamics (Play our part) -0.9 0.6 
Habit (Daily routine) -0.4 -0.6 
Habit (Consciously remembering) -0.6 1.6 
Intrinsic Motivation (Enjoyment) -1.3 1.6 
Intrinsic Motivation (Value/usefulness) -0.8 -0.2 
Intrinsic Motivation (Perceived competence) -0.7 0.8 
Intrinsic Motivation (Effort) -0.8 0.1 
Intrinsic Motivation (No pressure) -0.7 -0.1 
Intrinsic Motivation (Perceived choice) -1.2 1.4 
Injunctive Norms (Should try and save energy) 0.1 -0.6 
Injunctive Norms (Expect to save energy) -0.2 -0.5 
Intention -0.9 -0.1 
Knowledge (Cost) 0.2 -0.3 
Knowledge (Skill) -0.4 -0.2 
Knowledge (Target) 0.4 -0.3 
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Measure Skewness Kurtosis 
Knowledge (Technology) -0.1 -0.7 
Environmental Concern  (Approaching limit) -0.4 -0.3 
Environmental Concern (Crisis exaggerated) -0.3 -0.4 
Environmental Concern (Limited room and resources) 0.1 -1.0 
Environmental Concern (Humans rule) -0.4 -0.7 
Environmental Concern (Balance easily upset) 0.3 -0.4 
Environmental Concern (Major catastrophe) 0.4 0.6 
Environmental Concern (Use nature) 0.1 -0.8 
Environmental Concern (Humans shouldn't interfere) -0.4 -0.1 
Environmental Concern (Human ingenuity) 0.2 -0.4 
Environmental Concern (Severely abusing) -0.6 0.1 
Environmental Concern (Plant and animal rights) -1.4 2.2 
Environmental Concern (Nature can cope) -0.7 0.0 
Environmental Concern (Humans are part of nature) -0.5 -0.9 
PN -0.2 0.1 
Self-Efficacy (Up to me) -0.7 -0.2 
Self-Efficacy (Various ideas to help) -0.1 -0.6 
Self-Identity (Concerned about environmental issues) -0.8 -0.1 
Self-Identity (Behave environmentally friendly) -0.8 0.5 
Support & training (Managers support me) -0.2 -0.6 
Support & training (Superiors are committed) -0.2 -0.5 
Threat (Learning about climate change) -0.4 -0.2 
Threat (Stay informed) -0.7 0.1 
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Table E.3 Normality testing for panel sample 
Descriptive Statistics (N=200) 
Panel sample 
Measure Skewness Kurtosis 
Affect (Annoyed) 2.0 4.7 
Affect (Enthusiastic) 0.2 -0.5 
AR (Jointly responsible) -0.5 0.0 
AR (Global warming problem) -0.9 0.8 
AR (Reduce energy consumption) -0.7 0.3 
AR (Personal obligation) -0.6 0.2 
AR (Energy saving helps) -0.9 0.8 
AR (Strong action) -0.8 0.3 
AR (Loss of resources) -0.8 0.7 
Attitude (Good) -0.4 -1.0 
Attitude (Useful) -0.9 0.7 
Collective Efficacy (All have positive effects) -0.5 0.1 
Collective Efficacy (Many engaged employees) -0.5 0.1 
Commitment (Belonging) -0.7 0.0 
Commitment (Meaning) -0.5 -0.6 
Commitment (Proud) -0.6 -0.1 
Culture -0.2 -0.6 
Descriptive Norms (Colleagues save energy) -0.3 -0.6 
Descriptive Norms (Saving energy is important to others) -0.4 0.0 
External motivation (Incentives) 0.0 -0.9 
External motivation (Recognition) -0.2 -0.4 
External motivation (Rules and procedures) -0.5 -0.2 
Facilitating Conditions (Appropriate measures at work) -0.1 -0.2 
Facilitating Conditions (Possible to save energy at work) -0.3 -0.1 
Facilitating Conditions (Access to resources) -0.1 -0.1 
Facilitating Conditions (Easy to save energy) -0.3 -0.2 
PEB_lights -1.7 1.4 
PEB_equipment -3.0 8.1 
Group Dynamics (Sense of belonging) -0.6 0.1 
Group Dynamics (Respect) -0.7 0.5 
Group Dynamics (Work well together) -0.7 0.4 
Group Dynamics (Play our part) -0.8 0.7 
Habit (Daily routine) -2.0 3.1 
Habit (Consciously remembering) -1.9 2.8 
Intrinsic Motivation (Enjoyment) -0.6 0.1 
Intrinsic Motivation (Value/usefulness) -0.5 0.1 
Intrinsic Motivation (Perceived competence) -0.7 0.6 
Intrinsic Motivation (Effort) -0.5 -0.3 
Intrinsic Motivation (No pressure) -0.6 0.1 
Intrinsic Motivation (Perceived choice) -0.7 0.6 
Injunctive Norms (Should try and save energy) -0.1 -0.5 
Injunctive Norms (Expect to save energy) -0.1 -0.6 
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Measure Skewness Kurtosis 
Intention -0.5 0.2 
Knowledge (Cost) 0.5 0.0 
Knowledge (Skill) -0.1 -0.5 
Knowledge (Target) 0.5 -0.1 
Knowledge (Technology) 0.1 -0.8 
Environmental Concern  (Approaching limit) -0.3 -0.6 
Environmental Concern (Crisis exaggerated) -0.1 -0.7 
Environmental Concern (Limited room and resources) -0.6 0.0 
Environmental Concern (Humans rule) -0.2 -0.7 
Environmental Concern (Balance easily upset) -0.5 -0.1 
Environmental Concern (Major catastrophe) -0.6 0.1 
Environmental Concern (Use nature) 0.0 -0.5 
Environmental Concern (Humans shouldn't interfere) -0.5 0.0 
Environmental Concern (Human ingenuity) 0.2 -0.5 
Environmental Concern (Severely abusing) -0.7 0.0 
Environmental Concern (Plant and animal rights) -0.7 -0.7 
Environmental Concern (Nature can cope) -0.2 -0.7 
Environmental Concern (Humans are part of nature) -0.5 -0.9 
PN -0.3 0.2 
Self-Efficacy (Up to me) -0.6 -0.1 
Self-Efficacy (Various ideas to help) -0.2 -0.3 
Self-Identity (Concerned about environmental issues) -0.5 0.0 
Self-Identity (Behave environmentally friendly) -0.8 1.0 
Support & training (Managers support me) -0.3 -0.5 
Support & training (Superiors are committed) -0.3 -0.6 
Threat (Learning about climate change) -0.2 -0.2 
Threat (Stay informed) -0.5 0.0 
Work satisfaction -0.7 0.2 
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Appendix F 
Table F.1 Correlation of demographics variables to the dependent variables in the Highbury Sample 
Descriptive Statistics (N = 33) 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
Highbury Correlations 
  Intention Attitude 
PEB_ 
lights 
PEB_ 
equipment 
PEB_ 
aggregate Gender Age Income Degree 
Household 
size Status Location 
Marital 
status 
Intention                           
Attitude .339                         
PEB_lights .110 .058                       
PEB_equipment .259 -.017 .531**                     
PEB_aggregate .184 .036 .940** .788**                   
Gender -.167 -.181 -.029 -.174 -.091                 
Age .103 .073 .008 -.017 -.001 -.138               
Income -.190 -.211 -.100 -.240 -.175 -.195 -.019             
Degree .084 -.144 -.204 .060 -.124 -.332 -.304 .142           
Household -.212 -.104 .103 .197 .154 -.092 -.090 -.062 .188         
Status .029 -.145 -.161 -.046 -.136 -.303 -.236 .444* .664** .040       
Location .129 .119 -.159 -.254 -.218 -.297 .167 .177 -.012 -.405* .089     
Marital Status .255 .352 .011 .045 .026 -.208 .315 .491* -.053 .070 -.119 .107   
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).                   
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).                   
Table F.2 Correlation of demographics variables to the dependent variables in the Chichester Sample 
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Descriptive Statistics (N = 89) 
Chichester Correlations 
  Intention Attitude 
PEB_ 
lights 
PEB_ 
equipment 
PEB_ 
aggregate Gender Age Income Degree 
Household 
size Status Location 
Marital 
status 
Intention                           
Attitude .719**                         
PEB_lights .060 -.011                       
PEB_equipment .169 .259* .024                     
PEB_aggregate .158 .168 .734** .697**                   
Gender .031 .088 -.008 -.034 -.029                 
Age .009 -.112 .146 .140 .200 -.134               
Income -.092 -.234 .033 .033 .046 -.116 .438**             
Degree -.145 -.107 .151 .134 .200 -.133 .190 .333**           
Household -.001 .115 -.054 .119 .042 .092 -.175 .110 -.072         
Status -.129 -.216 .156 -.019 .088 -.012 .202 .529** .550** .174       
Location -.038 -.101 -.134 -.240* -.260* .107 -.072 .009 .078 .069 .099     
Marital Status -.206 -.125 .011 .039 .034 .095 .073 .308* .083 .171 .096 .104   
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
 
Table F.3 Correlation of demographics variables to the dependent variables in the panel sample 
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Descriptive Statistics (N = 200) 
Panel Correlations 
  Intention Attitude 
PEB_ 
lights 
PEB_ 
equipment 
PEB_ 
Aggregate Gender Age Income Degree 
Household 
size Status Location 
Marital 
status 
Intention                           
Attitude .789**                         
PEB_lights .483** .425**                       
PEB_equipment .257** .196** .411**                     
PEB_aggregate .342** .275** .820** .657**                   
Gender .120 .121 .044 -.026 .040                 
Age -.109 -.079 -.092 -.092 -.190** -.489**               
Income .054 .101 .042 .015 .041 -.013 -.009             
Degree .203** .164* .199** .122 .192** .137 -.250** .222**           
Household .035 .070 .079 -.046 .070 .032 -.155* .223** .047         
Status .196** .202** .176* .182* .204** .129 -.078 .492** .476** .010       
Location -.030 -.014 -.030 -.132 -.126 .138 .031 .137 -.109 .116 .025     
Marital Status .044 .019 .097 .072 .056 .103 -.044 .299** .010 .494** .062 .145*   
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
 
Table F.4 Correlation of organisational variables to the dependent variables in the panel sample 
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Descriptive Statistics (N = 200) 
Organisational Variables Correlations 
  Intention Attitude 
PEB_ 
lights 
PEB_ 
equipment 
PEB_ 
aggregate 
Business 
size 
Business 
structure EMS  
Environme
ntal Policy 
Intention 
         
Attitude .789**         
PEB_lights .483** .425**        
PEB_equipment .257** .196** .411**       
PEB_aggregate .342** .275** .820** .657**      
Business size .021 .007 -.106 -.002 -.206**     
Business structure .140* .118 -.026 -.135 .010 .172*    
Environmental 
Management System .193
** .149* .107 .051 .148* .183** .045   
Environmental Policies .166* .144* .117 .128 .145* .192** .034 .751**  
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Appendix G 
Table G.1 Significant differences between industry types by dependent variable 
ANOVA 
  Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
PEB_lights Between Groups 73.891 16 4.618 1.209 .266 
Within Groups 603.343 158 3.819     
Total 677.234 174       
PEB_equipment Between Groups 19.340 16 1.209 .578 .897 
Within Groups 341.105 163 2.093     
Total 360.444 179       
Intention Between Groups 13.831 16 .864 1.496 .105 
Within Groups 105.184 182 .578     
Total 119.015 198       
PEB_aggregate Between Groups 42.083 16 2.630 .866 .609 
Within Groups 522.488 172 3.038     
Total 564.571 188       
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Table H.1 Correlation of key measures with the dependent variables for the Highbury Sample 
Highbury correlations  
  
Intent
ion 
Attitud
e 
PEB 
lights 
PEB 
Equipme
nt 
PEB 
aggregat
e 
Knowledg
e Habit 
Self-
efficac
y 
Extrinsic 
motivatio
n 
Social 
norms 
Intrinsic 
motivatio
n PN 
Leadershi
p 
Group 
dynamic
s 
Facilitatin
g 
conditions Affect 
Social 
identity 
Environme
ntal 
concern 
Responsi
bility 
Intention                    
Attitude .339                   
PEB_lights .110 .058                  
PEB_equipment .259 -.017 .531**                 
PEB_aggregate .184 .036 .940** .788**                
Knowledge -.230 -.002 .060 .160 .108               
Habit .494
*
* .074 .107 .249 .178 -.094              
Self-efficacy .156 .224 .138 .405* .263 .137 .374*             
Extrinsic 
motivation -.146 -.171 .096 .023 .079 .198 -.175 -.182            
Social norms .146 .023 -.112 -.023 -.091 -.423* -.013 .001 -.093           
Intrinsic 
motivation 
.561*
* .345
* .309 .473** .415* -.140 .233 .443** -.160 .247          
PN .327 .125 -.320 -.212 -.318 .066 .075 .105 .175 .163 .346*         
Leadership .190 .184 -.003 .294 .116 -.127 -.153 .298 -.013 .517** .299 .164        
Group dynamics -.204 .162 -.085 -.229 -.154 .195 -.245 -.092 -.014 -.043 -.002 -.038 -.147       
Facilitating 
conditions -.104 -.047 .317 .264 .337 -.190 -.130 -.178 .129 .261 .085 -.291 .146 .386
*      
Affect .191 .314 .107 .153 .139 .033 -.152 .299 .121 -.016 .587** .413* .177 -.074 -.208     
Social identity -.166 -.058 .008 .256 .109 .262 .233 .138 -.013 .043 .017 -.066 -.109 -.085 -.168 .070    
Environmental 
concern .262 .164 -.371
* -.310 -.394* .092 .060 .114 .209 .158 .238 .953** .101 .005 -.376* .345* -.038   
AR .361* .019 -.136 .028 -.087 -.001 .084 .061 .062 .129 .455** .819** .238 -.109 -.052 .429* -.102 .606**  
Threat .087 -.056 .059 .156 .106 -.151 -.002 .048 -.136 .336 .388* .137 .265 .320 .260 .299 .008 .009 .341 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).                 
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Table H.2 Correlation of key measures with the dependent variables for the Chichester Sample 
Chichester Correlations 
  
Intentio
n 
Attitud
e 
PEB 
lights 
PEB  
euipmen
t 
PEB 
aggregat
e 
Knowledg
e Habit 
Self-
efficac
y 
Extrinsic 
motivatio
n 
Social 
norms 
Intrinsic 
motivatio
n PN 
Leadershi
p 
Group 
dynamic
s 
Facilitatin
g 
conditions Affect 
Social 
identit
y 
Environmenta
l concern 
Responsibilit
y 
Intention                    
Attitude .719**                   
PEB lights .060 -.011                  
PEB 
equipment .169 .259
* .024                 
PEB 
aggregate .158 .168 .734
** .697**                
Knowledge .019 .089 -.150 -.083 -.164               
Habit .213* .191 .106 -.015 .066 -.188              
Self-efficacy .486** .659** .047 .233* .192 .095 .098             
Extrinsic 
motivation .150 -.131 .020 -.294
** -.185 -.021 .021 -.083            
Social norms -.102 -.067 .037 .140 .122 -.050 -.047 .185 -.142           
Intrinsic 
motivation .624
** .630** .089 .306** .272* -.020 .197 .609** -.116 .007          
PN .335** .524** .020 .308** .224* -.090 .168 .436** -.221* -.105 .496**         
Leadership .039 .059 .054 .052 .075 .043 -.018 .271* -.136 .516** .142 -.101        
Group 
dynamics .136 .098 .043 -.108 -.042 .058 .008 .267
* -.056 .267* .193 -.053 .278*       
Facilitating 
conditions .121 .107 .135 .016 .107 .083 .073 .236
* .038 .403** .110 -.072 .189 .165      
Affect .327** .467** -.034 .247* .143 -.016 -.019 .633** -.144 .142 .499** .417** .126 .061 .233*     
Social 
identity -.147 -.180 -.139 -.011 -.107 .222
* -.170 .007 .101 -.048 -.101 -.288** -.049 -.027 -.065 -.083    
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 Intention 
Attitud
e 
PEB 
lights 
PEB  
euipmen
t 
PEB 
aggregat
e 
Knowledg
e Habit 
Self-
efficac
y 
Extrinsic 
motivatio
n 
Social 
norms 
Intrinsic 
motivatio
n PN 
Leadershi
p 
Group 
dynamic
s 
Facilitatin
g 
conditions Affect 
Social 
identit
y 
Environmenta
l concern 
Responsibilit
y 
Environmenta
l concern .241
* .380** .081 .261* .236* -.134 .141 .301** -.190 -.175 .387** .920** -.199 -.126 -.141 .311** -.285**   
AR .374** .581** -.069 .291** .149 -.007 .159 .504** -.205 .017 .513** .846** .058 .061 .042 .451** -.217 .569**  
Threat .318** .294** -.102 .243* .092 .044 .194 .350** -.168 .202 .381** .390** .215 .011 -.033 .210 -.217* .290** .423** 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).                           
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).                           
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Table H.3 Correlation of key measures with the dependent variables for the panel sample 
Panel Correlations 
  
Intenti
on 
Attitu
de 
PEB 
lights 
PEB 
equipm
ent 
PEB 
aggreg
ate 
Work 
satisfacti
on 
Commitm
ent 
Knowled
ge Habit 
Self-
effica
cy 
Extrinsi
c 
motivati
on 
Socia
l 
norm
s 
Intrinsic 
motivati
on PN 
Cultu
re 
Leaders
hip 
Group 
dynami
cs 
Facilitati
ng 
conditio
ns 
Affe
ct 
Socia
l 
identi
ty 
Environme
ntal 
concern 
Responsibi
lity 
Intention                       
Attitude .789**                      
PEB lights .483** .425**                     
PEB 
equipment .257
** .196** .411
*
*                    
PEB 
aggregate .342
** .275** .820
*
* .657
**                   
Work 
satisfaction .179
* .183** .310
*
* .059 .218
**                  
Commitme
nt .283
** .240** .329
*
* .053 .304
** .745**                 
Knowledge .387** .416** .258
*
* .078 .226
** .198** .309**                
Habit .331** .356** .329
*
* .432
** .303** .036 .045 .167*               
Self-
efficacy .632
** .568** .356
*
* .160
* .290** .277** .372** .450** .167*              
Extrinsic 
motivation .122 .117 .031 .040 .132 .030 .094 .153
* .040 .299**             
Social 
norms .464
** .360** .344
*
* .176
* .363** .346** .470** .439** .093 .627** .284**            
Intrinsic 
motivation .699
** .619** .449
*
* .226
** .362** .234** .351** .476** .228
*
* .777
** .292** .611
*
*           
PN .452** .485** .204
*
* .132 .090 -.088 -.068 .217
** .240
*
* .321
** -.044 .077 .454**          
Culture .284** .194** .250
*
* .100 .222
** .443** .525** .491** .092 .406** .090 .583
*
* .394
** -.033         
Leadership .335** .287** .291
*
* .121 .269
** .542** .644** .493** .076 .455** .158* .664
*
* .454
** -.027 .702**        
Group 
dynamics .389
** .393** .310
*
* .123 .230
** .464** .505** .380** .253
*
* .481
** .033 .592
*
* .447
** .075 .473** .496**       
Facilitating 
conditions .347
** .291** .299
*
* .137 .243
** .419** .510** .549** .028 .480** .100 .629
*
* .505
** .082 .738** .688** .470**      
Affect .490** .467** .300
*
* .096 .261
** .313** .406** .409** .084 .549** .220** .496
*
* .597
** .272
*
* .352
** .466** .374** .403**     
Social 
identity .555
** .483** .336
*
* .131 .179
* .132 .197** .360** .173* .545** .142* .497
*
* .688
** .484
*
* .336
** .341** .375** .418** .485
*
*    
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 Intenti
on 
Attitu
de 
PEB 
lights 
PEB 
equipm
ent 
PEB 
aggreg
ate 
Work 
satisfacti
on 
Commitm
ent 
Knowled
ge Habit 
Self-
effica
cy 
Extrinsi
c 
motivati
on 
Socia
l 
norm
s 
Intrinsic 
motivati
on PN 
Cultu
re 
Leaders
hip 
Group 
dynami
cs 
Facilitati
ng 
conditio
ns 
Affe
ct 
Socia
l 
identi
ty 
Environme
ntal 
concern 
Responsibi
lity 
Environme
ntal 
concern 
.327** .376** .146 .139 .061 -.137 -.169* .106 .243
*
* .201
** -.084 -.046 .302** .948
*
* 
-
.139* -.133 -.021 -.041 .107 .355
**   
AR .549** .553** .249
*
* .097 .116 .003 .098 .341
** .187
*
* .438
** .026 .247
*
* .591
** .877
*
* .134 .137 .204
** .252** .467
*
* .582
** .678**  
Threat .568** .516** .356
*
* .200
** .313** .243** .321** .427** .267
*
* .641
** .143* .537
*
* .722
** .481
*
* .412
** .411** .420** .474** .538
*
* .658
** .354** .575** 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).                           
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).                           
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Appendix I 
Table I.1 Output from EFA 
  
COMPONENTS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Intrinsic Motivation                       
Intrinsic Motivation (Perceived choice) .921 -.158 .045 .115 .030 -.011 -.043 .012 -.031 -.010 -.206 
Intrinsic Motivation (No pressure) .853 -.018 -.094 -.010 -.047 -.047 .007 -.001 -.075 -.054 .175 
Intrinsic Motivation (Value/usefulness) .852 -.061 -.108 .060 .141 -.086 .054 .033 -.074 -.029 .051 
Collective Efficacy (Many engaged employees) .841 -.158 .115 .058 .012 .016 .093 .073 -.043 .129 -.399 
Self-Efficacy (Up to me) .813 -.250 -.132 .007 -.013 .151 .021 .163 -.160 .141 .089 
Intrinsic Motivation (Perceived competence) .748 -.025 -.047 -.031 .063 -.001 .064 .053 .186 .120 -.070 
Intrinsic Motivation (Enjoyment) .699 .223 .078 -.120 .006 -.044 -.044 -.042 .078 .091 .003 
Collective Efficacy (All have positive effects) .671 .161 -.132 .011 .017 .189 .094 .052 -.146 .191 -.146 
Intrinsic Motivation (Effort) .670 .265 .057 -.044 -.102 -.173 .010 -.250 -.016 -.038 .079 
Self-Efficacy (Various ideas to help) .639 .000 .191 -.217 .065 .070 -.020 .067 -.055 .242 -.174 
Threat (Stay informed) .529 .134 .270 .042 -.011 -.109 -.078 .031 .166 -.012 .023 
Self-Identity (Concerned about environmental issues) .508 .269 .113 -.005 -.140 -.082 -.070 -.091 .002 -.049 .249 
Descriptive Norms (Saving energy is important to others) .441 -.013 .146 -.082 -.142 .264 .011 .112 -.051 -.049 .383 
Self-Identity (Behave environmentally friendly) .427 .232 .284 .098 -.176 .086 -.156 -.111 .070 -.134 .038 
Threat (Learning about climate change) .417 .266 .124 .044 .059 .054 -.066 -.091 .077 -.019 .084 
Affect (Enthusiastic) .414 .344 .038 -.209 .192 -.003 -.019 -.014 .110 .026 .056 
AR                       
AR (Loss of resources ) -.158 .900 .126 .001 -.061 .038 .036 .103 -.019 .000 -.087 
AR (Global warming problem) -.074 .844 .116 .034 -.038 -.008 .002 .085 .037 -.025 -.052 
AR (Strong action) -.022 .796 -.108 .090 -.026 .088 .156 -.025 -.015 -.128 .026 
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AR (Jointly responsible) .170 .775 -.041 -.159 .037 -.144 .158 -.087 -.156 -.008 .081 
AR (Personal obligation) .135 .736 -.042 .025 .073 .035 .014 .021 .002 -.063 .103 
AR (Reduce energy consumption) .110 .709 .197 .074 -.049 .096 -.054 -.034 -.044 .082 -.172 
Environmental Concern (Major catastrophe) -.070 .629 -.117 .263 .069 -.110 .053 .196 -.062 .127 .096 
AR (Energy saving helps) .239 .571 -.200 .194 .017 .063 .027 -.046 -.015 -.129 -.055 
Facilitating Conditions                       
Facilitating Conditions (Easy to save energy) .002 .128 .852 -.015 -.006 -.022 .001 -.070 -.012 -.087 -.006 
Facilitating Conditions (Possible to save energy at work) -.009 -.022 .839 .129 .050 -.054 .117 -.073 -.054 -.097 .064 
Facilitating Conditions (Appropriate measures at work) .019 .043 .782 .127 .153 -.157 .136 -.122 -.109 -.016 -.061 
Facilitating Conditions (Access to resources) .112 -.038 .770 -.004 .032 -.121 .047 -.084 -.076 -.052 .015 
Culture -.098 .005 .658 -.035 .158 -.020 .136 -.035 .074 -.058 .190 
Support & training (Managers support me) .071 -.075 .405 .032 .365 -.058 .095 -.019 .030 -.045 .341 
Environmental Concern                       
Environmental Concern  (Approaching limit) -.260 .087 .082 .763 -.051 .008 .002 -.016 .030 .175 .116 
Environmental Concern (Humans shouldn't interfere) -.069 .138 .008 .735 .039 .050 -.029 .106 -.007 .191 .006 
Environmental Concern (Humans are part of nature) .013 .034 .002 .731 .073 .152 -.077 -.054 .054 -.082 -.089 
Environmental Concern (Limited room and resources) -.048 -.026 .309 .723 -.142 -.090 -.083 .032 .064 .235 .016 
Environmental Concern (Plant and animal rights) .393 -.150 -.108 .680 .058 .027 .066 -.078 -.032 -.227 -.183 
Environmental Concern (Severely abusing) .027 .309 -.089 .520 -.038 .026 -.027 .067 .019 -.031 -.058 
Environmental Concern (Balance easily upset) .043 .345 -.036 .517 .092 -.034 -.081 .080 -.019 -.010 .159 
Commitment                       
Commitment (Proud) .035 .000 .110 .036 .875 -.029 -.038 .069 .003 .027 -.018 
Commitment (Belonging) -.018 .044 .086 -.042 .862 .062 -.063 .024 -.045 -.004 .032 
Work satisfaction .005 -.100 .103 .054 .825 .109 -.122 .066 -.013 -.025 -.047 
Commitment (Meaning) .028 .101 .023 -.091 .807 .081 -.022 -.015 .026 .079 .000 
Group Dynamics                       
Group Dynamics (Work well together) -.029 .056 -.045 .018 .003 .931 .047 -.115 .022 -.076 .026 
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Group Dynamics (Play our part) -.095 .072 -.078 .034 .031 .891 .035 -.040 .004 -.016 .165 
Group Dynamics (Respect) .096 -.022 -.048 .033 .055 .816 .118 -.121 .061 -.129 -.009 
Group Dynamics (Sense of belonging) .105 -.072 -.111 .073 .173 .795 .023 -.097 .021 -.092 .033 
Knowledge                       
Knowledge (Cost) -.052 .062 .080 -.069 .006 .028 .834 .135 .024 .156 -.023 
Knowledge (Target) -.040 .129 .088 -.054 -.133 .052 .831 .024 -.002 .076 .073 
Knowledge (Technology) .100 .069 .088 -.012 -.053 .068 .764 .017 .105 -.066 -.092 
Knowledge (Skill) .061 .064 .214 -.038 -.077 .093 .729 .077 .057 -.061 -.115 
Negative Environmental Concern                       
Environmental Concern (Human ingenuity) .019 .001 -.175 -.050 .093 -.137 .125 .819 -.057 .004 .035 
Environmental Concern (Use nature) .121 -.060 -.117 .084 .001 -.239 .150 .717 .086 -.054 .051 
Environmental Concern (Crisis exaggerated) -.070 .444 -.035 -.063 .143 .075 -.079 .614 -.080 -.115 -.015 
Environmental Concern (Nature can cope) -.134 .229 .010 .148 .035 .064 -.049 .596 .043 .012 -.149 
Environmental Concern (Humans rule) .152 -.115 .091 .204 -.267 -.045 .042 .501 -.053 -.372 .119 
Habit                       
Habit (Consciously remembering) -.055 -.113 -.076 .037 .007 .029 .091 -.009 .985 .062 .044 
Habit (Daily routine) -.096 -.066 -.063 .082 -.023 .060 .055 -.023 .961 .097 .007 
Affect (Annoyed) .316 .124 -.105 -.238 .021 -.097 -.182 .296 .364 -.269 -.040 
External Motivation                       
External motivation (Recognition) .295 -.081 -.018 .132 -.054 -.107 .013 -.022 .093 .801 -.168 
External motivation (Incentives) .011 -.163 -.091 .072 .093 -.085 .086 -.098 .017 .686 .262 
External motivation (Rules and procedures) .303 .275 -.398 .141 .000 -.108 .018 -.169 .065 .468 .220 
Social Norms                       
Injunctive Norms (Should try and save energy) .146 -.013 .298 -.043 -.073 .184 -.065 .062 .008 .164 .578 
Descriptive Norms (Colleagues save energy) .128 -.062 .336 -.039 -.026 .231 -.072 .139 -.016 .124 .461 
Injunctive Norms (Expect to save energy) .191 -.089 .434 -.028 -.123 .262 -.088 .065 -.009 .149 .454 
Support & training (Superiors are committed) .025 -.138 .407 .120 .375 -.069 .104 .005 .058 -.078 .408 
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ETHICS REVIEW APPLICATION REF. E227 
  
 
Researcher:  Faye McDonald 
Objective: 
To determine the factors influencing PEB and to develop  
a framework to suggest how it could be increased 
 
 
The PBS Ethics Committee  
is pleased to give a favourable  
opinion on your  
Ethical Review application ref. E227. 
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